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home desktop computers to put a man on the moon. In that 50 year span, the field of computer science has
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Computer science has opened new avenues for thought and experimentation. What began as a way to simplify the
calculation process has given birth to technology once only imagined by the human mind. The ability to communicate
and share ideas even though collaborators are half a world away and exploration of not just the stars above but the
internal workings of the human genome are some of the ways that this field has moved at an exponential pace.
At the International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications it is our mission to provide an outlet for
quality research. We want to promote universal access and opportunities for the international scientific community to
share and disseminate scientific and technical information.
We believe in spreading knowledge of computer science and its applications to all classes of audiences. That is why we
deliver up-to-date, authoritative coverage and offer open access of all our articles. Our archives have served as a
place to provoke philosophical, theoretical, and empirical ideas from some of the finest minds in the field.
We utilize the talents and experience of editor and reviewers working at Universities and Institutions from around the
world. We would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal,
as well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations. Our high standards are maintained through a double blind review
process.
We hope that this edition of IJACSA inspires and entices you to submit your own contributions in upcoming issues. Thank
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Cluster-Based Context-Aware Routing Protocol for
Mobile Environments
Ahmed. A. A. Gad-ElRab

T. A. A. Alzohairy

Almohammady S. Alsharkawy

Department of Mathematics
Faculty of Science
Al-Azhar University-Cairo,Egypt

Department of Mathematics
Faculty of Science
Al-Azhar University-Cairo,Egypt

Department of Mathematics
Faculty of Science
Al-Azhar University-Cairo,Egypt

Abstract—Mobile environment has many issues due to
mobility, energy limitations and status changing over time.
Routing method is an important issue and has a significant
impact in mobile networks, whereas selecting the optimum
routing path will reduce the wasting in network resources,
reduce network overhead and increase network reliability and
lifetime. To decide which path will achieve the networks
objectives, we need to construct a new routing algorithm that
uses context attributes of a mobile device such as available
bandwidth, residual energy, connection number and mobility
value. In this paper, we propose a new mobile nodes ranking
scheme based on the combination of two multi-criteria decision
making approaches, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and
the technique for order performance by similarity to ideal
solution (TOPSIS) in Fuzzy environments. The Fuzzy AHP is
used to analyze the structure of the clusterhead selection problem
and to determine weights of the criteria, while the Fuzzy TOPSIS
method is used to obtain the final mobile node ranking value. By
basing on node ranking, we propose a new cluster based routing
algorithm select the optimal clusterheads and the best routing
path. Our simulation results show that the proposed method
increases the network accuracy and lifetime and reduces network
overhead.
Keywords—Clustering; Context; FMCDM; Mobile and Routing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Many mobile systems utilize the mobile device context
such as current location, residual energy, time and user's
activity to obtain the best services to the mobile user. The key
objective of these systems is to significantly simplify
computing devices usage by realizing the changing in entities
status and the surrounding environments. Context-aware
systems use the contextual information to clarify the current
situation and adapt mobile systems to be suitable for both user
and device requirements.
Exchanging data between mobile nodes in the network is
one of the basic challenges in this environment. Utilizing a
context in mobile devices is receiving considerable attention to
meet these challenges. In context-aware systems, mobile
applications can use the contextual information such as user's
location, day time, nearby people and devices and user's
activity in useful way to solve many mobile issues. One of the
most important issues in mobile computing is how to evaluate
mobile device. Evaluating mobile device using user
information, device information and environmental
information is very helpful in many mobile applications such
as data management and routing data in mobile networks. So,

we can rely on the rank values to use the highest performance
mobile devices to send data to other nodes in the network. This
method will keep most of mobile resources as energy and will
increase network lifetime. Using the context in routing data
through the network paths will achieve a high accuracy mobile
network, and will reduce network overhead. Routing data using
cluster methods allows fast connection, topology management,
better routing, improves network lifetime, routing delay,
bandwidth consumption, and throughput.
The main objective of this research is to introduce a
systematic evaluation model to help the actors in mobile
computing for evaluating and selecting the optimal mobile
node among a set of available alternatives (mobile nodes).
Evaluating mobile node based on context is a multi-criteria
decision making problem (DM), where many context attributes
should be considered in the decision-making. DM processes
involve a series of steps: identifying the problems, constructing
the preferences, evaluating the alternatives and determining the
best alternatives. DM is extremely intuitive when considering
single criterion problems, since we only need to specify the
alternative with the highest preference rating. However, when
DM method evaluates alternatives with multiple criteria
(context attributes), many problems will arise in the evaluation
process such as criteria weights, preference dependence, and
conflicts among criteria. These problems need to be overcome
by more sophisticated methods. So, network clustering which
is based on multi-criteria will achieve a high performance
routing method in mobile environments.
Fuzzy decision making is a method to solve the complex
DM problems in a fuzzy environment. This method can deal
with the problem of evaluation and selection. In the real world,
linguistic variable is used by human beings to make decisions.
Classical DM method works only with exact and ordinary data
without qualitative data. This research will use the linguistic
variable to express reasonably situation that difficult to define
such as available bandwidth, residual energy and device
mobility factor, and then select the best alternatives for data
management in the mobile environment using a cluster based
routing protocol.
In this paper, we propose a new ranking scheme for mobile
nodes that is based on the combination of two multi-criteria
decision making approaches, the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) and the technique for order performance by similarity to
ideal solution (TOPSIS) in Fuzzy environments. The Fuzzy
AHP is used to analyze the structure of the clusterhead
selection problem and to determine weights of the criteria,
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while the Fuzzy TOPSIS method is used to obtain final mobile
node ranking. Finally, based on the node ranking value, we
propose a new cluster based routing algorithm for selecting
optimal clusterheads and the best routing path.
The rest of the paper is organized as the following. Section
2 includes a detailed survey of the related work. Section 3
introduces Multi-Criteria Decision Making Approaches.
Section 4 describes the proposed cluster based context-aware
routing protocol (CBCA). Section 5 presents simulation and
analysis of the experimental results. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Selecting the best clusterhead and discovering the efficient
routing path are very important to achieve a high accuracy and
reliable network in the mobile environments. So, many
researchers have been worked to fulfill this purpose and many
protocols have been introduced. In this section, we will review
in briefly the previous proposed routing protocols schemes in
mobile environments.
A. Routing Protocols in Mobile Environments
Routing is the process of transferring the packets between
the networks or within the network from the source to the
destination node. Routing is mainly done by specially
configured nodes which are called routers and is often
confused with the bridging techniques. By basing on network
structure, routing methods are categorized as Proactive (Table
Driven) Routing Protocols, Reactive (On Demand) Routing
Protocols and Hybrid Routing Protocols [1]. In proactive
routing such as DSDV, each node maintains one or more
routing tables. Proactive protocols continuously learn the
topology of the network by exchanging topological information
among the network nodes. The differences among the protocols
lie in their routing table structure, number of tables, updating
frequency, use of control messages and the presence of a
central node. In Reactive routing protocol such as AODV, DSR
and TORA routes from source to destination doesn't exist.
Whenever route is required each node discovers and maintains
the route as and when required. In On-Demand routing
protocol paths are explored only when needed. Hybrid routing
protocols such as ZRP include the features of proactive and
reactive routing protocols. Proactive tactic is used to discover
and maintain routes to nearer nodes, while routes for far away
nodes are discovered reactively. The author in [1] introduced a
survey of routing algorithms for mobile networks.
Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [2]
is very popular routing protocol that is based on classical
distance vector routing algorithm. AODV is essentially a
combination of both DSR [3] and DSDV [4]. It shares DSR’s
on-demand characteristics hence discovers routes whenever it
is needed via a similar route discovery process. However,
AODV is loop-free due to the destination sequence numbers
associated with routes. It creates routes only when they are
needed, which reduces the periodic control message overhead
which is associated with proactive routing protocols. AODV
adapts traditional routing tables, one entry per destination
which is in contrast to DSR that maintains multiple route cache
entries for each destination. The initial design of AODV is

undertaken after the experience with DSDV routing algorithm.
AODV also has other significant features. Whenever a route is
available from source to destination, it does not add any
overhead to the packets. However, route discovery process is
only initiated when routes are not used and/or they expired and
consequently discarded. This strategy reduces the effects of
stale routes as well as the need for route maintenance for
unused routes. AODV have the ability to provide unicast,
multicast and broadcast communication. AODV uses a
broadcast route discovery algorithm and uses the unicast in
route reply massage.
B. Cluster Based Routing Protocols
Mobile networks are characterized as dynamic topology,
bandwidth and link capacity, nodes are energy constrained.
Network cluster methods allow fast connection and topology
management, better routing and also improve network lifetime,
routing delay, bandwidth consumption and throughput. Each
cluster in the network contains clusterhead (CH). The CH
responsible to provide communication bridge between
members and the other clusters. In the mobile environments,
the topology changes dynamically. So, to achieve a high
performance in the network, any clustering algorithm should
operate with minimum overhead of cluster maintenance and try
to preserve its structure as much as possible when nodes are
moving and/or the topology is slowly changing. Many
approaches for network clustering have been developed by
researchers which focus on different performance metrics,
most used weight metrics like average consumed power,
residual energy, computing capabilities, distance with all
neighbors, mobility and node trust value. Most of previous
clustering approaches focus on some of this metrics to evaluate
the network node. In clustered network each CH is responsible
for the following jobs:
 Identify each node in the cluster (assign IDs).
 Calculate the path weight (cost) of sending/receiving
data to all neighbor clusters.
 Communicate all mobile nodes in the cluster
 Define the path that will receive data from across the
gateways, and report its gateway which is located on
this path to receive data from the common cluster.
 Define routing table.
 Communicate with other clusters through the gateways.
 Send data to all cluster's member nodes.
Naeimi et. al. [5] has introduced taxonomy of CH selection.
In this survey, the clusterhead selection is classified into selforganized schemes, assisted schemes and multi-factor
evaluation schemes. Cluster based routing is a most convenient
way to develop an efficient routing scheme in mobile
environments. But it has to deal with several problems like,
control overhead of cluster formation, maintenance, battery
Power, stability of cluster, fairness, load balancing etc. So,
authors in [6]. Summarize that to optimize the clusterhead
election algorithm and to perform efficient cluster based
routing in mobile environments, it is necessary to consider all
metrics rather than focusing on particular metric.
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Using clustering method in mobile network gives the
network several advantages. These advantages introduce them
as the most compatible routing protocols in these
environments. We list some of these advantages as the
following:


Minimizing the total transmission energy.



Balancing the energy-exhausting load among all nodes.



Reducing the bandwidth demand and efficient use of
limited channel bandwidth.



Eliminating the redundant and highly route discovery
process.



Routing path limited to the clusterhead and gateways
and thus generating small-size routing tables.



Increasing the lifetime and scalability of the network.

To ensure that the selection of clusterhead achieve all
network requirements and increase network lifetime. The
selection of clusterhead must be a multi-criteria decision issue
with complex inter-relation between factors. Barfunga et. al
[7], introduced an Energy Efficient Cluster Based Routing
Protocol. Also, Anitha et. al [8], proposed an enhanced cluster
based routing protocol for mobile nodes, this protocol is aimed
to prolonging the lifetime of the sensor networks by balancing
the energy consumption of the nodes. Naeimi et. al. [5] has
surveyed that there are two clusterhead selections which is
based on Multi-Factor Evaluation Schemes, Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) [9] and Fuzzy Logic Controller
(FLC). The AHP method is characterized by decomposing
complex decision of CH selection into a hierarchy of more
easily understood sub-problem using numerical values and the
FLC characterized by smooth noise tolerance, adaptive
modifiable rules, low cost and complexity, more flexible to
variable range of applications. Therefore, using a multi-criteria
decision making to evaluate mobile nodes according its context
will increase network lifetime and decrease network overhead.
In this paper, we will introduce a cluster based routing protocol
that utilizes the context as a multi-criteria decision making
problem to select the optimum clusterhead and select the best
routing path. A detailed survey on cluster based routing
protocols can be found in [10], [11], [12], [13].
III.

MULTI-CRITERIA DECISION MAKING APPROACHES

A. Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Number
Zadeh (1965) introduced the Fuzzy Set Theory (FST) to
deal with the uncertainty and ambiguous of data. A major
contribution of FST is the capability of representing uncertain
data. FST also allows mathematical operators and
programming to be performed to the fuzzy domain. A Fuzzy
Set (FS) is a class of objects with a continuum of grades of
membership. Such a set is characterized by a membership
function, which assigns to each object a grade of membership
ranging "between" zero and one.
Fuzzy Set: A fuzzy set ̃ . In a universe of discourse X is
characterized by a membership function ̃
which
associates with each element x in X a real number in the

interval [0, 1]. The function value ̃
is termed the grade
of membership of x in ̃ . L.A. Zadeh [14].
Triangular Fuzzy Number: A triangular fuzzy number ̃
can be defined by a triplet (L, M, U) shown in Fig-1. The
membership function ̃
is defined in [15] as

̃
{

Fig. 1. Triangular Fuzzy Number (L, M, U)

A Symbol " " will be placed above A if the A shows a
FST. A Triangular Fuzzy Number (TFN) A, ̃ TFN
represented with three points as follows: (L, M, U). L stand for
the lower bound of the fuzzy number, and U stand for the
upper bound. This representation is interpreted as membership
functions and holds the following conditions.
 L to M is increasing function
 M to U is decreasing function
 L ≤ M ≤ U.
Fuzzy sets were originally proposed to deal with problems
of subjective uncertainty. Subjective uncertainty results from
using linguistic variables to represent the problem or the event,
linguistic variable is a variable that is expressed by verbal
words or sentences in a natural or artificial language. Linguistic
variables are also employed as a way to measure the
achievement of the performance value for each criterion. Since
the linguistic variables can be defined by the corresponding
membership function and the fuzzy interval. Linguistic
variables were proposed in [16], For example, linguistic
variables with triangular fuzzy numbers may take on effect
values such as very high (very good), high (good), fair, low
(bad), and very low (very bad). So, we can naturally
manipulate the fuzzy numbers to deal with the FMADM
problems. The membership function of linguistic variables
represented in triangular fuzzy number showed in Fig-2.

Fig. 2. Triangular fuzzy numbers of linguistic variables
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B. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
Bernoulli (1738) proposed the concept of utility function to
reflect human persuit, such as maximum satisfaction, and von
Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) presented the theory of
game and economic behavior model, which expanded the
studies on human economic behavior for multiple criteria
decision making (MCDM) problems [16], an increasing
amount of literature has been engaged in this field. The
MCDM can be summarized in five main steps as follows:
1) Define the nature of the problem.
2) Construct a hierarchy system for its evaluation Fig-3.
3) Select the appropriate evaluation model.
4) Obtain the relative weights and performance score of
each attribute with respect to each alternative.
5) Determine the best alternative according to the
synthetic utility values, which are the aggregation value of
relative weights, and performance scores corresponding to
alternatives.
6) Outrank the alternatives referring to their synthetic
fuzzy utility values from Step 5.

TABLE I.

RATIO SCALE IN AHP (SAATY (1980))
Intensity
Importance

Linguistic
Equally
important
Moderately
more important
Strongly more
important
Very strongly
more important

1
3
5

7

Extremely more
important

9

Intermediate
values

2, 4, 6, 8

Description
Two factors contribute equally to
the objective
Experience and judgment slightly
favor one over the other
Experience and judgment strongly
favor one over the other
Experience and judgment very
strongly favor one over the other.
Its importance is demonstrated in
practice
The evidence favoring one over
the other is of the highest possible
validity
When compromise is needed

C. Fuzzy AHP
The global weights for each candidate is determined and
the candidates fuzzy priorities are calculated based on subfactors using Linguistic variables, which are defined for the
triangular fuzzy numbers, see Table II:
TABLE II.

LINGUISTIC VALUES AND FUZZY NUMBERS

Linguistic values

Fuzzy numbers

Very low (VL)
Low (L)
Medium (M)
High (H)
Very high (VH)
Excellent (E)

(0, 0, 0.2)
(0, 0.2, 0.4)
(0.2, 0.4, 0.6)
(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
(0.6, 0.8, 1)
(0.8, 1, 1)

The geometric mean method was first employed by
Buckley (1985) to extend the AHP to consider the situation of
using linguistic variables (Zadeh 1965). The degrees of the
pairwise comparison of linguistic variables can be expressed
using the fuzzy numbers see the following table. Table III.

Fig. 3. Hierarchical system for MADM

The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was proposed to
derive the relative weights according to the appropriate
hierarchical system. There are four methods, including the
eigenvalue method, the geometric mean method, the linear
programming method and the lambda-max method to derive
the weights using the AHP. Only the eigenvalue method is
employed to deal with crisp numbers and the other methods are
adapted to handle the AHP under fuzzy numbers [16].
In AHP method, the pairwise comparisons for each level
with respect to the goal of mobile evaluation are conducted
using a nine-point scale. Each pairwise comparison represents
an estimate of the priorities of the compared context attribute.
The nine-point scale developed by Saaty (1980). Table I
expresses preferences between options as equally, moderately,
strongly, very strongly, or extremely preferred. These
preferences are translated into pairwise weights of 1, 3, 5, 7,
and 9, respectively, with 2, 4, 6, and 8 as intermediate values.

TABLE III.

THE PAIRWISE COMPARISON OF LINGUISTIC VARIABLES USING
FUZZY

Intensity of fuzzy scale

Fuzzy numbers

Number user defined

̃

(L,M,U)

(_, 1 ,_)

̃

(L,M,U)

(_, 3 ,_)

̃

(L,M,U)

(_, 5 ,_)

̃

(L,M,U)

(_, 7 ,_)

̃

(L,M,U)

(_, 9 ,_)

̃ ̃ ̃ ̃

(L,M,U)

(_, _ ,_)

From the information of the pairwise comparison, we can
form the fuzzy positive reciprocal matrix as the following:
̃

[

]
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Where ̃

̃

and ̃

attributes. The first step of TOPSIS is to calculate normalized
ratings using the following equation:

Then, the geometric mean method for finding the final
fuzzy weights of each criterion can be formulated as the
following:
̃

̃

̃

̃

̃

Step 2: Construct the weighted normalized decision matrix
 For benefit criteria (larger is better)

Where
̃

√∑

̃

̃

̃

⁄

The fuzzy weights of each criterion can also be defuzzified
by center of area (CoA) in order to obtain a crisp solution.
D. TOPSIS
The Technique for Order Preferences by Similarity to an
Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method was proposed by Hwang and
Yoon (1981). The main idea came from the concept of the
compromise solution to choose the best alternative which has
the shortest Euclidean distance from the positive ideal solution
(optimal solution) and farthest Euclidean distance from the
negative ideal solution. The positive-ideal solution (PIS) is a
solution that maximizes the benefit criteria and minimizes the
cost criteria, whereas the negative ideal solution (NIS)
maximizes the cost criteria and minimizes the benefit criteria.
Then, choose the best one of sorting, which will be the best
alternative. So, according to this technique we can evaluate
mobile node based on the context.
E. Fuzzy TOPSIS
The use of numerical values (Crisp values) in the rating of
alternatives may have limitations to deal with uncertainties and
ambiguous. So, extensions of TOPSIS were developed to solve
problems of decision making with uncertain data resulting in
fuzzy TOPSIS. In practical applications, the triangular shape of
the membership function is often used to represent fuzzy
numbers. Fuzzy models using triangular fuzzy numbers proved
to be very effective for solving decision-making problems
where the available information is imprecise.
Given a set of alternatives, A = {Ak | k = 1,…, n} , and a set
of criteria, C = {Cj | j = 1,…, m}, where X = {Xkj | k = 1,…, n;
j = 1,…, m} denotes the set of performance ratings and w =
{wj | j = 1,…, m} is the set of weights, the information table I
= (A, C, X, W) can be represented as shown in TableIV. The
first step of TOPSIS is to calculate normalized ratings by
TableIV.
TABLE IV.

Where = maxk xkj and = mink xkj or setting x* is the
aspired/desired level and x- is the worst level.
 For cost criteria (smaller is better)

Step 3: Calculate weighted normalized ratings using
Step 4: Obtain the positive ideal point (PIS) and the negative
ideal point (NIS)
A+ represents positive ideal point and A- represents negative
ideal point.
{
}
= {( maxk vkj(x), j J1 ),(mink vkj(x), j
| , k= 1,…,n ;}

J 2)
(9)

{
}
= {( mink vkj(x), j J1 ),(maxk vkj(x), j J2)
| , k= 1,…,n ;}
(10)
Where J1 and J2 are the benefit and the cost attributes,
respectively
Step 5: Calculate the separation from the PIS and the NIS
between alternatives.
The separation values can be measured using the Euclidean
distance, which is given as: , Positive Ideal Separation and
negative Ideal Separation.
√∑

TOPSIS INFORMATION TABLE I = (A, C, X, W)

Alternatives C1 C2
A1
x11 x12
A2
x21 x22
An
w

an1
w1

an2
w2

√∑

cm
x1m
x2m

Step 6: Calculate the Relative Closeness to the Ideal
Solution

ann
wm

Now we will list the TOPSIS main steps as the following:
Step 1: Construct the normalized decision matrix
To transform the various attribute dimensions into nondimensional attributes, which allows comparison across the

Where

[ 0, 1 ]

| k = 1, …, n;

Finally, the preferred orders can be obtained according to
the similarities to the PIS ( ) in descending order to choose
the best alternatives.
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IV.

PROPOSED CLUSTER BASED ROUTING PROTOCOL

The proposed model of clusterhead selection problem
combines of two MCDM approaches FAHP and FTOPSIS
approaches to evaluate mobile node which is based on different
context attributes as mobility, available bandwidth, residual
energy and number of neighbors. The main difference between
our proposed clusterhead selection method and other clustering
algorithms that other methods rely on only one or two factors
to complete the clustering process which is not sufficient to
increase network lifetime and solve network overhead
problem. Also, these methods ignore other factors which affect
the network lifetime. This section will illustrate in details the
new cluster based context-aware (CBCA) routing protocol. So,
we offer a detailed explanation of the new protocol as the
following.
A. Setup Phase
Setup phase consists of three levels to obtain the final
results of ranking mobile nodes. In the first level: The Contextaware Middleware responsible for collecting the contextual
information that will represent the criteria. The second level:
Obtain the best weight for each criteria using FAHP. Finally,
the third level: Responsible for using FTOPSIS to evaluate the
alternatives and determine the final mobile node rank value.
Each mobile node collects the needed context for the
evaluation operation. According to Gad-ElRab [17], the
context-aware middleware is committed to support each mobile
node by the contextual information which is needed in this
operation. The context-aware middleware will retrieve context
from its source and assign a new value to the mobile node. The
source node broadcasts a hello message to all nodes in the
network to inform each node to share its context with other
nodes. This message contains a specified context attributes
(mobility value, bandwidth, energy level and number of its
neighbor nodes). These attributes will be used to evaluate each
mobile node. All nodes that receive the hello message from
source node will replay and send its context values to the
source node or any other specified node in the network.
Now it's a time to start Device Dependent Context Rank
(DDCR) operation. From [17], Device Dependent Context
represents any contextual information that characterizes the
device such as processing capabilities, energy level, available
bandwidth, input sensors, visualization capabilities etc. So,
each node will be evaluated based on its device dependent
context using FAHP and FTOPSIS approaches. The FAHP
method will compute the weight of each context attribute
which will contribute in computing DDCR, note that
computing weight is a pre-calculated by the application for one
time only at the first of establishing the network. Fig-4
illustrates the decision hierarchy of mobile nodes evaluation
process. The FTOPSIS will compute the final evaluation value
of each node based on weight value from FAHP method and
the received context from all nodes in the network. The source
starts to normalize rating values which are received from each
node and calculates weighted normalized ratings for all criteria.
Then, it calculates positive and negative ideal point (A+, A-).
After that, the source node will determine Positive Ideal

Separation and Negative Ideal Separation D+, D- for each
node. Finally, it will determine the global context evaluation.
At this point, the source obtains a rank value for each node in
the network. After that, the source node broadcasts a message
to inform each node by its own rank value. Then cluster
formation phase will start.

Fig. 4. Hierarchical system for Mobile Nodes Ranking

B. Cluster Formation Phase
In cluster formation phase, the network is partitioned into a
number of clusters, each cluster contains one clusterhead CH.
The CH is a node which has the largest DDCR value in the
cluster, the remaining nodes in the cluster called member
nodes. To start cluster formation phase, we have a number on
evaluated nodes and each one knows its DDCR value, each
node will start to check if any of its neighbor have rank value
larger than its rank. If there is one or more; then the node will
choose the largest of them and this selected node will be a
parent of this node, and this node will be a member node in this
cluster. If a node has the largest DDCR among all neighbors,
this node will become CH of its cluster. Each selected CH
sends an advertisement message to all nodes that belong to the
cluster, this message is a small message containing the CH ID
and the IDs of all nodes in its cluster. If there is a node has the
largest DDCR from all its neighbor and does not select as a
CH; then this node will select the nearest and the largest
neighbor to be its parent. Until now, we have a number of
clusters and each cluster contains one node which is called CH,
this CH has the largest DDCR in the cluster and each cluster
consists of K hops. A new problem arises after forming clusters
which is draining of CH resources. The CH is responsible for
many jobs in its cluster, these jobs consume the CH resources.
So, to decrease this drains of CHs, each CH will elect number
of nodes in its cluster to help it to accomplish some jobs such
as communicating with other clusters, do some calculations
and data collection, etc. The selected nodes are called ViceCH
and any ViceCH falls on the first hop of its CH, and has the
highest DDCR between neighbor, has the lowest connectivity,
does not belong to any path to source node or other CHs. The
CH of any cluster may have a ViceCH or not. The gateway
nodes of any cluster will be authorized from the CH by
handling any operation from any other clusters, such as
calculating path weight between two clusters or other jobs. Fig5 illustrates the cluster formation phase.
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D. Determining Cluster's Getaways
The gateway node is defined as a common node between
two different clusters, if there is a routing path between two
clusters, the sent message will pass through the common node
that is called gateway. Each gateway knows the number of
nodes in each common cluster and all paths to the common
clusters. The gateway that is common to more than two clusters
is worthies to handle communication of the common clusters.
If the gateway node is connected to more than one node in the
other cluster, it will select the highest DDCR and nearest
gateway to make a path to the other CH. The CH is worthier to
send the message to other cluster if it was directly connected to
another cluster (the node is CH and gateway at the same time).
If there is more than one gateway to the same cluster, the CH
will select the largest DDCR node to be a gateway. Each CH
sends data first to all used gateways after finishing the CH
distributes data to all member nodes which sorted according to
DDCR values.
E. Discovering Routing Path
In this phase, the network will discover the best routing
path from source to destination, determining routing path
begins by computing all paths weights (cost) between source
node and destination node. The routing path cost will be
derived from the average DDCR of each path Ar and its number
of hops (Delay cost) D, as the following:
(14)
Such that w1 represents the weight of delay cost D, w2
represents the weight of Ar of each path, and p is the number of
discovered paths. The network application will commit to
determine the values of w1 and w2 such that:
(15)
In this paper we use values of w1 and w2 as, w1 = 0.5 and w2
= 0.5. The routing path that has maximum Rc will be selected to
be the path between source and destination nodes.
Fig. 5. Flow Diagram of Proposed Clustring Method

V.

C. Cluster Maintenance Phase
Cluster maintenance phase will solve the problem of load
balancing in network clusters. Each CH will calculate the
average DDCR of its cluster. If the average DDCR is smaller
than any of its neighbor clusters, then the cluster will discard
the extra low DDCR nodes for the benefit of the largest
neighbor cluster if it's possible. In the discrediting operation,
each common node in the cluster knows the average DDCR
value and the average DDCR value of its neighbor clusters;
then the common node will join to the largest average DDCR
value of its neighbor if its DDCR is very small.
If any member node separated from its cluster, it will attend
to the nearest and the largest DDCR neighbor cluster. If the
gateway node separated from its cluster, the CH will change its
receiving path using the presented scenario in the previous
discussion. If the separated node is a CH, its member nodes
will try to join to the nearest cluster using the proposed
scenario. If a new node (unranked node) adds to the network, it
will join to the nearest cluster without computing DDCR.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results of the
comparison between the proposed cluster based context-aware
CBCA routing protocol and the standard routing protocol
AODV [2]. We implemented the proposed protocol using the
OMNET++ simulator [18].
A. Performance Metrics
We used many ways to study the proposed algorithm. The
performance of CBCA protocol evaluated according to the
following metrics:
1) Average Packet Delivery Ratio: It is the ratio of the
number of successfully received packets to the total number of
packets sent.
2) Average end-to-end delay: The end-to-end delay is
averaged over all surviving data packets from the sources to
the destinations.
3) Control overhead: The control overhead is defined as
the total number of routing control packets normalized by the
total number of received data packets.
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Due to continuous changes in the topology of the mobile
network. We generated different network scenarios for number
of nodes, bandwidth and number of messages. Also, we used
Random Waypoint mobility to model a mobility of nodes.
Table V shows our simulation parameters.
TABLE V.

concluded that the average end-to-end delay for CBCA
protocol is better than the AODV protocol.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Network Area
Number of Nodes
Initial Energy
Mobility Type
Radio Transmission Range
Bandwidth

1000m x 1000m
25 - 250
0.5 J
RandomWPMobility
250m
3 - 30 Kbps

As we mentioned in section 3, we can obtain the weight
value of each criteria using FAHP method. This can be done
through pairwise comparisons by asking how much the
importance of a criterion compared to another criterion. By
using this method, we can deduce all required weight values.
So, a mobility weight was 0.074, bandwidth weight was 0.486,
energy weight was 0.324 and connection number weight was
0.191. The simulation will use these values to obtain final
mobile nodes rank value.
B. Simulation Results and Analysis
In this section, we will discuss the routing protocol
simulation results and compare the proposed CBCA protocol
and AODV protocol based on the above mentioned
performance metrics.
Fig-6, compares the percentage of packet delivery ratio
(PDR) for CBCA and AODV. As shown in Fig-6 PDR
decreases as the number of nodes increases. We can see that
the packet delivery ratio of CBCA protocol is clearly higher
than the AODV protocol and our algorithm can scale up to
larger network.

Fig. 7. Average End-to-End Delay vs. Number of Nodes

As shown in Fig-6 and Fig-7, the CBCA protocol enhances
the PDR and end-to-end delay because in the CBCA, the route
discovery phase and routing packets based on the high
performance nodes in the network (the CHs and the Gateways).
The CHs and the Gateways work with higher bandwidth and
they have high number of connection in the network. These
features minimize the delivery time from source node to
destination and maximize packets delivery ratio in all network.
Fig-8, compares the packets overhead for CBCA and
AODV. As shown in Fig-8, the packets overhead increases as
the number of nodes increases. Also, we can ensure that the
control overhead is less for CBCA when it is compared to
AODV. So, CBCA protocol is more efficient in larger network.

Fig. 8. Packet Overhead vs. Number of Nodes

Fig. 6. Packet Delivery Ratio vs. Number of Nodes

The comparison of the end-to-end delay is shown in Fig-7.
We can see that as the number of nodes increases, the average
end-to-end delay increases, because more connections and
congestions appear in higher density network. It can also be

Fig-9 shows the comparison of packet delivery ratio for
CBCA and AODV in different bandwidth. As shown in Fig-9
PDR increases as the bandwidth of nodes increases. So, the
number of packet drops also decreases. However, the proposed
CBCA protocol achieves good delivery ratio, compared to
AODV, which means that our approach has better
performance.
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Fig-12, shows the comparison of the end-to-end delay
between CBCA protocol and AODV protocol. We can see that
as the number of messages increases, the average end-to-end
delay increases. This is because the increasing in the number of
messages leads to network congestion, which increases the
postponement of sending the messages.

Fig. 9. Packet Delivery Ratio vs. Node Bandwidth

As shown in Fig-10, the average end-to end delay of the
proposed CBCA protocol is lower than the AODV protocol.
This is because CBCA routing protocol takes into account node
bandwidth and it needs smaller route discovery time than
AODV.

Fig. 12. Average End-to-End Delay vs. Number of Messages

Fig-13 shows the comparison of the packet overhead for
CBCA and AODV with various number of messages. For both
CBCA and AODV there is increasing in packet overhead with
the increases of message number. CBCA routing provides
smaller packet overhead than AODV. We can observe that
CBCA has small increasing rate. This is because in the cluster
formation process, a lot of control packets are exchanged.
Also, the proposed CBCA protocol uses small number of nodes
in route discovery phase.

Fig. 10. Average End-to-End Delay vs. Node Bandwidth

Fig-11, shows a comparison between Packet Delivery Ratio
and Number of Messages. As shown in Fig-11, PDR decreases
as the number of messages increases. We can see that the
packet delivery ratio of CBCA protocol is clearly higher than
the AODV protocol.

Fig. 13. Packet Overhead vs. Number of Messages

Fig-14 shows the average delay time in different weights of
hops number w1 as we explained in equation (14) in route path
selection process. As shown in this figure, When the weight of
hops number was 0.3 to 0.8 given us the best results in average
delay time.
VI.

Fig. 11. Packet Delivery Ratio vs. Number of Messages

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced the most relevant routing
protocols types in mobile environments. Also, we discussed
cluster based routing protocols issues. In addition, we proposed
a new context based routing protocol in mobile environment.
The new CBCA protocol is based on ranking network's nodes
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according to its Device Dependent Context DDCR. The
evaluation process is relying on two MCDM approaches

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
Fig. 14. Average End-to-End Delay vs. Hops Number Weight

FAHP and FTOPSIS to determine the mobile node ranking
value. Then, we proposed a network clustering schema based
on the previous ranking process. Finally, we introduced a
routing discovery model to obtain the optimum routing path
between source and destination, the best routing path that has
the maximum average rank and minimum hops number. The
performance of the new protocol has been evaluated through
extensive simulation with various network sizes, bandwidth
rate and number of messages. The simulation results
demonstrate that there is a significant improvement in packet
delivery ratio and the average end to end delay over traditional
routing protocol AODV, and better performance than other
routing algorithms in literature as well. So, the proposed
CBCA protocol can increase the network lifetime and decrease
network overhead. Which achieve the reliability and accuracy
to the network in these environments.
Our future work involves using CBCA protocol to develop
a new adaptive broadcasting protocol in mobile environments,
based on user dependent context to reduce the network
overhead and deliver the information to the user who will
utilize and take care of the shared information.
[1]

[2]
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Abstract—RFID is now a widespread method used for
identifying people and objects. But, not all communication
protocols can provide the same rigorous confidentiality to RFID
technology. In return, unsafe protocols put individuals and
organizations into jeopardy. In this paper, a scheme that uses
multiple low cost tags for identifying a single object is studied.
Through algebraic analysis on chronologically ordered messages,
the proposed multi tag arrangement is shown to fail to provide
the claimed security. The weaknesses are discussed and
previously proven precautions are recommended to increase the
security of the protocol, and thus the safety of its users.
Keywords—Authentication; EPC Gen 2; ISO 18000-6; NFC;
RFID; UHF tag

I.

INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is the second
widespread tool used in object identification and tracking,
after paper barcodes. But, barcodes require a line of sight and
can identify only one object at a time. Meanwhile, RFID does
not require line of sight and as many as hundreds of objects
can be identified within a second [1]. Therefore, it is not
surprising to see RFID gradually replacing traditional
barcodes in one of the biggest chain stores of the U.S.A. [2].
RFID has also proven itself in analysis of animal behavior [3],
anti-counterfeiting [4], business automation [5], asset
management [6], and recently in healthcare [7]. Indications are
such that RFID will be one of the leading identification tools,
in the near future.
Simply, RFID is a set-up of an electronic identification
sticker (tag), a reader and a server. The tag has an integrated
circuit with a unique identification number (ID) in its memory.
An antenna attached to the integrated circuit is used to
energize it through electromagnetism. The reader supplies the
required electromagnetic energy to activate the tag. After
activating the tag, the reader requests the ID of the tag [8]. A
tag energized through the reader’s electromagnetic field is
called a passive tag. Other battery operated tags are called
active tags and are not within the scope of the present work. In
this study, a special type of passive tags ˗ the low cost UltraHigh Frequency (UHF) tags ˗ that are preferred due to their

long reading distance are focused on. Unfortunately, their
limited resources cause UHF tags to lack strong security
primitives. Capturing the Electronic Product Code (EPC, i.e.
the ID) of some tags is very easy [9]. It is possible to track an
item with an exposed ID, anywhere it goes on earth [1].
Therefore, it is necessary to look for a standard beyond the
security supported in the ISO 18000-6 [10] and EPC Global
Class 1 Generation 2 version 2 (Gen-2) [11] standards of the
UHF tags. But, it should be noted that high security levels
increase the cost of the tags. Therefore, the common goal of
the researchers is to obtain a method with a balanced cost –
security ratio.
In the rest of this paper, Section 2 summarizes previous
work. Section 3 demonstrates weaknesses of a latest proposal.
Section 4 contains authentication and security analysis of the
proposal and four correction recommendations. In Section 5,
the main conclusions and future work are presented.
II.

RELATED WORK

Being pervasive yet insecure, early UHF tags have
triggered many authentication proposals to be made. The
proposals have been categorized according to the functions
used for obscuring the tag ID [12]. The proposed protocols are
grouped under four categories:
 Ultra-lightweight: Support only bitwise operation
functions like AND, OR, XOR (⊕), Shift, Rotate etc.
 Lightweight: Support random number generation and
simple functions like cyclic redundancy check (CRC),
but not hash functions.
 Simple: Support random number generation and oneway hash functions.
 Fully-fledged: Support conventional cryptographic
functions.
Lately, researchers tried to stretch the boundaries between
the neighboring categories. The categorization arguments
gradually subsided and the attention was turned towards
implementation of “lightweight” versions of hash and
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cryptographic functions [13]. But, most proposals involve the
authentication of a single tag, identifying a single object.
There are of course the grouping proof protocols of multiple
tags [14], but still each object is identified by a single tag.
Recently, identifying an object with multiple tags based on
an ultra-lightweight authentication protocol has been proposed
[15]. The proposal will be named Dhal and Gupta’s Multi-Tag
Authentication Protocol (DGMTAP). DGMTAP places
multiple tags on an object as in Figure 1, each with an
individual secret shared with the server. As always, the
ultimate security goal is preventing the capture of the ID or
the shared secret of the tag. The authors claim that DGMTAP
resists known RFID attacks of listening adversaries.
Using the notation of Figure 1, m number of objects are
marked by n number of tags. Each tag’s index INj, shared
secret key SKj (2b bits long), old and new IDjold, IDjnew are in
the server’s database. The index provides fast access to the tag
record. The protocol assumes that the reader-server channel is
secure, but the tag-reader channel is not. Therefore, the
attackers can only use rr (2b bits long), INj, Mj, P1j, P2j that go
between the reader and the tags. The equations and functions
(Figure 1) used in the protocol are public; therefore available
to malicious users as well. The mutual authentication of the
server and the tag proceeds as follows: The reader triggers an
identification session by sending a request and a random
number (nonce) to a tag. Nonces are used for message
freshness. No other secret or data is shared with the reader.

The server has all the information of the tags in an indexed
database, as shown in Figure 1. One or multiple tags receiving
the request, prepare their version of message Mj (equation 1),
using their own secret SKj. Next, Mj is sent to the reader
preceded by the tag’s index INj. The reader acts as a mediator
to relay the replies of the tags together with its nonce, to the
server. Using the index of the tag, the server finds the shared
secret key SKj of the tag and uses it with rr in equation 2 to
extract (IDjʹ – rj || rj). The apostrophe sign indicates that this is
the received value. From here, the concatenated tag nonce r j is
obtained. With rj, the server calculates (IDjnew – rj) and checks
if it equals the received (IDjʹ – rj) value. If it is a match, the
tag is authenticated and the object is identified. If not, the
server checks if (IDjold – rj) equals (IDjʹ – rj) value. If it is a
match, the tag is authenticated and the object is identified. If
not, the tag is rejected. After tag authentication is complete, a
new tag IDjnewʹ is calculated and sent to the tag via the reader,
hidden in messages P1j, P2j. The reader merely relays the
messages together with the tag index. Tags check the index to
decide if the broadcast is intended for itself. If it is, the tag
carries out the XOR operation on P1j (equation 6). Next, the
tag obtains tag IDjnewʹ by adding its own nonce to the result of
equation 6 (equation 7). Using IDjnewʹ, the tag analyses
message P2j to verify if the sent IDjʹ matches its present IDj
(equations 8 and 9). If it is a match, authentication of the
server is complete and the tag saves the new tag IDjnewʹ. The
tag finishes and does not acknowledge the server about the
completion of mutual authentication.

Fig. 1. DGMTAP Scheme (15)
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III.

ANALYZING DGMTAP

The presence of malicious wireless equipment users and
dishonest readers is a common assumption, in radio frequency
communications [14]. Adversaries are encouraged especially
if a reply to every challenge is guaranteed. Due to the nature
of RFID technology, every request is replied by a tag.
Therefore, challenging from a distance and recording the
replies of a tag is very popular among RFID hackers [16]. The
replies are accumulated and analyzed, at a later time. In
DGMTAP, although the presence of dishonest readers is
assumed and no secrets are shared with the reader; the identity
or the nonce (rr) of the reader are not checked. The absence of
the checks opens the way to a serious attack on DGMTAP. As
a result of the attack, it becomes obvious that the claimed
security properties of the protocol do not exist. Here is the
attack scenario in detail:
An attacker challenges the tags of an object using the same
bogus nonce rc = 0 twice, and saves the replies. Observe that
neither the tag nor the server checks for a zero r c value.
Denoting the first and second challenges with superscripts 1
and 2, respectively, from equation 1 of Figure 1:
Mj1

= [(SKj – rc) ⊕ ((IDj –

rj1)

Mj2

= [(SKj – rc) ⊕ ((IDj –

rj2)

||

rj1)]

(1)

||

rj2)]

(2)

XORing equations (1) and (2):
Mj1

⊕ Mj2 = (IDj – rj1) || rj1 ⊕ (IDj – rj2) || rj2

(3)

Because (SKj – rc) ⊕ (SKj – rc) = 0 and A ⊕ 0 = A.
Equation (3) is an XOR operation which can be divided into
XORing the lower and upper bits:
Upper bits of (Mj1 ⊕ Mj2) = (IDj – rj1) ⊕ (IDj – rj2)

(4)

Lower bits of (Mj1 ⊕ Mj2) = rj1 ⊕ rj2

(5)

In mathematics, the XOR function is known as the modulo
2 addition without carry [17]. Therefore, the XOR operation
can be approximated to addition. The trivial justification is left
to the reader, while the XOR operations on the right hand side
of equations (4) and (5) are approximated to addition:
UoM = (IDj – rj1) + (IDj – rj2)
LoM =

rj1

+

(6)

rj2

(7)

Where LoM denotes the Lower bits of
⊕
and
UoM denotes the Upper bits of (Mj1 ⊕ Mj2). Adding equations
(6) and (7):
(Mj1

LoM + UoM = 2 × IDj

Mj2)

(8)

The IDj of the tag is obtained using equation (8), since Mj1
and Mj2 are passed in cleartext, during the message exchange.
Now the attacker has the index INj and the IDj of the tag.
Next, the attacker uses the same dishonest reader to send the
saved messages Mj1 and Mj2 to the server. Observe that, the
server never checks the identity or the legitimacy of a reader.
The attacker does not allow the replies of the server to reach
the tag, but just plays Mj1 and Mj2 and saves the replies. The
server believes that the tag used IDjʹ, because it has not
updated in the previous authentication session.

Therefore, the server uses the same IDjʹ value in its
database, for preparing its replies. As a result of the two
sessions with the server, the following replies are received by
the reader:
P1j1 = (IDjnew1 – rj1) ⊕ (SKjʹ – IDjʹ)
P2j1
P1j2
P2j2

(9)

=

(IDjnew1

– SKjʹ) ⊕ (IDjʹ – SKjʹʹ)

(10)

=

(IDjnew2

–

(11)

=

(IDjnew2

– SKjʹ) ⊕ (IDjʹ – SKjʹʹ)

rj2)

⊕ ((SKjʹ – IDjʹ)

(12)

XORing (9) and (11), then (10) and (11) yields:
P1j1

⊕ P1j2 = (IDjnew1 – rj1) ⊕ (IDjnew2 – rj2)

(13)

P2j1

⊕

(14)

P2j2

=

(IDjnew1

– SKjʹ) ⊕

(IDjnew2

– SKjʹ)

Approximating the XOR operations in equations (13) and
(14) to addition and subtracting (14) from (13) gives:
P1j1 + P1j2 - P2j1 - P2j2 = 2 × SKjʹ– (rj1 + rj2)

(15)

Using equation (7) and rearranging equation (15):
2 × SKjʹ = P2j1 + P2j2 – P1j1 – P1j2 – LoM

(16)

All of the terms on the right hand side of equation (16) are
cleartext messages saved by the attacker. Therefore, now the
lower b bits (notation table of Figure 1) of the shared secret
SKj are captured. The captured values (IDj and SKjʹ) can now
be used to break down the whole DGMTAP protocol. The
attacker returns to equation (1) for a bitwise analysis and since
rc = 0, equation (1) reduces to:
Mj1 = SKj ⊕ ((IDj – rj1) || rj1)

(17)

Separating the upper and lower b bits of the XOR
operation, equation (17) can be broken into two equations:
UoMj1 = SKjʹʹ ⊕ (IDj – rj1)
LoMj = SKjʹ ⊕
1

(18)

rj1

(19)
rj1

From equation (19), the value of
is captured, because
SKjʹ was already exposed. Substituting the captured rj1 value
in (18), the value of SKjʹʹ is also obtained. Now, the whole 2b
bits of the shared secret SKj are in the hands of the attacker.
Inserting SKj in equation 2, the second tag nonce rj2 is
isolated. Now, by inserting the captured rj1, SKjʹ, IDjʹ values in
(9) and rj2, SKjʹ, IDjʹ values in (11); both IDjnew1 and IDjnew2
are calculated. The tag’s record in the database is now
completely exposed. The capture of the full record of a tag is
called a full-disclosure attack [9] and it has serious
ramifications for the user of the tag.
IV.

DISCUSSIONS

Authentication protocol proposals are as good as their
claims. In other words, when the security of a proposed
protocol is proven to be short of what it claims to be, it is
immediately abandoned. As demonstrated, full record of
DGMTAP tag can be exposed. An exposed RFID tag is not
different than a barcode paper sticker on a commodity. The
consequences of such a security breach are more critical than
just revealing the secret identification of an object, as it will
become apparent next.
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A. Authentication Analysis
The authors of DGMTAP make four critical errors in their
security analysis. First, since the reader ˗ server channel is
assumed to be secure, the backend server does not check the
authenticity of the reader. The price paid is the giveaway of
the two replies to the two bogus messages, in the full
disclosure attack demonstrated, in the previous section.
Secondly, the number of server replies with the old tag ID is
not counted. Thus, blocking the replies of the server can go
unnoticed. Hence, the server can be tricked to send multiple
replies, using the same tag ID. The adversary simply
accumulates the replies and exposes the repeated ID. Third
error is the server’s failure to check the nonce (rr) of the
reader. As observed in the attack above, a zero valued nonce
facilitates the analysis of the DGMTAP messages. Finally,
although multiple tags are used to identify an object, each
tag’s authentication does not add up to a more secure protocol,
as in a grouping proof protocol [14]. As demonstrated in our
full disclosure attack, the secrets of each tag can be exposed
by carrying out the same analysis individually on each tag.
B. Security Analysis
Proposed protocols are normally expected to provide the
basic security properties like message confidentiality, message
integrity and privacy. Failing to do so, opens the way to the
following known attacks.
1) Eavesdropping: Eavesdropping on messages going
through air cannot be prevented and contrary to authors’
claims, the secrets of DGMTAP tags are not secured enough
to go through the air.
2) Man-In-The-Middle Attack: There is no need for this
type of attack on DGMTAP, since the secrets can be obtained
otherwise. But, after full acquisition of tag secrets, false
messages can be formed and the server can be fooled by a man
in the middle, using an unchecked dishonest reader.
3) Replay Attack: It has been demonstrated that replaying
the same zero-valued reader’s nonce, resulted in a full
disclosure attack on DGMTAP.
4) Location Tracing: As the present and next identity
values of a tag are exposed, by analyzing the exchange
between a tag and a reader, an attacker can find out which
object a tag belongs to. By recording the locations of the
identified objects, tracing an object becomes easy.
5) Forward Security: This property cannot be provided by
DGMTAP, because all coming identification values IDjnew of
the tag can be calculated, once the shared secret and the
present identification IDj are captured.
6) Backward Security: DGMTAP cannot provide this
property, because by inserting the constant value of SKj and
the captured present identification IDj in the saved message
exchanges, all of the old IDj values can be calculated.
7) Synchronization Attack: This attack is also possible,
because a dishonest tag can be created with the captured
secrets. The dishonest tag can communicate with the server
because it can formulate Mj messages. The server is tricked to
update IDj twice. The authentic tag has no knowledge of the
clandestine session between the server and the dishonest tag.

Hence, while the identity value in the authentic tag is
unchanged, that value has been dropped out of the server’s
database. Consequently, the server will fail to recognize the
authentic tag when it tries to authenticate with the server,
because now it has no match in the database.
8) Physical Attack: This type of attack is in another
category. Its prevention requires hardware sophistication such
as secure memory and memory fuse architectures, which are
beyond the scope of this work.
C. Some Recommendations for Correcting DGMTAP
DGMTAP can be improved easily by a number of
precautions. First, the server should authenticate the reader
and bind its use to a well-proven user. The user must have a
secret login password and a unique feature of the reader; like
the CPU ID, must be used. A detailed example can be found in
work [18]. Such safety precautions eliminate the danger of
malicious attacks via dishonest readers. Secondly, the server
must check the reader nonce rr, before evaluating any tag
messages. “If rr == 0  abort” operation would suffice. Such
a check eliminates the danger of simplifying the decryption of
exchanged messages. Third, a further XOR operation after the
concatenation operation in equation (1) can complicate the
algebraic analysis of DGMTAP. Concatenation by itself is a
weak operation, which can be easily reversed by breaking up a
message at the point where it was concatenated. Therefore,
concatenation should not be the last operation in an equation.
Finally, a grouping proof protocol covering the tags attached
on the same object can improve the security, as advised in
work [14]. Grouping proof protocols usually challenge the
first tag in the group (tag 1), next challenge tag 2 with the
reply of tag 1, next challenge tag 3 with the reply of tag 2 and
so on. At the end, the replies of the tags are packed and
encrypted with the reader’s user password. The server receives
the resultant data package and verifies the reply of each tag.
Any disagreement in the verification causes a fault in the
authentication of the chain. Hence, the authentication of the
object(s) is dependent on a more sophisticated protocol.
DGMTAP has the multi tag basis for a grouping proof
protocol, but does not use it.
V.

CONCLUSION

A protocol attempting to bring security to RFID
identification by introducing multiple tags per object has been
analyzed. Full disclosure of the sensitive tag secrets was
possible through an algebraic attack on the exchanged
messages. The attack demonstrated that merely multiplying
tags for identification can result in the breakdown of the
claimed protocol’s security features. Four recommendations
have been made for improving the security of the analyzed
protocol. But, it is best to start with the previous work,
recommending lightweight cryptography for RFID tags [13].
Future work must try to comply with the new RFID
standards aimed at popular UHF RFID tags [11]. Such
intentions lead the research into introducing the Advanced
Encryption Standard and Elliptic Curve Cryptography for
secure channel initiation, in low cost RFID tags. Strong
cryptographic tools are needed even in low cost tags, because
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the captured messages are analyzed using computationally
powerful computers.

[9]
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Abstract—As more and more systems move to the cloud, the
importance of web applications has increased recently. Web
applications need more strict requirements in order to sup-port
higher availability. The techniques in quality assurance of these
applications hence become essential, the role of testing for web
application becomes more significant. Model-driven testing is a
promising paradigm for the automation of software testing. In
the web domain, the challenge however remains in the creation of
models and the complexity of configuring, launching, and testing
big number of valid configuration and testing cases. This paper
proposes a solution towards this challenge with an approach
using Domain Specific Language (DSL) for model driven testing
of web application. Our techniques are based on building
abstractions of web pages using domain specific language. We
introduce WTML - a domain specific language for modeling web
pages and provide automatic code generation with a web-testing
framework. This methodology and techniques aim at helping
software developers as well as testers to become more productive
and reduce the time-to-market, while maintaining high standards
of web application quality.
Keywords—Domain specific language (DSL); model-driven
development; model-driven testing; WTML

I.

INTRODUCTION

Advances in web-based technologies today has led to the
rapid growth in the number of web applications used in
business. As the demand for mobility and internet-of-things
requires more complexity in web applications, the existing
testing frameworks used to test software system struggle to get
up to speed. Methods from model driven can support the rapid
evolution of such system by building an abstract model of a
web application and use the created models instead of specific
code to generate tests. In general, the model of the web
application does not need to include all the details of the
implementation, but should be precise enough to guarantee
that the test cases represent actual use scenarios of the web
application [1].
In this paper, we present an attempt to build an approach
using Domain Specific Language for model driven testing of
web application.
Our techniques are based on building abstractions of web
pages and modeling state-machine-based test behavior using
domain specific language. This is used to form a more generic
testing framework that can apply to many web-based systems
to save time and cost.

This paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we
review some knowledge of Model-driven Development
(MDD), model-based testing and domain specific language as
background information. The subsequent section discusses the
current challenge to build a testing platform that can automate
the process from development to execution. In the next
section, we introduce WTML (our designed DSL) for test
modeling and test development of web-based applications. In
the last section, we present some conclusions on the
methodology of using a domain specific language in modeldriven testing of web applications.
II.

BACKGROUND

Automated model driven testing has received much
attention in recent years, both in academia and in industry.
This interest has been stimulated by the success of modeldriven development in general, by the improved understanding
of testing and formal verification as complementary activities,
and by the availability of efficient tool support [2]. Model
driven engineering approach as a methodology could be
described as follow:
A. Model driven engineering
Model-driven engineering (MDE) is a software
development methodology, which focuses on creating and
exploiting domain models. Models can be perceived as
abstract representations of the knowledge and activities that
govern a particular application domain. Models are developed
though-out various phases of the development life cycle with
extensive communication among product managers, designers,
developers and users of the application domain. MDE aims to
increase productivity by maximizing compatibility between
systems, simplifying the process of design and promoting
communication between individuals and teams working on the
system [3].
The Object Management Group’s (OMG) initiatives on
MDE contain the Model-driven Architecture (MDA)
specification. MDA allows definition of machine-readable
applications and data models that enable long-term flexibility
with regards to implementation, integration, maintenance,
testing and simulation [4] [5]. There are two main modeling
classes in MDA:
 Platform Independent Models (PIMs): these are models
of the structure or functionality, which are independent
of the specific technological platform used to
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implement it.


Platform Specific Models (PSMs): these are models of
a software or business system, which are bound to a
specific technological platform.

In the MDA, models are first-class artifacts, which are
later integrated into the development process through the
chain of transformations from PIMs through PSMs to coded
application. The mapping and transformation between PIMs
and PSMs are based on meta-model concepts. These concepts
can be described by technologies such as Unified Modeling
Language (UML), Meta Object Facility (MOF) or Common
Warehouse Meta-model [3], [6], [12]. These languages are
considered as general-purpose modeling languages. Currently,
there are many challenges in implementing model driven
testing due to the lack of standardization and tools. There are
specific desired aspects for each application within its domain
and this makes it difficult to design a tool that can be applied
to all situations.

Test execution: The generated tests can be later executed
either manually or automatically by some triggers. This test
execution automatically compares the observed results with
the results predicted by the model. Thus, developers can walk
through a unit test case to examine each test interaction and
identify where the test failed.
C. Domain specific language
In software development and domain engineering, a
domain specific language is a programming or specification
language dedicated to a particular problem domain, a
particular problem representation technique, and/or a
particular solution technique. The concept is not new. Specialpurpose programming languages and all kinds of modeling or
specification languages have always existed, but the term has
become more popular due to the rise of domain specific
modeling [7].

B. Model based testing
Model-based testing is application of model-based design
for designing and optionally also executing artifacts to
perform software testing or system testing. Models can be
used to represent the desired behavior of a System Under Test
(SUT), or to represent testing strategies and a test
environment.

Adoption of domain specific language can be a solution to
several problems encountered in various software
development aspects. A DSL can reduce the costs related to
maintaining software [8]. In comparison to other techniques,
DSL is considered as one of the main solutions to software
reuse [9]. On the other hand, using DSL also promotes
program readability and makes its understanding easier. This
enables users without experience in programming to create the
models or programs as long as they possess knowledge of the
targeted domain.

A model describing a SUT is usually an abstract, partial
presentation of the SUT's desired behavior. Test cases derived
from such a model are functional tests on the same level of
abstraction as the model [10].

Another advantage of a DSL for modeling is the ability to
generate more verification on the syntax and semantics than a
general modeling language. This can reduce errors (and
burden) on the debugging process.

Currently, testing usually comprises between 30% and
70% of all software development projects. Hence, a good
testing methodology and toolset will enable software
developers and testers to become more productive and reduce
the time-to-market, while maintaining high standards of
software quality.
The purpose of the model-driven testing in the web
domain is to provide a framework that helps developers
perform the following tasks:


Create models of web applications or pages: This
enables developers to create the abstraction of the
components. Developers can later use the model
created as a skeleton for the test project. In this way,
the test plan can be reviewed and simulated to discover
problems in the implementation or model before the
actual code is ready for test.



Model behaviors: The behaviors and interactions of the
web application are modeled using the modeling
language to later support test case generation. These
behavior models simulate the features of the web
application.



Generate test cases for the web components. The tools
generate tests using data from the component (page)
models and the behavior models. It is often a good
practice to have the test cases that cover all required
test specifications.

III.

CHALLENGE

The process of web application development starts with
concepts, mock-ups and requirements. After that, following a
lot of iterations, more and more mature prototypes are
gradually created towards a working solution. Testing needs to
be performed within every iteration in this process. This
nature makes testing web applications a routine task from
designing the tests to tests execution and report. When
maintaining such systems, any change to the system also
requires the execution of a complete regression test.
Therefore, there is a need to build a testing platform that can
automate this testing process from development to execution.
There exist many model-based testing approaches and
tools that vary significantly in their specific designs, testing
target, tool support, and evaluation strategies. In the web
domain, there is a noticeable increase in the number of modeldriven testing techniques in recent years. Firstly, the challenge
in this area is to have a good design of a modeling language
that used to represent the system. Secondly, there is the
challenge for effectively defining the process of test case
generation and evaluation. There are several aspects of a
model-driven testing technique that need to be considered:
 Effective Modeling Language: The modeling language
used to model system, can be a generic UML approach
or a domain specific language, should bring up good
solution on the web domain while being easy to read
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and to understand. This language needs to be effective
and designed with agility support to ensure that models
can adapt to changes seamlessly.


Automation: This is an important aspect in model
driven development, it is the ability to generate final
artifacts from high-level specifications. Automation
also enables test case generation and execution
mechanism to perform easily without manual
refinements.



Good Tool Support: The tool chain and platform
support is essential for any approach. This allows the
integration with other parts of the development
process. This means that the platform should provide
tools for editing, debugging, compiling and
transformation. The tools should also be able to be
integrated together with other languages and platforms
without a lot of effort.

Although there exist many techniques that tend to vary
significantly in their design, they usually don't provide
adequate results in every applicable domain [11]. There are
also challenges in other aspects of the modeling process. On
one hand, the model has to be written in a notation powerful
enough to describe any elements of the web page. At the same
time, it has to be abstract enough to ease the process of model
creation and promote software reuse.
IV.

OUR APPROACH: DSL FOR WEB PAGE MODELING

Our approach is based on the principle of raising the level
of abstraction by modeling web pages and describes their
behaviors using the theory of State Machines. In order to
check the conformance between the application and the
model, the automated process for generating test cases from
the model is used. Our approach uses DSL to develop the
testing model together with the functional web page model
development. We aim at introducing a DSL and the tool set
that fit for this purpose.
In this approach, designing a new DSL with the support
for modeling at a good abstraction level is crucial. This DSL
can later be used for automatic generation of the model
artifacts and code that implement the services. In theory, a
general modeling language could also be used for this purpose
but an appropriately designed DSL can perform the same job
much more effectively.
There are three essential requirements to the DSL design
that we aim to achieve during the creation of a DSL to ensure
the quality of the language. Firstly, the language needs to be
effective, while being easy to read and to understand.
Secondly, as the modeling language can raise the level of
abstraction away from programming code by directly using
domain concepts, automation needs to be achieved to generate
final artifacts from these high-level specifications. This
automatic transformation at the same time has to fit the
requirements of the specific domain. Finally, the DSL has to
be able to provide support via tools and platforms. The DSL
needs to be able to integrate with other parts of the
development process. This means that the language is used for
editing, debugging, compiling and transformation. It should

also be able to be integrated together with other languages and
platforms without a lot of effort.
The starting point for a DSL for web page modeling is an
abstraction of a web page. This abstraction model comprises
the effective elements that are involved in the testing process
and, optionally, the behavior of the transitions to be simulated
and validated during the test execution. Following diagram
depicts the simplified syntax rules of a page model:

Fig. 1. Simplified syntax of a Page in WTML

The semantics of the language expressions starts with the
page definition identified by its name (ID). In order to have
package information for code generation, a package name can
be optionally declared. Base URL is then assigned to each
page. This gives us the possibility for customization of the
parameters for the URL. Main information for a page is the
elements. A page can have arbitrary number of elements. In
order to query elements in a web page, we identified it with
the XPath expression. The syntax for an element can be seen
as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Syntax of an Element model in a page

Each element starts with the keyword element followed by
its name (ID). We then use a string literal to store its XPath
expression. An element can optionally be clickable, this can
be declared by the keyword clickable.
We then define the parameters of the page. A page can
have any number of parameters. Each parameter starts with
the keyword param as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Syntax of parameters in a page

Another type of parameter can be seen in the next block in
a page as in Fig. 1 is the set of parameters to later be used in
the code generation process to repeatedly test against. This is
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defined by the keyword iterateParam. The parameters for
iteration are comma-separated.

tested against. A sample on how the page in Java was
generated is as bellow:

This information is enough if we just simply want to
model a page for testing. The last components are the actions
and transitions. These are the optional components to define
the actions and transition between pages. This can be used
later when we want to use state machine to model the test
cycle of the whole web platform.

@Page
@ComponentScan(basePackages=
{"net.webmodeling.testing"})
public class FirstPage {
private final static String
baseUrl = "http://www.testpage.org/";
private final static String
iterateParamName = "value";
@Autowired
private AutoBrowser browser;

To demonstrate the simplicity of the model creation
process in this approach, we can see how simple it is to write a
textual model of a web component from a web application in a
case study.
page RatingPage{
baseUrl "http://www.webtest.org/login"
element content "//*[@id='content']"
element user "//*[@id='user']"
element submit "//*[@id='submit']" clickable
iterateParam itemID "12,13,14,15,16"
param action "add"
}

This eight-line-of-code model at this abstraction level
allows us to be very flexible on building the elements and
logic needed for the test. At this level code reused is heavily
promoted. This can be reused on many pages yet enables us to
generate large amount of codes for test automation. Our
benchmark pointed out that 90 lines of Java code were
generated from this. This means we saved a significant
amount of time that was otherwise supposed to be spent on
test development. Overall, even if we take into account the
time spent on developing and learning a new DSL such as
WTML, this could still potentially provide a good productivity
gain in test development.
V.

AUTOMATION OF TEST GENERATION WITH WTML

According to IEEE standards, a test case is “a
documentation specifying inputs, predicted results, and a set
of execution conditions for a test item”. As the definition
states, there are three required elements in a test case; test
inputs, predicted results and conditions of execution. IEEE’s
definition also clarifies the difference between test data and
test case.
In order to generate test cases, test data must first be
generated. Test data can be generated using different sources
that describe the system, system’s behavior or how the system
will be used, such as source code, system specifications,
system requirements, business scenarios and use cases. Our
approach utilizes specification-based method for test case
generation.
In this approach, we focus on the verification of the web
system against the design specification that was available on
the test models. This comprises of abstract information on the
available operations and its parameters. Information from the
specifications allows generation of test cases for boundaryvalue analysis, equivalence class testing or random testing
[13].
In WTML platform, in order to generate the tests, we first
need to generate the model implementation of the page to be

@Value("#{'AAA,BBB,CCC'.split(',')}")
private List<String> iterateParams;
private static final By
rating = By.xpath("//*[@id='viewcomments_click']");
public String getRating() {
return browser.getTextValue(rating);
}
public void clickOnRating() {
browser.clickOn(rating);
}
...

From the web page model syntax as seen on previous
section, iterateParam is used when we want to iterate over a
set of input parameters when testing a page. This becomes
handy especially on the development of regression tests.
Another important aspect is @Page annotation, we
introduced this annotation to inject special configuration to a
page. This allows us to use Spring framework for processing
pre- and post- Java bean creation. Testing data is injected
directly into the page from the test models by using Spring
@Value annotation. All setters and getters are also
automatically generated from elements in the models.
This approach also provides a solution for automating
regression testing. These tests are the reuse of the existing test
cases from the previous system tests. Regression testing is
performed when additions or modifications are made to an
existing system. Since this could be run and generated
automatically, regression testing could be performed anytime
using WTML platform when there is a requirement.
VI.

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER PLATFORM

One of the essential features of the modeling tool is the
ability to integrate with other platforms. Selenium is a suite of
tools to automate web browsers across many environments.
WTML can utilize Selenium to provide automatic simulation
with browser. WTML raises the level of abstraction by
modeling the elements and actions on the web page. This
model will then be used as input to generate code for
modeling page accordingly. We use Java as the target
language. Using Spring framework dependency injection we
then can integrate layered architecture in the code generated.
Configurations are injected into JUnit tests via Spring
annotation.
To support WTML platform, we created our defined
annotations in Java, this Page annotation consists of
Configuration that can be later injected and directives to load
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}
public String getCssValue(By location,
String propertyName) {
return webDriver.findElement(location)
.getCssValue(propertyName);
}

the application context. We also defined our browser
implementation in order to integrate with web driver from
Selenium and provide automatic processing. In general this
browser is defined in the following way:
...
@Component
public class AutoBrowser {
private static final int TIME_OUT_SEC = 10;
private static final Logger LOGGER =
LoggerFactory.getLogger(AutoBrowser.class);
@Autowired
private WebDriver webDriver;
public void clickOn(By location) {
webDriver.findElement(location).click();
}
public WebElement findElement(By location) {
return webDriver.findElement(location);
}
public void goToPage(String url) {
webDriver.get(url);
}
public void goToUrlWithParam(String baseUrl,
Map<String,String> params) {
final StringBuilder pageUrl =
new StringBuilder();
pageUrl.append(baseUrl + "?");
for (Map.Entry<String, String>
entry : params.entrySet()) {
pageUrl.append(entry.getKey());
pageUrl.append("=");
pageUrl.append(entry.getValue());
pageUrl.append("&");
}
goToPage(pageUrl.toString());
}
public void goToUrlWithSingleParam
(String baseUrl, String paramName,
String paramValue) {
final StringBuilder pageUrl =
new StringBuilder();
pageUrl.append(baseUrl + "?");
pageUrl.append(paramName);
pageUrl.append("=");
pageUrl.append(paramValue);
goToPage(pageUrl.toString());
}
@PreDestroy
private void destroy() {
webDriver.quit();
}
public int getNumberOfElements(By location) {
return webDriver.findElements(location)
.size();
}
public String getTextValue(By location) {
return webDriver.findElement(location)
.getText();
}
public String getAttributeValue(By location,
String attributeName) {
return webDriver.findElement(location)
.getAttribute(attributeName);

...

After the configuration of Selenium web driver is defined
and loaded, we inject web driver into our AutoBrowser, this
way we keep the Selenium code separated from our browser
logic. This allows us to only focus on the requirements and
logics of code generation and automation test runners. After
that we define all necessary methods for our automated
browser such as getNumberOfElements from a given XPath
address inside any page.
With the integration of Selenium, we are able to perform
automatic browser actions. This enables us to write automated
tests for a web application directly in WTML, which allows
for better integration in existing unit test frameworks.
VII. RELATED WORK
In the UML world, there has been effort on proposing
techniques to automatically generate and execute test cases
starting from a UML model of the Web Application by Filippo
Ricca and Paolo Tonella [14]. This approach requires a
manual work in several phases. There is manual work on the
creation of models for testing and in the test refinement phase.
Our approach has an advantage of fully automation in test case
generation using the abstract web model and its action.
Alessandra Cavarra, Charles Crichton, Jim Davies, Alan
Hartman and Laurent Mounier [15] presented the approach on
test case generation utilizing UML. The authors' approach is
based on extending UML using UML profiling capabilities. In
these approaches, two profiles are created for different
purposes. The first one is used to model the system under test
by extending class diagrams, object diagrams, and state
diagrams to support testing properties. The other profile is
used to capture the test directives which are composed of the
object diagrams and state diagrams. A transformation is then
used to verify and produce scripts that can later be used to
generate test cases.
A model-based testing approach is presented by Bouquet
et al. in [16]. Their approach is based on a combination of
class, object, and state diagrams, which can be found in UML
and OCL expressions to automatically generate test cases from
these models. Test cases are generated using a test generator
that takes these diagrams and constraints as input. The authors
discuss the need to alter the semantics of OCL to allow OCL
expressions to have a side effect on the system state. In an
overview of model driven testing techniques from the work of
Mussa M., Ouchani S., Al Sammane W. and Hamou-Lhadj A.
[11], the authors pointed out the shortcomings of this approach
that it violates OCL semantics, which may hinder the
acceptance of the approach by the UML community. One
possible solution is to use an action language to express
expressions that change the state of the system.
There has been also a direct attempt to use UML activity
diagrams to generate test cases for Java programs in the work
of Chen, Qiu and Li [17]. The approach is based on the
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generation of test cases then compares the running traces with
the activity diagram to reduce the test case set. The
disadvantage of this approach is the limitation to the UML
activity diagram that makes it impossible to obtain
concurrency or loops for the tests.
Deutsch, Sui and Vianu in [18] introduced an approach
that models data-driven web applications. This approach used
Abstract State Machine to model the transitions between
pages, determined by the input provided to the application.
The structure and contents of web pages, as well as the actions
to be taken, are determined dynamically by querying the
underlying database as well as the state and inputs. The
properties to be verified concern the sequences of events
(inputs, states, and actions) resulting from the interaction, and
are expressed in linear or branching-time temporal logic. This
approach has an advantage of wide-range error detection.
However, this leads to complex models that can make the
integration with development methodologies not feasible.
Q. Yuan, J. Wu, C. Liu and L. Zhang [19] present an
automatic approach to generate test cases of a given business
process of a web service. The modeling of business process
uses notations from Business Process Execution Language and
UML activity diagrams. This approach is an example of
applying MDA and the conformed transformation techniques.
This approach aimed to build concise test models using given
notations and generate test cases from this models. The
advantage of this approach is the ability to apply in many
types from unit testing to integration testing.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS

behaviors based only on the possible elements modeled in a
page abstraction.
Domain specific language such as WTML can be applied
to automation testing of web-based applications and pages. In
practice, this approach has initially gain adoption in testing of
web systems in the financial industry where the authors had
the chance to work with. Our future work will continue on the
improvement of the framework in terms of consistent
methodology, wider code generation coverage and more
efficient notations and syntax.
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Abstract—Conventional processing infrastructures have been
challenged by huge demand of stream-based applications. The
industry responded by introducing traditional stream processing
engines along-with emerged technologies. The ongoing paradigm
embraces parallel computing as the most-suitable proposition.
Pipelining and Parallelism have been intensively studied in recent
years, yet parallel programming on multiprocessor architectures
stands as one of the biggest challenges to the software industry.
Parallel computing relies on parallel programs that may
encounter internal memory constrains. In addition, parallel
computing needs special skillset of programming as well as
software conversions. This paper presents reconfigurable
pipelined architecture. The design is especially aimed at Big Data
clustering, and it adopts Symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) along
with crossbar switch and forced interrupt. The main goal of this
promising architecture is to efficiently process big data streams
on-the-fly, while it can process sequential programs on parallelpipelined model. The system overpasses internal memory
constrains of multicore architectures by applying forced
interrupts and crossbar switching. It reduces complexity, data
dependency, high-latency, and cost overhead of parallel
computing.
Keywords—Big Data; Clustering; Computer Architecture;
Parallel Processing; Pipeline Design; Variable Lengths; Symmetric
Multiprocessing; Crossbar Switch; Forced Interrupt

I.

INTRODUCTION

Conventional computing has been thoroughly challenged
by the emerging situation of Big Data. Big Data is the problem
of managing huge amount of unstructured data. The
complexity of Big Data calls for new form of software
clustering and hardware organization. At the beginning of this
centenary, studies reported enormous growth of information
that exceeded Moore’s Law [1]. Big Data introduces
unconventional pressure on time and memory performance.
Consequently, new computation models are significantly
required to cope up with Big Data situation. Researchers
introduced “on-the-fly” clusterization of amorphous data. Onthe-fly processing deals with a continuous stream of data, and
it must maintain certain throughput of information flow. In this
pattern, hardware design should not tolerate any postponement
of oncoming stream. Multicore pipelined architecture provides
a simple yet effective solution to the on-the-fly computation by
transferring the operating states from core to core down the
pipeline [2]. This pipelining device requires practically the
same sequential programs that are currently used based on
single processor system. Pipeline computing offers very

effective solution for big data streams. It increases the
throughput considerably when processing intensive streams of
data. Pipelined architectures consist of sequence of processing
elements where the output of one processor is the input of the
next one. “By pipelining, processing may proceed concurrently
with input and output, and consequently overall execution time
is minimized. Pipelining plus multiprocessing at each stage of
a pipeline should lead to the best-possible performance “[3].
This paper investigates the previous work on multicore
processing and parallel computing architectures. It discusses
stream processing requirements, followed by general outlook
over the current limitations of parallel systems. This paper
suggests a hardware model that is especially intended to
process Big Data clustering on-the-fly, while this model can
process sequential programs using parallel-pipelined multicore
design. Finally, it proposes the same model based on
Symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) and forced interrupts.
II.

MULTICORE PROCESSING AND PARALLEL COMPUTING
ARCHITECTURES

A. Multi-Core processors
Most modern processors include huge number of transistors
on one chip. The architectures of general purpose multicore
processors allow multiple related tasks for execution, this
would be conducted in different cores such as IBM Cell
processor, Intel and AMD multicore processors. Usually, these
cores are heterogeneous in time requirement because of
advanced scheduling algorithms that intend to exploit these
architectures effectively.
On the other hand, these architectures support shared access
of global caches or memory, this support faces some
limitations in accessing the same block by other cores which
decreases their efficiency. Consequently, memory design has
significant influence on high clock rates, and indexing
references is important to attain high processing performance.
Optimizing the instructions and developing the data queues
may increase the performance. However, these solutions have
obvious limitations in heavy processing queues like graphics
manipulation [4].
For instance, SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data)
technique was one of the earliest programming methods to
stress parallelism in microarchitecture design. More
instructions were added by Intel in 2004. The introduction of
90 nm process-based Pentium games processor was followed
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by (Streaming SIMD Extensions) SSE3 and SSE4. This was to
improve thread synchronization and math capabilities.
Nevertheless, computing field is extensively progressive, so
conventional processors such as multicore CPUs (Central
Processing Units) are replaced by power-aware multi-core
CPUs coupled with GPUs (Graphics Processing units). The
idea behind this new trend is to take the advantage of chip die
area. This integration can increase the efficiency of SIMD, and
it may provide superior environment that supports stream
processing and vectorization. This approach uses large memory
units and large register sets that are distributed among different
levels of system hierarchy [5].
B. Parallel Programming Architectures
HMPP (Hybrid Multicore Parallel Programming
Environment) based on GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) can
provide tremendous computing power. With current NVIDIA
and AMD hardware group of graphic products, a peak
performance can reach hundreds of gigaflops. GPUs designed
originally for graphic cards, and it have emerged as the most
powerful chip in high-performance workstations. Unlike CPUs
with multicore architecture that uses two or four cores on chip,
GPUs consist of manycore architecture that can run thousands
of threads by hundreds of cores in parallel.
CUDA and OpenCL is a coevolved hardware/software
architectures that enable HPC (High-Performance Computing).
Developers were encouraged to utilize GPUs’ tremendous
power in computation and memory bandwidth, this by familiar
programming environment -C programming language-.
Apparently, the advantages of GPUs over CPUs are
undoubtedly interesting. However, an application must retain
certain characteristics in order to insure performance benefits:
First, well-designed parallelism for massive amount of data.
Second, Intensive Kernels that represent very large fraction of
execution time should be computed (Amdahl’s law) [6]. Third,
an application that requires arithmetic intensity and density.
These types of applications usually favor the use of the multicomputing units. Forth, Local memory access that is simple
and regular, and it should avoid pointer tracking code. Last but
not least, local memory accesses that can exploit the pipeline
structure of GPU boards [7].
GPU programing mainly uses data-parallel paradigm,
which frequently called stream computing. Stream computing
relies on a map operation that consists of using the same
computation on all elements of a stream such as arrays.
Basically, a stream is one or multidimensional array with
homogeneous points. Usually, parallel paradigm is based on
operations such as Mapping were the map applies kernel
function to all elements of stream, yet Kernel function can
access elements from many input streams. Also it uses
Reduction were an array of elements processes single value.
Typically, there are two types of memory-access operations
that can be executed. First, gather operation which assumes
kernel is able to read any element of a stream. It is usually of
the form of ( x = s1[s2[i]] ) . Second, Scatter operation that
assumes kernel is able to write any element of a stream. The
form of memory operation is similar to ( s1[s2[i]] = ).

Previous hardware architecture of GPUs was not able to
efficiently implement these operations. Luckily modern
architectures have overcame this constraint, however, it should
note that if ( s2[i] ) is not permutation of ( s1 ), then the result
of this operation is non-deterministic. For example, if ( s2[i] =
s2[j] = x ), we should consider that if ( i != j ) then ( s1[x] ) will
be assigned more than once in undefined order.
C. Systolic Arrays
Another form of parallelism is systolic arrays, in which the
data flows between processors in synchronization. Systolic
arrays are specialized form of parallelism where different data
may flow in different direction (down or right). Processors
compute and store data independently. H. T. Kung and Charles
Leiserson were the first to introduce systolic arrays in 1978
showing multiple processors in arrays connected by short buses
[8]. Typically, systolic arrays use joint form of parallel
computing and pipelined flow of data.
Systolic arrays miss two key features that we aim to
achieve in the context of processing big data clusterization.
First, Systolic arrays rely on parallel programing, and we target
an architecture that would utilize sequential programs by
forced interrupts.
Second, each processor stores data
independently of each other, which adds unfavorable
dependency in case we process variable-lengths of data.
Finally, the multidirectional nature of systolic arrays adds
global synchronization limits due to signal delays. Running
time that allows parallel overhead on several processors may
exceed the ideal program running time.
D. Graphic Processing Units (GPUs)
Recently, the use of modern GPU (Graphic Processing
Unit) increased considerably. The GPUs have been evolving
since the very first computer system placing number of key
challenges that are facing programmers to fulfill future
application demands and support various platforms.
These challenges such as effective use of GPU's
architecture and performance increase have led to outstanding
results, yet this computational advancement stimulated
software engineers to formulate innovative programming
techniques in order to utilize GPUs' capability.
The increasing interest of parallel software requirements
heightened the need for deep analyzing and scientific
comparison of software methods whether in programming or
architecture. The development of GPUs’ technology has led to
the hope that GPUs will contribute in many applied sciences
and will open a new window for continuous growth. Recently,
GPUs applications are being adopted by sciences which need
processing massive data sets such as physical simulations,
image processing, computer vision, data mining and text
processing as well as smart phones and portable devices.
Consequently, multicore processors and parallel programing
has become favorable topic among HPC (High-performance
computing) teams [9]. Many researches have been extensively
studying general purpose GPUs coupled with multicore
processors; they are looking for paralleling the tasks and
keeping the sequential execution to its minimum. However, the
optimal use of parallelism depends on GPUs architecture.
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III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND CONTRIBUTION

A. The Limitations of GPUs
In the context of big data streams, GPUs may not provide
enough main memory for large chunks of data. GPUs mitigate
this problematic situation by accessing multiple GPU boards to
single node. PCIe (Peripheral Component Interconnect
Express) can interface with many GPU boards providing an
aggregated storage. For instance, eight GPU boards that
contains 6 MB of internal memory can allow up-to 48 MB of
shared memory. However, this solution does not work
efficiently on algorithms that requires random access to large
data due to local physics and multi-access constrains. Moving
the data among GPUs by high-latency PCIe bus can create
huge computational intensity. The moment when algorithms
get larger than internal memory of GPU, the performance of
PCIe’s net system decreases dramatically. In fact, transferring
anything over PCIe can lower the speed twentyfold compared
to onboard main memory [10].
B. Parallel Programming Constrains
Real-time processing has led to widespread use of
multicore architectures. Experts toke the advantage of
multiprocessors by embracing parallel programming in order to
exploit parallel cores. This approach provided promising
opportunities in HPC (High Performance Computing).
However, it created big challenge for software industry. Most
existing programming languages are designed to perform
sequential execution. Parallel Programming added extra skillset requirements whereas programmers already deal with many
hardware and software complications. As a result, multicore
processing unit such as GPU (Graphical Processing Units) has
evolved to accommodate these challenges providing welldistributed and properly managed parallel cores, yet software
engineers have to place additional effort and time in
developing GPU applications that adhere to the promising
parallel-core architecture [11].
C. Contribution
Clearly, this paradigm of parallel computing relies on
parallel programming in order to utilize parallel hardware
arrangement. It has memory limitation where variable lengths
of Big Data streams may require processing data on-the-fly.
Nevertheless, the hardware design may change this fact, and it
can overcome these constrains. This paper presents a novel
multicore pipelined architecture by forced interrupts. It is
parallel model of computing that executes Big Data clusters
on-the-fly, while it still can utilize sequential programs. Our
promising architecture designed to handle variable lengths of
data, and it can achieve very low-latency in time. This
discourse proposes reconfigurable FPGA hardware
architecture, where pipeline length can comply with Big Data
clustering work-load. It provides scalable framework that can
add more processing units, and it can change HW
configuration according to our processing needs. The proposed
hardware organization is especially aimed at Big Data
clustering. It consists of three main components. First,
pipelined multiprocessing elements that operates on multicore
tasks in parallel. Second, sophisticated Main Memory
management by crossbar switching. Third, forced-interrupt that
allows conventional software programs to utilize our proposed

platform, and it may eliminate the overhead cost of parallel
programming effort.
IV.

DISCUSSION

A. Multicore Pipelined Architecture for Executing Big Data
Streams
The conventional realization of parallel programming
introduced three main approaches that have been used in
multicore processing. First, Task Parallel that partitions input
software into functions and tasks. This approach schedules
each function or task onto multicore processor. Second, Data
Parallel that partitions input data, then it schedules data
segments onto multicore processor system. Third, Pipeline
Parallel that uses elements of sequential processing capability.
It decomposes a program into states then run each state
simultaneously.
While the first approach requires sophisticated software
development, the second method is useful for data-independent
applications. These applications may require complicated
modules for data-scheduling. Pipeline processing is common
solution for high-intensive volumes of data; however, it is
limited by the maximum length of processing stage and/or the
ability for task-decomposition [2].
Multiprocessor Pipelined Architecture proposes hardware
design that utilizes the benefits of these three methods in order
to process Big Data streams. It uses parallel computation
coupled with data-parallel method and pipeline-parallel
approach. The main goal of this architecture is to progressively
process incoming data flows. We determine the length of the
pipeline by the size of data chunk that we receive [11].
Multiprocessor Pipelined Architecture divides the program into
equal processing times by forced interrupts as it is described in
[Ber90][Ber94][Ber00]. This technology has US PATENT No.
6145071. Given specific time of processing for each processor,
this pattern ensures the receiving of incoming data without
interruption, while it still using the conventional
implementation of sequential software [12][13].
B. The Multiprocessor Pipelined Architecture by Forced
Interrupt
Figure 1 shows multiprocessor pipeline architecture that
uses forced interrupts in order to automatically slice each
program into fixed durations. Each processing cycle starts with
(L) loading, (P) processing and (U) unloading. Since each
cycle has fixed duration, this design performs efficiently on
large volume of data with relatively small algorithms. The
initial design is limited by algorithm size that requires
additional round of processing.

Fig. 1. General diagram of data flow in the pipeline [12]
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Figure 2 zooms in the internal structure of each stage.
Every microprocessor interacts with three memory blocks M1M3. MPU sends addresses and control signals, while Sa1-Sa3
direct the data flow from previous stage or to the next cycle
[12].

program slicing and forced interrupts. Theoretically, it receives
data, then it generates blocks of different sizes based on slice
function. Figure 3 shows the ideal situation where the blocks
are in equal size, and each processor would execute one block
respectively. In this case, each processor executes the block
with the same color timing/slicing is not a big issue. In
contrast, figure 4 illustrates variable lengths processing. This
situation presents data blocks that are not equal in size or
processing time. Hence, we need special handling by forced
interrupts and program slicing. Each processor may process
certain amount of data, then it can be stopped.
The number of processors required for one block execution
may vary according to data length and processing time. The
multiprocessor pipeline allows an arbitrary algorithm to be
performed on-the-fly on a data chunk, given a sufficient
number of processors. The major condition for continual mode
of stream operations – equal durations of time intervals for
computations at each section of the pipeline – is realized by
forced interrupts at each processing stage. Time of processing
is of no significance to this design due to forced interrupt.
Figure 4 shows how different processors can share processing
different blocks by forced interrupts.

Fig. 2. Internal structure of one stage [12]

The challenges of algorithm size as well as the overhead of
memory data transformation are well addressed in recent
Multicore Pipeline Organization. The multicore system uses

Fig. 4. Data blocks are not equal in size or processing time

In the context of processing Big Data clusters, memory
management plays important role, and novel technology of
memory and cache management is proposed. This multicore
pipelined architecture provides very simple, yet, effective
solution by switching the state of processors among data
blocks, and it eliminates the overhead of internal-data
transformation. As a result, the performance of this pipeline
architecture increases significantly.
Fig. 3. Ideal situation where the blocks are in equal size
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C. Multicore Memory and Cache Architecture Based on
Crossbar Switching
This technology does not relocate memory data down the
pipeline; instead, it uses crossbar switch in order to assign
memory data blocks to the corresponding processor. Memory
data may include program status information that allows the
next processor to resume the work starting from last state. This
approach has been applied on multi-memory/multi-cache
design. Figure 5 illustrates the use of Crossbar Switch
internally.

P: Processor
G: Memory Cache Group
S: Switch

organization eliminates the cost overhead behind memory
relocation as well as additional round setup as it described by
forced interrupts technique. This organization replaces
loading/unloading operations by switching mechanism.
Theoretically, we can add as much processing elements as we
need to reasonably process any given input of Big Data
clusters.
Figure 6 shows the processing steps of Multicore Memory
and Cache Architecture Based on Crossbar Switching. Once
the data loaded in G1, the corresponding core P1 starts
processing G1 data for fixed time, then crossbar switch assign
the remaining data to P2. At this stage, P1 starts processing the
new incoming assigned by crossbar switch [11].
D. New Multicore Architecture Based on Symmetric
multiprocessing (SMP)
This technology follows Symmetric multiprocessing (SMP)
architecture whereas many processors can share single main
memory. This approach solves the issue of algorithm size, one
main memory can receive input data, and then it can assign
each memory chunk to processor that would process the
instruction set in fixed time. After-which it shifts to the next
block of data respectively; that allow the next processor
proceed operations where the previous processor stopped.

Fig. 5. The use of crossbar switch and shared cache management internally

This design does not assign corresponding memory for
each processor; it reduces the cost of data relocation. Cache
and memory can be grouped into one set, and Crossbar Switch
would assign each processor to one group. The number of
groups should be equal to processing elements. This

Computer cluster systems have proved the efficiency of this
technique on intensive amounts of data. However, this
organization works at processing level. In stream processing,
data storage can add high-cost operation within processing
path, hence, the system must minimize unnecessary storage
operations to archive low latency. Figure 7 shows an
architecture that decreases time-intensive operations by
processing messages on-the-fly.
In real time situations, we try to avoid dependencies, the
program must process messages in given time by timeouts
during-which this architecture can proceed with partial data.
The system promotes multi-threading by allowing data
partition among processing blocks without having the
developer writes low-level code. That would prevent blocking
external data thereby minimizing latency.
The objective of this system is to be able to efficiently
process external data that can arrive in either variable-lengths,
high-volumes or both. In order to achieve better performance,
the system should optimize execution path, and it must
minimize boundary-crossing overhead. The desired length of
the pipeline must be tested with performance in mind to insure
sufficient processing path while decreasing the additional cost
of multi-processing passage.
Figure 7 illustrates the desired communication between
each processor and main memory. This architecture provides
more flexibility to add more processing unites into the pipeline
sharing the same data source.

Fig. 6. Processing steps of the pipeline

Raman and Clarkson [14] carried out interesting project
that proof the efficiency of this specific type of architectures.
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Their project recognizes parallelism with non-identical
processing unites. These unites can work simultaneously with
one shared memory.

using switching operations and forced interrupts. Switching
Operations (S) and forced interrupts happen at the same time.
Table 1 illustrates each data block (B) by one color throughout
the pipeline. This design assure availability of processor 1 by a
given input and hardware specification, and it hinders any
complications behind scheduling and load balancing.
Based on multi-cycle processing, we calculate the time
required to perform system operation (T). We assume that a
pipeline of (n) cores would execute an operation in (C) cycles.
We discretize system operations in one cycle by (D).
A typical processor may execute in time of






Given a number of cores (n) to execute input-data on
average, the number of cycles performed on each given core
presented as

Fig. 7. The desired communication between each processor and main
memory

Conventionally, the design of multiprocessor pipeline
moves data chunks when processor loading-state changes. In
contrast, this new architecture offers two advantages over
conventional models. First, the data blocks does not relocate
when switch operation occurs. Second, it allows other
processors to load data as long it is in ideal state in order to
utilize the pipeline.
E. Time Table and Analysis
Table 1 demonstrates one-cycle processing throughout
pipeline of three core processors. It explains how variablelengths of data blocks can be executed in different processors
TABLE I.
ONE-CYCLE PROCESSING THROUGHOUT PIPELINE OF THREE
CORE PROCESSORS. L: LOADING. P: PROCESSING. B: DATA BLOCK. S:
SWITCHING

Time
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

P1
L-B1
P-B1
P-B1
S-B1
L-B2
L-B2
P-B2
P-B2
S-B2
L-B3
L-B3
P-B3
P-B3
S-B3

P2

P-B1
P-B1
P-B1
P-B1
S-B1
P-B2
P-B2
P-B2
P-B2
S-B2

P3





Therefore, the time given for typical processor can be also
described as






The length of the required pipeline (L) can be found by






factored by number of cycles that are required for equal
duration process (m).






Let us assume that the internal operations of the pipeline
take O = Lp/m that is equal to












In multicore system, switching operations can also increase
system latency, and each hardware may have different
switching capability. We present this overhead for each switch
operation by (S). The total switch overhead expressed by
P-B1
P-B1
P-B1
P-B1
S-B1







Hence, the total number of cores required to process a
given data block including switching overhead expressed by
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and the time required to perform all operations described as






This discretization allows us to estimate performance
speedup of multicore parallel pipelined architecture compared
to typical single core system where Improvement = (Tc)/T.






F. Reconfigurable FPGA Design
1) Overview
The design consists of three processing units all processors
share the same AXI stream bus, each processor samples the
incoming data when it receives an interrupt signal from the
control unit, the output of these processors is send to a
multiplexer which selects which output stream AXI bus to be
used, the select for the multiplexer is also received from the
control unit.
A MicroBlaze processor was chosen to collect the data
from the processors; it receives no control signal from the
control unit and it treats the data coming from the AXI stream
bus as a data from single source.
The control unit is responsible for controlling the
multiplexers at the processors input and output also it send
interrupt signals for the processors to start sampling data.
2) Processors
Each processor contains the following ports:
a) AXI stream input
b) AXI stream output.
c) Interrupt input.
d) Busy output.
e) Offload input.
The design consists of a finite state machine with 2 states
and a 256 32-bit Ram. It stays on the first state waiting for the
interrupt from the control unit, upon receiving an interrupt, the
finite state machine goes to second state where it samples and
stores the incoming data in the Ram. After storing 256 word, it
goes to final state it enables the processor AXI stream output
and reads from the Ram until it reaches final address then it
goes back to first state.
3) AXIS DEMUX
The demultiplexer routes the system input stream AXI bus
to any of the three processors according to the select signal it
receives from the control unit. It has four main ports:
a) One AXIS stream input.
b) Three AXIS stream outputs.

This module can be removed from the design of a single
AXIS data source. It is used to feed the three processors (AXIS
counter for example).
4) AXIS DEMUX
The AXIS multiplexer is responsible for selecting which
processor output to be fed into the MicroBlaze, it receives its
select input from the control unit, all parameters are adjustable
However, the control sends the select signal for clock cycles
which is the time required by the processor to offload the data
in its Ram.
5) Control unit
The control unit is responsible for synchronizing the
complete design, and it shares the same data valid signal with
the processors from system AXIS input bus in order to track
the number of data words in the design. It consists of a finite
state machine with 3 states. In the first state, it gives control
signals to enable the AXIS Input and output of processor 1, and
it counts the incoming data words until it reaches 256 (all
parameters are configurable). After that, it go to the second
state where it selects the AXI input and output of the second
processor and after 256 data word it go to final state where it
selects the third processor and then it return back to first state
to repeat the complete process.
a) Interrupt:
The control unit can send the interrupt signal for the
processor according to processing requirements, in the initial
design the control unit sends the interrupt signal when the data
reaches 256 word. This can be adjusted to interrupt according
to any data word length or to data rate if a timer is used.
G. Design performance
This is a system designed using AXIS stream bus.
Therefore all data transfer are constrained by the AXIS
protocol timing performance as a result a word can be send
each clock cycle in case of holding the valid signal high and
sending the data each clock cycle.

Fig. 8. AXIS protocol stream bus

In this design we assumed that TVALID is set high and a
new data word is available each clock therefore the design
processes a data word each clock cycle.
The complete design is synthesized at 100 Mhz which is
the available clock source in the FPGA Zedboard [15]. For
future work, we recommend to upgrade the project to include
AXI timer and embedded design to access the timer; this would
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enable reading the number of clock cycles for any future
processing operations which my effect the processing time.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Parallel programming on multiprocessing systems is
challenging software domain. We proposed program slicing by
novel method of dynamic resource management that allows
organizing on-the-fly processing of arbitrary complexity
without parallel programming. The new architecture is very
suitable for handling Big Data systems. The experimental
results and performance comparison with existing multicore
architectures demonstrate the effectiveness, flexibility, and
diversity of the new architecture, in particular, for large data
parallel processing.
The considered pipelining processing is of especial
significance for applications of the presented technique of
Golay Code clustering [16] as it involves very diverse and
rather sophisticated computations for realization of multiple
data cross-sections with sophisticated “Meta Knowledge”
templates. Performance analysis introduces promising
opportunity in real-time processing from pre-processing steps
of clustering algorithms until final visualization.
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Abstract—Mobile learning management systems are very
important for training purpose. But considering the present
scenario, the learners are equipped with a number of mobile
devices that run by different operating systems with diverse
device features. Therefore, developing a mobile application for
different platforms is a cumbersome task if appropriate tools and
techniques are not practiced. There are three categories of
mobile application namely native, web based and hybrid. For
mobile learning system, hybrid is an appropriate choice. In order
to avoid re-implementation of the same hybrid application for
different platform separately, several tools are proposed for
example: PhoneGap, Adobe Air, Sencha Touch and QT, each
with their own strength. With proper use of the strength of
individual framework or the combination of frameworks, more
compatible and more stable, cross-platform mobile learning
application specifically for quizzes and assignments can be
developed.
Keywords—cross-platform; mobile
mobile learning; hybrid mobile app

I.

devices;

framework;

INTRODUCTION

In the present era of proliferating computer networks, and
electronic devices (mobiles, tablets, PCs) every individual and
organization is trying to get access to information and use
these devices for their advancement and improved
performance. Electronic information is accessible to a huge
population in the world. Mobiles have become so much
common that we have started to use it in every sphere of life.
Whether it is entertainment or education, we can see a very
intense use of mobiles and we can consider them as a new
personal computer. It doesn’t mean that desktop computers are
now useless, but the mobile devices market is growing fast.
They are cheap, convenient because of their portability, and
due to geo location often more useful than PC.
Desktop applications are now commonly communication
based and application developers develop a single application
in cross-platform that can easily run on different desktop
platforms e.g. Mac or Windows. There is an increasing
demand of mobile applications to use mobile devices, but an
application development for mobile devices is not so simple
and it’s a big challenge. These mobiles have different
operating system and unlike PC OS, mobile OS decides the
type of programming language required for applications
running on it. So we need to design the mobile application
according to its platform. There are various categories of app
development for mobiles broadly categorized into three,
namely, native apps, mobile web apps and hybrid apps and

according to the app categories and platforms, we have
different choices in programming languages and framework
for mobile application development. For running an
application on multiple platforms, a cross-platform framework
is required. Cross-platform frameworks for PC app are not
adaptable to mobile app, so vendors provide cross-platform
framework for mobile apps (some of them are discussed in
section V). With this advancement of technology maybe third
party cross-platform emerges that supports both PC app and
mobile app irrespective of platform.
In our studies, we explore cross-platform strategies that
would be helpful for providing solution to barriers in an app
developed for mobile learning systems in a heterogeneous
device environment. The mobile learning is defined as “Any
sort of learning that happens when the learner is not at a
fixed, predetermined location, or learning that happens when
the learner takes advantage of the learning opportunities
offered by mobile technologies” according to [1]. In a
university environment incorporating mobile learning for
quizzes and assignments requires learning system tools [1]
specifically course search, file exchange, report generation,
content creation, administration, off-line work, calendar and
indeed many others.
With the diversity in devices (like Android, iPhone,
Blackberry, Nokia Symbian, Laptops, Windows Mobile
Phone), in order to provide above mentioned tools of learning
system to its end user, an application suitable for the
heterogeneous platform environment is required. We have
discussed the different platforms in section II, categories of
mobile apps in section III, app development languages and
frameworks suitable for heterogeneous platform mobile apps
are discussed in section IV and section V respectively. In
section VI we discuss cross-platform strategies suitable for
online or off-line quizzes and web based assignments and in
section VII we conclude the studies.
II.

MOBILE PLATFORMS

There are different operating systems that are used in the
mobile market: Symbian, Blackberry, iOS, Andriod, Windows
phone and Plam’s webOS. Application development in a few
of them discussed in detail in [14].
A. iOS
To develop for iPhone, iPod, Intel based Mac computer
running OS X or later is required. iPhone SDK provided by
Apple includes Xcode IDE, iPhone simulator and a suite of
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additional tools for app developement. App Store provides
user facility to search and download app developed by iOS
SDK.
B. Android
It is released by apache license and built on linux. Android
app can be built using windows, Mac, or linux and java is
primary language of Android. Java classes recompiled in
Dalvik byte code and run on Dalvik virtual machine. Android
does not support J2ME, and its most commonly used editor is
Eclipse. Developers may create native libraries in C or C++.
The Google play store is the official site and portal for
Android app.
C. Blackberry
Blackberry smartphone platform support web development
with HTML, CSS and javascript, java application
development using MIDP, CLDC and RIM proprietary APIs.
32 bit windows OS support development of Blackberry app in
Java.
D. Windows Mobile
It provides more desktop like user experience. In addition
to C++ and C#, Silverlight and XNA are used for application
and game development. For windows mobile development
visual studio. Net framework, windows mobile SDK and
developer toolkit are required.
Symbian
Symbian OS is used by Nokia, Sony Ericsson, Siemens
and Samsung [1]. Language supported by Symbian OS is
python makes use of Symbian C++ APIs. Python can also run
on Mac, Windows and Linux [13].
III.

CATEGORIES OF MOBILE APPLICATIONS

Irrespective of the type of mobile platform there are three
main categories of mobile apps as in which normally we
designed the applications. Depending upon the application
requirement, we decide the category suitable to our
requirements. First of all, let us discuss about all of them
briefly.
A. Native apps
These applications are specific to the mobile operating
system environment, take full advantage of its particular
features and can be developed with the cross platform
approach with a single code base for all devices [3]. Native
apps get a performance gain by using the generated native
code [2]. As one project maintained for each OS this leads to
an increment in the development team, costs, and time and
challenge for developers are the new ones that continually
appear in market [3]. Native apps works without the
connectivity of the internet. If you are working in an
environment where there is no connectivity, native app is the
way to go. Since native apps work with the device’s built-in
features, they are easier to work with and also perform faster
on the device. Application build in this category are platform
dependent. So whatever language you will use, you will have
the full access to IDEs which provide better tools to develop

and debug the project faster. Examples of native apps are
Angry Birds, Shazam1.
With all these benefits of native apps, they have a few
disadvantages also. Maintenance of the Native app is
complicated task both for the users and developers.
Developers have to program it according to different platforms
and users have to update it regularly. The development cost of
this app is more if you are making application for different
platforms. Sometimes it becomes very difficult for the
developer to give maintain and offer support as users of
different mobile may be using different versions of the apps.
B. Web Apps
Web apps work with the devices that have browser
therefore they can work on desktop computers as well on
mobiles. In responsive web application, design decided by the
server and applied at client level renders according to device
features [3]. Whereas mobile web app that provides better
usability as compare to responsive web, its content, provided
merely for mobile devices consequently there is a need to
maintain different sites for each device [3]. Users need not to
go to mobile app store to update or download the application.
Whenever the users will log in, they will get the updated
version. Developers also need not to bother about the mobile
platform. There will be the single universal version which can
be used by any mobile platform. Hence, the maintenance cost
of the web app is low. Eaxmple of Safari and Chrome web
apps giben in mobiloud webiste.
On the other hand, web app has some shortcomings also.
Internet connection is a must in web apps. Web apps are not
compatible with smartphone features like camera, GPs, phone
dialing, etc. Web apps are not even listed in play store. Users
have to search it on the web to use. Performance of web apps
is slower as compared to native apps. They are also more
difficult to build a regular user-base, unless they save it as a
bookmark. Users won’t have the app’s icon on their devices as
it is a web link which can be open as required. As a developer
or publisher you can’t send them notifications to bring them
back to your content.
C. Hybrid apps
Hybrid apps combine technologies from native and mobile
Web apps to gain the benefits of each. They behave like a
native app because they are installed from a web store and
have access to device specific features as in native app but
developed using web app tools [3]. The tools for hybrid app
can modify pre-packaged HTML pages, can change user
interface according to device platform and allow both offline
and online usage [2]. Hybrid mobile apps can be released on
multiple platforms when using certain web technologies like
HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript. It will save the overhead time
and cost used to prepare softwares for each platform. The
Netflix app is one example of a hybrid app which runs the
same code base on all platforms. Facebook, TuneIn Radio,
LinkedIn are some of the examples of hybrid apps.
There are a few disadvantages of using hybrid app
development. Hybrid apps are not executed natively; the
1

http://www.mobiloud.com/blog/2012/06/native-web-or-hybrid-apps/
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HTML5 and JavaScript portion of the app is rendered and
executed by the platform’s Web engine, which adds another
layer between the user and the app. This can make the
execution of the application slower. This is a new technique as
compared to other two, so there are less tools available for the
development of hybrid apps. Sometime, performance issues
for certain types of apps are there in hybrid apps like on
complex native functionality or heavy transitions, such as 3D
games.
IV.

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT LANGUAGES

Choosing the right development tool is very crucial and
important decision. A new technology's successful adoption
often depends on its development tools. Good tools help new
developers more easily get started and make experienced
developers more productive. For instance, the success of
Microsoft's programming environment is closely associated
with the success of its Visual Studio tools. This topic
summarizes the major app development languages available
for different platform that we discussed in section II with their
relevance to cross platform mobile apps.
A. Objective-C
Objective-C with Xcode IDE, primary programing
language offered by Apple only for iOS [4] provides object
oriented capabilities, requires dynamic runtime and runs
merely on MAC operating system2. It is used to build native
apps that run directly on iOS [1]. Xcode suits include interface
builder and instrument. In the MVC design pattern for iPhone
application development Objective-C class required for view
controller and web view can also be included in native iPhone
application [14].
B. Java
Java3 is a very popular programming language when it
comes to mobile application programming. Many developers
are using this language as it easy to use and many online
tutorials are available to get the help while development
process. One of the popular development tools of Java is
Android SDK. It includes many standard Java libraries like
data structure libraries, math libraries, graphics libraries,
networking libraries as well as special Android libraries that
will help programmers to develop best Android applications.
Moreover, Java can be used to program native apps, mobile
web apps and hybrid apps. It is an object oriented
programming environment that is used for platform
independent application. The application running on battery
driven devices built by J2ME java family, it provides
networking support and has API JSRO82 for Bluetooth
technology [13]. Java with Eclipse IDE provided app running
on Android and support web view [14]. For blackberry app
both J2ME and Eclipse IDE are suitable. Java CLDC
Emulation required for windows phone and J2ME for
Symbian [17].

Considered as a major app development language in [14]
along with HTML and CSS is important for Mobile Web
Application and almost all framework support JavaScript.
JavaScript supported by all platforms, Android and iPhone
have full featured browser while the browser on Blackberry
support JavaScript 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. Therefore HTML and
CSS code based on platform specific browser features of one
device cannot be used on another device with different
browser features.
D. HTML 5
It is considered by many developers and companies as a
standard for web development and even hybrid can be used
with HTML 5 framework [3]. Due to HTML 5 difference in
native and hybrid has reduced significantly, moreover an app
in HTML and JavaScript deployed on local system can
provide a similar structure as native apps [5]. It provides
information regarding error handling and also support offline
storage, network connectivity, multimedia, sockets and
threads, drawing animation and advanced form controls[12].
A very prominent feature of HTML 5 is client side storage
and up to 5 MB data can be stored by the user of the web
application [12]. iPhone and Android support web application
developed using HTML 5.
E. C#
It is used for Microsoft mobile and a web or desktop
application implemented in Java can be translated to C# for
windows mobile platform [5]. It targets the .Net CLI and take
advantage of .Net framework. In C# developer can take
advantage of web libraries, database connectivity, and socket
programming [13].
F. PHP
In mobile web apps server side applications can be built
using PHP, Node.js and ASP.Net [6]. PHP IDE provides a
framework to create robust mobile PHP applications4. With
PHP [15] we can access the user agent string for detecting
device, attain information about browser, check device
capabilities and image rendering with PHP WURFL API.
Open source PHP is required for Android.
G. C\C++
For Microsoft windows phone C++ use within XAML app
and in games. Windows phone runtime native API are built in
C++ and can be projected in C# or VB.Net [1]. Android
native libraries written in C\C++ [16]. Symbian C++ [13]
provides full access to device features and improved speed,
that is an edge for symbian C++ over python and java and
eclipse based carbide C++ is preferred IDE for Symbian and
Nokia. Open C [13] provides cross-platform development, a
set of middleware libraries for the smartphone platform and
TCP /IP socket programming.
H. Python

C. JavaScript

2

developer.apple.com/library/mac/documentation/Cocoa/Conceptual/Program
mingWithObjectiveC/
3
www.javaworld.com/article/2074670/mobile-java/

4

http://www.zend.com/en/products/studio
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Python with a rich and standard library of modules is
defined in [13]. It provides a scripting solution using Symbian
C++API. Used for Symbian particularly Nokia’s platform. It
can run on Windows, MAC OS, Linux and Symbian OS. It
supports a rich set of smartphone features such as sending and
receiving SMS / MMS, camera, bluetoooth, network access,
sound recording and playing, text to speech and 2D / 3D
graphics. It supports different dialogs e.g. pop-up notes, query,
pop-up menu, select list. By combining with the web services
through JSON, REST new type of applications and services
can be created. Bluetooth protocol use for Bluetooth
connectivity between devices and gsm_ module for location
awareness.

TABLE I.

To conclude this discussion we have come up with that
there are various languages used for cross-platform
application development. According to report of developereconomics-q3-2014 research only 15% of mobile developers
are targeting browser while 42 % are using HTML, CSS, and
Java Script. Whereas Java, C / C++, Objective C and C# are
also very popular among developers. According to statistics
mentioned in that research we provide the percentage of
primary languages share in mobile app development in fig 1.

MOBILE PLATFORM SUPPORT FOR DEVELOPMENT LANGUAGES

Mobile
Platform

The native development languages of different smartphone
operating system are mentioned in [14]. Table 1 summerizes
mobile platform support for the set of app development
languages with IDE according to what it is stated in section II
and IV.

Development Languages
Java

Java

PHP

HTML 5

Phyton

C\C++

C#

Obj-C

Full browser
support

Server side
app

Full Webkit
based browser

-

Full browser
support

Open
source
PHP

Full Webkit
based browser

-

Native
APIs

-

-

Partial

Server side
app

Browser
dependent

-

Eclipse

-

-

Depend on
browser and
webkit

Server side
app

Depend on
hardware UI

-

Native

-

Depend on
APIs

Server side
app

Script
iOS

Duke
Scripts 5

Android

Native
Eclipse IDE

Blackberry

Sun JDK
J2ME
platform

support

Xcode IDE

-

Native
Xcode IDE

IDE

Eclipse IDE
Windows Phone

Symbian

5

Java CLDC
EMU

J2ME

Native
APIs

IE Browser
Full Webkit
based browser

Scripting with
Symbian C++
API

Eclipse
based
Carbide
C++, Open
C

.Net
framework
-

-

www.javaworld.com/category/java-ios-developer/
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Fig. 1. Primary Languages share in Mobile App Development

V.

FRAMEWORKS FOR CROSS PLATFORM MOBILE
APPPLICATIONS

In the previous section we have discussed different
programming languages used for development of mobile
applications. Percentage of usage of these languages depends
upon the mobile app category and device platform supported
by the target language. Although an application can be built
TABLE II.

without a framework, but with the framework we get a cross
platform app with an easy development and deployment
process [3]. The given table 2 summarizes some of the
frameworks used for mobile apps. Information of XMLVM,
PhoneGap, DragonRad and Rhodes based on [4], Appecelator
Titanium, QT, Adobe AIR, mobile voice agent, Sencha
Touch,
aCME, Processign on [2][7][8][9][10][11][16]
respectively
and
the
rest
on
[14].

FRAMEWORK OF MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

Platform

Category of
Mobile App

Type
Environment

PhoneGap

Hybrid

JQTouch

Programming
Language

Cross Platform Deployment

Web view framework

HTML, CSS, JavaScript

iPhone, Android, Windows Phone,
Blackberry, Symbion

Web, Native

Desktop, Browser
environment

JQuery Plug-in,
JavaScript, CSS

Desktop PC, Windows Mobile

Appecelator
Titanium

Native

Rich APIs and low
level TCP sockets

JavaScript

Android, iPhone, Blackberry

iWebKit

Web based

Desktop, Browser
environment

HTML5, CSS3

Desktop PC, iOS mobiles

Adobe Air

Hybrid

Rich
Internet
application platform

Action Script, HTML,
CSS, JavaScript, MXML

iOS(iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch), Android,
Blackberry

Sencha Touch

Hybrid,
based

Access to subset of
phone native API

HTML, CSS, JavaScript

iOS, Android, Blackberry, Windows Phone

iUI

Web based

Browser Environment
for iOS

JavaScript, CSS

iOS based devices

QT

Hybrid

Deployable UI
applications

C++, QML

Symbian, Maemo

Mobile Voice agent

Hybrid

Client server app with
proprietary
speech
engine

HTML, JavaScript, speex
audio format

iPhone, Android

xUI

Web based

Browser Environment

JavaScript

iPhone, Blackberry

Rhodes

Native

MVC support
business

Ruby, HTML, JavaScript,
CSS

iPhone, Android, Blackberry, Windows
Phone, Symbian

Web

Web

of

and

Real
logic
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environment

Dashcode

Web based

Desktop, Browser
environment

HTML, CSS, JavaScript

iOS based devices

XMLVM

Web based

Cross compilation with
API mapping

Java Byte Code

Android, iOS

CiUI

Web based

Browser Environment

CSS

iPhone

DragonRAD

Web, Native

Database driven drag
and drop environment

Visual Drag & Drop Tiles

Android, Blackberry, Windows Mobile

aCME

Web based

Database driven Rich
Internet App

Java

Desktop PC, Smartphone, tablets

QuickConnect
Family

Native

Database access

HTML, CSS, JavaScript

iPhone, Android, Blackberry, Web OS

Safire

Web based

Browser Environment

HTML, JavaScript, CSS

iOS based device

iPhones-universal

Web based

Browser Environment

HTML, CSS

iPhone

Bedrock

Native

J2ME to native C++

Java, C++

Android, iPhone, Windows Mobile

Corono

Native

Scripting environment

Lua scripting lang

Android, iPhone. IPad

MoSync SDK

Native

IDE with Single Code
base

C \ C++,
JavaScript

Adobe Flash Lite

Native

Video and
web content

ActionScript

Symbian, Android, Blackberry, Windows
Mobile

WebApp.Net

Web based

Browser Environment

JavaScript

iOS, Android, WebOS

Unity

Native

Game development

JavaScript, C#, Python

Android, iPad, PS3

Processing

Native

Electronics
Visual Design

Java, JavaScript, HTML

Android, iOS

Jo

Web based,
Native

Browser Environment

JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3

iOS, Android, Windows 8, BlackBerry 10

RhoSync

Native

Middle tier Data store

Ruby

Connection with Rhodes based smart app

Web

dynamic

Arts,

With this outline about different frameworks mentioned in
table 2, we can make a comparison of their usage across
operating systems (mobile platforms) and can provide a layout
of the development process according to app category. Since
with cross-platform mobile frameworks it is inevitable that
developers select software that provide a common
development approach across different platforms. In this topic
we discuss briefly on some of the popular cross-platform
frameworks selected from table 2, focusing on app
development process.
A. PhoneGap
PhoneGap is a free and open source framework that allows
you to create mobile apps using standardized web APIs for the
platforms. To develop for iPhone, we need a Mac OS X
computer. PhoneGapLib is a static library that enables users to
include PhoneGap in their iPhone application projects. We can
also create new PhoneGap-based iPhone application projects
through an Xcode project template. Xcode is Apple’s
development environment for Mac OS X and iPhone that
includes the iPhone SDK capabilities of the framework. In
case of Android, a developer needs to install the Android SDK
and Eclipse plus the Android Development Tools

HTML

\

Symbian, Windows Mobile, Android

development plug-in for the Eclipse. ADT extends the
capabilities of Eclipse to let you build Android projects and
APKs in order to distribute applications. Development for
Blackberry device needs Eclipse 3.4 or 3.4.1. Along with this
developer has to install BlackBerry JDE Plug-in for Eclipse,
and the Eclipse Software Update for the BlackBerry JDE
v4.6.1Component Pack.
B. Sencha Touch
Sencha touch is the best environment for cross-platform
development based on HTML5 and CSS3. It enables
developers to build powerful applications that work on iOS,
Android, BlackBerry, Windows Phone, and more. The Sencha
Touch API is pure JavaScript. Developers need to be fairly
experienced at JavaScript to take advantage of the Sencha
Touch framework. Sencha Touch apps can not only be
accessed via browsers, but can also be deployed as hybrid
apps using native wrappers. Sencha Touch is not dependent on
jQuery, so is compatible with both the iPhone and Android. It
uses XML and HTML to create interface design and
procedural code for creating a UI object. The latest version of
it supports Apache Cordova APIs for camera, capture,
connection, events, geolocation, media, notification, splash
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screen and storage. These are few features available to native
apps that are essential to app developers.
C. IWebKit
The iWebKit is a framework focused on being fast,
lightweight, and specifically for developing web applications
and websites for Apple’s devices. It can easily be integrated
into iPhone application developed in Objective-C and
applications developed using Rhodes and PhoneGap
frameworks. Developers familiar with HTML and CSS
framework can easily use iWebKit. The iWebKit framework
includes a comprehensive set of style sheets, icons, JavaScript,
and a test index page that serves as a basic template for any
views you may need to add to your application.
D. Titanium
Titanium is mainly used for native application
development for mobile environment. It consists of an SDK
that provides the necessary tools, compilers, and APIs for
building for the target platform, and a visual environment for
managing development. It utilizes web technologies that are
both trendy and powerful, including AJAX, HTML5, CSS3,
and jQuery. Titanium is available for Mac, Linux and
Windows. Developing for the Android requires the Android
SDK and can be done using Mac, Windows, or Linux. The
Titanium framework comes with a platform-independent API
that can make applications feature-rich because it can access
advanced features such as touchscreens, cameras, GPS,
navigation, contacts, storage, and much more. Titanium also
supports augmented reality features like Screenshot, Shake
and Record Video.
E. Rhodes
It supports cross-platform web application development in
HTML, CSS, JavaScript and Ruby. Its tool can be used across
Mac, Windows, and Linux. The user interface of app is
created using HTML and CSS. It requires Apple SDK for
iPhone or iPad with Mac OS for development of app. For
android Mac, Windows or Linux can be used. The Android
native development environment is required, but no need of
Eclipse IDE. Blackberry is java based with windows to run its
tools and no need for eclipse. Rhodes support windows mobile
6 but not 7. MS Visual studio not used with Rhodes. Device
capabilities supported by Rhodes in different platform are
geoloaction, contacts, camera, date\time picker, audio\video
capture, Bluetooth, SMS, Landscape orientation, and native
maps.
F. RhoSync
Mobile user can access information even in offline mode
on device due to synchronization servers. It is a sync server
framework that provides web services to Rhodes based app
running on smartphones. It is data stores that stores
information as an object, attributes values and works as a
middle tier between web services and mobile app. In RhoSync
ruby support query based information retrieval, data
submission, creation, deletion, updating and user
authentication.

G. JQTouch
It supports HTML pages that look like a native iPhone app
animated transition, swipe detection and themes for HTML
based web app are aided by jQTouch. It can influence crossplatform such as PhoneGap and Rhodes. It is a source code lib
that includes JavaScript and CSS. Creating a new app is
jQTouch is being simple, but the modification is difficult.
H. Adobe Air
It uses the same technology to build web application for
different platforms but this framework is not suitable for an
app that requires high computation resources. Irrespective of
operating and browser get access to the services of the same
site, app portability, and rich user interaction. JSON used for
data transfer between web server and mobile app. It provides a
rich internet application with desktop software and network
capabilities and complete control over app by the user. It is a
runtime program with no specific language and heavyweight
solution. It supports flash, flex, JavaScript, AJAX and HTML.
I. Processing
It is popular for artist, designers and from the edge of
productivity, supporting different platforms. It is Java based.
Ketai provides Android hardware features in processing. It
provides a simple, straight forward, wide range of libraries
and tools for highly interactive app. It is available for
Windows, Mac, Linux, and support Open GL. It does not
support some of the advance features of Eclipse IDE.
VI.

DISCUSSION

Well-known operating system and rich set of software
development tools are used to drive mobile devices such as
cell phones, smartphones and tablet. Each operating system
and applications running on that OS works in a different way,
e.g. Android applications developed by using Java and run in
its own process, while iOS application built by using
Objective-C run directly on iOS. Since there is proliferating
diversity in devices used by the students, therefore
development language and framework should meet the
requirements of the heterogeneous device environment. In
this section we discuss possible solution for implementation of
on-line \ off-line quizzes and web based assignments in
mobile learning system to enhance traditional learning
practices under a given scenario.
There is a need of framework that is platform independent
and creates an app that not depends on particular device
requirements. With the discussion in section III and conferring
to requirements of learning tools, we consider hybrid app
category is suitable for on-line \ off-line quizzes and for web
based assignments in the mobile learning system specifically
for the one we proposed in [18]. Because they provide web
based interface with offline working capacities and access to
some of the device features. Hybrid app support highest
number of cross-platform [9].
PhoneGap [6] for mobile
learning system development support forum, assignment, chat,
resources, file upload and download.
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Likewise an open platform LMS [1] with middleware
based architecture and rich client application using PhoneGap,
HTML5 and JavaScript for user interface also support many
different student role functionalities on heterogeneous client
devices. Mobile voice agent [9] integrated IBM Worklight
and PhoneGap with speech platform for audio query and audio
summary of query results. Application development with
Adobe Air [8] is browser based rich internet application that
can be accessed at any location on any device. Sencha Touch
use to develop presentation layer and reasonable graphical
user interface for mobile app [10], is hardware independent
and can run on different devices.
From the literature review given in the last paragraph and
online information6 and many others, we conclude our
discussion on the effectiveness of hybrid app cross platforms
for online \offline quizzes and web based assignments. The
choice of platform depends upon requirements, for example, if
the requirement is a simple hybrid mobile app with web
interface Phone Gap is a better choice but for rich application
with animation, videos, etc. Adobe AIR gives better
performance and application support. PhoneGap is suitable for
a complete app rather than just user interface of a browser
based app as in Sencha touch, jQTouch and iWebKit. Rhodes
suitable for cross-platform, but provide a single code base that
has compiled in target platform language and load app in the
simulator. Most of the primary app development languages are
not supported by Rhodes. Processing is also suitable for rich
sensor based app; it is lightweight and easily installable but it
is defined for Android in detail. How it will actually work in a
cross-platform environment that is not explicitly defined.
Quiz and Assignment Tool
Since quizzes and assignments include many features such
as creation of quiz \ assignment content, sending assignment
to students on due date, assignment submission within the due
date, conducting quiz online or offline in class, result
generation, display of result and answer key etc. as mentioned
in fig 2. Therefore a client server based mobile app for these
tasks could be differentiated as web based assignment tool and
offline\ online mode quiz tool supporting different end users
on their heterogeneous devices. One of the most important
features that are data transfer between devices in offline mode
with Bluetooth technology is not discussed in mobile learning
systems [1][6][7]. During the development, in order to fulfill
requirements of our system we will explore cross-platform
frameworks specifically PhoneGap, Adobe Air, Sencha
Touch, Processing and aCME (for web based assignment)
further as most of them are Java based, Java is compatible
development language to almost all mobile platforms as
shown in table 1 and has API for Bluetooth technology. Other
than that, except for Processing all other frameworks support
many varied mobile platforms. Either we will use them
individually or use a combination of frameworks for
implementation of the application in a heterogeneous device
environment.

Fig. 2. Basic Tasks in Quiz and Assignment Tool

VII.

In this paper, we discussed cross-platform mobile learning
development with special focus on quizzes and assignments.
Through the comparison and contrast we have proposed that
adopting a hybrid app technique is most suitable for such
mobile app developers. From this study, we have learned that
there are several frameworks that are feasible for hybrid crossplatform mobile app with each of them having some pros and
cons. In order to avoid re-implementation of the same
applications for different platform separately, it is vital to
compare and make use of the strength of individual
framework or the combination of frameworks, so that a better,
more compatible and more stable cross-platform application
can be developed. Studies also show that there are many
existing learning systems that are not being explored fully and
will probably have a bright future if some more functionalities
are considered and proper implementation is carried out.
Therefore, in our future work we will still continue the
studying of the latest cross-platform framework, device
features accessible by these frameworks, and implement a
learning system incorporating new features. Hence, this study
is important for a cross-platform mobile learning application
development.
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]
[6]

6

http://www.developereconomics.com/pros-cons-top-5-cross-platform-tools/

CONCLUSION
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Abstract—Recent years have seen a growing requirement for
accurate and agile attitude control of spacecraft. To both quickly
and accurately control the attitude of a spacecraft, Control
Moment Gyros (CMGs) which can generate much higher torque
than conventional spacecraft actuators are used as actuators of
the spacecraft. The drive on the motors is needed for rapid
maneuverability, negatively affecting their life. Thus, in
designing spacecraft the conflicting requirements are rapid
maneuverability and reduced the drive on motors. Furthermore,
the attitude control system needs to be fault-tolerant. The
dominant requirement is different for each spacecraft mission,
and therefore the relationship between the requirements should
be shown. In this study, a design method is proposed for the
attitude control system, using multi objective optimization of the
skew angle and parameters of the control system. Pareto
solutions that can show the relationship between the
requirements are obtained by optimizing the parameters.
Through numerical analysis, the effect with fault-tolerance and
parameter differences for the dominant requirement are
confirmed and the method to guide for determining parameters
of the attitude control system is established.
Keywords—Control Moment Gyros;
Control; Multi-objective Optimization

I.

Spacecraft;

The pyramid-type four-CMG system, as shown in Fig. 1, is
commonly used with a skew angle set to 54.74 degree. In
actual operation, it is necessary to combine several CMGs for
redundancy. Skew angle is usually selected as 54.74 degree
because the maximum angular momentum for each axis in Fig.
2 is the same. However, it is not necessary for the three axes to
have the same angular momentum in the case of a spacecraft
such as earth observation satellites whose mission angle is
fixed. In fact, the skew angle is set to 30 degree for PleiadesHR1 because a roll slew maneuver is assumed to be the main
mission[3].
Therefore the author previously proposed optimizing the
skew angle and parameters of the control system in Fig. 3 to
achieve the shortest settling time, assuming a specific
mission[4]. However, the load on the motor and bearings
cannot be ignored for a long term mission because the drive on
the gimbal motor is needed to shorten the settling time merely
to achieve rapid maneuverability. At the same time reduced
drive on CMG is required for spacecraft.
CMG3
Gimbal Axis

Attitude

INTRODUCTION

These days spacecraft require rapid rotational
maneuverability because of the diversity and complexity of
missions. Rapid rotational agility as well as a precision steady
attitudinal state are required for the attitude control of
spacecraft[1]. Rapid rotational agility as well as a precision
steady attitudinal state are required for an attitude control of
spacecraft. To meet this demand, Control Moment Gyros
(CMGs) are ideal as an attitude control actuator of an agile
spacecraft. Compared with previously used actuators, for
example Reaction Wheels (RWs), CMGs can effectively
generate higher torque. Many methods have been proposed to
solve CMG’s specific singularity problem[2].

bz3 Yaw

CMG2
Gimbal Axis

 2b 2y Pitch
CMG4
Gimbal Axis

CMG1
Gimbal Axis

 Roll
Skew angle

1b1

x

Fig. 1. Skew array CMG system
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the gimbal, the effectiveness of optimizing skew angle, effect
with fault-tolerance and the parameter differences for the
dominant requirement are confirmed. Therefore, the method to
guide for determining parameters of the attitude control system
is established.

Z

II.

Y

X

Fig. 2. Coordinate of spacecraft
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Fig. 3. Attitude control system of agile spacecraft with CMG system

The failure of the ISS CMGs in 2002 was mainly caused by
excessive accumulation of the load as a result of metal fatigue
of the gimbal axis, especially in the bearing[5],[6]. Therefore,
reduced the drive on the gimbal can be effective in extending
the operating life of CMGs, as well as reducing power
consumption. To achieve rapid maneuverability is important
for spacecraft with CMGs but it is not necessary to achieve the
shortest settling time because the mission should be achievable
within a given preset time. Therefore it is appropriate to design
the attitude control system taking into account the conflicting
requirements, which are to achieve rapid maneuverability and
reduce the drive on the gimbal, for a long operating life.
In this study, multi-objective optimization of skew angle
and parameters of control system considering conflicting
requirements is proposed. The Pareto solutions considering
conflicting objectives are obtained using optimization of
parameters. The relationship between requirements and
parameters is shown by calculating Pareto solutions from the
optimization of parameters. As a specific design method, the
settling time and motion of gimbal axes are evaluation criteria
when considering rapid maneuverability and reduced the drive
on CMG. The combination of parameters that minimizes both
evaluation values is obtained by multi objective genetic
algorithm (MOGA)[7].
In numerical simulation, the three types of optimization
were conducted in addition to the proposed method, as
comparative methods. From simulation results, the changes in
the parameters with or without consideration of the drive on

CMG SYSTEM

A. Schema of CMG
CMG is an actuator that can generate torque using the gyro
effect with a swinging wheel that rotates at a constant rate in a
gimbal axis, perpendicular to the axis of wheel rotation. In
actual operation, it is necessary to combine several CMGs for
redundancy. In this study, an agile spacecraft is considered to
have a CMG system that has a pyramid arrangement of four
single-gimbal CMGs as shown in Fig. 1.
B. Modeling of CMGs
A block diagram representation of the CMG-based attitude
control system of the agile spacecraft is illustrated in Fig. 3.
When a target angle is required, a torque command vector is
calculated using both the current Euler angle and angular
velocity vector of the spacecraft ω , which are detected by the
spacecraft’s own sensors of angular position and velocity. The
CMG gimbal angular velocity vector command, which is
needed to achieve the torque command, is calculated using the
equation of inverse kinematics, named steering logic[8].
Torque is generated from the gimbal angular velocity which, in
turn, is generated by activating CMGs to follow the gimbal
angular velocity vector command.
The attitude quaternion error vector e  e1 e2 e3 e4  is
computed using the quaternion of the reference angle of
T
spacecraft qd   q1d q2d q3d q4d  and the quaternion of the
T

current angle of the spacecraft q   q1 q2 q3 q4  , as follows:
T

 e1   q4 d
e   q
 2    3d
 e3   q2 d
  
 e4   q1d

q3d
q4 d

 q2 d
q1d

 q1d
q2 d

q4 d
q3d

 q1d   q1 
 q2 d   q2 
 
 q3d   q3 
 
q4 d   q4 

(1)

The linear state feedback controller is defined as:

τ r  K p e  K d ω
0 K p

  0 0
0 0


0
Kp
0

0   Kd

0  e   0
K p   0

0
Kd
0

0 
0  ω
K d 

(2)

where K p is the proportional controller gain, and K d is the
derivative controller gain, of the spacecraft and τ r is the torque
command vector. The angular momentum for four skew type
CMGs shown in Fig. 1 is a function depending on the CMG
T
gimbal angle vector δ  [1  2  3  4 ] as follows:
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4

A #  AT  APAT   I 4  AT P
 AT [AAT   P1 ]1

h  hCMG  Hi ( i )
i 1

 c sin 1  cos  2  c sin  3  cos  4 
 hCMG  cos 1  c sin  2  cos  3  c sin  4 


 s  sin 1  s sin  2  s sin  3  s sin  4 

= AT [ AAT   E]1
(3)

(7)

 1 3 2 
P  E   3 1 1   0


 2 1 1 
1

where hCMG is the angular momentum of the CMG wheel,
Hi (i  1,2,3,4) is the angular momentum vector of the ith
CMG,  is the skew angle of the four CMGs, c  cos  and
s  sin  . A time derivative of the CMG angular momentum
vector is given by:

where  i   0 sin(t  i ) (i  1, 2,3) ,   0 ×e- m ,    / 2 ,
i  (1  i)  ( / 2) ( i  1,2,3) . t is the current time, and

sin  2
 c cos 1
h  hCMG   sin 1
c cos  2
s cos  2
 s cos 1

m  det( AAT ) is the singularity measure.  0 , 0 and  are
constant parameters to be properly selected. The GSR-Inverse
logic is used for singularity-avoidance steering logic in this
study.

c cos  3
sin  3
s cos  3

 sin  4 
c cos  4  δ
s cos  4 

 A δ δ
τ

(4)

where δ  [1  2  3  4 ]T is the CMG gimbal angular
velocity vector, A is a 3  4 Jacobian matrix, and τ is the
torque vector. From Eq. (4), the gimbal angular velocity vector
command is calculated and determines the gimbal angular
velocity to generate the torque command. This is called
Steering Logic[8] and is an inverse kinematics equation for
calculating the gimbal angular velocity vector command. Most
simple CMG steering logic uses a pseudo inverse matrix of A :
δr  A (AA ) τr
T

T -1

(5)

where δ r is the gimbal angular velocity command vector,
A  AT (AAT )-1 , which is often referred to as the pseudo
inverse steering logic. Most CMG steering laws determine the
gimbal rate commands with some variant of the pseudo inverse.
If the rank of (A) < 3 for certain sets of gimbal angles, or,
equivalently, the rank of (AAT) < 3, the pseudo inverse does
not exist and the pseudo inverse steering logic encounters
singular states. This singular situation occurs when all the
individual CMG torque output vectors are perpendicular to the
commanded torque direction. Equally, the singular situation
occurs when all the individual CMG momentum vectors have
external projections onto the commanded torque vector
direction. This is needed to avoid singular states when the
chance of failure increases because the value of the gimbal
angular velocity vector command is extremely high and would
be a strain on the gimbal axis of the CMG at the singularity.

In this study, Generalized Singularity Robust (GSR)Inverse logic[8],[9], proposed by Bong Wie, is used for the
steering logic. This is a method for avoiding a singularity by
generating a torque with given gimbal angular velocity
command, even in a singular situation, as follows. The GSRInverse steering logic can be represented as:
δr  A τ r

(8)
2

The equation to calculate the gimbal angular acceleration of
ith CMG  i is obtained from:

i  1,

i  K g ( ri   i ) J

, 4

(9)

where K g is the feedback gain of the CMG control system,

 i ,  ri are the gimbal angular velocity and command of ith
CMG and J is the inertia moment matrix of the CMG wheel.
III. DESIGN OF A FALUT TOLERANT ATTITUDE CONTROL
SYSTEM CONSIDERING CONFILICTING REQUIREMENTS
The purpose of this chapter is to describe a specific design
method for a fault-tolerant attitude control system, considering
conflicting requirements. Initially, the parameters to be
optimized are shown. Second, the conflicting requirements,
such as rapid maneuverability and reduced drive on gimbals,
are defined as the evaluation functions. Finally, the
optimization of the parameters is defined using the Multi
Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) taking fault-tolerance
into consideration.
A. Design Parameters
1) Skew angle
The maximum angular momentum of each axis can be
changed by changing skew angle  in Fig. 1. For a typical
pyramid configuration of four single-gimbal CMGs with a
skew angle of β, the angular momentum for the three axes
h  [hx hy hz ]T can be obtained analytically as[3],[9]:
hx 

hy 

c  s  uz  c u x 

n1
uy
n1





ux

n2

c  s  uz  c u y 

n2





c  s  uz  c ux 

uy

n3

n3




ux

n4

(10)

c  s  uz  c u y 

n4

(11)

#

(6)
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hz 

s   c  u x  s  u z 

n1

s   s  u z  c u x 

n3





s  s uz  c u y 

n2



s  s uz  c u y 

n1   1  ( s ux  c uz )2
n2   1  ( s u y  c uz )2

n3   1  ( s ux  c uz )2
n4   1  ( s u y  c uz )2

n4

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

where ux  sin 2 , u y   sin 1 cos2 and uz  cos1 cos 2 .

1 and  2 are the rotation angles of two successive rotations
about the x and y axes. From these equations, it is apparent that
the maximum angular momentum is directly related to the
skew angle  .
Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the skew angle and
the maximum angular momentum H  [ H x H y H z ]T for each
axis in normal time when the skew angle was changed from 0
degree to 90 degree every 10 degree and 54.74 degree, which is
commonly used. From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the maximum
angular momentums of the roll and pitch axes decrease,
whereas the maximum angular momentum of the yaw axis
increases with the increasing skew angle. Furthermore, it is
also apparent that the maximum angular momentums of the
three axes are almost the same when the skew angle is 54.74
degree. However, the skew angle needs to be designed taking
into consideration the requirements for this study, which are
rapid maneuverability and reduced drive on the gimbals.
Moreover, the conventional design only considers normal
situations, whereas the control system should be designed to
consider fault-tolerance when failure of CMGs has been
reported during the operation.
A method for dynamically changing the skew angle when
the spacecraft is in use has also been proposed[10],[11]
because the maximum angular momentum of each axis can be
changed by changing the skew angle, which is a valid method
when using CMGs. However, the design of a unique skew
angle before the launch, is proposed in this study, because
potential failure of the added moving element must be taken
into consideration when dealing with the failure of a CMG. In
this study, it is assumed that one CMG can be shut down
entirely in use.
It is apparent that CMG shutdown can be classified into
two patterns, the failure of CMG 1 or CMG 3, or failure of
CMG 2 or CMG 4. Figs. 5 and 6 show the relationships

between the skew angle and the maximum angular momentum
in each situation. These figures show that the maximum
angular momentums for every axis decrease than when the
CMGs are functioning normally. Moreover, it is the same as
the normal situation in that the maximum angular momentums
of the roll and pitch axes decrease, while the maximum angular
momentum of the yaw axis increases with an increasing skew
angle. Comparing the failure of CMG 1 or CMG 3 with the
failure of CMG 2 or CMG 4, it is apparent that the values of
H x and H y switch place, although the value of H z remains
the same, which is verified by a deformation Eqs (10) to (16).
For that reason, three situations, normal, failure of CMG 1 and
failure of CMG 2, are dealt with in this study.
2) Parameters of the control system
In this study, both the skew angle and parameters of control
system are tuned simultaneously because there is the
possibility that the parameters of system, which can achieve
the preset goal within target time, can be changed depending
on the skew angle.
The parameters to be designed are the gains of the
spacecraft attitude control system K p and K d , the gain of the
CMG control system K g , the parameters of the GSR-Inverse
logic, 0 ,  0 and  .
B. Method for design of a fault-tolerant attitude control
system considering the conflicting requirements
In this section, the method to determine skew angle and
parameters of the control system using MOGA is outlined. As
shown in the previous section, the unique skew angle and the
six parameters of the control system which are appropriate to
each situation are optimized.
First, several initial chromosomes are generated for 19
parameters, as shown in Fig. 7. They contain the gains of the
spacecraft attitude control system K p and K d , the gain of the
CMG control system K g , the parameters of the GSR-Inverse
logic 0 ,  0 , and  in each of the three situations and the
unique skew angle.
10    55
30  K p  200
50  K d  250
0.27  K g  0.285
4  log10 0  4
4  log10  0  4
4  log10   4
The range of the skew angle is set from 10 degree to 55
degree which provides the large maximum angular momentum
for the roll and pitch axes from the results in Fig. 4.
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where  i , i and i are the i th gimbal angle, velocity and
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Fig. 5. Relationship between the skew angle and the maximum angular
momentum (Failure of CMG 1 or CMG 3)
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Fig. 6. Relationship between the skew angle and the maximum angular
momentum (Failure of CMG 2 or CMG 4)

The settling time t j and drive on the gimbal (gimbal angle,
velocity and acceleration) in each of the three situations are
evaluated for each chromosome. Where j means the situation,
j  1 is the normal situation, j  2 is the situation of a failure
of CMG 1 and j  3 is the situation of a failure of CMG 2.
The settling time and drive on the gimbal for each chromosome
are defined as f1 and f 2 , and these are the summation of the
evaluation value for each situation. Here the weight of the
evaluation value for each situation a j is designed according to
the preferred situation.In this paper, a j  1 to deal every
situation equivalently.

summation of the data for each gimbal ( i  1, , 4 ) is divided
by 4 t, which means the evaluation value is the average of the
drive on the gimbal of a CMG for 1 s.
Pareto solutions are obtained by optimizing the
combination of parameters which minimizes both evaluation
values with the evaluation function f1 for the settling time and
the evaluation function f 2 for the drive on the gimbal using
MOGA[7].
In this study, the mission assumed is a rest-to-rest
maneuver, which means that the spacecraft body must rest at
the beginning and end of a maneuver to observe a ground
target, and is analyzed assuming a rigid body spacecraft. The
spacecraft model is assumed to be a middle-sized earthobserving satellite whose directional axis is the yaw axis. The
parameters used in the numerical simulations are given in
TABLE II. The mission assumed for the analysis is to perform
a 60 degree roll (cross-track) slew maneuver based on an actual
earth-observing satellite, the ALOS-2[12]. The settling time is
defined as when the Euler angle has settled to the target
maneuver angle within ±0.01 degree, and is the same for the
pitch and yaw axes. The parameters of the CMG are the same
as the CMG, 15-4S, in Pleiades-HR1 manufactured by
Astrium[13].
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IV.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Error! Reference source not found. shows the Pareto
solutions obtained using MOGA, referred to in the last section.
The three types of optimization were conducted in addition
to the proposed method, as comparative methods. 0 shows the
comparison of each method. Error! Reference source not
found. shows the comparative results from the three methods.
A. The changes in the parameters with or without
consideration of the drive on the gimbal
In this section, the change in the optimized parameters
when the evaluation function of the drive on the gimbal is or is
not considered is compared for Methods 1 and 3. TABLE IV.
shows the average and standard deviation of parameters for
normal situation in each method.
From Error! Reference source not found., the solution
which satisfies smaller drive on gimbal than Method 1 when
settling time is same as Method 1 is obtained in Method 3.
From TABLE IV. smaller skew angle than for Method 3 is
obtained in Method 1 to make settling time shorter because the
angular momentum is larger for roll axis. On the other hand,
the solution which satisfies smaller drive on the gimbal with
same settling time than Method 1 is obtained even though skew
angle in Method 3 is larger than in Method 1. It is because that
appropriate parameters of the control system which satisfies
both requirements are obtained using the evaluation function
for the drive on the gimbal in addition to for the settling time.
B. Difference with and without optimizing skew angle
In this section, comparing Methods 2 and 3, the changes in
the values of the evaluation functions are discussed when the
skew angle is optimized and when it is set at 54.74degree.
In Method 3, skew angle is selected at 31.98 ±7.64 degree
which is smaller than 54.74 degree. It is noted that the settling
time could have been shorter by optimizing the skew angle
compared with when it was set at 54.74 degree. This is because
a larger torque can be generated when skew angle is smaller as
shown in the previous section. From this result, making the
skew angle smaller can make the settling time shorter, but the
drive on the gimbal could be greater when the settling time is
longer for a skew angle of 54.74 degree. It is confirmed that
skew angle can be designed according to requirements.
C. Effect with or without consideration of fault tolerance
In this section, comparing Methods 2 and 3, the effect with
or without consideration of fault-tolerance is discussed.
From TABLE IV. skew angle is smaller when considering
fault-tolerance. It can be assumed that smaller skew angle is
obtained with fault-tolerance because the maximum angular
momentum is smaller in failure situations than in a normal
situation. Moreover, standard deviations of parameters in
Method 4 are smaller than in Method 3. Fig. 9 shows the
Pareto solutions for normal situation in Methods 3 and 4. From
Fig. 9, the range of solution in Method 4 is smaller than in
Method 3. It is assumed that range of solution for normal
situation in Method 4 is smaller because of the consideration of
fault-tolerance. Therefore, wider design of the attitude control

system in normal situation is available without consideration of
fault-tolerance.
D. Parameter differences for the dominant requirement
In this section, parameter differences in Method 4 for the
dominant requirement are discussed. Fig. 10 shows Pareto
solution obtained by Method 4. The parameters in the normal
situation for the three solutions in Fig. 10 which correspond to
the dominant requirement as a discriminative solution of Pareto
solutions in Method 4 are discussed:
1) Solution in which rapid maneuverability is dominant,
2) Solution in which both requirements are equivalently
dominant,
3) Solution in which reduced the drive on the gimbal is
dominant
TABLE V. shows the values of parameters in each solution.
Figs. 11 to 13 show the time histories of the singularity
parameter, gimbal velocity and torque as three solutions It is
assumed that the solution satisfying the requirement of rapid
maneuverability because the gimbal is driven rapidly in a
singularity situation as a result of the combination of
parameters of GSR Inverse logic 0 ,  0 ,  , is obtained in I.
Therefore torque errors for pitch and yaw axes are larger than
other solutions to avoid singularity as quick as possible. In
addition, it is assumed that the solution satisfying the
requirement of reduced drive on the gimbal because the gimbal
is driven slowly even in a singularity situation as a result of the
combination of parameters of GSR Inverse logic 0 ,  0 ,  , is
obtained in III.
From these results, it is verified that the fault-tolerant
attitude control system which satisfies the dominant
requirement by changing characteristic of the control system
by parameters of the control system.
TABLE I.

THE VALUES OF THE SYMBOLS USED IN THE EVALUATION
FUNCTIONS

Symbols

TABLE II.

Values

tmax

40

m

6

m

1

m

3

PARAMETERS AND VALUES FOR THE NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS

Parameters
Inertia moment of spacecraft
Inertia moment of CMG
wheel

Symbols
Is
J

Values
diag(5000,5000,3000) kgm2
0.19 kgm2

Angular momentum of CMG

hCMG

75 Nms

Max. gimbal rate

 max

1.0 rad/s

Max. gimbal acceleration

 max

3.0 rad/s2

Control cycle

dt

0.01 s
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TABLE III.

COMPARISON OF EACH METHOD

1.6

Evaluation function
Optimizing
skew angle

×

○

1

Settling
time
○

Drive on
gimbal
×

2

○

○

×

54.74 degree

3

○

○

×

○

4 (Proposed)

○

○

○

○

TABLE IV.

Parameter
Skew
angle [deg]

1.4

1
0.8

AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF PARAMETERS FOR
NORMAL SITUATION IN EACH METHOD
Method 1

Average ± Standard deviation
Method 2
Method 3

18.1

54.74

31.98  7.64

Method 4

Method 3
Method 4

1.2
f21

Method

Faulttolerance

25

30

35
40
45
Settling time [s]

50

Fig. 9. Pareto solutions (Normal situation in Methods 3 and 4)

28.77  0.58

1.2
101.97  28.38

70.33  15.53

92.37  3.77

282.68  15.59

211.27  28.38

247.10  4.24

0.284

0.281  0.004

0.277  0.0022

0.280  0.003

log10 0

-1.84

0.21  0.57

0.83  0.25

0.92  0.11

0.9

log10  0

0.19

0.99  0.25

1.22  0.34

1.12  0.15

0.8

log10 

-1.42

1.66  0.72

0.11  0.91

0.97  0.32

171.15

Kd

299.1

Kg

1.1

I

1

f2

Kp

0.7
0.8

II

0.9

III

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

f1

2

Fig. 10. Pareto solutions (Method 4)

Method 1
Method 2
Method 3
Method 4

f2

1.5

V.

This study proposed multi-objective optimization of the
skew angle and parameters of the control system to design of a
fault-tolerant attitude control system that would take into
account conflicting requirements for a spacecraft with a skew
array of Control Moment Gyros. The relationship between the
requirements and the relationship between the requirements
and parameters can be shown by calculating the Pareto
solutions which is a class of solutions that comprehensively
consider conflicting requirements.

1

0.5

0.7

0.8

Fig. 8. Pareto solutions

0.9

1
f1

1.1

1.2

1.3

CONCLUSIONS

1.4

From simulation results, the changes in the parameters with
or without consideration of the drive on the gimbal, the
effectiveness of optimizing skew angle, effect with faulttolerance and the parameter differences for the dominant
requirement were confirmed. Therefore, the method to guide
for determining parameters of the attitude control system was
established. To optimize the parameters considering constraint
of spacecraft and to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method using an actual operation are the future works.
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THE VALUES OF PARAMETERS IN EACH SOLUTION (METHOD 4)

Settling
time [s]

f2

Skew angle
[deg]

Kp

Kd

Kg

log10 0

log10  0

log10 

I

28.71

1.26

28.06

89.93

247.07

0.280

-0.86

-0.95

0.83

II

32.96

1.05

28.40

90.63

245.81

0.277

-0.97

-1.15

0.87

III

34.32

1.03

29.31

92.50

252.87

0.280

-1.09

-1.10

0.76

1
0.5
0
0

20
Time [s]

1.5

Singularity Parameter

1.5

Singularity Parameter

Singularity Parameter

TABLE V.
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Fig. 11. Time histories of the singularity parameters
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Fig. 12. Time histories of gimbal angle velocity
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Abstract—Clinical Big Data streams have accumulated largescale multidimensional data about patients’ medical conditions
and drugs along with their known side effects. The volume and
the complexity of this Big Data streams hinder the current
computational procedures. Effective tools are required to cluster
and systematically analyze this amorphous data to perform data
mining methods including discovering knowledge, identifying
underlying relationships and predicting patterns. This paper
presents a novel computation model for clustering tremendous
amount of Big Data streams. The presented approach is utilizing
the error-correction Golay Code. This clustering methodology is
unique. It outperforms all other conventional techniques because
it has linear time complexity and does not impose predefined
cluster labels that partition data. Extracting meaningful
knowledge from these clusters is an essential task; therefore, a
novel mechanism that facilitates the process of predicting
patterns and likelihood diseases based on a semi-supervised
technique is presented.
Keywords—medical Big Data; clustering; machine learning;
pattern recognition; prediction tool; Big Data classification; Golay
Code

I.

INTRODUCTION

Medical research is one of the most significant fields of
science for people since no one is completely protected from
physical ailments and biological degradation. It is not a
surprise that health care is expensive. In 2010, the United
States alone spent $2.6 trillion in health care expenditures,
nearly 17.9 percent of the United States gross domestic product
(GDP). The expenses are projected to consume 19.9 percent of
GDP by 2022 [1]. According to estimates, 3 million baby
boomers will hit retirement age every year for the next 20
years, challenging an already stressed health care system [2].
Chronic diseases form an even bigger challenge, considering
that more than 75 percent of health care expenditures are spent
on people with chronic conditions [3]. Even though this
number is high, it can be dramatically decreased by the power
of prevention. Although we are able to generate and store
enormous amounts of patients’ medical data, physicians
nowadays lack techniques that deal with Big Data challenge.
More specifically, physicians are not capable of effectively
quantify and analyze the relationship between medical data and
causes of diseases, and predict the likelihood of diseases based
on discovered patterns. However, risk is estimated by
considering the patient’s family history and the results of

necessary laboratory exams. This is highly dependent on the
physician’s limited experience. Therefore, this model of health
care must be replaced with a new one that helps not only to
early predict diseases but to prevent them even before patients
show any symptoms. This paper presents a mechanism to
encode the medical records patterns and generate the
codewords that will be clustered by utilizing the perfect Golay
code. This novel approach is suitable for processing continuous
data streams [4]. With this clustering methodology, sensible
information from underlying clusters can be extracted.
A cluster is defined as a data container with homogeneous
data points inside of it. On the other hand, the data points from
different clusters are non-homogenous. Technically, clusters
isolate data points with boundaries such that the data points
within the same cluster share common patterns or
characteristics [5]. The Golay code clustering technique
requires using vectors to represent any type of data, such as
person’s information, RNA sequencing, DNA sequencing,
diseases, drugs and their side effects and so on. Each vector
consists of 23-bit, where each bit represents the presence or the
absence of a feature. For example, if a patient is tested positive
to symptom x, it is represented in the vector as 1. Otherwise,
the symptom is represented as 0. However, in some cases the
proposed methodology provides the option of using Gray code
property where 2 bits might be used to represent a single
feature such as blood pressure level. Using Gray code property,
this can be represented as 10, 00, or 01, to express high,
normal, or low blood pressure level respectively. For the
realization of this clustering method, a particular ontology
approach must be considered which is called “Meta
Knowledge of 23-bit Templates” [6]. These templates are an
essential aid that assists in providing highly efficient clustering
algorithm. The 23 questions needed to form vectors are
included in 23-bit Meta knowledge template, which must not
be arbitrary developed. In some circumstances the number of
questions might be less than 23. Golay code clustering
algorithm is distinctive, because of its linear time complexity
and by allowing Fuzzy clustering. Therefore, it outperforms all
other conventional clustering methods such as K-means. As a
result, this method is an effective tool for handling the
convoluted problems arising with the “Big Data”
computational model in the medical field. Many medical
applications might be considered in this regard. For instance,
comparisons of protein and DNA sequences.
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Fig. 1. Overview of Golay Code Clustering Method

This method can also be used to search sequences, find
patterns, evaluate similarity and periodic structures based on
local sequence similarity [7]. This paper is organized as
follows: in section 2, we present some theoretical analysis to
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed algorithm. In
section 3, we discuss the proposed clustering algorithm.
Section 4 presents the pattern recognition method. In section 5,
experimental results on synthetic data are presented. Finally,
section 6 contains our concluding remarks.
II.

GOLAY CODE

The proposed clustering system is based on a reverse of the
traditional error-correction scheme using the perfect Golay
code (23, 12, 7) as described in [4]. Utilizing this perfect code,
the whole set of 23-bit vectors is partitioned into 212 spheres
with radius 3. Thus, a transformation that maps the 23-bit
string into the 12-centers of these spheres is able to tolerate
certain dissimilarity in some bit positions of the 23-bit strings.
Luckily, the Golay code is a perfect code that can tolerate up to
three error bits [8]. Hence, this property allows adequate
23
codewords to be associated with a single data word i.e. ( )
3

=1771 different codewords. The binary Golay code has a very
large data word (212 data words) and a larger codeword space
(223 = 8,388,608 codewords). This large space makes Golay
Code appropriate for clustering. One interesting property of the
 different
Golay code scheme appears when decoding
codewords from the same sphere m . The different codewords
will all be restored into the same data word. Hence, two
random spheres n1, n2 will have one or more data words
(indices) in common if and only if they have common hosting
spheres. Therefore, the six data words that are associated with
any n can be used to create clustering keys for the codeword n
(Yu, 2011). For example, suppose we have two 23-bit vectors
represented by two integers: 1036 (210 + 23 + 22) and 1039 (210
+ 23 + 22 + 21 + 20). The two vectors differ in the two last bit
positions. Their six hash indices turn out to be (0, 1054, 1164,
1293, 1644, 3084) and (527, 1054, 1063, 1099, 1293, 3215)
respectively. The hamming distance between the code words
1036 and 1039 is 2, thus, they generate more than one identical
index. This property guarantees that the two codewords are
placed into a common cluster. As shown in the example, there
are two common indices that are generated by both vectors,

1054 and 1293. Intrinsically, concatenating these two data
words would provide us with a clustering address where both
1036 and 1039 would be placed in it. Such an approach leads
to access the same cluster that contains both of them when
searching for either pattern or their neighbors. Based on that, in
order to utilize this clustering scheme, n must be restored back
to six different data words. But the only way that n can be
decoded into six different data words is when the center of n is
3 Hamming distance away from the hosting sphere [9]. In
practice, using only one Golay code scheme results in
clustering 86.5% of the total vectors (we call them G1) while
the remaining13.5% does not fit to this scheme (we call them
G2). In other words, 86.5% of the vectors are able to generate
the six data words (indices), which are required for the
clustering process, while the remaining 13.5% of the
codewords are not able to produce the necessary indices. One
possible attempt of clustering G2 codewords is shown in Fig.1.
We investigate the ability of each vector V  G2 to generate the
six indices. A tolerance of 1-bit mismatch can be implemented
by probing each hash index corresponding to all 1-bit
modification of a given codeword. Therefore, we create three
23-bit codewords A, B, and 
C where their values are the
numbers 1,2 and 4 respectively. After that, by performing
bitwise XOR operation between the original codeword and
each one of the new codewords A, B and C, new vectors V1, V2
and V3 are created. As a result of applying Golay code hash
transformation to these vectors, two situations are presented. In
the first case, 12.35% of the modified G2 codewords are able
to generate the six indices, thus the clustering method proceeds
as normal. The remaining 1.17% can only generate one index;
hence, in some circumstances, these codewords might be
neglected [10]. Another way of clustering G2 codewords is
based on using double Golay codes, which can be generated by
the polynomials 2787 and 3189. Based on a previous work [4],
this approach, however, is able to cluster 98.2% of the
8,388,608 codewords.
III.

CLUSTERING COMPONENTS

A. Meta Knowledge Template
To facilitate the using of our clustering algorithm, a
template of yes/no questions for each data item is necessary. A
group of “23-bit Metadata Template” that is suitable for the
medical case is designed. Questions should be based on acute
physiological measurements. Each of these questions
investigates the presence or absence of a property, a symptom,
or a feature as shown in Fig.2. Moreover, this 23-bit Metadata
Template can be utilized in a way such that complex values
like DNA and RNA sequencing can be represented in the 23bit codeword. One possible approach of designing such a
template is to investigate DNA sequencings and find patterns
and examine the correlation between diseases, mutations,
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP), as well as the
surrounding environment. Answering the questions results in a
unique 23-bit vector V as in Fig. 1. V is then computed by the
Golay code clustering algorithm where the output of this
process is six different indices. A pairwiseing process for these
six indices is applied to compose 15 cluster addresses.
Subsequently, V is stored in each of the corresponding 15
clusters. This technique guarantees storing data items in one
cluster if the difference between each two of them does not
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exceed a certain number of bit-position mismatches. In other
words, this clustering technique assures that the distance
between any two vectors included in one cluster does not
exceed a certain Hamming distance, as with Fig.2. It is
important to recall that when mapping each codeword, we
employ the binary Golay code, which guarantees that close
decimal numbers have low Hamming distance in their binary
representation. When applying our proposed clustering
algorithm, all 23-bit codewords are classified into a number of
clusters. The maximum Hamming distance within each cluster
is either 7 or 8. The total number of bit positions that have
common bit values within each cluster is either 15 or 16. This
is specifically significant since it represents the total number of
common attributes between codewords within a certain cluster.
Put in mind that as bit positions may have different physical
meanings, a low Hamming distance alone does not mean that
two codewords are similar.

Fig. 2. 23-bit Metadata Template

As discussed above, codewords are created through
answering the questions in the 23-bit Meta Knowledge
Template. Each codeword consists of a 23-bit; each bit
represents the presence or absence of a feature. Consequently,
when two codewords have similar answers for the same
questions within the template, these two codewords have
similar features. Hamming distance is used to measure the
similarity between codewords. Hamming distance between
two codewords is the number of bits we must change to
convert one codeword into the other. For example: the
Hamming distance between the vectors 01101010 and
11011011 is 4. This methodology is considered one of the most
simple, efficient, and accurate distance measures [11].
B. Composing Clustering Addresses
The overall clustering algorithm structure is shown in
Fig.1. To illustrate the proposed methodology that uses the
Golay code hash transformation, let V be a 23-bit codeword
that is created by answering the question within the 23-bit
Meta Knowledge Template. By using only one Golay code
scheme and utilizing the Gray code property; the six 12- bit
data words are generated for V. Clustering keys will be
influenced by these six 12-bit data words. We start by choosing
two arbitrary 12-bit data words of the 6 generated indices.
Then, we order the selected two data words (such as, w1<w2).

After that, we remove the least significant bit (LSB) of the
smallest pair w1 and concatenate the result with the second
data word to form a 24-bit A. After that, we shift A one bit to
the right to get another 24-bit B. We then perform bitwise XOR
operation between A and B to get a 24-bit, C. The last 23-bit of
C is the clustering key. The following algorithm shows how
clustering keys are generated:
At least two common indices are generated by two 23-bit
vectors at Hamming distance 2, as with the example
aforementioned where the codewords were 1036 and 1039.
Thus, when we pairwise (concatenate) these two common
indices to generate the 23-bit clustering key, it is possible to
place these vectors into the same cluster.
C. The Structure of Clusters
Clusters are essential components in our classification and
prediction methodology due to its ability to discover the
connected components of patients [12]. Because fuzziness is
one of the most salient features of the “Big Data” concept,
underlying relationships can be detected by using Golay code
clustering technique. Furthermore, clusters assist in reducing
the influence of patients who have little or no similarity i.e.
common symptoms. When applying the Golay Code clustering
algorithm to the possible 23-bit vectors (8,388,608 vectors), a
total of 1,267,712 non-empty clusters were created. Each one
of the generated clusters contains (139) or (70) codewords. For
simplicity, we call them larger cluster (LC) and smaller cluster
(SC) respectively. The maximum Hamming distance within
each cluster is either 7 or 8. More importantly, the minimum
total number of bit positions that have common bit values
within each cluster is either 15 or 16. This is specifically a
significant feature since it represents the total number of
common attributes between codewords within a certain cluster.
Algorithm 1: Composing Clustering Addresses
1. generate the 6 data words
2. loop i=1 to 15
3. pick 2 random data words: w1,w2
4. order them such as w1<w2
5. right shift the smallest data word such as w1 >>1
6. A= w1 w2
7. B= A >> 1
8. Ci= B XOR A
9. clustering_keys[i]= Ci ( only last 23 bit of C is used)
10. end loop
11. Return clustering_keys
For example, in Fig.2, the first two codewords have 19
features in common. More importantly, within each one of the
SLs, 98.55% of the codewords have at least 17 common
features, while the remaining codewords have either 16 or 15.
On the other hand, 86.25% of the codewords in LCs have at
least 17 common features, while 13.75% share either 16 or 15.
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codewords. Table (1) presents an example of the labeling
process. Eventually, when the majority of clusters are labeled,
the process of assigning a label to a new vector becomes a
trivial. The label of a new vector is determined during the
clusterization method. In particular, after attaching the new
vector to the appropriate 15 clusters, its label will be assigned
instantly. The assignment works by receiving a vote from each
one of the 15 clusters i.e. the vote of a cluster is basically its
label. Hence, the label of the new vector is the majority vote
among its 15 clusters [16]. For example, if 10 out of 15 clusters
are labeled with Asthma and 5 are labeled with Heart disease,
the new vector is labeled with Asthma. Prior work indicates
that the accuracy of the assignment is 92.7% [4].
TABLE I.

Object Frequency

Fig. 3. Labeled Clusters based on the Majority Vote

IV.

IDENTYFYING THE PATTERN OF A NEW DATA ITEM
Cluster size

Label

3

23

Asthma

2

14

Asthma

104

10

114

Asthma

4

14

1

15

5

1

2

3< threshold

6

65

6

71

7

2

1

3< threshold
22

Asthma
Ineligible for
voting
Asthma
Ineligible for
voting
Asthma

CLUSTER #

DATA ITEMS AND CLUSTERS LABELING METHOD

A. Training Method
Unlabeled data forms a major challenge that machine
learning and data mining systems are facing [13][14][15]. Far
better results can be obtained by adopting a machine learning
approach in which a large set of N vectors {x1,..., xN} called a
training set is used to tune the parameters of an adaptive
model[book]. Our pattern recognition procedure starts by
training the system with a fully labeled training dataset (we call
them centers). Specifically, the dataset is a collection of vectors
that represent the identity of corresponding medical conditions
or diseases, for instance, heart disease, Asthma, Breast cancer
etc. These vectors will be employed to label objects that
already were clustered. We sequence through clusters and find
the nearest center to each clustered codeword in terms of
Hamming distance. The label of the codeword is basically the
exact label of the nearest center. When all codewords labeling
process is fulfilled, labeling clusters becomes trivial. For
example, assume that V1 represents Asthma, V2 represents
Anemia, and V3 depicts Heart diseases. Subsequently, we find
the minimum Hamming distance between each vector in the
system and V1, V2, V3. If the Hamming distance does not
exceed a certain number of distortions, the vector’s label is the
same as the label of the nearest center. After labeling
codewords, we rank objects among every cluster according to
their frequency, regardless of whether they occur in other
clusters within the system [14][15]. The label of the cluster
depends solely on the majority weight within this cluster, i.e.
prevalent element. Some clusters have different types where
one type dominates that cluster or weighs more. Thus, the
weight Wn of each object within a cluster is simply its
frequency in that cluster.

wn  Frequency[n]
Wn is the weight of the object n.
As a result, the vote of the majority within a cluster
influences the label of the cluster. Noise is a factor that might
reduce the accuracy of labeling process. Therefore, a threshold
is recommended to insure high accuracy and efficiency. Cluster
is granted the right to vote when it contains at least 10

Asthma

Anemia

1

20

2

12

3

8

15

7

---

----

----

--

----

14

78

3

81

Asthma

15

30

2

32

Asthma

The new pattern is:

V.

Asthma

CLASSIFICATION AND PREDICTION METHODOLOGY

This proposed approach is suitable for Big Data problems,
because it requires less complex mathematical calculations.
Not like other conventional methods that depend on
performing complex probabilistic operations, which are time
consuming and requiring large-scale computational
capabilities. The approach is an efficient technique in a sense
that smarter decisions can be made much faster for quick
responses. To simply describe the prediction methods, assume
that a codeword C is generated based on diagnosing a patient P
and answering the 23-bit questions of the Meta knowledge
template. Thus, C represents the symptoms S that P has or has
not. Our prediction approach works as follows: C goes in a
process of generating and composing the clustering keys which
was described above. Then, a pointer to C is placed in each one
of the 15 clusters. Two different ways of prediction and
classification are presented. First prediction approach works by
identifying the type of the disease that P might develop based
on the majority vote among the 15 clusters. For instance, if 10
out of the 15 clusters were labeled with “Asthma “, then P is
most likely to develop asthma based on the current symptoms.
The second approach works by discovering relationships
between symptoms based on other patients’ metadata analysis.
This relationship yields a prediction on the type of the S that P
might develop in the future. For example, let A be the group of
neighbor vectors. Vectors in A are placed with C in the same
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cluster(s) and have no more than a certain Hamming distance,
let’s say 1. Then, we follow Fuzzy search method to retrieve
codewords in A. After that, we sequence in A to find all the bit
positions that mismatch with C, and place these mismatches in
a group named L. As we described earlier, each bit represents
the presence or absence of a property, which is in our example
a symptom. Subsequently, we rank these symptoms in L based
on their frequency. Therefore, our system can predict the S and
their likelihood for a specific P based on the frequency of S. As
a result, a symptom S with high frequency has high chance of
occurrence in P and vice versa.
VI.
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CONCLUSION REMARKS

Formulating meaningful groups of scattered data is
beginning to gain popularity in many fields, including the
medical field. In fact, it is one of the most demanding fields
due to the enormous amounts of data generated on a daily
basis. In this paper, we presented an efficient medical Big Data
processing model based on Golay Code clustering algorithm.
Our Big Data methodology works by clustering diverse
information items in a data stream mode. The result is a group
of clusters where the data items in each cluster are
homogeneous. In contrast, the data points from different
clusters are non-homogenous. This technique improves our
ability to extract knowledge and insights from large and
complex collections of medical data. Granting all the clustering
methods that have been published before, the proposed method
surpasses others as it improves the time complexity to O(n).
We recommend the presented algorithm to be used as a tool in
the medical field due to its competence in classification and
prediction of risks, symptoms, and diseases.
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Abstract—Distributed systems are complex systems and there
are a lot of the potential risks in the system, so system
administrators need to have some effective support tools for
network management. The architecture information of
distributed systems is an essential part of distributed system
monitoring solutions, because it provides general information
about monitored objects in the system for administrators, as well
as supports administrator in quickly detecting change of
topology, error status or potential risks that arise during
operation of distributed systems. The modeling approaches have
an important role in developing monitoring solutions, in which
they are background to develop algorithms for monitoring
problems in distributed systems. This paper proposes an
approach in order to model for hierarchical architecture of
objects in distributed systems, in which consists of architecture of
monitored objects, networks, domains and global distributed
systems. Based on this model, a basic monitoring solution for
hierarchical architecture of distributed systems is developed and
this solution is able to provide administrators more important
architecture information such as the topology of hardware
components, processes, status of monitored objects, etc.
Keywords—architecture; distributed systems; model; monitored
objects; monitoring

I.

INTRODUCTION

Distributed systems (DS) are complex systems, which have
always challenged for system administrator a lot [5,9]. A
hardware malfunction, a faulty process or an abnormal event
occurs on the system may affect other events taking place at
different locations in the running environment of system. These
symptoms can cause a bad effect on performance and stability
of the system, they can also cause of errors of related processes
and incorrect results of distributed applications. In order to
ensure the effective operation of DS, global system information
in general and information of each object in particular is
critical issues. Many technical solutions have been researched
and developed to support administrators in monitoring the
system. Through the survey and review some typical
monitoring works such as [10,11,13,14,15,16,17] in paper
[4,8], in which we presented in detail the technical details,
some advantages as well as disadvantages of these solutions.
The survey result on implementation solutions and function of
monitoring systems is presented in Table I and II.

TABLE I.

THE IMPLEMENTATION SOLUTION

Monitoring System

Implementation Solution
Software

JADE [13]



MonALISA [11]



MOTEL [17]



Hardware

Hybrid



ZM4/SIMPLE [14]


NON-INVASIVE MONITOR [8]

We are aware that there are many implementation solutions
to deploy monitoring system. However, with the advantages
such as flexibility and mobility, the ease of maintenance, etc
the software solution has been widely deployed in many
TCP/IP monitoring products.
TABLE II.
Monitoring System

THE FUNCTION OF MONITORING SYSTEMS

Monitoring Function
Computing

ZM4/SIMPLE [14]



JADE [13]



Performance

MonALISA [11]



SNMP [8,16]



Object

MOTEL [17]



CorbaTrace [10]



Tools (OS,...) [8]

Operation



From Table II, we see that the monitoring systems for DS
can be divided into two groups: specific monitoring (SM) and
general operations (GM) for monitored object in DS.
 SM consists of monitoring systems that monitor
specific issues of monitored objects in DS such as
MonALISA, MOTEL, SNMP, etc. SM can be seen as a
special monitoring layer to monitor details such as
traffic, performance, computing, etc. Most of these
solutions in SM are only focused on solving the
requirements for specific monitoring issues between
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objects and have not yet been really interested in the
global architecture of monitored objects in DS. For
example, ZM4/SIMPLE is deployed to do performance
evaluation for and parallel and distributed programs;
MonALISA is deployed to monitor and help manage
and optimize the operational performance of Grids; etc.


GM consists of monitoring systems that monitor
general operations of the monitored objects in DS such
as built-in tools of devices or utilities in OS (Operating
System). GM can be seen as a common monitoring
layer in which provide abilities to monitor architectures
and operations of monitored objects (MO) such as
configuration, status, communication, connections, etc.
For example, taskmgr and netstat commands are in
Windows OS; prstat command is Solaris OS, etc.

Therefore, we can divide monitoring for DS into two basic
stages:


The first stage is general monitoring with monitoring
solutions in GM, the global architecture information of
monitored DS in general and the information about
general operations of monitored objects in particular are
essential in this stage, because they can support
administrator for quickly detecting common errors or
error domains that arise during operation of the system
[4].



The second stage is extended survey with monitoring
solutions in SM in order to go into more detail in
special monitoring information.

Thus, the monitoring solutions in GM are considered as a
high level monitoring facilities to monitored DS before using
other monitoring solutions in SM to deeper analysis. However,
GM are now mainly based on tools (OS, utilities) that
developed by device vendors side or operating systems side.
These built-in tools have some disadvantages such as discrete
monitoring information, independent of each device, etc [4,8],
hence the global of DS cannot be solved with these built-in
tools. The global architecture should be continued to research
and develop more effective, the goal of the paper focus on
solving this problem base on modeling for architecture of MO
and building hierarchical monitoring entities respectively.
When monitored systems have basic changes about
architectures, behaviors and operation environments, the
technical solutions must be modified and updated appropriately
for new changes and management requirements. As system
specification methodology is generally and flexibly, the
modeling approach is considered more appropriate for systems
that have a lot of changes and the approach is widely used in
discrete event systems, computer protocols [1,3,7]. In the DS,
the modeling approach also achieved some certain results [2,6].
The modeling approaches play an important role, in which it is
used as a basis layer for algorithm and solution development in
monitoring, diagnosing and controlling issues independently.
Therefore, the modeling for MO in DS is really necessary, the
objective of the paper is based on the research results on DS
and set theory [1,4,6], we focus on building a formal model for
the hierarchical architecture of MO in DS, in which consists of
architecture of monitored objects, networks, domains and

global distributed systems. We also present a basic monitoring
model for the hierarchical architecture of DS, in which can
show DS topology visually as well as the local operations and
the communication operations of MOs in the DS.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we present
architectural model for a MO in DS and the composition
operation that allows us to combine many MOs into a
composition model, we describe hierarchical architecture of
monitored objects in DS. Section III focuses on the modeling
solution that is able to monitor the architecture of DS. Finally,
section IV concludes with the current work and future
perspectives.
II.

THE ARCHITECTURE MODEL FOR DISTRIBUTED
SYSTEMS

DS consists of many heterogeneous devices such as
stations, servers, routers, etc. These devices are considered
physical objects in DS and communicate to each other in the
system; each device consists of many hardware components
such as CPU, HDD, etc. and software components such as
processes. These components are associated with information
about the corresponding states and behaviors, general
operations of MO is described by Fig. 1, they can be divided
into two basic parts such as internal part – local operations and
external part – communication operations [4].

Fig. 1. General operations of the monitored object

 The local operations: these operations include
processing, computing, resource requirements for
process computations. The operations are locally
performed within that object and use system resource
such as CPU, RAM, etc. in running time.
 The communication operations: these operations are
functions that interact with other objects in the system
such as inter-process communication, controlling to
interact with management system, etc. These operations
are used to communicate with other objects on the
system.
All of local and communication operations are based on
system resource of MO such as CPU, RAM, I/O, etc. and
information of these operations is dynamic in their running
process, while system resource of MO is static information.
Therefore, architecture of MO will consist of static information
of MO and dynamic information of local and communication
operations.
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MOs are considered as nodes that are connected according
to specific architecture and can perform interactive
communication to each other. Hence, Architecture model
describes the structure of nodes along with the related
information of each node, the link between nodes, message
propagation via its port, etc. Based on this information, we can
determine the physical structure and the state of the nodes in
the system.
From result of research on DS and monitoring systems, we
can see that DS consists of many heterogeneous objects and
topologies that communicate to each other. With point of view
the domain-based management for large scale systems, the
multi-level domain has been used to manage for DS [18], in
which consists of local object level, network and domain level.
The hierarchical architecture of monitored objects in DS can be
presented as Fig. 2:

communication is a function that identify communication
connections between nodes, {(NODES,PORTS)  (NODES,
PORTS x d)}, delay d =[tmin; tmax]
status is a function that identify node states in which
consist of normal or abnormal status, status(NODES)
{S_NOR} or {S_ABNOR}, where: S_NOR is set of normal
status such as up, communicating,...; S_ABNOR is set of
abnormal status such as down, overload,...
event is a function that identify node events such as request,
messages,... These events consist of internal (internal_events)
and external events (external_events)
In order to visually present architecture model, we denote
AM for architecture model, nNODES, dDOMAIN,
netNETS, LLINKS, {p1, p2}PORTS. So architecture model
AM can be visually described as Fig. 3

Fig. 3. The architecture model of a node

Fig. 2. The hierarchical architecture of objects in DS

With this architecture model, we can determine the related
information of node such as resource information, operations,
status, etc base on elements of AM.

Therefore, the architecture model of DS and monitoring
model are presented in hierarchical architecture as Fig. 2 in
order to deploy a suitable monitoring solution.

For example, give an architecture model AM of running
node as Fig. 3 without communication operations, and then
AM can be expressed as follows:

A. Architecture Model of MO
Let AM be an architecture model of monitored node, the
AM is a 9-tuple and expressed as follows:

AM=({n}, {d}, {net}, {L},{p1, p2}, port, communication,
status, event)

AM = (NODES, DOMAINS, NETS, LINKS, PORTS, port,
communication, status, event)
(1)

Where {n}={system information such as device name,
CPU,...}  {running processes, I/O operations,...}  {error
status,...};
port={internal ports: p1, p2};

NODES = {set of static and dynamic information of
nodes}= {NODES_S}  {NODES_O}  {NODES_A}
where: NODES_S consists of system resource information
of MO and this is static information such as Cpu, RAM, etc;
NODES_O consists of information about local and
communication operations such as processes; NODES_A
consists of error or abnormal information of hardware and
software components such as I/O errors, overload; NODES_O
and NODES_A are dynamic information.
DOMAINS = {set of domain information such as name,...}
NETS ={set of network information such as IP, network,...}
LINKS = {set of link information between nodes}
PORTS= {set of port: internal and external port}
port is a function that identify communication ports in
NODES: local ports (internal) and external ports (send/receive
to nodes not in NODES), port(NODES)  PORTS

communication={no
status={up};

communication

with

others};

event={local operation events}
Therefore, architecture model of monitored object will give
us more important information about that object such as local
operations (internal operations) as well as communication
operations (external operations). Based on this architecture
information, we can determine operations, errors or abnormal
states that occur in running time of the node.
B. Compositon Model
DS is complex system in which consists of many
heterogeneous devices (nodes) and is organized according to
hierarchical architecture as Fig. 2. So architecture model of DS
will be set of architecture model AM of nodes in system. In
order to ensure more efficient to build architecture model of
DS, we use composition operation as described here.
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Let AM1, AM2 be architecture model of node 1 and node 2
in system, let || be composition operator (concurrent) for AM1
and AM2. Composition operation is shown in Fig. 4.

Therefore, composition model AM_C describes operation
information of two nodes in which consist operations of each
node and communication between node 1 and node 2.
Similar to architecture information of MO, we can easily
determine operations, errors or abnormal states of node 1 and
node 2 that occur in running time based on elements in the
model AM_C.

Fig. 4. Composition architecture of two nodes

The architectural model after composition AM1 and AM2 is
AM_C, and AM_C is also a 9-tuple as expression (2).
AM_C =AM1 || AM2
= (NODESC, DOMAINC, NETSC, LINKSC, PORTSC,
port, communication, status, event)
(2)

 The architecture model of MO (AM_MO): AM_MO
describe architecture information of MO and is
expressed as follows:

Where:
NODESC = NODES1  NODES2 ={NC}= {n1, n2};
DOMAINC = DOMAIN1  DOMAIN2 ={DC}= {d1, d2};
NETSC = NETS1  NETS2 ={NETC }= {net1, net2};
LINKSC = LINKS1  LINKS2 ={LC }= {L1, L2};
PORTSC = PORTS1  PORTS2 = {p11, p12, p21, p22};
port =port(NODESC)=PORTSC.internal  PORTSC.external
with

C. Modelling for Architecture of DS
As we presented in section II, topology of DS can be seen
as hierarchical structure consists of many levels such as local
object, network and domain level, in which global DS consists
of n (n0) domains and can communicate with each other via
telecommunication networks, each domain consists of m (m0)
heterogeneous networks interconnect to each other, and each
the network consists of k (k0) physical devices. All off them
can collaborate, exchange and share information to each other.
Therefore, the modeling for architecture of DS will be done
with four levels: MO model, network model, domain and
global DS model. The architecture model for DS can be
expressed as follows:

PORTSC.internal={p12,p21};

AM_MO = (NODESMO, DOMAINMO, NETSMO, LINKSMO,
PORTSMO, port, communication, status, event)
(3)
 The architecture model of a network (AM_MS): Give a
network consists of k monitored objects {MO1,
MO2,...,MOk} and set of {AM_MO1, AM_MO2,...,
AM_MOk} is architecture model of these objects.
Hence, AM_MS is a composition model of architecture
model AM_MOs respectively:

PORTSC.external={p11,p22}
communication=communication(NODESC,PORTSC)
={(n1,p12)(n2,p21),(n1,p11)(ni,pi),(n2,p22)(ni,pi)}, i  {1,2}
status =status(NODESC){S_NOR} or {S_ABNOR}
where:
status(NODESC)  {S_NOR} when status(n1)
{S_NOR} and status(n2){S_NOR};
status(NODESC){S_ABNOR}
status(n1){S_ABNOR} or status(n2){S_ABNOR}

when

event = event (NODESC)= internal_events(NODESC) 
external_events(NODESC)
internal_events(NODESC) = internal_events(n1) 
internal_events(n2)  {12};
external_events(NODESC) = external_events(n1) 
external_events(n2) -{12}
with internal_events(n1): local events in node 1;
internal_events(n2): local events in node 2;
12: communication events between node 1 and 2

AM_MS = AM_MO1 ||...||AM_MOk

(4)

From composition result of expression (2), AM_MS is
expressed as follows:
AM_MS = (NODESMS, DOMAINMS, NETSMS, LINKSMS,
PORTSMS, port, communication, status, event)

(5)

 The architecture model of domain (AM_MD): Similar to
the AM_MS, give a domain consists of m networks
corresponding to {AM_MS1,…, AM_MSm}, AM_MD
is a composition model of AM_MSs respectively:
AM_MD = AM_MS1 ||...||AM_MSm

(6)

AM_MD is expressed as follows:
AM_MD = (NODESMD, DOMAINMD, NETSMD, LINKSMD,
PORTSMD, port, communication, status, event)

(7)

 The architecture model of DS (AM_DS): As DS is a set
of n domains {AM_MD1,…, AM_MDn}, so AM_DS is
a composition model of AM_MDs respectively:
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AM_DS = AM_MD1 ||...||AM_MDn

(8)

AM_DS is expressed as follows:
AM_DS = (NODESDS, DOMAINDS, NETSDS, LINKSDS,
PORTSDS, port, communication, status, event)

(9)

From expression (3)(9), we see that AM_MO, AM_MS,
AM_MD and AM_DS are built from composing architecture
model of basic objects. Thus, information of model AM_MO,
AM_MS, AM_MD and AM_DS will describe all of system
information, operations, links and state information (normal,
abnormal, error) of elements in them. For example, related
information of any network will describe in expression (5), so
NODESMS will describe information of all MO in a network
because NODESMS= NODES1  NODES2 … in which
consists of system information, operations and error or
abnormal information of all MO. Communication ports
PORTSMS will display all of ports of objects in the network,
because PORTSMS =PORTS1  PORTS2 … . Therefore, in
order to determine error or abnormal states of network
according to AM_MS, we only observe NODES_AMS, because
NODES_AMS= NODES_A1  NODES_A2  …
III.

monitoring reports and send to MA. In order to describe result
of monitoring entity ME at time t, we use function
result_ME(ME,t).
Thus, monitoring result of ME at time t for MO can be
expressed as follows:


The general monitoring architecture can be divided into 3
parts as Fig. 5.

(10)

The monitoring system for DS consists of more MEs and
MAs, they are not fixed and independently operate on each
domain of DS, and monitoring information is exchanged
between the MEs and MAs by message passing.
With the hierarchical architecture model of DS is presented
as the previous session, hierarchical architecture of DS consists
of four levels such as MO, network, domain and global DS. In
order to collect the architecture information of DS, monitoring
entities are designed in accordance with the hierarchical
architecture of DS and we use four monitoring entities to
monitor hierarchical architecture of DS:
 The monitoring entity ME_MO for object: ME_MO
observes and collects the architecture information of
MO. Because architecture model of MO is expressed
as AM_MO in (3), the monitoring result of ME_MO at
time t can be expressed as follows:

THE MONITORING SOLUTION FOR HIERARCHICAL
ARCHITECTURE OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

A. The Teachnical Base and Basic Monitoring Solution
The objective of the monitoring system is observation,
collection and inspection information about the operations of
the hardware and software components, communication events
of MO. This information supports actively in system
management.

result_ME(ME, t) = monitoring_info(MO, t)



result_ME(ME_MO, t) = monitoring_info(AM_MO, t) (11)
 The monitoring entity ME_MS for network: ME_MS
observes and collects the architecture information of a
network. Because architecture model of a network is
expressed as AM_MS in (4), the monitoring result of
ME_MS at time t can be expressed as follows:



result_ME(ME_MS, t) = monitoring_info(AM_MS, t) (12)
 The monitoring entity ME_MD for domain: ME_MD
observes and collects the architecture information of a
domain. Because architecture model of a domain is
expressed as AM_MD in (6), the monitoring result of
ME_MD at time t can be expressed as follows:



Fig. 5. General monitoring architecture

Monitored Object (MO) consists of independent objects
such as switches, routers, workstations, servers, ... these objects
have their own hardware and software resource. In order to
describe architecture information of MO at time t, we use
function monitoring_info(MO,t).
Monitoring Application (MA) is designed to support for the
management Objects (administrators or other management
agents). MA entity interacts with monitoring entity to support
the generation of monitoring requirements and present the
results of monitoring are measured from monitoring entity.
ME (Monitoring Entity) is designed to instrument the
monitored objects, the instrumentation information of the
system will be processed to generate the corresponding

result_ME(ME_MD, t) = monitoring_info(AM_MD, t) (13)
 The monitoring entity ME_DS for distributed systems:
ME_DS observes and collects the architecture
information of DS. Because architecture model of DS
is expressed as AM_DS in (8), the monitoring result of
ME_DS at time t can be expressed as follows:



result_ME(ME_DS, t) = monitoring_info(AM_DS, t) (14)

From expression (11÷14), the monitoring system for
hierarchical architecture of DS will be set of monitoring
entities {ME_MO, ME_MS, ME_MD, ME_DS} that are
designed as Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Architecture of monitoring entities

The monitoring entities ME_MO will be installed on all of
MO in DS, they observe and collect the architecture of MOs,
and supply monitoring reports to network monitoring entity
ME_MS. ME_MS runs composition operation in order to
synthesize monitored information from ME_MOs in the same
network and supply network monitoring reports to domain
monitoring entity ME_MD. The operation of ME_MD and
ME_MS has also run into similar processes as above. The
monitoring implementation of ME_MO is designed as Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The monitoring implementation of ME_MO

In order to observe and collect the architecture of MO in
DS, we use protocols, APIs and built-in tools of operating
system. The popular protocols are used in management
network to monitor status or traffic of MO such as ICMP
(Internet Control Message Protocol) [12,19], SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol) [4,19]. The APIs and tools are
used to observe and collect system information, operations as
well as communication ports of components in MO such as the
Window API, Linux API, libraries,
The modeling for monitoring solution bases on four levels
such as MO, network, domain and global DS which are
suitable with point of view the domain-based management, this
hierarchical monitoring architecture have advantages to
develop some distributed algorithms in levels of DS
management in which the level MO focus on observing and
collecting the architecture information of MO, level ME_MS,
ME_MD and ME_DS are responsible for synthesizing and
processing the monitoring information.
Therefore, the collection and composition process for
building the architecture of DS is implemented as following
sequence:
MO  network  domain  global DS
The collection and composition process of hierarchical
monitoring architecture are described detail in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Basic monitoring process for architecture of DS

At each level of monitoring entities (MO, network, domain,
global DS) will collect full monitoring information of their
monitored objects. First level, ME_MO collects and processes
all of monitoring information of components such as Processes,
CPUs, etc. Second level, ME_MS composes all of monitoring
information of MOs in the same network and creates the
monitoring report for architecture of this network. Third level,
ME_MD composes all of monitoring information of networks
in the same domain and creates the monitoring report for
architecture of this domain. Fourth level, ME_DS composes all
of monitoring information of domains in DS and builds the
monitoring report for architecture of DS.
In order to analyze the architecture information of DS, the
sequence of steps is implemented as follows:
global DS  domain  network  MO.
For example, suppose that distributed system CDS consists
of two domains {d1, d2}, each of domains contains one
network: net1 in domain d1, net2 in domain d2, network net1
consists two nodes {n1, n2}NODES, and network net2
consists three nodes {n3, n4, n5}NODES.
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After the step ME_DS composes all of monitoring
information for architecture of DS, we have all of architecture
information of CDS that is expressed by the architectural
model AM_DS in (9). Therefore, the architecture of CDS is
analyzed as follows:
DOMAINCDS={d1, d2};
domain(d1)={net1}; domain(d2)={net2};
NETSCDS ={net1, net2};
net(net1) = {n1, n2};

group of forms about basic architecture of objects and group of
objects in VMSC3, as well as general description information
about objects in system such as devices name, IP,...; group of
forms about the communication and local operations
information of monitored objects such as system information
(descriptions, locations, OS…), hardware information (Cpu,
Ram, I/O, …) and information on the operations of the
processes, status, communication, etc. This information is
collected by ME_MO and will be used to send to other
monitoring entities (ME_MS, ME_MD and ME_DS) by the
message passing mechanism.

net(net2) = {n3, n4, n5};
From above architecture information, the hierarchical
architecture of CDS is presented as Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. The architecture of CDS

In normal case, all of monitored objects {n1, n2, n3, n4, n5}
are running smoothly, set of information of objects in CDS
contains in NODESCDS which consits of system resource
information NODES_SCDS, information about operations
NODES_OCDS and error information NODES_ACDS. Because
the CDS has not any error, NODES_ACDS has not any
description. Suppose that objects n5 is down or overload, then
NODES_ACDS contains down state or overload state of n5. Base
on NODES_ACDS, we will monitor all of errors or abnormal of
CDS.
The connection and communication information of objects
in CDS such as LINKSCDS, PORTSCDS, port, communication,
etc will support us in building algorithms to display network
visualization which consists of communication operations and
link diagrams of nodes, networks and domains.
B. The Initial Experimental Results
Based on the model is presented in the previous sections,
we designed a MCDS (Monitoring for Complex DS) system
that consists of a set of monitoring entities (ME_MO, ME_MS,
ME_MD, ME_DS as Fig. 6) for monitored objects, group of
monitored networks, monitored domains and global system.
The goal of MCDS is that monitor the architecture and
operations information of devices on the VMSC3 system (a
network system of VMS company at Vietnam), in which the
architecture of monitored system can be displayed in
hierarchical architecture as Fig. 2; operations information
consists of local and communication operations (as Fig. 1) of
monitored objects in VMSC3 system such as process,
communication ports, etc.
The initial experimental results are shown in Fig. 10, in
which presents some monitoring forms of MCDS such as

Fig. 10. MCDS for the monitored object in VMSC3

In order to evaluate this monitoring model for hierarchical
architecture of distributed systems, we use some notation such
as Mour for our model; MGM for monitoring models is mainly
based on tools (OS, utilities). Some evaluations as follows:
 Monitoring presentation: Because built-in tools only
run object itselft or by remote, so discrete monitoring
information, independent of each device. Therefore,
MGM focuses on presenting monitoring information
directly of objects MO in DS, it is only local part of DS.
Mour presents monitoring results as the hierarchical
architecture such as objects, networks, domains and
global DS, so the presentation results consist of local
part and global system, it provides an overview on
monitored DS for administrators and is more
appropriate for architecture of complex DS in the
practical environment.
 Monitoring function: Solutions in SM group are only
pay attention to solve special monitoring issues between
MOs (computing, traffic, etc). MGM focuses on general
operations of MOs (devices, components) in DS,
however this solution provides discrete monitoring
information and have some disadvantages that we
presented in [4,8]. Mour monitors general operations of
MOs in DS with multi-levels, so it provides multi-level
monitoring reports (local objects, networks, domains,
etc). Therefore, Mour supports administrators in
managing monitored objects in system more advantage
and quickly detecting errors, potential risks arising
during operation of DS based on elements of model at
each level.
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Implementation time: Because most of the built-in tools
in MGM monitor DS by using discrete tools (OS or
device vendors utilities), we have to type (or select) one
or more commands respectively. Mour monitor based on
MEs and MEs communicate to each other by the
message passing. So, monitoring time with Mour will
take less than MGM. In order to evaluate for monitoring
time, basic monitoring time for object Oi between MGM
and Mour are expressed as follows:
n

n

i 1

i 1

to multi-level such as object level, network, domain and global
DS level. Some actively results of above proposed model are
presented in Table III.
TABLE III.

SOME RESULTS BETWEEN BUILT-IN TOOLS (GM) AND MCDS

Issue

Specific built-in tool
Monitoring for general
operations of MOs in DS,
based on tools that
developed
by
device
vendors side or operating
systems side

MCDS
Monitoring for general
operations of MOs in
DS with multi-levels,
based
on
set
of
monitoring
entities:
objects, networks, etc.

Implementation
of monitoring
requirements

Administrators must have
good skill to use all
support tools (ultilities)
integrated with monitored
objects and OS of MOs.

Administrators only run
monitoring requirements
in MCDS by click on
menu.

Implementation
method

Manual method, based on
remote connection and tool
is manually executed.

Monitoring
scope

Discrete, objects, local

Monitoring
time

Depending on skill of the
administrators and network
infrastructure.

Depending on monitored
network infrastructure.

Manually

Automatic warning

Manually, depending on
the
skill
of
the
administrator, local.

Automatic, multi-level:
objects,
netwoks,
domains,…

Monitoring
function

tGM Oi   tRe moteOi    tT Ci    tR _ P Ci   



n

tour Oi   tmes Oi    t 'R _ P Ci  





i 1

Where: tGM(Oi) and tour(Oi) are monitoring time of MGM and
Mour for object Oi; tmes(Oi), tRemote(Oi), tT(Ci), tR_P (Ci) and t’R_P
(Ci): time for clicking function and monitoring message to
object Oi, remote to object Oi, typing (or selecting) command
Ci, running-presentation results of command Ci respectively.
Suppose that tR_P(Ci)=t’R_P(Ci) for same monitoring
function in MGM and Mour with the same Oi.
The experimental results are implemented in VMSC3, in
which nodes work on MS windows environment. Result
consists of some cases as follows:
Monitoring implementation in object itself: tRemote(Oi)=0,
tmes(Oi)23s (clicking), tT(Ci)1020s; with components as
Fig. 2, we use about 7 commands respectively (n=7), so
7

 tT Ci   70140s, hence tGM(Oi)tour(Oi) (approximately

i 1

68137s)
Monitoring implementation for a remote object on LAN:
7

tRemote(Oi)2030s, tmes(Oi)34s, tT(Ci)1122s, so

 tT Ci 

i 1

77154s, hence tGM(Oi)tour(Oi) (approximately 94180s)
Therefore, we are easily aware that tGAOi   tour Oi 
When monitoring implements for a group of m objects on a
m

network Si: tGA   tGAOi  for MGM and time for Mour is
i 1

m





tour   tour Oi   tour ME _ MS Si , where: ME _ MS Si is a
i 1

ME_MS for Si and can be seen as a network object. Hence, the
bigger monitoring time tGM compares with tour (tGMtour) when
the bigger m is.
The hierarchical architecture model of monitored objects in
DS and experimental result show that our proposed model is
feasible and will overcome the disadvantages of specific builtin tools in monitoring hierarchical architecture of DS, as well
as actively support administrators in managing DS in according

Error detection
Diagnosing,
and evaluation

IV.

Automatic
method,
based on implementing
of monitoring agents.
Local, global, large
scale DS

CONCLUSION

The modeling has an important role in the development of
efficient algorithms for the monitoring problems in DS. This
paper proposes a modeling method for the basic architecture of
objects in DS, the monitoring solution for hierarchical
architecture of DS. With the proposed models, we develop the
MCDS solution that supports administrators for monitoring
information visually such as the DS topology, the operations
and status information of objects in the system, etc. Based on
the monitoring entities, we easily develop extensions for these
monitoring entities to provide complete online architecture
information that effectively support for administrators, as well
as allow storing monitoring data into database for the
synthesis, evaluation and analysis of historical monitoring data
later. This information is actively useful for the appropriate
management decisions and controlling actions the monitored
system.
In order to effectively deploy the monitoring solution for
the distributed systems, we continue investments to complete
the solution and optimize for monitoring algorithms, the
dynamic management model and effective communication
model for monitoring entities, as well as the analyzing
techniques that optimize the computations for the large number
of monitoring information in the large-scale systems.
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Abstract—IPv4 address pool is already exhausted; therefore,
the change to use IPv6 is eventually necessary to give us a
massive address pool. Although IPv6 was built with security in
mind, extensive research must be done before deploying IPv6 to
ensure the protection of security and privacy. This paper firstly
presents the differences between the old and new IP versions
(IPv4 and IPv6), and how these differences will affect the attacks,
then the paper will show how the attacks on IPv4 and IPv6 will
remain mostly the same; furthermore, the use of IPv6 will give
rise to new types of attacks and change other types’ behavior.

TABLE I.
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I.

In 2011, Internet Assigned Number Authority (IANA),
which is the main authority for IP address allocation
announced the exhaustion of its free pool of IPv4 addresses [6],
in addition, on 14th of September 2012 the Europens Network
Coordination Centre (RIPE NCC) which is responsible of
addresses in Europe and in the middle east began to allocate
IPv4 address space from the last /8 address pool of IPv4
address space it holds. Table I and Figure 1 show the
exhaustion dates of IPv4 pool addresses.

INTRODUCTION

Internet Protocol (IP) is a set of technical rules that define
how computers communicate through networks [1], IP address
is just like a home address or telephone number. In computer
network; all devices in the same network must have a unique
IP address to exchange data between them, without a well
configured IP address, the communication with other devices
in the network will be broken.

PROJECTED RIR ADDRESS POOL EXHAUSTION DATES [6]

RIP

Exhaustion Date

RIP Pool/8

APNIC

19-Apr-11

0.8180

RIPE NCC
LACNIC
ARIN
AFRINIC

14-Sep-2012
19-Jan-2015
12-Feb-2015
24-May-2022

0.8535
1.4427
1.5558
3.4479

Nowadays most commercial and governmental information
systems are connected through the Internet, using new
technology like IPv6 at the time being might seem risky
because it isn’t be fully tested, which make it possible to
attack. These systems must be protected from unauthorized
access that may expose critical information, this can be done
by detecting any suspicious anomalies in the network traffic
patterns due to Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks,
worm propagation [2] [3], viruses, Trojans and other kinds of
malicious programs that introduce more panic into network
society. Based on these attack types, securing such networks
infrastructure has become a priority for most researchers.
The first IP address system widely deployed is Internet
Protocol Version 4 (IPv4); IPv4 has proven to be robust, easily
implemented, and interoperable. It has stood up to the test of
scaling an internetwork to a global utility, the size of today’s
Internet, this is a tribute to its initial design[1], but the huge
growth of using internet leads to the exhaustion of the IPv4
address pool [4], as a result, public IPv4 addresses have
become relatively scarce, forcing many users and some
organizations to use a Network Address Translation (NAT) [5];
to map a small number of public IPv4 addresses to multiple
private IPv4 addresses. Although NATs promote the reuse of
the private address space, they violate the fundamental design
principle of the original Internet that all nodes have a unique,
globally reachable address; additionally the growth of using the
internet insures the reduction of IPv4 public addresses.

Fig. 1. Projection of consumption of Remaining RIR Address Pools [6]

Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) [7] was deployed to
overcome IPv4 address exhaustion limitation. IPv6 intended to
replace IPv4 that still carries the vast majority of Internet
traffic 2013. In December 2013, the percentage of users
reaching Google services over IPv6 surpassed 2.7% [8], for
that we must prepare ourselves to the next generation of
addressing system IPv6.
The rest of this paper will be organized as following:
Section 2 will cover an overview on network system to
produce basic knowledge about network concepts, Section 3
shows how the differences between IPv4 and IPv6 will affect
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the security of networks, furthermore how these differences
affect the types of the attacks, and does IPv6 reduce the
attacks?
II.

NETWORK OVERVIEW

Networks are simply two or more computers connected to
each other through medium to exchange data between them. In
order to exchange data there must be some protocol or model
that organizes the transmission between computers, for that
International Organization for Standard (ISO) produced a
conceptual model that characterizes and standardizes the
internal functions of a communication system by partitioning it
into abstraction layers called Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) model [9].
Each layer of OSI model serves the layer above it, and
served by the layer below it, Table II shows the OSI model
layers with main function and example protocol from real
world.
TABLE II.

OSI MODEL LAYERS WITH MAIN FUNCTIONS AND PROTOCOLS

NO.

Layer Name

Function

Protocols

7

Application

FTP, HTTP

6

Presentation

5

Session

4

Transport

3
2

Network
Data Link

1

Physical

Provide service protocol to
applications
Data
representation,
encryption and decryption
Control
Conversations/
sessions between application
Reliable delivery of packets
between points on a network
End to end Delivery
Reliable direct point-topoint data connection.
Media
Interface
Transmission Method

SSL,TLS
PPTP,RTP
TCP, UPD
IP, ICMP
PPP

A. Internet Protocol Suite
Internet protocol suite is a suite of protocols, which were
first designed for the Defence Advanced Research Project
Agency (DARPA) network, which was called the (ARPAnet)
during the early 1970s [10].
In the early 1980s, it was included as an integral part of
Berkeley’s UNIX version 4.2. Today, it is the protocol used by
ARPAnet, MILnet and many other networks. The Internet
Protocol suite is also commonly called TCP/IP protocol suite,
because the most two important protocols in it: the
transmission control protocol (TCP) and the Internet protocol
(IP), these were also the first two protocols in the suite to be
developed. If we compare Internet Protocol suite with OSI
model, Internet Protocol suite contains four layers:
a) The Internet application layer includes OSI Model
application layer, presentation layer, and most of the session
layer.
b) Transport Layer includes the graceful close function
of the OSI session layer as well as the OSI transport layer.
c) Internet layer is a subset of the OSI network layer.
d) Link layer includes the OSI data link and physical
layers, as well as parts of OSI’s network layer.

1) IPv4
IPv4 [1] is the fourth version of the Internet Protocol (IP)
used to address the devices on the network to identify them,
Internet Protocol is one of the major protocols in Internet
Protocols suite, this protocol works at Network layer of OSI
model and at Internet layer of Internet Protocol model. IPv4 is
the first version of internet protocol widely used [11], IPv4
packet header consists of 14 fields, of which 13 are required,
and the 14th field is optional.
IP protocol is responsible for the identification of hosts
based upon their logical addresses and to route data between
them over the underlying network, additionally IP provides
uniquely identification mechanism to host by IP addressing
scheme. IP does not guarantee the delivery of packets to
destined host, but it will do its best to reach the destination.
IPv4 uses 32-bit addresses, which limits the address space
to 4294967296 addresses, and because the exhaustion of these
addresses, Internet Engineering Task Force developed, a new
version called Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6), that uses
128-bit addresses, which is a very huge number of addresses.
2) IPv6
IPv6 is the latest version of the Internet Protocol (IP). IPv6
developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to
overcome IPv4 address exhaustion. IPv6 is an Internet Layer
protocol for packet-switched internetworking and provides
end-to-end datagram transmission across multiple IP networks.
Compare IPv6 to IPv4, IPv6 uses simplified header format in
seven fields instead of 13 fields in IPv4, with fixed length
header of 40 bytes only even that the IPv6 header contains two
128 bit addresses (source and destination IP address).
Figure 2. shows the differences between header formats for
both protocols.IPv6 packet header contains fields that facilitate
the support for true Quality of Service (QoS) for both
differentiated and integrated services, to provide better support
for real-time traffic like Voice over IP. IPv6 also includes
labeled flows in its specifications to recognize the end-to-end
packet flow through routers [12]. Due to the large address
space, IPv6 uses stateless address auto configuration to auto
configure addresses to hosts. IPv6 is not that different from
IPv4, they use the same routing protocol, layer 4 unchanged,
and Layer 2 also remain unchanged.
To summarize the changes between IPv4 and IPv6, there
only three major changes:
 Fixed Header Length.
 Larger IP Address space.
 Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)[13]replaced with
Neighbor DiscoveryProtocol (ND)[14].
The following list summarizes the features of the IPv6
protocol:
 New header format.
 Large address space.
 Stateless and stateful address configuration.
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particular host. NDP will replace ARP, which is ICMPv6
based, and the use of protocols such as SEcure Neighbor
Discovery (SEND) [23] is a must to secure NDP or we will fall
prey to the same class of attacks we faced in IPv4 over
networks[44].
This Section outlines the common known attacks against
IPv4 and then compares how these attacks might affect an IPv6
network, new types of attacks will rise and other will change
their technique.
A. Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance attacks used to gather information as much
as possible about the victim network when the adversary has
no specific target. These attacks include port scanning and IP
scanning using methods to establish a range of IP addresses
which map to live hosts called PING SWAP tools.
The adversary uses PING SWEEP (also known as an ICMP
sweep) to determine which of a range of IP addresses map to
live hosts like computers or servers, whereas a single PING
will tell you whether one specified host exists on the network
or not.
PING SWEEP tools consists of Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP) ECHO requests sent to multiple hosts, if a
given address were live, it would return an ICMP ECHO reply.
Ping sweeps are among the older and slower methods used to
scan a network. After identifying reachable hosts, the
adversary can systematically probe these hosts on any number
of Layer 4 ports scanning to find services both active and
reachable, by discovering hosts with active services, the
adversary can then move to the next phase of attacks, this is
why these attacks called passive attacks.

Fig. 2. Comparing IPv4 and IPv6

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standards for IPv6
protocol stack functionality, includes the following:


IP security (IPsec)[15] header support required. Better
support for prioritized delivery.



New protocol for neighboring node interaction.



The IPv6 header [16].



Unicast, multicast, and anycast addressing [17].



The Internet Control Message Protocol for IPv6
(ICMPv6) [18].



Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) [19].



Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) [20] and MLD
version 2 (MLD v2) [21].



Stateless address auto-configuration [22].

Until IPv6 completely supplants IPv4, many mechanisms
produced to make communication between IPv4 and IPv6
networks, by translating complete headers between IPv4 and
IPv6 headers or by tunneling IPv4 packets in IPv6 packets
[45]. These mechanisms are beyond the scope of this paper.
III.

IPV4 AND IPV6 DIFFERENCES AND ATTACKS

1) IPV4 Reconnaissance Attack
In IPv4, it is feasible to scan host address space of a
specific network. If we have network address space of 16 bits
(class B network) which represents 65536 hosts, the adversary
can scan the whole network within less than two hours if the
scan uses 10 addresses per second. This makes scanning usable
mean for reconnaissance in IPv4 networks.
2) IPV6 Reconnaissance Attack
In IPv6, the situation is more complicated, the usual subnet
size is 64 bits and with the same speed of scanning IPv4
subnet, it would take 60 billion years to scan all addresses, this
makes scanning techniques impossible unless an adversary
uses different approaches. As T. Chown [24] mentioned, some
techniques will reduce the subset size, as if the adversary
knows the Ethernet vendor prefix, the search space will reduce
to 48 bit, and furthermore, if the adversary knows the Ethernet
vendor, the search space may be reduced to 24 bits. Network
Mapper (NMAP)[25] which is a tool that can perform all these
scan types at the same time, produces new techniques to find
all the hosts who use IPv6 on a target network:
 Targets-ipv6-multicast-echo sends an ICMPv6 echo
request packet to the all-nodes link-local multicast
address (ff02::1), collect the IPv6 addresses that come
from and mark those hosts as potential scan targets

IPv4 and IPv6 differences change the types of attacks; IPv6
substantially changes how IP interacts with the link layer, in
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Targets-ipv6-multicast-invalid-dst sends an ICMPv6
packet with an invalid extension header to the all-nodes
link-local multicast address. Any hosts replying with an
ICMPv6 parameter problem packet can be marked as
up and available for potential scanning.



Targets-ipv6-multicast-mld attempts to discover
available IPv6 hosts on the LAN by sending an MLD
(multicast listener discovery) query to the link-local
multicast address (ff02::1) and listening to any
responses.



Targets-ipv6-multicast-slaac sends an ICMPv6 router
acknowledgment packet with a random address prefix,
causing hosts to begin stateless address autoconfiguration (SLAAC) and send a solicitation for their
newly configured address.

These new techniques will help the adversary to identify a
reachable host in victim’s network to make the next step
without spending much time like brute force scan, after
identifying reachable systems; the adversary tries to find active
ports and services that used for its next step of the attack.
B. ARP and DHCP Attacks
ARP Spoofing is a type of attack in which adversary tries
to link a legitimate Media Access Control (MAC) host to
adversary IP address. Once the adversary MAC address is
connected to an authentic IP address, the adversary will begin
receiving any data that is intended for that IP address.

basic purpose of CGAs is to prevent the stealing or spoofing of
existing IPv6 addresses. While SEND is a robust mechanism
for verifying sender ownership, it is difficult to implement
because it’s based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), and
most popular hot operating systems do not support SEND [29]
[30].
C. Smurf attack
Smurf attacks were one of the first network-based denialof-service attacks. The name Smurf came from the name of the
source code (Smurf.c). The Computer Emergency Response
Team (CERT) first issued Smurf attacks in January 1998.
1) IPV4 Smurf attack
In Smurf attacks, the adversary sends an echo-request
message (ping) with a destination address of a subnet broadcast
and a spoofed source address using the host IP address of the
victim; this causes all the devices on the subnet to respond to
the spoofed source IP address and flood the victim with echoreply messages.
A ping allows remote systems to quickly determine
whether another system is live on the network. If system X
wants to”ping” system Y, it sends an ICMP echo request
packet with a source address of X and a destination address of
Y. When Y receives the echo request, it reads the source
address (in this case, X) and sends an ICMP echo reply
message back to the originating host. These replies quickly add
up and, when repeated, can overwhelm the victim system,
causing a denial of service.

Furthermore, the adversary can simulate network servers
like Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server,
with this action the adversary will be able to reply to DHCP
request before the real DHCP server; because it is closer to the
client host. It will configure the Client host with IP address of
that subnet, but it will also give a false Default Gateway
address to host and maybe even false DNS server address.

Many Broadcast Amplification attacks are easy to disable
by simply disabling directed broadcast forwarding [31].

1) IPV4 ARP AND DHCP ATTACKS
ARP spoofing can enable adversary parties to intercept,
modify, or even stop data in-transit. ARP spoofing attacks can
only occur on local area networks that utilize the Address
Resolution Protocol. Cisco implemented a new technique
called snooping [26] to overcome DHCP identity thief, by
allowing certain ports to send DHCP server messages.

To mitigate these attacks in IPv6; A.Conta and S.Deering
[32] states that: an ICMPv6 message should not be generated
as a response to a packet with an IPv6 multicast destination
address, a link-layer multicast address, or a link-layer broadcast
address. On the other hand, even nodes are compliant to RFC
2463, the smurf attack can use the generated ”Parameter
problem ICMPv6 message” error messages in response to a
packet destined to a multicast group [33], and it may use the
packets, which were used in multicast video stream, because
multicast video stream required allowing path maximum
transmission unit (MTU) discovery. E. Vyncke, S. Hogg [33]
stated: this opens the door to an amplification attack in the
same shot. In addition, to mitigate this problem they advise to
apply rate limiting to those ICMP messages: They should be
rare in every network so that a rate limit (10 messages/sec) can
permit the correct use of those messages (path MTU discovery)
while blocking the amplification attack.

2) IPV6 ARP AND DHCP ATTACKS
The situation significantly changes in IPv6; ARP protocol
replaced by Neighbor Discovery Protocol (ND), similar attack
is still possible through Neighbor Solicitation/Advertisement
Spoofing [27]. To verify sender ownership of claimed IP
address, SEcure Neighbor Discovery (SEND) is used, which is
a security mechanism used to secure ND from attacks, based
on Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGA) [28] and
asymmetric cryptography. SEND uses cryptographically
generated addresses to verify the sender’s ownership of a
claimed address. CGAs are IPv6 addresses in which part of the
address is generated by applying a cryptographic one-way hash
function based on a nodes public key and auxiliary parameters.
The hash value can then be used to verify the binding between
the public key and a nodes address. By default, a SENDenabled node should use only CGAs for its own addresses. The

2) IPV6 Smurf attack
In IPv6 the concept of an IP broadcast is removed, there is
no implementation of traditional IP broadcasting in IPv6; there
are only multicast, unicast and any-cast.

D. Flooding attack
Flooding is a type of Denial of Service (DoS) attack, which
attempts to cause a failure in network communication by
sending many requests to a network hosts, too many requests
cause the attacked host to collapse.
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Flooding attack is one of the most frequent attack types
present in IPv4 networks, this type of attack can also affect the
IPv6 networks by sending Router Advertisement packets and
forcing operating systems to create IPv6 addresses in response
to every packet it receives. By flooding the network with
enough RAs, the host machines will consume more CPU time
as the Stateless Auto Configuration process tries to configure
the addresses [35].
E. Application Layer Attack
An application-layer attack targets application and
operating systems causing a fault in applications and operating
systems. This results in the adversary gaining the ability to
bypass normal access controls and takes advantage of this
situation to gain control of the application, operating system, or
network. Some known types of these attacks are: buffer
overflow, web application attacks, viruses and worms.
Most of these attacks are not affected by moving to use
IPv6, because it is difficult if not impossible to recognize these
attacks on Network layer, especially when using IPsec, because
IPsec would make it impossible to read encrypted data.
However, the advantage of IPsec implementation would make
it easier to trace back to the adversary, because of mandatory
authentication. Without IPsec, the source address can be
spoofed.
The only change in Application-Layer attack is the
propagation of worms. Traditionally worms make local and
wild scanning to find victim hosts, which make it unlikely to
succeed in IPv6 environment, but as we discussed earlier;
taking advantage of local knowledge and patterns in addressspace assignment, the attack program can cut the search space
considerably.
There is a number of strategies worms could use in an
IPv6-based Internet to find new targets:


Routing Tables, many organization run routing protocol
internally such routing protocol (RIPng) [36] worm
would be able to consult the host routing table [37].



Multicast, is a fundamental part for IPv6 which can be
abused for target discovery by worm.



Server Logs, servers must log incoming mail server,
website, DNS server; these logs are valued information
for the worms to spread out.



Server Addresses, IPv6 addresses are very hard to
remember, most administrators tend to select easily
memorized IP, which can be exploited by worms.



Search Engine, for worms that target Web server,
search engine is the best source of information;
A.kamra [38] shows that DNS worm in IPv6 could
spread as fast as an IPv4 address scanning worm.

F. SnifferAttack
A sniffer attack is an application or device that can read,

monitor, and capture network data exchanges and read network
packets. If the packets are not encrypted, a sniffer provides a
full view of the data inside the packet. Even encapsulated
(tunneled) packets can be broken open and read unless they are
encrypted and the attacker does not have access to the key.
IPv6 provides fundamental technology preventing sniffing
attacks with IPsec and Internet Key Exchange Protocol Version
2 (IKEv2) [39].
G. Rogue Devices
Rogue device is an unauthorized node on the network;
rogue device can be a router, switch, or simply a laptop, which
acts as DHCP or any server type. When a client enters the
network, both legal and rogue servers will offer services for the
client. For example, DHCP servers will offer IP addresses,
default gateways and other services, if the client accepts
services from rogue DHCP, it may lead to sniff all client data
or the client cannot access the network resources which lead to
denial of services.
Rogue DHCP servers can be toppled by means of intrusion
detection systems [40] with appropriate signatures, as well as
by some multilayer switches, which can be configured to drop
the packets. In addition, we can use 802.1X as a way of
preventing entry and IPsec as a way of preventing access; it
becomes evident that in order to attempt to solve the rogue
machine problems in different ways we have to analyze our
threats, consider our risk stance, and choose the appropriate
way to protect our system[41].
IV.

CONCLUSION

IPv6 is the future for sure; the main reason for migrating to
use IPv6 is the exhaustion of IPv4 address pool, not any
security issues. The security concerns between IPv4 and IPv6
are largely the same, packet transporting techniques are almost
unchanged, and the upper-layer protocols: the application layer
and transport layer are not affected, therefore, most of the
attacks on IPv4 can be applied on IPv6, the concept of the
attacks remain the same, but types and attacks’ behavior are
changed.
IPsec is mandatory in IPv6, which make it more secure, on
the other hand, network administrator will be blind, because all
the data are encrypted, and network administrators cannot
apply network policies between any two IPv6 nodes.
Many organizations got IPv6 running on their networks and
they do not even realize it; because many computer operating
systems by default enable both IPv4 and IPv6, which could
cause security vulnerabilities if one of them is less secure than
the other . IPv6 security vulnerabilities currently exist, as the
popularity of the IPv6 protocol increases, the number of threats
increases too, Table III. proves that most tools used in IPv4
attacks have new versions that work on IPv6, which mean;
IPv6 didn’t eliminate the attacks, it just change the behavior
and techniques for the attacks.
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TABLE III.
Attack

IPV6 ATTACK TOOLS [42][43]
IPv6 Attack Tool

Reconnaissance

NMAP6, Dnsdict6, Alive6,Thcping6

Flooding
Smurf

6tunneldos, Flood-router6, Flood-advertize6
Smurf6 ,rsmurf6

Rogue Device
Man In The Middle

Fak-router6
Redir6, Parasite6, Toobig6

[1]
[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]

[19]
[20]
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Abstract—This paper considers the role of emotional
engagement during the use of a simulation. This is placed in the
context of learning about marketing. The literature highlights
questions of engagement and interactivity that are entailed in the
use of these simulations. It is observed here that both the
anticipation of and the process of engagement with the simulation
generate emotional responses. The evidence of emotional
anticipation was collected through the use of vignettes and a short
survey. The production of negative emotions before and after the
activity was observed and considered. The particular occurrence of
these emotions on the development of understanding is then
discussed. There is general evidence for the mundane reality of
such simulations that support learning and group engagement. The
connection with activity theory was explored and proposed as a
potential theoretical fit with the evidence.
Keywords—component; Learning; Simulations; Feedback;
Emotional Learning Scenarios; Emotional Anticipation; Deep
Learning; Vignette Research

I.

LEARNING AND ENGAGEMENT

The authors have been involved in the delivery of a
marketing simulation exercise to undergraduate students at a
British university. This course forms one module of the
undergraduate programme, often delivered in the second or third
year. It is traditionally considered that the value of these
simulations resides in the ability to give a different learning
experience to the participants [32]. The same authors consider
that the student‟s characteristics should be taken into account.
Importantly for this paper these characteristics are considered to
be multivariate. The perspective of this paper is to examine this
assumption and to increase the understanding of the processes
involved in using simulations in a learning environment. The
proposition examined in this paper is that the achievement of
active learning can be dependent on the mundane nature of
situated understanding [20]. The emotional placement prior to
the simulation will also be explored. The appearance of negative
emotional responses and the connection with the generation of
increased attentiveness will be further explored and elaborated
in this paper.
In the past the structure of the learning environment was
often taken for granted. During the early 1990‟s studies revealed
that students found the traditional, didactic lecture to be their
least favourite [4]. Students were found to be more willing and
enthusiastic about taking a more active role in the lecture
according to Ref. [36]. The teaching and learning strategies

adopted here are meant to assist the student in becoming a
„critical being‟ [3]. In this view the student attains the ability to
determine the critical reason for a particular course of action or
method, achieves a critical level of self-reflection and review of
contextual history of the self, and finally becomes able to
undertake a critical action that is based upon problem solving at
the skills level. As a result of this problem based learning
students were required to take a deep approach to learning [24].
As these ideas developed the idea of interactive lectures was
found to be more enjoyable than traditional lectures [9]. Whilst
the didactic lecture is still with us the development of
technology has an impact in improving engagement, both within
the lecture format [16], and also in the production of deeper
learning [33]. Ref. [19] suggests that experiential simulations
and class room games are an effective way to increase the
attentiveness of students. This increased awareness and
elaboration of their own unrehearsed behaviour may cause them
to rethink their engagement through the importance of tactical
decisions and overall strategies employed. This leads to the
generation of further ideas about the idea of engagement which
is now more prominent in these discussions than the idea of
criticality mentioned above. Technology is something that we
are required to interact with, but it has been argued as more than
a system for delivery; there is still the need to build relationships
for learning [11]. Ref. [12] suggests that the increase in student
engagement can be attained through creativity and emotional
engagement.
According to Ref. [19] the effectiveness of simulations is
primarily achieved in engaging the whole student and not just
their intellect and analytic powers. This emotional engagement
is often considered in terms of psychological approaches to
emotional and cognitive learning. Previously there had been
some reluctance within higher education to include the
engagement of emotions into the learning space where it had
been described as „inappropriate territory‟ [22].This coincided
with a challenge to the primacy of rationality in learning, thus
preventing what some see as the development of the
transcendental nature of rational understanding in a life world
[2]. This previously „inappropriate territory‟ has more recently
become an important dimension of learning that can
significantly enhance students‟ engagement with learning and
assessment [27]. It may be the case that the preference for such
learning is driven by novelty but it can be noted that a
significant amount of research points to the value of an
emotional content in the development of learning.
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Starting from the tenet that we need to improve and refine
the overall learning experience of students this creates an
obligation to consider further some fundamental approaches to
learning. One of these is the concept of interactivity. It is
generally considered that improving learning can be achieved
through the promotion of either interactivity [9] or
transformative learning [26]. The idea of interactivity often
evades a definition but is commonly used in the discussion of
computer mediated environments. Ref. [38] in discussing
interactivity, consider the device- and message-centric
approaches to this idea before deriving from the literature a fourfactor taxonomy of bi-directionality, timeliness, mutual control
and responsiveness. Interactivity, in their formulation is
generated through computer mediated communication (CMC)
thus indicating the assumptions of this approach. This
communicative framing of the concept of interactivity in this
context needs to be developed in tandem with a learning
perspective. In considering transformative learning [35] has
previously noted that the empirical basis for transformative
theory requires some further investigation into the contexts
where it is fostered. The approach of transformative learning is
operationalized as „an epistemology of evidential and dialogic
reasoning‟ [26]. The fit with interactivity is made in that this
epistemology emphasises the dialogic/communicative aspects of
learning. According to Ref. [31], in their findings offer support
that tools for transformational learning are providing students
with learning experiences that are ‘direct, personally engaging
and stimulate reflection upon experience’ [36]. The authors
here suggest that there may be some transformative currency in
the use of a simulation but it is considered that the process of
transformational learning requires some mediation for it to
develop. This mediation can be the inspirational lecture, or
through peer participation, but often some form of artefact is
needed to enable this learning [15].
II.

LEARNING AND SIMULATIONS

The artefact in this case is the computer simulation which
often presents itself as a constructed object as the focus of the
activity. There have been some studies on learning with
simulations. Research by Ref. [18] found that students did in
fact learn by participating in a simulation and the simulation was
both enjoyable and perceived to be worthwhile. According to
[21] students perceive simulations as being (1) engaging, (2)
useful, (3) effective learning tools, and (4) effective in
promoting teamwork. Students‟ perceptions of computer-based
simulation team dynamics and their positions on the use of
simulations and simulation performance was researched by [1]
who found that student team cohesion and student team
independence strongly influenced their perceptions of the use of
computer based simulations. The other aspect that is worthy of
note here is the role of the instructor or facilitator, who provides
interpretation for the groups when requested. There is available
an instructor in the simulation forum who can be considered to
be both a narrator and also a guide. The latter role becomes
prominent in the respect that they have travelled this way before.
The specific role of instructors is likely to differ among
simulation types but could be considered as providing feedback
and guidance on the simulation and how to use it. In relation to
the particular marketing simulation here, Markstrat, the role is to
draw student‟s attention to the outcomes of their decisions and

subsequent performance relative to their competitors; often in a
narrative form. So the dialogic learning here occurs in two
directions, the intra group dialogue and the dialogue between the
group and the facilitator. Research into the use of other
marketing simulations such as Capism [6] offer an opportunity
to operate virtual companies making decisions concerning
marketing, production, finance, human resources, TQM and
ethics. Here some students were taught how to use the
simulation and coached by a professional. This increased
performance when compared with a control group that were left
to make decisions on their own. The findings indicated that the
use of a business professional into the classroom improves the
ability of students to make decisions. This seems to confirm the
expectation that an effective instructor will improve learning.
It may be that the development of interactivity is now linked
to the preferred mode of learning for a particular generation.
According to Ref. [34] current undergraduate business students
as members of generation Y have shorter attention spans and
desire interaction and stimulation resulting in student
engagement becoming more important. So in this respect a
challenging environment provides students with an arena
whereby they can thrive [34]. Generation Y are further
characterised by having lived their entire lives with technology
such as computers, mobile devices and video games. An
increased level of “gaming”, which is deemed to be
characteristic of the activities expected by this generation,
results in the need for educators to develop forms of engagement
which are suitably commensurate with this mode of being.
Returning to the view of the simulation as an artefact based
activity the ideas of activity theory consider „that object
orientated actions are always, implicitly or explicitly,
characterised by ambiguity, surprise, interpretation, sensemaking and potential for change‟ [8]. Central to this view is that
„an activity system is by definition a multi-voiced formation‟
[7]. In considering the role of artefacts in collaborative virtual
environments (CVE‟s) [30] proposes that much can be learnt
through the division of the learning environment into outlook,
structure, and roles. The authors of this paper develop this idea
in terms of an immersive computer environment which relies on
the employment of artefacts for communication facilitation and
task accomplishing. The simulation discussed here creates its
own artefacts, such as screen presentations and reports, but in
the occupation of a physical classroom. The participants are also
collected into groups for the performance of the mediated task
which affects the communicative and multi-voiced aspects of the
CVE. In seeking to enhance this idea of active engagement in
the development of learning this paper will develop the idea of
interactive communicative environments (ICE).
The roles occupied by the participants of this research are to
a significant extent driven by their approach to the task. Whilst
Ref. [14] asserts that active learning can generate a positive
emotional response that instigates an „attentiveness that enriches
understanding‟ and which can enhance self-esteem and a sense
of empowerment [17]. There is, however, little research that
investigates the effect of negative emotional response and its
impact on attentiveness that enriches understanding. The
attentiveness here is not considered to be in the transcendental
domain of consciousness but to contain the elements of activity
and engagement often developed by the incidence of ambiguity.
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The structure of this simulation is the development of
interactivity with the artefact. This interactivity can be an
attribute that is more closely associated with the „reality of
business life‟; however defined. Ref. [28] suggested that
computer technology such as simulations can be used to create
authentic assessments that mirror real world scenarios. Related
to active learning is the generation of deep learning as a result of
the simulated experience and linking a taught theory such as
segmentation, targeting and positioning (STP) to the „real‟ world
resulting in the challenging of preconceptions [14]. According to
Ref. [24] the type of test that is anticipated will determine the
level of learning undertaken by the students. As such it is
deemed beneficial to explore the thoughts of the participants
before they interact with the simulation. It is worth noting at this
point the nature of business activity, which is often characterised
by periodic reporting of performance and the business
simulation offering the same process of periodic reporting. This
develops a rational and reflective processing of information,
within a dialogic group dynamic as discussed earlier. Other
programmes such as role playing games offer continuous
incremental feedback.
It is suggested that active learning can create an enhanced
affective response [14]. This is supported by the findings of Ref.
[31]; one participant in their research stated that „You can‟t
develop a real understanding until you experience it personally.‟
According to Ref. [5] getting students committed, via small
group exercises, and other active strategies, to owning the
material. This, it is proposed, results in the students becoming
more effective learners who are more likely to achieve the
learning outcomes of the lecture. The learning is often
considered to reside at the level of skills, which are often
demanded by employers [10]. Therefore the structured approach
to teaching and learning strategies is strongly based upon active
learning and the implicated engagement with artefacts. The
extent to which active learning generates an affective response
and is moderated by the use of artefacts and dialogic reasoning
will be considered in this piece.
III.

BACKGROUND TO MARKSTRAT (SIMULATION)

The simulation used was the marketing simulation Markstrat.
This is employed in a 2nd year undergraduate module in
Marketing management. The simulation can be operated with 4,
5 or 6 companies operating in 2 product markets within
consumer electronics. The students work in teams of between 4
and 6 team members and are assigned to control and make
decisions for one of the companies for 6 rounds (the equivalent
of 6 years). With the Markstrat simulation there are clear and
visible outcomes to the decisions made via a brand map
displaying the position of customer segments, the position of the
company‟s brands and the key dimensions for improving
positioning. The rounds last for approximately 1 hour and 30
mins and the feedback of the decision making of the teams is
then analysed and reported back visually via a projector. This
meant that all teams could compare their decision making with
their peers who are running competing firms. Furthermore the
students were prepared for the simulation by undertaking a
number of case analyses that aimed to build the students‟
knowledge in relation to the type of decisions that they would be
making. Whilst there are many uses for simulations in higher
education Ref.[28] explored how simulations could be used as

assessment tools. They suggest based on their findings that
simulations work by helping students to master knowledge and
skills and that they work well with formative assessments. In the
Markstrat simulation assessments are based upon the student‟s
perceptions of the outcomes of their decision making and overall
understanding of key concepts in relation to their performance.
The same authors find that a conceptual framework and
supporting learning materials are necessary to support student
learning. The Markstrat simulation is underpinned by the
marketing and branding conceptual framework on which the
literature is vast. The Markstrat simulation is a simulation with a
web-based interface and a brief summary of its operation is
given here. The teachers / experts provided expertise on how to
run the simulation and where to find and how to use typical
marketing data to underpin their decisions. The students are in
groups of 4 or 5 and have to operate a company and its brands in
2 markets with a total of 8 segments (5 segments in market 1 and
3 segments in market 2). All teams start in identical points
regarding performance and positioning. As such the students
have to make tactical decisions for each of their brands. The
results of these decisions are presented periodically and include
profits (overall and per brand), turnover, market shares, stock
price index, inventory costs, awareness etc. The results are also
communicated in a comparative form, group performance is
judged to be better or worse than the other participants. The
simulation had been previously found to enhance learning
through active engagement and as such the authors wished to
identify why and how the use of a simulation could improve the
active learning within the business school.
The overall aim was to illuminate the decisions that have to
be made to manage marketing in a competitive context. The aim
and description of the simulation can be taken from the website:
―Markstrat offers MBA students and professionals a riskfree platform for testing theories and making decisions. From
competitive forces to the effects of sales, distribution, R&D and
advertising, every aspect is real ... The competition is real, but
so is the teamwork.‖[23]
This description nicely sets up this research project as it
identifies the „reality‟ of the game and the elements of teamwork
that are integral to its operation.
IV.

RESEARCH METHODS

It was decided to approach this research by trying to discover
the emotional placement of the students in respect of the
simulation exercise. The idea was to explore the mundane nature
of situated understanding [20] which is conceived to be a
transcendence of the emotional and intellectual division. The
anticipation of the exercise has also been noted as a significant
factor. If this simulation incorporated the elements of activity
theory discussed above the potential for it to create this
ambiguity and surprise would be anticipated by the participants.
The methodology was designed to produce an evoked awareness
of the situation that the participants were about to enter. To
explore this situation of created anticipation a student cohort
were, in the first instance, given some scenario sketches [37]
about imaginary predecessors on this particular course. In order
to generate a response that could address a situated
understanding, the students were given a sheet which contained
4 descriptions of students that might be facing this simulation
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exercise. The descriptions were about 100 words long and
presented the ideas of complication, speed and timeliness, group
work, management of unpredictability, and a sufficing approach.

decisions‟ were required. „I am overwhelmed about the task
ahead‟. It is possible to see these comments in terms of
anticipation.

This methodology allowed students to adopt a description
that suited their feelings and also allowed a sensitisation to the
arising issues in the conduct of the simulation. The scenarios or
vignettes, were also designed to be short thus enabling a quick
completion of the task. The rapid response was designed to
facilitate an emotional rather than an intellectualising response
and such vignettes have been used in illustrative research [25].

Under the category of interesting several of the comments
were of the form that this was „an adventure‟ „something new‟
„looking forward to what it can teach me‟ „it is active not
reflective‟; they saw the novelty of the exercise. The task to
some seemed also to be created to conceal. It was „unclear‟
„there were a lot of what ifs‟ „I didn‟t really understand‟. It was
also said that „you can use the knowledge you have gained
beforehand‟. It was an opportunity therefore to use some of the
instructional teaching in a „practical‟ forum. This practical
artefact-based activity with the simulation becomes explorative;
the exploration of being effective in the situation given.

The students were asked to see which description matched
their own situation and comment on their own words. They were
also asked after the simulation whether they still agreed with
what they said before, and what advice they would give to the
subsequent group. There were 91 students in the cohort, 61 gave
a response and 30 agreed with one of the descriptions offered.
Description
Number
Stephen
6
Kirsty
1
Jayne
16.5
Kevin
6.5
Total
30
V.

Percentage
20%
3.33%
55%
21.67%

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

The written comments were now studied. More students had
provided comments than had chosen a scenario (61 to 30). From
an initial visual inspection of the words used in the comments it
seemed that the responses could be grouped under six headings.
These were; The ability to achieve results, the enjoyment of
participation/interaction, the problem solving focus, the
interesting/engaging nature of the task, the uncertain nature of
the task, and the idea of task novelty. The initial textual analysis
found that the first and the last were areas where the least
comments were made. The few comments on the ability to
achieve were „we‟re going on to win‟, „how I will achieve
success‟ and „interactions are vital to achieve success‟. The
comment about personal success in a group assignment is
interesting and the comments about success have been
incorporated in a revised analysis. It is possible to conclude that
the elements of overt competition were not articulated to a great
extent, and this might provide support for the elements of
anticipation and ambiguity, so not quite knowing what to expect.
The idea of the different nature of the simulation garnered few
comments that were difficult to separate from other areas.
Several comments about this task being different due to its
practical nature seemed to say something more than merely
contrasting the difference from the standard learning situation.
There was one comment about the nature of this task being
different because it required the group to brief the next group but
there were few comments of this nature.
There were a number of comments about the uncertain
nature of the task. These contained comments such as „working
outside the box‟ and thrown in at the deep end‟. It seemed that
the comments that indicated difficulties with control belonged
here. The task was „overwhelming‟ and „unpredictable‟; „I do
not know what‟s coming‟ „not knowing what to do‟ „what to
expect‟ „will I be able to cope‟. The time was a factor in the
espoused uncertainty „not much time‟ „complicated and speedy

The problem solving approach seemed to focus on decision
making in what was perceived to be a real situation. The „real‟
nature of the task was mentioned by a significant number of the
participants. So it was „unpredictable – more realistic‟ „theory
and problem solving in situ‟ „real business decisions – real life‟.
The judgmental nature of the task was identified; „put in a
position where you have to make a judgment call‟ „the effect of
one decision on the next‟ „having to make decisions‟ „simulation
is a different concept of learning – an idea about decisions‟. One
of the participants talked about the role of luck in decisions but a
later view, after the simulation, talked about „an informed
prediction‟ being a better description. One of the scenarios
talked about man vs machine and this was picked up by one who
felt that the machine had been programmed by man. So it was a
constructed situation.
Those that expressed the view that this was enjoyment
through interaction were all those who enjoyed „making
decisions in a group‟. This exercise was seen as „clever and
exciting‟ presumably more so than the tasks they were currently
faced with. This was the sort of activity that was „open to
different views‟, this needed a consensus to make it work. The
collaborative nature of the task here was more important than
the decision making.
The six initial interpretations which were discernable in this
research seemed to reside in the same domain as those given for
activity theory. There was evidence that the participants looked
forward to the dialogic nature of learning. As most of these
participants were from Generation Y who are considered to
value independence [13] there was a significant level of
apprehension about the exercise, which seemed to be in contrast
to theory based exercises. Ref. [13] also explores the incidence
of group think within this generation and how shared
perspectives develop in these circumstances. Given that a
number of these responses could contain emotional elements it
was decided that a follow-up exercise would be useful in
exploring the idea of emotional engagement further. There
would be indicated studies of both expectation of, and response
to, the task. This second investigation would explore the ideas of
uncertainty and response to feedback, exemplified in the
response to unexpected outcomes of the simulation. This
uncertainty was likely to be highlighted where the initial results
from the first round of the simulation were not as good as the
participants would have hoped. The participants were given a
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short questionnaire which was designed to elicit open comments
to the questions given below:
Based on your performance how do you feel now?
Slightly better-- Yes slightly-- confused but start to
understand the aim of the game-- ok, however unhappy we
didn’t win because we entered emergent markets only-- like
some loser-- confused and negative as I have no idea what went
wrong and how to improve-- No I feel the knowledge I had was
obviously wrong-- confused, but start to understand the aims of
the game-- I could have done better-- Not amazing, as the
system failed to recognise our inputs at one point which meant
our drastic actions that could have made us win came into
action too late-- No because there is no way of applying it to a
real company, it’s hard to get a feel for anything when it’s just
numbers on a screen-- I felt fine after the first few rounds, but
disappointed in round 3 results-- I feel much more confident in
using simulations and how to change certain aspects to
influence the final result-- Not that great but still confident that
our stock price can increase-- Feel that our strategy was wrong
and we should have perhaps taken a more aggressive
approach—Disappointed after a strong start - demotivated with
the continuous decline in stock price and market share –
Annoyed as our market share has plummeted drastically, also
demotivated – Not good we have decreases in market share
massively – Disappointed – Disappointed, we started well but
our strategy wasn’t as aggressive as others – Tired hungry
numb soulless – Disappointed and frustrated – Disappointed
about our group’s performance – I feel very confused – Very
disappointed with the overall position of the company –
Distraught that we haven’t managed to turn the company
around, still struggling to understand where it all went wrong.
What was your response to poor performance (if any) of
your company?
Unhappy yet we had a very strong position in the market and
should have come first-- review previous decisions, amend these
and invest more, see where we went wrong and make changes-mostly confusion as we felt our ideas would have benefited the
organisation and the consumer. I felt that the other groups
should have shared their views and decisions, It was very
frustrating as our decisions seemed to have no effect despite us
putting a lot of time and effort into our decisions-- Horrible I
want to cry-- We need to relook at our strategy and think about
changes we make more carefully. Perhaps look at data and
analyse more. Do better-- My response was negative, as I was
not aware, or did not have the ability to put it right or improve
the performance in the next round – How did it occur how can
we fix it – Reduce costs, look at competitors – Disappointment –
Tried to cut costs down – Increase production –
Panic/Recklessness[sic]/ find cause of problem and solve –
Frustration – Proved the importance of market share
positioning, doing well from a poor position – From stone cold
bottom to 3rd in the last year – Focused on a few key brands and
markets pouring more money into advertising and sales force for
those – Pleased to have pulled off a third place finish.

wrong thing-- we understood that we needed to improve sales
and brand-- No ☹ -- Yes, communication breakdown as
simulation got more complicated-- Not really-- After
miscalculating the first period, I feel that this led to our downfall
and that problems with the system that didn’t allow us to access
the R&D section until much later in the process-- We didn’t
evolve with the market quickly enough-- We were too
conservative early on-- Yes we didn’t do anything to improve
our standing, but just in maintaining what we had. We
accidentally withdrew a product-- Yes I invested a bit too much
in a declining market which didn’t work out—To a certain
point– Wrong market segment changes in operations incurring
unnecessary costs while not getting revenues –costs, more
aggressive competition, targeting wrong segment – Our costs
are too high – Totally rebranded when we didn’t need to, people
clicking without thinking, not looking at all the graphs – We
targeted the wrong markets in the wrong rounds, also we sold
out of units multiple times – Some parts yes – Yes not enough
units sold – Although we may have made some bad decisions
throughout the process I feel the group previously did not stand
us in good stead – We didn’t produce enough products and look
at forecast – We didn’t pay enough attention to the marketing
forecasts provided – I believe the group we took over from are
the main cause of our problems due to the wrong target markets.
In addition I believe we didn’t look into the forecasts in much
detail causing the issues to multiply.
What do you need to improve?
Careful analysis and planning-- We have to do more on
power-- We need to target the price and power, target fewer
markets-- brand positioning, covering all the markets-- change
decisions-- brand and sales-- I feel that I really do not
understand the fundamentals of marketing. I therefore need to
read and learn about marketing in general-- R&D in relation to
target audience. Didn’t fully invest in market when we had the
opportunity to dominate that market-- not sure-- be more
organised etc-- enter the new market-- We need to focus on one
segment with our side product, rather than split it between two
segments-- How to convert numbers and refer to numbers from
the last period in order to make a good decision for the next
period-- Enter a new market-- Think I need to look into market
positioning more and what can affect it –Understand the market
segments better – Define target segment accurately, run
operations according to demands of the target segment – Reduce
costs and increase sales to be able to increase ROI and market
share, target another market – On spending according to our
budget – Do not totally change target market when one brand is
doing well – Pay more attention to the market forecast – Base
future experiences on problems that were faced today – critical
and strategic thinking – We need to think about our decisions
more and not change our target market in the closing stages of
the simulation – Don’t try and fix something that isn’t broken –
Put more money into advertising, stayed with a successful
product – More detailed discussions and look into the details of
the task closer in order to make more strategic decisions.
Did your understanding improve?

Do you understand what has gone wrong?
Didn’t really think about the numbers-- We did not use any
budgets, targeting too many markets-- Yes apparently we did the

Yes slightly (2 times) – Yes (17 times)– No, I feel the
knowledge I thought I had was obviously wrong – it depends, in
certain areas as some problems require lateral thinking while
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other need to be thought about [in] more detail – No because
there is no way of applying it to a real company. It’s hard to get
a feel for anything when it’s just numbers on a screen – Yes
because this gives me a bit more of an insight to real world
marketing and the decisions taken in a business – It has a little,
how quickly price product and market segments can change so
quickly – Yes understanding of figures and relation between
sales/price (positioning maps) – Not really, [I] think it will do
with time but after period one has not had enough time to see
changes – disappointed after a strong start – Yes a lot – I am
starting to understand all the decisions businesses face –
Definitely improved – To a certain extent.
VI.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSSIONS

The results of this investigation into participants‟ responses
go some way towards elaborating the nature of student
engagement in the simulation as a form of situated learning. It
employed an exploratory and iterative methodology that enabled
the initial questions to be refined and developed. As a result of
the initial exploration of the learning situation it is noticeable
that there is certainly an expressed anticipation about what might
happen in the use of the simulation. The evidence of
performance is more visible and immediate in the conduct of
such a public exercise which may increase the uncertainty, risk
of failure, and intergroup competiveness. Often the results of
learning in taught sessions are communicated and assessed
sometime after the event. In this exercise there is this element of
immediacy attached to the results which require a quick
response. There is constructed a competitive simulation
environment whereby no one wants to lose at least visibly, those
that are losing may become even more attentive. This can be
interpreted from the comments received in the questionnaire that
highlighted the response to perceived poor performance. The
replies to the question „Based on your performance how do you
feel now?‟ generated a number of negative views. These were
expressed as disappointment, demotivation, being distraught,
and confusion. One participant found that it was hard to get a
feel for anything. These comments seem to fit in with the
concepts of activity theory of ambiguity, surprise and
interpretation introduced above. It is this participation in the
time focused activities of the simulation that gives rise to its
mundane nature. Being thus „of the world‟ gives rise to the
reality of such simulations.
In general there was a tendency to offer mainly analytical
comments to the questions about understanding and the actions
needed to improve. Particular comments made were “...be more
organised; understand the market segments better; we need to
think about our decisions”. So it may be inferred that there is
some move towards the development of expertise in response to
this question and a consequent need to develop understanding
further. So whilst the activity system in Ref. [7] used an expert
activity system here there seemed to be the development of
expertise although the emotional responses to the exercise were
negative.
It can be noted that the phasing of the questions tended to
govern the nature of the response. „What was your response‟
tended to generate personal comments, whereas „do you
understand‟ tended to encourage reflections on the group
performance; but both of these were present. One said there was

„communication breakdown‟ but general reflection on dialogic
communication was not overt. Perhaps because these were
people who had undertaken other group activities before this
simulation exercise. Perhaps the nature of the simulation as an
artefact tended to discourage the group communicative aspects.
It was the technology that drove the interaction as opposed to the
members of the group. In contrast to the comments about
understanding there was a large amount of negative emotion
connected with the question about their response to poor
performance. Confusing, frustration and disappointment were
statements that were noticeable. One respondent wanted to cry.
There seemed to be a difficulty in knowing what to do here – in
this activity – which could have generated the negative
emotions. So as such the operation and interaction with the
simulation generated this aporia. As such the engagement of
emotions „negatively‟ in the above scenario was found to be a
vehicle to utilise this important dimension of learning [27] and
to generate attentiveness to enrich understanding [14]. As an
artefact the simulation was noticeably generative of this
situation which would not have occurred in a traditional lecture
format. This quotation that said „it‟s hard to get a feel for
anything when it is just numbers on a screen‟ seems to illustrate
the point well. Yet when the students anticipated their
performance in the activity it was the reality of it that was
prominent. This reality was dissipated by a perception of
computer problems and perhaps more importantly by the
acceptance of poor results. Failure was not due to the reality;
reality could be where anyone fails, but often put down to poor
judgment.
The understanding of what went wrong was generally
limited to negative comments usually about the group
performance. „What we did wrong‟ was the form of the
comments. There did seem to be a group emphasis in this
learning and the collective expression of poor performance
could be evidence for dialogic learning as discussed above. It
seems also to fit with the Generation Y need to feel connected
with group decisions [13]. One group confessed to
„communication breakdown‟. There was a view by one
respondent that system problems detracted from any learning.
This seems to reinforce the interpretation of this exercise in
terms of activity theory. Artefacts should be accessible by all;
they should be used directly rather than a pseudo-object; and
they could be available in diagnostic and explanatory models
[7].
In response to the question about the improvement of
understanding there was a general positive response. A majority
of the respondents said their understanding had improved. A
couple of those that did not blamed the artefact; „there‟s no way
of applying it to a real company; it‟s just numbers on a screen.
These students seem to see it as a pseudo-object in the above
terms. It is not really typical of real business.
This has been an exploratory study in the use of a marketing
simulation in an undergraduate course. It has explored the
concepts of dialogic reasoning, the use of artefacts in active
learning and the exploration of a „constructive reality‟. It has
also gathered some evidence for the occurrence of negative
feedback that is generated in this type of forum. This has
contributed to the agenda for further research identified by [34]
in exploring why simulations were not viewed as more effective
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than case studies, service learning, and in-class discussions. It
can be proposed that this emotional impact during the
performance of the activity has a significant effect on learning
that is not present in the activities above. This paper offers
insights to the emotional reflection on negative comparative
feedback via a simulation in a common arena. The proposition is
that negative feedback (publicly) will increase attentiveness and
learning beyond that of traditional feedback mechanisms that are
not within the dialogic space. It has contributed to the call for
further research on the contextualised nature of learning and the
potential for ethnographic studies in this context [29]. Using the
techniques of scenarios and survey has enabled an empirical
exploration of the student engagement in this type of learning
with technological artefacts. It was noted earlier that simulations
could be used as assessment tools and that they work well with
formative assessments. There was no attempt here to discuss the
impact of the simulation on the quality of the assessment. This
research was not designed to determine this but to concentrate
on the process of engagement within the arena constructed by
the assessment.
VII. FUTURE RESEARCH
The aim of this research was to explore the role emotional
engagement relating to a simulation learning experience. The
findings highlight the emotional anticipation and responses
resulting in negative emotions that confirm a deep level of
learning. It is proposed that further research could focus on the
custodial nature of the learning where there occurs an intergroup
transfer of the company, and the influence of this on emotional
engagement, perceptions of reality, and emotional acceptance of
relative failure. In addition the perceived importance of making
sure the next stages of performance of their company by
takeover group are successful. This will make a further
contribution to the intra-group dynamics of learning literature.
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Abstract—In order to study the power frequency electric field
of UHV AC transmission lines, this paper which models and
calculates using boundary element method simulates various
factors influencing the distribution of the power frequency
electric field, such as the conductor arrangement, the overground height, the split spacing and the sub conductor radius.
Different influence of various factors on the electric field
distribution will be presented. In a single loop, using VVV
triangular arrangement is the most secure way; in a dual loop,
the electric field intensity using reverse phase sequence is weaker
than that using positive phase sequence. Elevating the overground height and reducing the conductor split spacing will both
weaken the electric field intensity, while the change of sub
conductor radius can hardly cause any difference. These
conclusions are important for electric power company to detect
circuit.
Keywords—boundary
element
method;
distribution; power frequency electric field; UHV

I.

electric

field

INTRODUCTION

The world's first UHV AC with tower of 1000 kV in dual
loop-Anhui Power Transmission was officially put into
operation on September 25, 2013. Thus the State Grid has built
two 1000 kV AC and two 800 kV DC projects so far marking
the great new achievements of China's UHV construction. Liu
Zhenya said, "National Grid is building two 800 kV DC
projects and at the same time developing the technology and
equipment of 1100 kV DC whose transmission capacity can be
13.75 million kilowatts and economic transmission distance is
5000 km. Such projects make contributions to constructing
trans-regional, transnational and transcontinental transmission
channels. For example, if Africa and the Middle East can be
connected, South America can build up a large power grid."
With the rising voltage level and increasing current of
UHV transmission line, the effects of its power frequency
electric field on the surrounding environment and ecology have
attracted growing concerns. UHV power frequency alternating
electric field can not only bring environmental issues like
the radio interference and the audible noise but also has rather
great harm on people’s health and spirit [1]. Now the power
frequency electric field distribution near the UHV AC
transmission line has become one of the issues that scholars all
over the world focus on and discuss.

This paper based on boundary element method which is
used for modeling and calculation on the influence of various
factors, the power frequency electric field distribution, such as
the arrangement of conductors, the simulation of the height,
split spacing and sub conductor radius.
II.

THE CALCULATION METHOD OF THE POWER
FREQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELD

The boundary element method is an accurate and effective
engineering numerical method which uses the boundary
integral equation defined on the boundary as governing
equation. It transforms boundary element interpolation into
algebraic equation sets through discrete method [2-4]. This
essay uses line model when simulating the power frequency
electric field of UHV transmission lines, thus reducing the
difficulty of modeling as well as improving the operational
efficiency.
Supposing that all radius of transmission line conductor are
r0, the charge in the center line of wire is line charge, the
charge is in the form of surface charge distribution on the
surface of other devices and its density is , the electric
potential of a point in this space can be expressed as



l

dl
dS


S
4P
4P

In the formula, P is the space between source point and
field point, S is the surface integral region and l is the line
integral path. When this formula is discrete, field and source
units may be either line element or surface element. Thus,
formula (1) can produce 4 kinds of discrete form. Supposing
the field unit is the line unit and source unit is the surface unit,
the formula can be written as

  N
e

j

i

le

j

N i i dl 
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4 0
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In the formula above, i、j=1, 2,..., m,..., n, corresponding to
different discrete nodes, where m is the number of conductor
discrete nodes, n is the number of discrete nodes of calculation
model, and Ni together with Nj is the interpolation function. i
is the node potential in which i is the destiny of node surface,
e and e’ are respectively the number of field unit and source
unit, le represents the line integral path of field unit and Se’ is
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the surface integral area of source unit. If making some
corresponding modification to the integral path and electric
charge destiny in the formula (2), we can get the other 3 kinds
of discrete forms. Making vectors:
B  1，2,，
，m， m1， m2，
， n 

T

u  1， 2,，
， m， m1， m2，
， n 

T



And the matrix

A

ij

 4   N j N i dl 
le
e

to the arrangement, types and sizes of the tower wire.
Therefore, further researches are needed about the relationship
between the distribution of power frequency electric field
under the transmission line and several factors as the
arrangement of wires, the over-ground height, the split spacing
and the sub wire radius.
1) Influence of arrangement of wires
a) Different Arrangement of Single Loop
Supposing the over-ground height of the phase conductor
h=22m, with the height 1.3m and the distance from the center
wire 100m, the electric field distribution curve under four
different arrangement of wires can be presented as follows:

C   l N s NP dS ' dl 
i

e

e'

e

CB  Au

(5)

Under the condition of knowing the device and the
conductor potential, the surface density and the line destiny
of conductor equivalent charge can be obtained. We can
simulate different conditions of UHV transmission lines
according to the formula and after obtaining  and can use
the integral formula of the electric field to get the electric field
intensity of any space point
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 s
4
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IVI triangle
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In the formulas above, 1, 2,..., m and 1, 2,..., n1 are
respectively the linear density and electric potential of
conductor node charge; m+1
m+2,..., n and m+1, m+2,...,
n are respectively surface density and electric potential of
conductor node charge on the equipment’s surface. Then the
formula (1) can be written as follows:
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Fig. 1. The power frequency electric field of different arrangement of single
loop

e'

III. CALCULATION AND ANALYSIS OF POWER FREQUENCY
ELECTRIC FIELD AROUND THE UHV TRANSMISSION LINE
A. Parameters of 1000kV AC UHV transmission line
China’s 1000kV UHV demonstration project JindongnanNanyang- Jingmen transmission line is all set up in single loop.
Its full-length is 654 kilometers, transmission capacity is
600kVA, system nominal voltage is 1,000KV and its
maximum operating voltage is 1,100KV. Setting up such a
program has far-reaching influence on national energy security
and reliable power supply. At present, UHV transmission line
systems of our country mainly include single loop (IVI
horizontal arrangement, VVV horizontal arrangement, IVI
triangle arrangement and VVV triangle arrangement) and the
common-tower double loop (I series vertical arrangement and
V series vertical arrangement).
B. The factors influencing the power frequency electric field
According to the power frequency electric field calculation
formula, the charge number on the wire surface, the distance
between wires and other factors directly determine the electric
field strength of the points in space [5]. Apart from the voltage
of both sides, the number of charge on wire surface has relation

As can be seen from Fig.1, regardless of the arrangement,
the electric field strength all reaches the maximum below the
phase conductor and gradually weakens to both sides.
Although the maximum field strength of IVI triangle
arrangement is a little more than that of VVV horizontal
arrangement, but the corresponding high field strength area of
surpassing 4kV/m is smaller than the latter. In general, no
matter what the maximum power frequency electric field and
the corresponding high field strength area of under 4kV/m is,
VVV triangle arrangement is always better than the other three
arrangement. Therefore, using triangle arrangement can reduce
the maximum field strength of the electric transmission line as
well as the area under the cover of high field strength, thus
reduces the construction risk and hidden danger.
b) Different Phase Sequence Arrangement of Double
Loop
Double circuit arrangement of UHV AC can be subdivided
into four types: positive and reverse phase sequence vertical
arrangement of I and V. Supposing the over-ground height of
the phase conductor h=22m, with the height 1.3m and the
distance from the center wire 100m, the electric field
distribution curve under four different arrangement of wires
can be presented as follows:
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Fig. 2. The power frequency electric field of different arrangement of double
loop

As we can see from Fig.2, the maximum field intensity of
reverse phase sequence I is 2.2kV/m less than that of positive
phase sequence [6-9]. The maximum field intensity of reverse
phase sequence V is 4.5kV/m less than that of positive phase
sequence. No matter using vertical arrangement of I or V, the
maximum field intensity and the areas under high field strength
of reverse maximum field strength are much lesser than those
of positive maximum field strength. Therefore, in double
circuit arrangement, using reverse phase sequence arrangement
is an effective way to reduce the line strength and the area
under high field strength.
2) The influence of conductor over-ground height
The changes of the power frequency electric field of UHV
transmission line under different conductor over-ground height
will be analyzed taking IVI horizontal arrangement for
example. Supposing the conductor over-ground height h are
20m, 22m, 24m and 26m, the distribution curves of the power
frequency electric field 1.3m above the ground can be
presented as follows:

Fig. 3. The power frequency electric field of different conductor over-ground
height

As we can see from Fig.3, the electric field intensity of
transmission line becomes more and more weak with the
increasing conductor over-ground height [10-12]. When the
conductor over-ground height increases from 20m to 22m, the
maximum electric field intensity reduces by 1.93kV/m. if the
conductor over-ground height increases 2m each time, the
maximum field intensity will reduces 1.45kV/m and 1.07kV/m
in turn. Therefore, the decreasing amplitude of the electric field
intensity is weaker. When the conductor over-ground height h
is not so high, increasing the height has obvious influence on
reducing the electric field intensity. With the increasing h, the
economic input will gradually increase in order to reduce the
same electric field intensity. Thus, we must take all the relevant
factors into consideration when designing the lines and choose
the appropriate conductor over-ground height.
3) The Influence of Split Spacing
The changes of the power frequency electric field of UHV
transmission line under different split spacing will be analyzed
using IVI horizontal arrangement as an example. As is known
that the phase conductor of 1000kV UHV transmission line has
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8 division structure, supposing the over-ground height of
the phase conductor h is 22m and the split spacing are 0.3m,
0.4m, 0.5m and 0.6m, the distribution curves of the power
frequency electric field 1.3m above the ground is presented in
the following figure. As can be seen, the power frequency
electric field intensity of UHV transmission lines decreases
with decreasing split spacing. The maximum electric field
intensity decreases from 0.42 to 0.54kV/m while the split
spacing reduces every 0.1m. Therefore, reducing the conductor
split spacing can decrease the electric field intensity of the
transmission lines.
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4) The influence of sub conductor radius
The relationship between conductor radius and the electric
field strength will be analyzed using four types of sub
conductor: LGJ-720/50, LGJ-630/45, LGJ-500/35 and LGJ400/65. In IVI horizontal arrangement and IVI triangle
arrangement, supposing the conductor over-ground height
h=22m, the distribution curves of the power frequency electric
field 1.3m above the ground is presented in the following
figure. As is shown in the figure, the influence of different
conductor radius on the power frequency electric field under
the transmission lines can be ignored in the two different
arrangement [13].
IV.

8
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Fig. 5. The power frequency electric field of different sub conductor radius

Fig. 4. The power frequency electric field of different split spacing
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CONCLUSION

Using boundary element method to simulate and calculate
the power frequency electric field of the 1000kV UHV AC
transmission line and analyze the distribution of electric field
under different conditions, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
A. Different factors have different effects on the power
frequency electric field distribution of UHV transmission
lines. The conductor arrangement, the over-ground height
and the split spacing all have a certain influence on the
electric field while the influence of the sub conductor
radius on the power frequency electric field can be nearly
ignored. Adopting triangle arrangement in single loop and
reverse phase sequence arrangement in double loop all
have great influence on reducing the ground field strength.
The over-ground height of phase conductor has great effect
on the field strength and the higher the over-ground height
is, the smaller the ground field strength will be. However,
simply raising the conductor height will definitely increase
the investment and difficulty of the project. Therefore, in
order to decrease the ground field strength and reduce the
construction cost as much as possible, we must choose the
reasonable conductor over-ground height.
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B. The influence of the splited conductors of UHV
transmission lines on the power frequency electric field
mainly depends on the conductor radius while the
equivalent radius is mainly decided by the conductor split
spacing. The electric field intensity will decrease with the
decreasing split spacing. The sub conductor radius
basically has no influence on the power frequency electric
field.
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Abstract—Recently, the number of voluntary communities
such as local communities and university club activities are increasing. In these communities, since there are various types of
members and there are no binding forces, it is usually difficult to
maintain and improve member's motivation. To maintain and
improve member's motivation, most of these communities use
social networking services (SNSs). However, since existing SNS
offer few functions for voluntary community, it is difficult to
solve this problem. This research focused on the concept of gamification and proposed an SNS to improve member's motivation
of voluntary community. First, the authors analyzed the current
conditions and members of a voluntary community. Based on this
analysis, the authors found that an SNS to improve member's
motivation of voluntary community requires functions which
support member's personal activities and also functions which
increase social activities. Next, the authors built an SNS that had
these functions by applying the concept of gamification. The
authors implemented the SNS for a University club’s activities
for one month and showed the effectiveness of our SNS.
Keywords—Gamification; Voluntary Community; Motivation
Management

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, the number of voluntary communities such as local communities and university club activities are increasing.
In these communities, since there are various types of members
and there are no binding forces, it is usually difficult to maintain and improve member's motivation. Under this situation,
companies, schools, and municipalities are quite actively using
social networking services (SNSs) with the aim of revitalizing
communication within communities formed in the real world,
along with maintenance and improvement of motivations
among members. However, application of SNSs in non-profit
and voluntarily-formed communities has found it difficult to
maintain and improve their motivation. This is because of a
feature of voluntary community: users who belong to voluntary
community have different motivation. There are various types
of members (beginner, expert or highly motivated users, unmotivated users) in a voluntary community. Moreover, the purpose of belonging to voluntary communities is ascribed not to
financial profit, but to a sense of satisfaction and amusement.

In addition, most of the SNSs run by voluntary communities do
not have binding forces, where each individual user has different motivation. In order to manage users' motives effectively in
voluntary community, users probably need to keep motivation
by means of certain methods other than some binding forces.
The authors thought that SNSs had potentials to solve the problem. However, since existing SNS offers few functions for
voluntary community, it is difficult to solve this problem.
Gamification has attracted much attention recently as a
method to help users to maintain and improve their motivation.
Gamification is defined as "to use gaming elements, such as
concept, design, and mechanics of a game, for social activities
or services other than the game itself.” This idea became widespread after 2010, and has empirically been applied to course
design in university education [1], rehabilitation activities in
the medical field [2], communication on the network [3], and
e-learning [4] with the aim of maintaining and improving users'
motivations. This application has produced beneficial effects.
At the same time, however, this field is still in the sprouting
stage. Only a few attempts have been made so far at verifying
the effectiveness of implementing and running an SNS system.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the purpose
of this research is described. In section 3, previous researches
on profit-oriented communities are reviewed and gamification
is explained. In section 4, the results of analysis of the data
obtained from a questionnaire and interview study are described. Based on the results, in section 5, the SNS with four
functions, owing to the concept of gamification that maintains
and improves motivation are proposed. In section 6, results of
analysis of the experiment are described. Section 7, concludes
the paper.
II.

THE PURPOSE OF OUR RESEARCH

In this research, the authors focused on the Senshu University Philharmonic Orchestra (SUPO), a voluntary community,
as the experimental subject. The authors built and evaluated an
SNS called f-simo for users to maintain and improve their motivations based on gamification; more specifically for each
member to maintain and improve their motivation for practice.
Our ultimate goal is to build a motivational support and im-
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provement SNS that fosters a better environment for community members to participate. The authors built an SNS that has
these functions by applying the concept of gamification. The
authors implemented the SNS for the university club activities
for one month and showed the effectiveness of proposed SNS.
III.

PREVIOUS RESEARCHES

A. Existing SNS for Profit-Oriented Communities
Use of SNSs in profit-oriented communities with the purposes of information sharing [5], knowledge management [6],
and communication support has achieved certain positive results and contributed to profit-earning activities.
In voluntary communities, however, although SNSs are
used with the purposes similar to those of profit-oriented communities, similar achievements are not always guaranteed due
to the differences in responsibilities and the binding force for
belonging to a community. In voluntary communities, it is
especially difficult to care for the amount of website traffic and
also retain active users continuously [7]. It is necessary to develop functions in SNS for motivation improvement based on
the features of a voluntary community. Moreover, it is important to propose appropriate functions considering attributes
of the user who belongs to voluntary community.
Therefore, this research focused on gamification that has attracted much attention recently as a method to help users to
maintain and improve their motivations through an SNS. It is
possible to improve user’s motivation and activity using gamification.
B. What is Gamification?
Gamification is defined as "to use gaming elements, such as
concept, design, and mechanics of a game, for social activities
or services other than the game itself.” The following seven
methods are included as the gamification.
1) Honorific badges or titles are given according to
achievements
2) Names and scores of competitors are displayed on a
real-time basis
3) The graphic interface shows the progress of each task
4) Virtual currency is introduced to promote purchases of
virtual goods
5) Rewards such as coupons or gifts are provided
6) Assignments that encourage users to collaborate
together are presented
7) Simple games are prepared between activities in order
to keep users from being bored
In voluntary communities members do not always maintain
and improve their motivations simply by financial rewards. For
example, they do so by confirming their growth. As a motivation that aims toward personal growth, humans have a need for
their achievements to be recognized or commended by others
[8][9], in addition to the convenience that can be acquired after
growth. Incorporation of gamification in SNSs is likely to meet

the need for recognition of each individual user, maintain and
improve the individual motivation, and enhance the entire
community performance.
IV.

ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT CONDITIONS

A. Analysis of the Experimental Subjects
The experimental subject, the Senshu University Philharmonic Orchestra (SUPO), is an amateur orchestra consisting of
volunteer students. All the members are different in their position in this orchestra. For example, a section leader exists in
each musical instrument section. As for analysis of the current
conditions, in this research the authors conducted a questionnaire survey regarding motivations of the members of SUPO in
order to clarify the motivational problems that this orchestra
had.
First, the authors conducted questionnaire and interview
surveys regarding "Problems associated with maintenance and
improvement of motivations" for 25 male and female members
of SUPO. As a result of the survey, existence of the following
two problems became clear.
 It is difficult for members to realize the benefits of self
practice
 Achievement levels of practice of other members are
not supplied
With respect to the problem of difficulty for members to
realize the benefits of self practice, the authors considered the
visualization of the amount of practice. Performing technique
of musical instruments is evaluated significantly based on sensations. In other words, it is very difficult to measure performing skills of each individual player on a quantitative scale. For
this reason, each individual cannot realize his/her own growth
that much, and this makes it difficult for him/her to maintain
and improve motivation for practice. Humans are motivated
when they realize their own growth, and their motives are improved [10]. Based on this reason, the visualization of the
amount of practice can probably solve this problem.
With respect to the problem of not being able to know the
achievement level of practice of other members, the authors
examined methods for sharing information regarding the
achievement level of practice which could be effective and
understood intuitively. During weekdays, each individual
member of SUPO practices voluntarily. This makes it difficult
for each of them to know the achievement level of performance
of other members. Specifically, the section leaders devote their
practice time to observe each member to understand their
achievement level of performance. Therefore, these problems
could be solved if an SNS could show the achievement level of
performance of other members in a form by which all members
can understand it. This means that the section members can
understand the achievement level of practice of each other, and
since information sharing produces a competition, this encourages members to improve their motivation for practice. As a
result, the amount of practice probably increases.
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Social Activity

Group 3
Easily Elated

skill. Therefore, it is very important to increase the practice
time of members who belongs to Group 3(Easily Elated) and
Group 4(Sloth).

Group 1
Leader
Oriented

V.

With the analysis results of the current conditions, this research proposed an SNS called fortissimo (f-simo) that supports members to maintain and improve their motivation for
practice by visualizing the practice achievements and understanding the achievement level of performance of each member
(Fig. 2)[11]. In order to improve motivation, this research proposed and introduced methods incorporating gamification in fsimo. In addition, f-simo was made accessible from multidevices, such as a personal computer (PC) and a smart phone.
The authors prepared account for each member.

Personal Activity

Group 4
Sloth

PROPOSAL OF AN SNS FOR MOTIVATION
MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENT

Group 2
Lone Wolf

Fig. 1. Grouping by personal activity and social activity

This research propose functions that incorporate the gamification elements, the visualization of achievement level of
one’s own practice and a method for the sharing of information
regarding the achievement level of performance of other members, in order to maintain and improve users' motivation effectively.
B. Analysis of the member who belongs to SUPO
It is important to propose appropriate functions after considering the attribute of the user who belongs to voluntary
community. Therefore, the authors classified the members of
SUPO by the attributes. It became clear that the members can
be grouped into four types from the viewpoint of individual
practice and orchestral rehearsal (personal activity) and information sharing (social activity) as concluded from the questionnaire and interview survey the authors conducted before
the experiments (Fig 1).
The feature of each group is described below.


Group 1 Leader Oriented: Members who did more
practice and information sharing positively. The presence of Leader Oriented members in the community
makes it more active.



Group 2 Lone Wolf: Members practice much but they
do not contribute to information sharing positively.
Although they are serious and important for voluntary
communities, they are sometimes isolated.



Group 3 Easily Elated: Members contribute to information sharing positively but they do not practice actively. Members who belong to the Easily Elated group
might become good or bad.



Group 4 Sloth: Members who do not contribute to information sharing positively and they do not practice
actively. When members of Sloth group are large, it is
not rare that a voluntary community collapses. Therefore, it is important to reduce them in number in a voluntary community.

The purpose of this research for SUPO is to increase practice time and to make more members shift to Group 1(Leader
Oriented). In SUPO, all of the members perform same music at
the concert. All of the members have to raise their performance

A. The Outline of Our Proposed SNS
This f-simo provides the following four functions.
1) Improvement of the Avatar Using the Experience
Points
2) Graphical Representation of Practice Time
3) Presentation and Sharing of Rankings
4) Character Shimosuke that Grows Up by Cooperation
of All Section Members
As for these functions, 1, 2, and 6 of gamification methods
(Section III-B) were incorporated. Next section will describe
each of the above functions. The figure below shows the system image of f-simo (Fig.2).
After practice, users enter their practice time and concentration level regarding practice based on a self-evaluation scale of
one to five. The concentration level is required to be entered
because the practice achievements could depend on the concentration level even though each member spent the same period of time of practicing. The experience point is calculated
from these two numerical values. The experience point is used

Fig. 2. System image of f-simo

as an index which is being accumulated after practice. These
items, the practice time, the concentration level, and the experience point, are also used for improvement of the avatar's level
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and the character Shimosuke that grows up based on the cooperation of all orchestra members. Avatars referred to by this
research indicate characters of users used in our proposed SNS.
Level is an index of the experimental point which is able to
compare with other member. When the level is improved, the
title, and the background color of the avatar changes. "Shimosuke" is the character that grows up by collaborative of users.
Our proposed SNS has four functions aimed at increasing
personal activity and social activity. “1. Improvement of the
Avatar Using the Experience Points,” “3. Presentation and
Sharing of Rankings” and “4. Character Shimosuke that Grows
Up by Cooperation of All Section Members” corresponds to
the improvement in personal activity. Moreover, “2. Graphical
Representation of Practice Time” corresponds to the improvement in social activity. The feature of each function is described below. (IV-B and IV-C).
B. Functions to Improve Personal Activity
1) Improvement of the Avatar Using the Experience
Points.
The authors set this function so that the user's avatar level
increases by accumulating experience points and the avatar’s
title changes accordingly (Fig.3). The purpose of this function
was to visualize the practice achievements not only with numerical values, but also with the title and change of color so
that the user can realize his/her growth. This function was inspired by the first gamification method mentioned in III-B,
“Honorific badges or titles are given according to achievements.”
2) Character Shimosuke that Grows up by Cooperation of
All Section Members.
The authors implemented a character that grows when all
the members of each section spend a certain amount of time for
practice (Fig.4). The aim of this function was to give a common assignment for all section members to work on so that
they can strengthen their group ties and improve their motivation. This function was inspired by the sixth gamification
method in section III-B, “Assignments that encourage users to
collaborate together are presented.”
3) Presentation and Sharing of Rankings
This function aims toward improving the users' motivation
based on a sense of competition. There are two rankings, the
practice time of the previous day and the accumulated practice
time (Fig.5). These two different rankings were introduced in
order to avoid a decline in the motivation for practice of those
who cannot come to practice on weekdays. This function was
inspired by the second gamification method mentioned in III-B,
“Names and scores of competitors are displayed on a real-time
basis.”

Fig. 3. The example of usage and list of avatar’s titles
[INPUT]
•Practice Time
•Concentration Level

Same section’s members

All the part’s
members spend a
certain amount of
time for practice…

Shimosuke
grows

Fig. 4. The image of the cooperation which uses Shimosuke

Fig. 5. An example of a graphical representation of Ranking

C. Functions to Improve Social Activity
1) Graphical Representation of Practice Time
The authors implemented the graphical representation function so that each member can understand the transition of their
practice time intuitively. This function also enables members to
compare their own practice time with their average practice

Fig. 6. A user’s average practice time and the practice time of other
members within “viola” section
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time and the practice time of other members within the same
section (Fig.6). This function aims toward improving the users'
motivation based on a sense of competition. This function was
inspired by the second gamification method mentioned in III-B,
“Names and scores of competitors are displayed on a real-time
basis.”
VI.

TABLE I.
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF PRACTICE SESSIONS AND
PRACTICE TIME BEFORE AND AFTER OUR PROPSED SNS WAS INTRODUCED
Before the
introduction

After
2nd week

After
3rd week

Number of practice sessions
(average times)

0.4

0.6

0.8

Practice time (average hours)

1.0

1.2

1.7

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ACCESS
LOG

In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed SNS,
the authors conducted an experiment with 25 male and female
SUPO members as the experimental subjects by having them
use our proposed SNS for one month, from November 25 to
December 15 of 2012. In this verification experiment, the authors studied the effectiveness of our proposed SNS regarding
the two items:
1) Members' motivation for practice
2) Evaluations of each function
Item 1 above was determined by quantifying the number of
practice sessions of members per day and the transition of
practice time before and after our proposed SNS was introduced (TABLE I). Item 2 above was determined based on the
results of the questionnaire survey conducted after the experiment (TABLE II). Members evaluated our proposed functions
on a scale of 5 from the following questions (TABLE II). The
tables below summarize the experimental results.
TABLE I shows that the number of practices and practice
hours increased each week. With respect to the point as to
whether all section members improve their motivation for practice, as shown by TABLE II, the average number of practice
sessions and time per day increased as the weeks went by.
With respect to the evaluations for each function, in all functions, evaluation values of questionnaire of after 3rd week was
higher than that of after 2nd week. Moreover, the authors interviewed section leaders after the verification experiment and
the authors got opinion that management of the section member became easy using visualization functions.
On the other hand, a low average evaluation value of questionnaire was confirmed with respect as to whether Shimosuke
could serve to strength the section ties. This is likely due to the
short experimental period, just one month, so that the change
of the character based on the collaborated assignment could
only slightly be confirmed. Actually at the end of the experiment, the character brought up by the members of only one of
four sections was confirmed to have grown from the initial
stage. The characters of the other three sections remained the
same as the initial stage. This point shows that the parameters
related to the character growth needs adjustment. When compared to the evaluation value of questionnaire of after 2nd
week, however, the evaluation value of questionnaire of after
3rd week did increase. This shows that continuous use of this
function could strengthen the ties within the section.

TABLE II.

EVALUATIONS FOR EACH FUNCTION

Question
Did the change in your avatar make you
realize your growth more than ever before?
Did graphic representation of practice time
and ranking presentation increase your sense
of competition?
Did Shimosuke serve to strengthen the ties
within your section?

After
2nd week

After
3rd week

3.16

3.36

3.24

3.36

2.60

2.80

A. Analysis of Practice Time Based on Classification
In this section, the authors describe the detailed analysis of
practice time and access time based on user classification.
First, the authors classified the SUPO members using individual practice and orchestral rehearsal (personal activity) and
information sharing (social activity). In this research, social
activity refers to information sharing, such as a practice situation and practice contents. Generally, communication is being
activated in the community with many members who contribute information sharing positively. Information sharing is very
important to maintain and improve member’s motivations in
voluntary communities. The classification was performed using
access time of 1st week from the experimental start and practice time of 1st week. In Fig. 7, the authors show a scatter-plot
of users where the vertical axis is social activity and the horizontal axis is personal activity.
The authors classified the SUPO members into four groups
along with four quadrants of Fig.7. The number of members
belonging to each group is shown in TABLE. III. The members
of Group 3 (Easily Elated) and Group 4 (Sloth) are with short
practice time at the start of the experiment. TABLE III shows
that there are 11 members in Group 3 (Easily Elated) and
Group 4 (Sloth). Focusing on these 11 members, the authors
analyzed effectiveness of gamification functions using access
log, by comparing practice time in the 1st week to the 2nd
week
TABLE III.

THE NUMBER OF MEMBERS WHO BELONGS TO THE
RESPECTIVE GROUPS

Group Name

Number of Users

Group 1 : Leader Oriented

9

Group 2 : Lone Wolf

6

Group 3 : Easily Elated

3

Group 4 : Sloth

8
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Social Activity
2.8

Function which increases
Practice Hour
2.3
Realize User’s Growth
Avater and Experience point
1.8
Ranking
Common Assignment
Shimosuke
1.3

0.8

Group 1: Leader Oriented

Group 3: Easily Elated
-2

-1.5

-1

0.3

-0.5

-0.2

0

0.5

1

Function which increases Social Activity

1.5

2

Personal Activity

-0.7
Graphical Representation

their own practice time
the practice time-1.2
of other members

Group 4: Sloth

Group 2: Lone Wolf

-1.7

Fig. 7. The scatter diagram which set social activity on vertical axis against personal activity on the horizontal axis, and the placing by the proposal functions

TABLE IV.

AVERAGE OF MEMBER'S ACCESS TIME WHO INCREASED
PRACTICE TIME
1st week

2nd week

3rd week

Avatar

8.4

11.6

9.2

Graph

1.6

4.6

1.0

Graph other members

0.4

1.6

0.2

Ranking

2.0

3.6

2.4

Shimosuke

0.8

2.0

0.8

TABLE V.

AVERAGE OF MEMBER'S ACCESS TIME WHO DECREASED
PRACTICE TIME
1st week

2nd week

3rd week

Avatar

9.8

5.0

5.0

Graph

0.8

0.0

0.3

Graph other members

0.8

0.0

0.5

Ranking

2.0

0.3

0.5

Shimosuke

1.3

1.5

0.5

and in the 2nd week to the 3rd week.
First, the authors performed comparison of the 2nd week
with the 1st week. 9 out of 11 members showed upward tendency at practice time. Moreover, about 70 percent of the
members whose practice time improved also increased the
number of times of accesses. Focusing on members who increased practice time and the number of times of accesses, on
the 2nd week, they more often accessed pages of graphical
representation of their own practice time and the practice time
of other members and Shimosuke, compared with members
who decreased practice time (TABLE IV and TABLE V).
Through the result, members who belong to Group 3 (Easily

Elated) and Group 4 (Sloth), i.e., members who did not practice positively, increased, from the 1st week to the 2nd week.
Moreover, they often used the gamification functions on our
proposed SNS.
Second, the authors performed comparison of the 3rd week
with the 2nd week. Focusing on the members whose practice
time improved and whose number of times of accesses increased on the 2nd week, it became clear that about 80 percent
of users decreased practice time a little from the 2nd week to
the 3rd week. However, compared with the 1st week, all the
members increased practice time. Moreover, members who
decreased practice times also decreased the number of times of
accesses. Analyzing the access log, it was found that they decreased the number of times of accesses to pages of gamification. On the other hand, these numbers of times of accesses are
as large as those of members who decreased practice time
(TABLE IV and TABLE V).
Results of analysis of comparing the 1st week to the 2nd
week and of the 2nd week to the 3rd week, the effect and problem of our proposed SNS became clear. First, from the 1st
week to the 2nd week, positive correlation was seen between
the number of times of accesses, and practice time. Moreover,
many of the users who increased practice time, used functions
using gamification. The authors performed independent t-test,
to compare the mean of two different members. As results, pvalue was below 0.10 (10%), we could reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is a statistically significant difference between the two population means with significance level
10%. From these results our proposed SNS gave a certain effect on the user who often used this SNS.
On the other hand, some members did not use our proposed
SNS. The authors need to reconsider our proposed SNS so that
it becomes easier to use. Moreover, from the 2nd week to the
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3rd week, the downward tendency was seen in the number of
time of accesses and practice time. Restriction of practice time
is considered as one of the cause of the result. The member
who belongs to SUPO is a university student, and the practice
time which can be spared for orchestra activity is restricted, i.e.
each member’s practice time may have reached its limit of
being spared. Another cause is the problem with setting of
parameters of gamification. For example, at the end of the
experiment the character Shimosuke brought up by the members of only one of four sections was confirmed to have grown
from the initial stage. In the interview after the end of an experiment, there are some options such as “I want to raise a level
more” and “I want to know how to make Shimosuke will grow
up.” When using gamification in a voluntary community, it is
important how to change outputs, i.e. avatar, level and character. Change outputs attract the user's interest and leads to improvement of the rate of utilization. Moreover, it is necessary
to also consider game balance and outputs simultaneously. For
example, in social games, users can get experimental points
easily at the beginning. Therefore growth is easy to realize.
Members may find difficulties to realize growth and become
weary to the function as a result. The authors need to develop
more interesting functions, and to make users to use them continuously.
Through these experimental results, the authors consider
that the effectiveness of our proposed SNS was successfully
verified. These results clarify that the following gamification
methods are effective for voluntary communities: 1. Badges
obtained according to the achievement level, or level determination, and 2. Presentation of the names and scores of the current competitors on a real-time basis. When it comes to method
6, “Assignments that promote collaborative work,” the continuous use of this function could increase the effectiveness of
this system to a greater extent.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this research, the authors proposed an SNS for improving motivation by utilizing gamification, targeting one university club, the Senshu University Philharmonic Orchestra, as an
example of voluntary communities. The purpose of this research was to maintain and improve the motivations of each
individual orchestra member for practice. In voluntary communities, since there are various types of members and there
are no binding forces, it is usually difficult to maintain and
improve member's motivation. To maintain and improve member's motivation, most of these communities are using SNS.
However, since existing SNS offers few functions for voluntary community, it is difficult to solve this problem. First, the
authors analyzed the current conditions and members of voluntary community. Based on this analysis, the authors found that
an SNS to improve member's motivation of voluntary community requires the functions which support member's personal
activities and the functions which increase social activities.
Next, the authors built an SNS that visualized practice
achievements and enabled sharing of information among section members, while applying the concept of gamification in
order to reinforce these functions. The effectiveness verifica-

tion experiment conducted for one month verified the effectiveness of our proposed SNS with respect to the following
functions: "1. Honorific badges or titles are given according to
achievements." and "2. Names and scores of competitors are
displayed on a real-time basis.” With respect to function 3, "6.
Assignments that encourage users to collaborate together are
presented,” continuous use of our proposed SNS will probably
strengthen the ties between members.
The authors analyzed access logs and practice time further.
Focusing on members who did not practice positively at the
start of the experiment, we analyzed effectiveness of gamification functions using access log, by comparing practice time in
the 1st week to the 2nd week and in the 2nd week to the 3rd
week. About 70 percent of the members whose practice time
improved also increased the number of times of accesses and
positive correlation was found between the number of access
times, and practice time in the 1st week to the 2nd week.
Moreover, they often used the gamification functions on the
proposed SNS. On the other hand, the downward tendency was
found in the number of time of accesses and practice time in
the 2nd week to the 3rd week. They may be attributed two facts.
One is that since the member who belongs to SUPO is a university student, the practice time which can be spared for orchestra activity is restricted. The other is a problem with setting
of parameters of gamification. The proposed SNS need to be
improved to be easier to use.
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Abstract—The vertical association rules mining algorithm is
an efficient mining method, which makes use of support sets of
frequent itemsets to calculate the support of candidate itemsets.
It overcomes the disadvantage of scanning database many times
like Apriori algorithm. In vertical mining, frequent itemsets can
be represented as a set of bit vectors in memory, which enables
for fast computation. The sizes of bit vectors for itemsets are the
main space expense of the algorithm that restricts its
expansibility. Therefore, in this paper, a proposed algorithm that
compresses the bit vectors of frequent itemsets will be presented.
The new bit vector schema presented here depends on Boolean
algebra rules to compute the intersection of two compressed bit
vectors without making any costly decompression operation. The
experimental results show that the proposed algorithm, Vertical
Boolean Mining (VBM) algorithm is better than both Apriori
algorithm and the classical vertical association rule mining
algorithm in the mining time and the memory usage.
Keywords—association rule; bit vector; Boolean algebra;
frequent itemset; vertical data format

I.

INTRODUCTION

Data mining is defined as “The non trivial extraction of
implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful
information from databases” [1]. Association rules mining is an
active research topic in the data mining field, which is the key
step in the knowledge discovery process [2, 3]. Mining
frequent itemsets (FIs) is the most important task in mining
association rules. Furthermore, frequent itemsets detection can
be used in other data mining tasks like classification and
clustering [4-6]. Therefore a lot of mining frequent itemsets
algorithms has been proposed. None of these methods can
outperform other methods for all types of datasets with every
minimum support [7, 8]. The well-known (FIs) mining
algorithms are based on either horizontal or vertical data
structures. Some of the horizontal based algorithms are
Apriori, AprioriTid and FP-growth. Apriori is a level-wise
algorithm that adopts an iterative method to discover frequent
itemsets, in which k frequent itemsets is created by joining k-1
frequent itemsets, and then remove itemsets that contain nonfrequent items. Non frequent items are detected by scanning
the database once for each itemset to calculate its support. This
is the most important shortcoming of Apriori algorithm [9].
AprioriTid has been proposed to improve Apriori algorithm‟s
efficiency by reducing the overhead of I/O by scanning the
database only once in the first iteration [9]. FP-growth
algorithm mines frequent item sets by scanning the database
only two times without candidate generation. It also
compresses the data set into a data structure called FP-tree. FP-

growth finds all the frequent item sets by searching the FP-tree,
recursively [10]. Eclat, BitTableFI and IndexBitTableFI are
some examples of vertical based (FIs) mining methods. Eclat
uses a structure called Tidset, which store the transaction
identifiers for each itemset. The support of an itemset X can be
fast derived as the cardinality of the Tidset of the itemset.
Thus, the support(X) = |Tidset(X)|. It also proposed the way of
computing Tidset(XY) by the intersection operator between
Tidset(X) and Tidset(Y). That is, Tidset(XY) = Tidset(X) ∩
Tidset(Y) [11]. In BitTableFI [12] each item occupied |T| bits,
called a bit vector, where |T| is the number of transactions in D.
The bit vector of a new itemset XY from the two itemsets X
and Y could be easily derived by the AND operation on the
two bit vectors of X and Y. Because the length of the two bit
vectors was the same, the result would be a bit vector with the
same length of |T| bits. Dong and Han used the BitTable to
mine frequent itemsets based on the level-wise concept in the
Apriori algorithm [9]. Their approach was named BitTableFI
[12]. Note that in the Apriori algorithm, the supports were
computed by re-scanning databases, while in the BitTableFI
approach, they were derived by the intersection of bit vectors.
The support of an itemset could be found by counting the
number of „1‟ bits in its corresponding bit vector. Later, in
Song et al. [13], Index-BitTableFI employed index array to
improve the algorithm. From the above discussion, the
following points can be concluded: vertical association rule
algorithms conquer some disadvantages of horizontal ones,
vertical association rule algorithms need memory space too
much when the dataset is too large. In order to overcome this
issue, in this paper, a proposed algorithm that depends on a
simple representation of frequent itemsets, which is,
compressing the support sets bitmap of data itemsets that to be
sent to memory, so as to save the space required by the
algorithm. It contributes to reducing not only the execution
time but also the required memory. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows; Section II briefly revisits some
association rule background information. The difference
between vertical and horizontal data formats are listed in
Section III. Boolean Algebra rules and theories are given in
section IV. In Section V, the new algorithm, VBM algorithm
is proposed. Section VI analyzes the performance of the
proposed algorithm and conclusion is given in Section VII.
II.

BASIC CONCEPTION

Association rule mining involves detecting items which
tend to occur together in transactions and the association rules
that relate them [14].
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Consider I= {i1, i2,………,im} as a set of items. Let D, the
task relevant data, is a set of database transactions where each
transaction T is a set of items such that T is a subset of I. Each
transaction is associated with an identifier, called TID. Let A
be a set of items. A transaction T is said to contain A if and
only if A⊆T. An Association Rule is an implication of the form
A⇒B, where A⊂I, B⊂I, and A∩B=φ.
Rule support and confidence are two measures of rule
interestingness. They respectively reflect the usefulness and
certainty of discovered rules.
The rule A⇒B holds in the transaction set D with support s,
where s is the percentage of transactions in D that contain A∪B
(i.e., the union of sets A and B, or say, both A and B). This is
taken to be the probability, P(A∪B). That is,

Support (A⇒B) = P(A∪B).

determined by the first step, here we are concentrating only on
the first step.
III.

(1)

TABLE I.

The rule A⇒B has confidence c in the transaction set D,
where c is the percentage of transactions in D containing A that
also contain B. This is taken to be the conditional probability;
P(B |A) .That is,

Confidence (A⇒B) = P(B|A)=
=

Support(𝐴∪𝐵)
Support(𝐴)
Support_Count(𝐴∪𝐵)
Support_Count(𝐴)

A minimum support threshold and a minimum confidence
threshold can be set by users or domain experts. Rules that
satisfy both a minimum support threshold (min_support) and
minimum confidence threshold (min_confidence) are called
strong. The objective of association rule mining is to find rules
that satisfy both a minimum support threshold (min_support)
and minimum confidence threshold (min_confidence) .Thus
the problem of mining association rules can be reduced to that
of mining frequent itemsets.
In general, the problems of association rules can be divided
into two sub ones [17, 18]:
1) Find out all the frequent itemsets in database D
according to the minimum support.
2) Generate association rules from frequent itemsets with
the limitations of minimal confidence.
Since the second step is much less costly than the first and
the overall performance of mining association rules is

A TRANSACTION DATABASE

TID
1

Item
A, C, D

2

A, B, D, E

(2)

The definition of a frequent pattern relies on the following
considerations. A set of items is referred to as an itemset
(pattern). An itemset that contains K items is a K-itemset. The
set {X, Y} is a 2-itemset. The occurrence frequency of an
itemset is the number of transactions that contain the itemset.
This is also known as the frequency or the support count of an
itemset [15]. An itemset satisfies minimum support if the
occurrence frequency of the itemset is greater than or equal to
the minimal support threshold value defined by the user [16].
The number of transaction required for the itemset to satisfy
minimum support is therefore referred to as the minimum
support count. If an itemset satisfies minimum support, then it
is a frequent itemset.

VERTICAL ASSOCIATION RULES MINING

Horizontal and vertical data formats are two common kinds
of data formats to be adopted in frequent itemsets mining.
Horizontal structure is the data distribute way by most
association rules mining algorithm, its dataset is made up of a
series of transactions, each of them includes transaction‟s ID
TID and relevant transaction‟s inclusive itemsets. However,
vertical structure is that the dataset is made of a series of items;
each of the items has its TID-list that is the ID list including all
transaction of this item [19]. Table I shows transaction
database. Fig. 1 and 2 show respectively horizontal and vertical
structures for database in Table 1.

1
2
3
4
5
6

3

B, C, E

4

A, B, C, D

5

C, D, E

6

A, B, C, D, E

A C D
1
A B D E
1
B C E
A B C D
1
C D E
A B C D E
1

Fig. 1. Horizontal structure
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D

1

2

4
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6

E

2

3

5

5

Fig. 2. Vertical structure

Algorithms for mining frequent itemsets based on the
vertical data format are usually more efficient than those based
on the horizontal, because the former often scan the database
only once and compute the supports of item sets fast [20].
IV.

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

Boolean algebra which was developed by George Boole in
1854, is an algebraic structure defined by a set of elements, B
(i.e. B is defined as a set with only two elements 0 and 1 in two
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valued Boolean algebra), together with two binary operators,
(+) and (•), providing that the following postulates are
satisfies[21]:
Note:


Here is listed only the postulates which are of interest
to that work not all Boolean algebra postulates.



In two valued Boolean algebra, zero and one define the
elements of the set B, and variables such as x and y
merely represent the elements.

The primary goal of the compression function is to make
each vector starts and ends with consecutive zeros and then it
gets rid of these zero bits to compress the vector.
For each bit vector in the bitmap the compression function
examines the start and the end of that vector. Three cases could
be found:
Case1: the vector starts and ends with sequence of zeros.

1. (a) The element 0 is an identity with respect to +; that is,
x + 0 = 0 + x = x.
1. (b) The element 1 is an identity with respect to •; that is,
x • 1 = 1 • x = x.

Case2: the vector starts and ends with sequence of ones.

2. (a) The structure is commutative with respect to +; that
is, x + y = y + x.
2. (b) The structure is commutative with respect to •; that
is, x • y = y • x.
3. For every element x ∈ B, there exists an element xʹ ∈
B (called the complement of x) such that (a) x + xʹ = 1 and (b)
x • xʹ = 0.
Duality principal of Boolean algebra states that: every
algebraic expression deducible form the postulates of Boolean
algebra remains valid if the operators and identity elements are
interchanged, simply interchange OR and AND operators and
replace 1‟s by 0‟s and vice versa as shown in parts a and b in
the above postulates.

Case3 (a): the vector starts with sequence of ones and ends
with zeros.

Case3 (b): the vector starts with sequence of zeros and
ends with ones.

Some important theorems that were derived from the above
postulates:
1: (a) x + x= x.
(b) x • x= x.
2: (a) x + 1= 1.

Fig. 3. Example of transactions before and after compression

(b) x • 0= 0.
3: involution (xʹ) ʹ = x.
4: DeMorgan (a) (x + y) ʹ = xʹyʹ.
(b) (x y) ʹ = xʹ + yʹ.
V.

VERTICAL BOOLEAN MINING ALGORITHM (VBM)

This section divided into three subsections the first
subsection V.A. describes the schema of bitmap used and its
compression function. The intersection methods of the
compressed vectors are described in V.B. Finally the detailed
steps of the algorithm are illustrated in the last subsection V.C.
A. Schema of bitmap used and its compression function
This algorithm is based on vertical data format but instead
of representing each item with a bit vector of fixed length equal
to the total number of transactions, it uses compression
function that works as described below.

In case 1, the compression function does not change the
vector form. In case 2, the compression function sets the vector
in its complement form to make it starts and ends with
sequences of zeros as in case 1. In the third case the
compression function counts the number of sequential zeros
and the number of sequential ones in the front and tail of the
vector. The compression function leaves the vector in its
original form if the number of zeros counted is greater than
number of ones and puts it in the complement form in the
opposite case.
For all three cases given in Fig. 3, the algorithm uses a new
data structure for vectors. The vector consists of three
elements. The first element, flag, Boolean value which
indicates either the vector is in the original form (i.e. when
flag=0) or complement form (i.e. when flag=1). The second
element, removed (abbreviated as rem), binary value
representing the number of zeros or ones removed from the
beginning of the bit vector.
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The third element, data, list of bits representing the
remaining bits after removing sequences of zero bits or one bits
at the front and the tail of the old vector.
B. How to intersect two compressed bit vectors and calculate
their support
Fundamental idea: In order to enhance algorithm‟s
operation speed after compressing bitmap, the algorithm makes
use of Boolean algebra's rules and postulates to intersect two
compressed bit vectors and to calculate their support fast
without making any decompression operation for itemsets‟ bit
vectors.
During intersecting two compressed bit vectors according
to the schema illustrated above one of the following three cases
will be occured:
Case 1: the two vectors are in the original form (i.e.
flag1=flag2=0).
Initially, the decimal equivalents of the “rem” values of the
two vectors are compared and the larger is used as the “rem”
value of the resulting vector. Then AND operations are
performed for the data parts of the two bit vectors. These
operations start at position zero for the vector of larger “rem”.
The starting point for the AND operation in the other vector is
the difference between the decimal equivalents of vectors‟
“rem” values. If an initial resulting value is 0, then the “rem”
value of the outcome vector is increased by 1 until the first
non-zero resulting value is reached. Next, from the position of
non-zero bit, all the resulting bits by the AND operation are
kept in the outcome vector‟s data part except the last
consecutive zero bits. Finally the resulting vector‟s flag value
is set to zero indicating that the result of intersecting two
original bit vectors is a vector in the original form. An example
is given below to illustrate the intersection operation on case 1.
Assume there are two vectors in the original form: {0, 11, {1,
1, 1, 0, 0, 1}} and {0, 111, {1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1}} and their
intersection is to be found. Both vectors are in the original form
because their flags equals to 0. Because the “rem” value (111)
of the second vector which is corresponding to 7 in decimal is
larger than that (11) of the first that means 3 in decimal system,
the AND operation then begins from position (7-3= 4) of first
vector and position (0) of the second, at which the result of 0
and 1 is 0. The resulting “rem value” increased by one to be 8.
Then, the result of next bits 1 AND 1 is 1 not equals to zero.
The rest bits of the second vector are automatically removed
because they haven‟t corresponding bits in the first vector
which means that those bits in the first vector were zero bits so
that the compression function removed them, and the results
are all 0. The resulting vector is then {0, 1000, {1}}.The
process is shown in Fig. 4.
Case 2: one vector is in the original form and the other is in
the complement form (i.e. flag1=0, flag2=1 or vice versa).
The result of intersecting two vectors in different forms as
in this case is a vector in the original form so the outcome
vector‟s flag value is set to zero. The “rem” value of the
resulting vector initially equals to that of the vector in the
original form whether it is the larger or not. Then the decimal
equivalents of the “rem” values of the two vectors are
compared, if the “rem” value of the original vector is the

larger, the AND operations start at position zero for data part
of the original vector and from position equals to the difference
between original vector‟s “rem” and complement vector‟s
“rem” for data part of the complement vector. If an initial
resulting value is 0, then the “rem” value of the outcome vector
is increased by 1 until the first non-zero resulting value is
reached. But if the complement vector‟s “rem” is the lager, the
first complement vector‟s “rem” value minus original vector‟s
“rem” value bits of the original vector are added to the data
part of the resulting vectors as they are, because those bits are
corresponding to bits of value 1 that were removed from the
complement vector in its original form and according to
Boolean algebra postulates element 1 is an identity element
with respect to AND operation. Next, AND operations are
performed between the bits of the original vector and the
complement of bits in the complement vector and the resulting
bits are kept in the outcome vector‟s data part except the last
continuous zero bits. An example is given below to illustrate
the intersection operation on this case. Two vectors are given
the first is in the original form: {0, 11, {1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1}} and
the second is in the complement form {1, 111, {1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
1, 1}} as shown by their flags, and their intersection is to be
found. Initially the “rem” value of the resulting vector will be 3
because the “rem” value of the original vector is (11) that
means 3 in decimal system. Then the first 4 bits in the original
vector will be put in the data part of the resulting vector,
because those bits in the original vector were actually
corresponding to 4 ones in the complement
1

1

1

0

0

1

&
1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1
Fig. 4. Intersection Example

vector before compression (i.e. 7-3=4 where 7 is the “rem” of
complement vector greater than 3, “rem” value of original
one). Next the AND operation starts at bit number 4 in the
original vector and position (0) of the complement one, at
which the result of 0 and 1 is 0. The resulting position then
moves backward to 8. Then, the result of next bits 1 and 1 is 1
not equals to zero. The rest bits of the second vector are
automatically removed because they haven‟t corresponding
bits in the first vector which means that those bits in the first
vector were zero bits so that the compression function removed
them, and the results are all 0. The resulting vector is then {0,
11, {1,1,1,0,0,1}}.The process is shown in Fig. 5 and the
opposite
is
given
in
Fig.
6
for
vectors
{0,11,{1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1}}and {1,10,{1,1,1,0,1,0,1}}with result
equals{0,101,{1,0,0,0,1,1}}.
Case 3: the two vectors are in the complement form (i.e.
flag1=flag2=1).
In this case the resulting vector of intersecting two vectors
in the complement form is a vector in the complement form,
but in some cases this complemented vector may require
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transforming to the original form according to some conditions
that will be described in the algorithm in section V part c.
Depending on Demorgan theory illustrated in section IV,
the algorithm follows steps that are exactly the opposite to
those that were followed in case 1. Case 3 intersection steps
are illustrated here by an example shown in Fig. 7.
1

1

1

0

1

0
&

1

&!
1 !! 0

&
1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

C. How VBM algorithm works
The main steps of the algorithm can be summarized as
follows.

1

First Step: Scan the database once, obtain a compressed bit
vector for each data item by the aforementioned method and
set up the result in the structure that were described in section
V.A, and calculate support of each data item to produce
frequent 1-itemsets and its related compressed bitmap.

1

Fig. 5. Intersection Example
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Hint: support of items represented by vectors in the
original form is calculated by counting the number of set bits in
the data part of that vector (i.e. number of “1” bits). But
support of items represented by complemented vectors is

&
1

1

operations between each two corresponding bits till reaching
the end of one of the bit vectors as shown in Fig. 7.
4) If the bits of one of the vectors finished before the
other, the remaining bits of the longer vector will be placed as
they are in the data part of the resulting vector, because those
bits are actually corresponding to zeros of the shorter vector
as discussed in step 2.
5) Finally the resulting vector is equals to
{1,11,{1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1}}.

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

||

Fig. 6. Intersection Example

Note that: In Fig. 5 and 6 the algorithm automatically puts
any bit above sign ( ) in the data part of the resulting bit
vector and removes any bit below sign ( ) without actually
making AND operation to those bits with 0 and 1, depending
on Boolean algebra rules illustrated above in order to save
execution time.
Fig.
7
shows
{1,11,{1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1}}
and
{1,100,{1,1,0,0,1,0,1}} two compressed bit vectors in the
complement form assuming that the original length of the bit
vectors before compression is 15 bit.
The result is to be obtained by the following steps:
1) The “rem” value of the resulting vector equals to the
smallest “rem” value of the two vectors
As rem1=11< rem2=100 (i.e. 3 < 4 in decimal system),
therefore the resulting “rem” value=3.
2) The (rem2-rem1) first bits of the vector with the
smallest “rem” value are placed as they are in the data part
of the resulting vector according to postulate 1(a) in section
IV , because those bits are actually corresponding to zeros in
rem2.
As rem2-rem1= 4-3= 1 bit therefore first bit only of the
first vector is to be put in the first bit of the data part of the
resulting vector as shown in Fig. 7.
3) Since the intersection operation of two original vectors
is accomplished through AND operations, therefore the
opposite is done here according to Demorgan theory (i.e.
(x•y)ʹ=xʹ+yʹ) aforementioned in section IV, using An OR

1
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1

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

Fig. 7. Intersection Example

equals to the total number of transactions minus the number of
set bits in the data part of the bit vector.
Second step: In order to get the higher order candidate and
frequent (k+1)-itemsets Fk+1 for each k>1, given a frequent kitemset Fk, the algorithm uses Depth-first method to join each
two itemsets if they have the same first k-1 items (excluding
just the last item) and the last item of first k-itemset comes
before the last item of the second k-itemset in Fk, and applies a
modification of the intersection function, which works on three
components of the bit vector consisting of the flag part,
removed value and the data part, so that obtaining higher order
frequent (k+1)-itemsets does not require rescanning the
database again.
Third step: the intersection function first checks flags of
both bit vectors to be intersected to detect which type of
intersection needs to be followed as illustrated in section V.B,
in section V.B. cases 1 and 2 are straightforward but case 3
may return vector either in the original or complement form.
Case 3 returns vector in the complement form if the rem values
of both vectors aren‟t equal to zero and the total of the length
of the data part of the bit vectors plus the decimal equivalents
of their rem values (i.e. number of removed zeros) is less than
the total number of transactions, because this means that both
original vectors were starting and ending with ones so the
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result will for sure starts and ends with ones, so the resulting
vector should be returned as it is (i.e. in the complement form).
Case 3 returns vector in the original form (i.e. case 3 will return
the complement of the complemented vector section IV
Theorem3 involution) if one of the previous conditions aren‟t
satisfied.
Examples on case 3:
a) intersection method returns complement vector:
the result of intersecting {1,11,{1,0,1,0,1,0,0,1}} and
{1,100,{1,1,0,0,1,0,1}} equals
{1,11,{1,1,1,0,1,1,0,1}}.
b) intersection method returns original vector: the
result
of
intersecting
{1,0,{1,1,1,0,1,1,1}}
and
{1,101,{1,1,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,1}} equals {0,11,{1,0,0,0,1,1,0,1}}.
Forth step: after detecting which type of intersection needs
to be followed, the intersection operation is accomplished as
illustrated in details in section V.B. to obtain the resulting bit
vector. Then support count is calculated for the result. If
support count>= min_support the result is added to frequent
k+1 itemset or removed otherwise.
Finally, this process will be continued until there aren‟t any
longer frequent (k+1)-itemsets, then the algorithm ends.
The proposed VBM approach and the schema of bit vectors
used consume less time for computing the intersection among
compressed bit vectors and for counting the number of 1 bits in
the resulting bit vector due to their shorter lengths so the
number of bits to be checked is smaller than in the case of
classical vertical association rule mining algorithms.

vertical association rules algorithm without compressed
bitmap, along with different minimum supports. It could be
observed that the VBM algorithm was always faster than the
other two in all the results.
Next, experiments were conducted to compare between the
VBM total memory usage (in MBs) and the vertical association
rules algorithm without compressed bitmap. The VBM
algorithm compression percentage is also calculated. The
results for the three databases under different min_support
values are shown in Table III.
From Fig. 8 to 10 we can see that the mining time of VBM
algorithm is far from Apriori algorithm but not faraway from
the mining time of vertical association rules algorithm without
compressed bitmap. But VBM decreased much in memory
used by frequent itemsets bitmap than vertical association rules
algorithm without compressed bitmap as illustrated in Table
III.
Regarding execution time, the non-parametric wilcoxon
significance test has been performed to proof the efficiency of
the VBM algorithm for the three datasets. The results of the
test are given in Table IV. The VBM algorithm showed
significant results when compared to Apriori algorithm and the
vertical association rules algorithm as p-value<0.05 in all
cases.
The given results show that the strength of the proposed
algorithm (VBM) lies in its ability to decrease much in mining
time than horizontal association rule mining algorithm and
TABLE II.

VI.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DATASETS

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All experiments were performed on an Intel Core 2 Duo
(2×2 GHz), with 3GBs RAM of memory and running
Windows vista and algorithms were coded using java
programming language. Three
real
databases1 used
previously in the evaluation of frequent itemsets mining
algorithms [22, 23, 24] are used for the experiments, with
their characteristics shown in Table II. Due to the huge
amounts of the resulting frequent itemsets the method
org.apache.commons.io.FileUtils.contentequals from package
commons-io-2.4.jar downloaded from apache library2 is used
to compare the results of the new algorithm with those of the
Apriori algorithm and classical vertical association rule mining
algorithm without compressed bitmap, to make sure that the
results are correct.
Fig. 8 to 10 show the comparison of the execution time of
the VBM algorithm, Apriori algorithm and the classical

Dataset
Chess
Mushroom
Connect

No. of
transactions

Average
Transaction
Length

No. of
Items

3196

75

37

8124

119

23

67557

129

43

decrease much in memory space than vertical ones. So the
proposed algorithm is better than both of them.
As observed from results the reduction in memory and
mining time of the proposed algorithm is significantly affected
by the content of dataset. The reduction in memory & time
cannot be achieved unless the records in the bitmap starts &
ends with sequences of zeros and ones as illustrated in section
V.A.

1
2

http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/data
http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-io/[Accessed 19/7/2014]
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Support
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1.76
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35.2%
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0.104

30.5
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591.5

30%

90%

27127

218

156.31

28.3%

94%

4223
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24.14
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1.44

1.045

27.4%

Time(sec)
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DataSet

MEMORY USAGE OF THE VBM AND VERTICAL ASSOCIATION
RULE ALGORITHM
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Fig. 9. Execution time of the three algorithms for connect dataset under
different min_support values

mushroom
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

VBM algorithm

vertical
association
rule algorithm
apriori
50 40 30 20 10

VBM
algorithm
vertical
association
rule algorithm

VBM algorithm

98

Time(sec)

TABLE III.

Min. Support %
Fig. 10. Execution time of the three algorithms for mushroom dataset under
different min_support values
TABLE IV.

EXECUTION TIME SIGNIFICANCE TEST

apriori

Min. Support %
Fig. 8. Execution time of the three algorithms for chess dataset under
different min_support values

P-value of:

Chess

Mushroom

Connect

VBM vs. Vertical

0.007

0.014

0.002

VBM vs. Apriori

0.001

0.008

0.001
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[9]

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new algorithm that uses a new data
structure for compressed bitmap that allows fast computing of
support count. So this algorithm relieves the contradiction
between vertical association rules algorithm‟s run speed and
memory space to a certain extent. The contributions could be
divided into two parts. First contribution is using new data
structure to compress bit vector of transaction list representing
each frequent item set in only one database scan. Second In
order to enhance algorithm‟s operation speed after bitmap
compression, the algorithm makes use of Boolean algebra
theories and postulates to perform bit vectors‟ intersection
operation and calculate support count without need to decode
the compressed bit- vectors. Therefore, frequent itemsets is
generated quickly. The experimental results indicate that the
proposed algorithm is much more efficient than Apriori and the
classical vertical algorithm for mining association rules in
terms of mining time and memory usage. When the database
does not contain consecutive bits of zeros and ones at the start
and the end of large number of its transactions, the VBM
algorithm may suffer the problem of memory scarcity. So
solving this memory problem will be the target addressed in
one of our future works. We may use transaction partitioning to
solve this mentioned problem or search for other techniques.
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Abstract—Requirements are critical for the success of
software projects. Requirements are practically difficult to
produce, as the hardest stage of building a software system is to
decide what the system should do. Moreover, requirements
errors are expensive to fix in the later phases of the software
development life cycle. The rapidly changing business
environment is highly challenging traditional Requirements
Engineering (RE) practices. Most of the software development
organizations are working in such dynamic environment, as a
result, either by or without their awareness agile methodologies
are adopted in various phases of their software development
cycles. The aim of this paper is to investigate the adherence
degree of agile RE practices in various software development
organizations that are classifying themselves as adopting
traditional (i.e. non-agile) software development methodologies.
An approach is proposed for achieving this aim and it is applied
on five different projects from four different organizations. The
result shows that even the non-agile software development
organizations are applying agile RE practices by different
adherence degrees.
Keywords—agile methods; agile requirements engineering
practices;requirements engineering

I.

INTRODUCTION

Software development in its own is a very complex process
and if requirement is not stable and keep changing from the
requirement gathering to the development phase, it becomes
very difficult to implement [16]. The rapidly changing business
environment in which most organizations operate is
challenging traditional RE approach. The traditional RE
approach focus on gathering all requirements and preparing
requirements specification document early before the
beginning of the design phase. Software development
organizations mostly deal with requirements that are highly
volatile (i.e., requirement that tend to evolve quickly and
become useless even before project completion), as a result, the
early requirements gathering and specification is not suitable as
it leaves no room to accommodate changing requirements later
in the development life cycle. Furthermore, many other factors
make the traditional RE inappropriate for the dynamic context
in which software development organizations operate as [9]:
(1) rapid changes in competitive threats; (2) stakeholder
preferences; (3) development technology; and (4) time-tomarket pressures.

Agile methods seek to address the challenges faced by the
software development organizations that operate in such
dynamic context.
Many agile methods advocate the
development of code without waiting for formal requirements
analysis and design phases, based on constant feedback from
the various stakeholders; requirements emerge throughout the
development process [10]. In particular, several agile practices
deal with requirements in order to implement them correctly
and satisfy the needs of the customer [2]. Agile RE practices
focus on the continuous interaction between the software
application developers and the stakeholders to address the
requirements evolution over time, prioritize the requirements,
and deliver the most valuable functionalities firstly.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the adherence degree
of agile RE practices in traditional software development
organizations. The paper answers two questions which are: (1)
Do the traditional software organizations apply any of the agile
RE practices? ; (2) To what extent agile RE practices are
applied in such organizations? A proposed approach has been
followed to investigate the adherence degree of agile RE
practices in non-agile software development organizations.
Such investigation approach has been applied to investigate
five projects developed by four different organizations. The
result of the investigation is finally concluded and analyzed.
The paper is structured as follows; it is divided into seven
sections. Section II introduces the related work. Section III
presents an overview on requirement engineering. Section IV
introduces an overview on agile methodologies are. Section V
introduces the frequently used agile requirements practices.
Section VI introduces the proposed investigation approach.
Section VII introduces the application of the proposed
approach. Section VIII summarizes the main points discussed
in the paper. Section IX introduces the future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Several studies and research works are conducted to
address the issue of agile RE practices and their challenges. In
[2], it is stated that agile RE differs from traditional RE in that
agile RE takes an iterative discovery approach. Case studies in
[2] were conducted on two types of organizations: (1)
organizations that characterize themselves as involved in agile
or high-speed software development but didn’t explicitly
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follow any specific agile methods and (2) organizations that
used XP, Scrum, or both explicitly. It was revealed that agile
RE practices are adopted in both types of organizations by
various adoption levels. The set of adopted agile RE practices
are Face-to-Face Communication, Iterative RE, Extreme
Prioritization, Constant Planning, Prototyping, Reviews &
Test, and Test-Driven Development.
A systematic literature review is conducted in [7] on agile
RE practices and their challenges. Such systematic literature
review reveals seventeen agile requirements engineering
practices which are Face-to-face communication; Customers
involvement and interaction; User stories; Iterative
requirements;
Requirement
prioritization;
Change
management; Cross-functional team; Prototyping; Testing
before coding;
Requirements modeling;
Requirements
management; Review meetings and acceptance tests; Code
refactoring; Shared conceptualization; Pairing for requirements
analysis; Retrospective and continuous planning. Also eight
challenges posed by the practice of agile requirements
engineering are identified which are: minimal documentation;
customer availability; budget and schedule estimation;
inappropriate
architecture;
neglecting
non-functional
requirements; customer inability; contractual limitations; and
requirements change. The research conducted in [6] also
reveals the following challenges of agile RE practices: cost and
schedule estimation; non-functional requirements; customer
access and participation
The research delivered in [1] is concerned with discussing
the problem of requirements engineering activities conduction
and it suggests some improvements to solve some of the
challenges caused by agile requirements engineering practices
in large projects. The paper also discusses the requirements
traceability problem in agile software development and as well
as the relationships between the traceability and refactoring
processes and their impact on each other.
The research done in [13] suggests guidelines to improve
RE using agile methodologies which are: (1) considering
various point of views while eliciting requirements; (2) using
various interviewing techniques; (3) considering verification;
(4) early consideration of non-functional requirements; (5)
adapting requirements management practices; (6) separating
environment setup and product development.
III.

REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING (RE)

Requirements are the basis for every software project as
requirements. Requirements define what the stakeholders,
users, customers, suppliers, developers, and businesses in a
potential new system need from the software project and also
what the software project must do in order to satisfy all the
determined needs [3]. Generally, RE process can be defined as
a systematic process of developing requirements through an

iterative co-operative process of analyzing the problem,
documenting the resulting observations, and checking the
accuracy of the understanding gained [12].
Requirement engineer should work with the following
Objectives [16]: (1) Engineer needs to focus on understanding
customers and all the stakeholders’ desire and their
requirement. They should create it and manage it and it will
reduce the risk of failure of the software and it should full fill
customer’s demand; (2) Requirement engineer should give
emphasis to know the relevant requirement, remove the
conflict and create consensus among the stake holders if any
for any requirement. Create unambiguous documentation with
given standards and manage requirements systematically.
As shown in figure 1, here are three major activities of RE
process which are [12]: (1) Requirements Elicitation; (2)
Requirements
Documentation/Specification;
and
(3)
Requirements Validation. First, requirements elicitation (also
called requirements acquisition) is the activity through which
the system's requirements are discovered and elaborated
through consultation with stakeholders, from previous
documents, and from domain knowledge; the proposed
system's boundary is defined during this activity [4].
Second, requirements documentation is the activity that
results in producing the output of the RE process which is
requirements specification. Generally, there is a wide variety of
ways for expressing a requirements specification; such ways
are ranging from informal natural language to more formal
graphical and mathematical notations [12]. Third, requirements
validation is the activity that detects possible problems in the
requirements specification before it is being used for software
development.

Fig. 1. Major activities of RE process

As mentioned before, requirements are the base of all
software projects. However, their elicitation, management, and
understanding are common problems for all development
methodologies. Particularly, the requirements variability is a
major challenge for all of the commercial software projects.
According to a study of the Standish Group, five of the eight
main factors for software project failure are dealing with
requirements which are [2]: incomplete requirements; low
customer involvement; unrealistic expectations; changes in the
requirements and useless requirements (shown in TABLE I).
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TABLE I.

MAIN FACTORS OF PROJECT FAILURE [13]
Software Project Problems
Problem

%

Incomplete requirements

13.1

Low customer involvement

12.4

Lack of resources

10.6

Unrealistic expectation

9.9

Lack of management support

9.3

Change in the requirements

8.7

Lack of planning

8.1

Useless requirements

7.5

IV.

Fig. 2. A Genric Agile Development Process [5]

 Working software is the principal measure of progress.
 Customer satisfaction by rapid, continuous delivery of
useful software.

AGILE METHODS

Agile Methods are a family of development techniques
which are designed to deliver products on time, within budget,
and with high customer satisfaction [2]. This family includes
several and very different methods. The common agile
methods are Extreme Programming (XP) [11] and Scrum [11].
Agile methods embrace iterations where small teams work
together with stakeholders to define quick prototypes, proof of
concepts, or other visual means to describe the problem to be
solved [15].

 Even late changes in requirements are welcomed.

Agile Methods generally focus on the value of people to
solve problems and share information, not on the process and a
massive amount of documentation [2]. However, the peopleorientation can represent a main weakness for Agile Methods
since skills required to build good agile teams are not common
[2]. Team members have to be excellent developers who are
able to work in teams and have excellent communication skills
since the team is self-organizing and cannot refer to a
predefined process to share knowledge and solve problems.

 Continuous attention to technical excellence and good
design.

The team tasks are to [15]: (1) define the requirements for
the iteration; (2) develop the code; (3) create and run integrated
test scripts. The users verify the iteration results. Verification
occurs early in the development process allowing stakeholders
to fine-tune requirements while the requirements still relatively
easy to change. Figure 2 shows a generic agile development
process features which are an initial planning stage, rapid
repeats of the iteration stage, and some form of consolidation
before release.
Different agile methods vary in practices and emphasis;
but, they follow the same principles behind the agile manifesto
which are [1]:
 Working software is delivered frequently (weeks rather
than months).

 Close daily co-operation between business people and
developers.
 Face-to-face conversation
communication.

is

the

best

form

of

 Projects are built around motivated individuals, who
should be trusted.

 Simplicity.
 Self-organizing teams.
 Regular adaptation to changing circumstances.
V.

AGILE RE PRACTICES

Agile RE processes aren’t centralized in one phase before
development; they’re evenly spread throughout development
[10]. Several agile practices deal with requirements in order to
implement them correctly and satisfy the needs of the customer
[2]. Such practices focus on the continuous interaction between
the stakeholders and the development team in order to
overcome the problem of requirements volatility,
incompleteness and vagueness. The common agile RE
practices according to [10] are: Face-to-Face Communication,
Iterative RE, Extreme Prioritization, Constant Planning,
Prototyping, Reviews & Test, and Test-Driven Development
(as shown in Figure 3). Each of such approaches has different
aim that helps in performing requirement engineering
processes effectively and efficiently.
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requirements/design activity in which a test specifies the
code’s behavior [10]. Such practice aims to help developers
team to write an explicit requirements specification. Review &
Tests aim to take the advantage of frequent review meetings to
validate requirements. At the end of each development cycle, a
meeting is held between the developers, the stakeholder,
quality assurance personnel and management personnel to
validate the specified requirements.
The agile RE practices are usually used in combination
with each other within the single organization. Agile RE
practices provide benefits of improved understanding of
customer needs and the ability to adapt to dynamic
environment in which software development organizations
operate. However, they pose several challenges to their
adopting organizations. Therefore, such organizations should
carefully compare the costs and benefits of agile RE practices
in their projects.
Fig. 3. Common Agile RE Practices

VI.
Face-to-Face Communication aims to effectively transfer
requirements from the stakeholder to the development team
directly without creating extensive documentation. Iterative RE
aims to make agile RE continues at each development cycle
where at the beginning of each cycle, the stakeholders meet
with the development team to provide detailed information on
a set of features that must be implemented. During this process,
requirements are discussed at a great level of details.
Extreme Prioritization aims to implement the highest
priority features at the beginning of the development process so
that customers can gain the most business value early. The
stakeholders prioritize their feature lists repeatedly during
development life cycle as the stakeholder’s and the developer’s
understanding of the project evolves, particularly when
requirements are added or modified. Constant planning aims to
accommodate requirements changes during the project
development so that the system can be tuned easily to better
satisfy customer needs. There are commonly two types of
requirements changes [10]: (1) adding or dropping features;
and (2) changing already implemented features. Generally,
changes are easier to implement and cost less in agile
development.
Prototyping aims to produces software application in the
form of operational prototype, a refinement of the code created
for experimentation with required features. This helps the
organizations to rush to market as many of these organizations
deploy these prototypes rather than wait for robust
implementations.The ability to quickly deploy newer versions
of the products on the Internet also contributes to this tendency.
Test-driven development is an evolutionary practice in
which developers create tests before writing new functional
code; such approach treats writing tests as part of a

PROPOSED INVESTIGATION APPROACH

An approach for investigating the adherence degree of agile
RE practices in non-agile software development organizations
is proposed (shown in Figure 4). Such approach is consisting of
seven steps. First step is to identify the list of agile RE
practices that their adherence degree will be investigated.
Second step is to design a questionnaire by formalizing the
agile RE practices in form of questions in order to fit the
purpose of our study; the simplicity of the designed
questionnaire is considered. The questionnaire is used as a tool
for collecting information from various participants (i.e.,
project managers and development team). We then checked the
questionnaire against each of the identified agile RE practice to
ensure that all of those practices are addressed within it.
Third step is to select the projects that will be subjected to
the study where the selected projects are in different fields and
by different organizations. Semi-structured interviews are held
with various participants (i.e., project managers and one or
more of the development team) in each project as a fourth step.
If required, requirement documents of projects are reviewed to
get more information about the projects requirements and
sometimes to be an evidence of the information gathered from
the participants and this is the fifth step.
In the sixth step, the information gathered from all
participants in each project is analyzed to identify the
adherence degree of each agile RE practice in every single
project separately. In the seventh step, all the results (i.e.,
adherence degree) of each agile RE practices in all project are
then aggregated in one table. The mean of all adherence
degrees of an agile RE practice in all projects is calculated and
then the agile RE practices are ranked according to the
calculated mean.
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located in Egypt's capital (i.e., Cairo). The required data is
collected from the organizations through semi-structured
interviews, questionnaires, in addition to reviewing
requirements documents.

Start

The first investigated project is a point of Sale banking
application developed by an organization called "SEE Egypt".
The investigation's result of this project shows that all of the
agile RE practices are applied except Test-Driven development
practice. All agile RE practices are either strongly or
moderately applied. The strongly applied practices are Iterative
RE, Extreme Prioritization, Constant Planning, and Reviews &
Tests are, while Face-to-Face Communication and Prototyping
are moderately applied practices.

Identify List of agile RE Practices

Design Questionnaire

No

Questionnaire
addressing all the
identified practices?

The second investigated project is an application to display
and deal with satellite receiver channels developed by an
organization called "IG Company". The investigation's result
shows that in this project all of the agile RE practices are
applied except Test-Driven development and Constant
Planning. All the practices are strongly applied.

Yes

Select Projects

Hold Semi-Structured Interviews

Got enough
information?

The third investigated project is a website for faculty of
computers and information, Cairo University called "FCI ECommunity Website". This project developed by "Centre for
the Study of Developing Societies – Cairo University". The
investigation's result shows that all the agile RE practices are
applied by different degrees. Face-to-Face Communication,
Iterative RE, and Extreme Prioritization are applied strongly.
Constant Planning, Prototyping and Reviews & Test are
applied moderately. Test-Driven Development is weakly
applied.

No

Yes

Review Requirement Documents

Analyze Gathered Information

The fourth investigated project is an application to manage
and control the employees' data developed by an organization
called "Triple L Oil Service". The investigation's result shows
that this organization is applying all the agile RE practices by
different degrees. Face-to-Face Communication, Iterative RE,
Extreme Prioritization, Reviews & Test and Prototyping are
strongly applied, while Constant Planning and Test-Driven
Development are moderately applied.

Aggregate Answers

Calculate Mean as an Indicator

Rank Practices

The fifth investigated project is an attendance system for
Canadian university in Cairo which is developed by "Centre
for the Study of Developing Societies – Cairo University" also.

End

Fig. 4. Proposed Investigation Approach

VII. APPLYING INVESTIGATION APPROACH
The aim of applying the proposed approach is to measure
the adherence degree (i.e. applying degree) of a set of common
agile RE practices in software applications development. The
list of examined agile RE practices are Face-to-Face
Communication, Iterative RE, Extreme Prioritization, Constant
Planning, Prototyping, Reviews & Test, and Test-Driven
Development. Cases studies are applied in four different
organizations that employ traditional approaches in developing
their software projects (i.e., such companies is not adopting
agile methods in neither their working procedures generally
nor in their RE processes specifically). However, the results of
our investigation show that they are actually applying agile RE
practices without their awareness. These organizations are

The investigation's result shows that this all the agile RE
practices are applied by different degrees. Face-to-Face
Communication, Iterative RE, Extreme Prioritization, Constant
Planning, Reviews & Test and Prototyping are strongly
applied. Test-Driven Development is moderately applied.
Prototyping is weakly applied.
By summarizing and analyzing the previous results (as
shown in figure 5), it will be clear that both Iterative RE and
Extreme Prioritization are the most applied agile RE practices
(i.e., strongly applied) in the four organizations, while TestDriven Development is the least applied practice (i.e., weakly
applied). Face-to-Face Communication and Reviews & Test
are considered to be strongly applied. Constant Planning and
Prototyping are moderately applied. Figure 6 shows the
detailed ranking of the applied agile RE practices.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Requirements are critical for the whole development cycle
of software systems. Requirements generally define the tasks
that the system should perform and the constraints posed on
those tasks. Many factors cause the traditional RE to be
inappropriate for software development as rapid changes in
competitive threats; stakeholder preferences; development
technology;
and
time-to-market
pressures.
Agile
methodologies seek to address the challenges posed by
dynamic environment in which most of the software
development organizations operate. Agile methodologies focus
on the continuous interaction between both the stakeholders
and the development team.
The results of applying the proposed investigation approach
show that although the investigated organizations consider
themselves not applying agile methods in developing their
applications, they are actually applying agile RE practices by
different degrees without their awareness. The most applied
practices are Iterative RE and Extreme prioritization. The least
applied practice is Test-Driven Development.

Fig. 5. Results Summarization

IX.

FUTURE WORK

There are many efforts can be done in the field of agile RE
practices in the future. Briefly, the following points are
expected to be focused:
 Extending the study to cover more software projects in
many domains.
 Proposing an approach for evaluating the quality of
applying agile RE practices using metrics.
 Evaluating the quality of applying hybrid agile methods
to reveal the most used methods in conjunction.
 Using fuzzy logic in the evaluation process.
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]

Fig. 6. Detailed Ranking of Applied Agile RE Practices

The results of the conducted case studies show that all agile
RE practices are applied in the investigated projects, although,
such projects are developed in organizations that are not
applying agile methods in their applications development
processes. The agile RE practices are applied by different
degrees in each project. The most applied approaches are
Iterative RE and Extreme prioritization, while, the least applied
approach is Test-Driven Development. The results prove that
the dynamic working environment and the unstable
circumstances in which most of the organizations operate are
challenging the traditional RE and enforcing such
organizations to apply agile RE practices in their software
development lifecycle even without their awareness.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]
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Abstract—The decoupling of excitation current and torque
current is realized by Vector control so that the speed regulating
performance of asynchronous motor is comparable with that of
dc motor. The control precision is directly affected by accuracy of
parameter identification in asynchronous motor. In this paper,
based on the existing literatures, the existed parameters
identification methods both online and offline are analyzed and
compared, and the advantages and disadvantages of the various
algorithms are listed it tables. Therefore, a comprehensive
identification method of adjustable model which makes the least
square method as adaptive method of model reference is
presented. Finally, the outlook of developing direction for
parameters identification of asynchronous motor are put forward
to.
Keywords—Vector control; Parameters identification; MRAS;
the least square method

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since the vector control was presented by Felix Blaschks,
the ac speed regulating performance of asynchronous motor is
comparable with that of dc motor. Vector control which is
through the mathematical formula and the matrix
transformation to make decoupling between the excitation
current and torque current of asynchronous motor [1], and the
control performance of asynchronous motor is enhanced
greatly by a similar dc motor control method. Now, the
parameters identification methods of asynchronous motor are
mainly off-line identification and online identification. Because
of the basic parameter of vector control can be provided and
the operation is simple, the off-line identification is used most.
But in the process of the motor operation, the stator resistance
（R ） and rotor resistance （R ）, and the time constant of
Motor rotor （T  L / R ） are influenced by the change of
environment, such as the change of temperature, air humidity,
high pressure, dust, and so on. The change of the time
constant of rotor is affected by the change of resistance [2],
which leads to magnetic field orientation is not accurate, and a
better decoupling will not be produced between the excitation
current and torque current of asynchronous motor. Finally,
inaccuracy and deflection are emerged, and industrial
production is also affected.
s

r

r

r

r

Off-line identification techniques [3]: (a) on one hand, the
motor speed can be made to close to the synchronous speed by

the traditional no-load experiment; On the other hand, the
motor speed can be made to be zero by locked-rotor
experiment. (b) The motor parameters can be identified through
the data of motor structure. (c) Different voltage are injected to
motor based on a converter, the motor parameters can be
identified by the motor to inspire different voltage.
(d)A mathematical program is provided by least-squares, and a
fitting curve is gain, which is about the fitting of minimum
variance sense and an experimental data of completely
measuring. Then the result of identification is obtained.
The excitation component and torque component of stator
current are decoupled by formula (1) and formula（2）. The ac
speed regulating performance of asynchronous motor is
compared with dc motor speed control. asynchronous motor’s
operation, motor parameters are easily influenced by
environment. But the off-line identification cannot solve this
problem absolutely. In order to control the precision of motor,
the online identification of asynchronous motor is required.
At present, there exist 4 types of online identification
techniques: (a) recursive least squares [4-5]. The estimated value
of objective function is corrected continuously, and the
parameter is estimated step by step until the satisfied parameter
value is gained. (b) The extended Calman filter[6] is recursive
estimation method[7]. The estimated value of current state is
calculated through the estimated value at the state of a moment
before and the observed value of current, and this method is
used in linear stochastic systems[8-9] .(c)MRAS is used to
identified the motor parameter, and a suitable adaptive law is
found[10-11]. The output’s error between the reference models
without identified parameters and the adjustable models with
Different voltage are injected to motor based on a converter is a
more reliable method than other off-line identification method.
This method has many advantages, such higher recognition
efficiency, higher precision, more convenient, and so on. The
electronic resistance（R ）, leakage inductance of stator and rotor
（）, rotor resistance（R ）,and the mutual inductance（L ） could
be identified through this method. The time constant of rotor
（T  L / R ） can be deduced by the above identified
parameters. Then, the stator current of motor is decomposed
into torque component（i ） and excitation component（i ）via
the mathematical model of vector control and coordinate
transformation.
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II.

ist r

The parameters are in change for moment in the
mathematical model of asynchronous motor and effected easily
by factors .with changes of environmental factors and
asynchronous motor, the parameters is changing. The
parameters mainly contain stator resistance（R ）, rotor resistance
（R ）, stator inductance（L ）, rotor inductance（L ）, and the mutual
inductance between stator and rotor（L ）. The main factors of
the change of the asynchronous motor running parameters are
shown in table 1:

(1)

Lm
ism
TrP  1

s

r

(2)

identified parameters tends to zero finally[12] . Then the motor’s
parameters are identified[13]. (d) The algorithms of artificial and
intelligent identification is used to simulate natural biological
systems, and totally dependent on its instinct to optimize the
existence to adapt to the environment[14].
TABLE I.
Factors

Temperature
changes

THE FACTORS OF PARAMETERS

r

s

m

THE MAIN FACTORS OF THE CHANGE OF THE ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR RUNNING PARAMETERS

Influence mechanism
The energy change into heat energy in
the process of electrical energy
transform into mechanical energy, the
change of external environment,
motor’s aging degree and the degree
of wear and tear.

Parameters are influenced
Stator resistance of motor
rotor resistance (R )

(R )
s

Change law
,

r

Ra 

235  ta
R
235  t b

b

(R ) is the resistance in the temperature (t ) ， (R ) is
a

a

b

the resistance in the temperature (t )
b
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Frequency
changes

The skin effect is caused by
frequency changes of current, which
is related to the rotor’s slot type of
asynchronous motor.
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Fig. 1. The curve is about the relationship between rotor
resistance and inductance and frequency
B

The
factors of the
saturated
magnetic

Asynchronous motor is in the linear
part of the B - H curve, while the iron
core reluctance is smaller. When the
magnetic is saturated, rotor resistance
increases,
and
the inductance
decreases [10].

Rotor resistance (
inductance (

L

r

R ), rotor

0

r

), the coefficient

of leakage inductance (  )
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Fig. 2. B-H curve

The stray
loss

Eddy current loss is produced by
magnetic-flux leakage, Eddy current
and hysteresis are produced when
Winding in the metal structure ，
higher-order Harmonic losses [9].

stator

inductance

(L ) , rotor
s

(L ) , mutual inductance
inductance
r

(L )
m
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III.

Currently, the off-line identification method is studied in
the world and advantages and disadvantages of each method
are shown in table 2.

THE IDENTIFICATION METHOD OF PARAMETER

A. The off-line identification method
TABLE II.
Identific
ation method

Lockedrotor method
of motor

Noload experim
ent method

Autotuning
method of
motor
parameters

The least
square
method

Rs
U



ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE OFF-LINE IDENTIFICATION METHOD

Identification
Principle

Identificati
on parameters

Rotor
winding
of
asynchronous motor is cut out
and rotor is stuck to rotate
unusually. Then parameters
are calculated through the
circuit
principle. The
equivalent circuit is shown in
figure 3.
Motor does not drag any load,
and the rotor speed of motor is
almost equivalent to the
synchronous speed. Equivalent
circuit is shown in figure 4.
Different test signal is injected
into motor to make the motor
in different state. The features
of frequency converter are
used
to
perform
some
procedures.
Finally,
the
purpose of identifying motor’s
parameters is achieved.
The experimental data in the
whole stage is sampled
through
a
complete
measurement. Then the least
squares curve is offline
calculated and fitted, and the
identified results are obtained.

Advantages

Resistance,
inductance,
mutual
inductance.

The parameters of resistance,
inductance,
and
mutual
inductance can be calculated.

Excitation
reactance
and
the
excitation
resistance

Convenient is realized. In the
case of motor’s control
precision is not high, the
required
parameters
are
measured.

（R ） , leakage

The rotor circuit is ignored, and the identification
precision is not high. In many occasions, the load is
carried by motor. It is not convenient to no-load
removed load.

Precision is higher and good
reliability.

This method is suitable for being used in a control
system with frequency converter, and it is not
convenient to be used in the control system with no
frequency converter.

High precision.

A large amount of data and the experimental data in
the whole stage are need to be measured, and
measurement and t calculation are tedious.

s

inductance

（）

rotor

resistance（R ）.
r

Rotor resistance
and inductance.

Rs

Rm
Lm

In many conditions, not only this kind of
experimental conditions cannot be gotten, but also
the load of system is very uneasy to be installed
and removed. And the skin effect of rotor is very
serious [11].

Stator resistance

Lr

Ls

Disadvantages

U



Rr

Lr

Ls

Rm
Lm

Fig. 3. The equivalent figure of motor cutting-out

Fig. 4. The equivalent figure of motor no-load

B. Online identification method
The above off-line identification methods are the
identification that in the case of motor no-load or in a moment
the motor is changing with temperature and environment in the
operation process. In a high-precision control system, the off-

line identification cannot meet the requirements. Thus, the
parameters are required to be identified online and identified at
every moment. Online identification method is shown in table
3.
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TABLE III.
dentification
method

The extended
Calman filter【7
】

MRAS

The improved
least square
method

Intelligent
algorithm[15]

IV.

THE ONLINE IDENTIFICATION METHOD

Identification
principle
The state equations of motor is
used directly. The parameters
which need to be identified and
states are set as quantities of
augmented state. The optimal
estimation of the state is given
solving riccati equations in
online【8】.
The actual running of motor is
used as the reference model, and
the state observation equation of
motor is used as the adjustable
model. Motor’s parameters of
the adjustable model are
corrected in real time by some
measurable deviation

Identification
parameters

Advantages

Rotor
resistance,
mutual inductance,
flux linkage

With
high
identified
precision
and
more
parameters.
And other
unpredictable state can be
estimated. Itself
has
filtering effect and can
reduce some interference【9】
.

The algorithm is
complex and good
performance
of
processor is required

Rotor
resistance,
stator
resistance,
mutual inductance.

A
small
calculation
precision.

Reference model is
difficult
to
be
determined

The experimental data in the
whole stage is sampled through
a complete measurement. Then,
the least squares curve is
calculated offline and fitted, and
the identification results are
obtained.

Resistance,
inductance,
time
constant of rotor.

Neural network and genetic
algorithm are included in this
method [16]. The former makes
the function value of error to be
minimized
by
learning system’s Input and
output. The latter is a kind of
random search algorithm, which
can simulates the natural
evolution [17].

Resistance
inductance

and

amount
of
and
high

Disadvantages

High precision and good
reliability. Both online and
offline identification.

It is Sensitive to noise
of measurement and
fluctuation of speed.
The estimated value
exists multi solutions
and
deviation
problems owing to
the singularity of
structure matrix.

The precision is very high.

The calculation is so
huge
and
the
requirement
for
processor is relatively
high.

COMPREHENSIVE IDENTIFICATIONSYSTEM

According to the analysis and study of existing literature,
the single identification method has defects more or less.
A kind of method that both off-line identification and online identification are put forward by author based on existing
literatures. The method is combined with model reference
adaptive and improved least square method. The adjustable
model is constructed by the improved least square method,
and the least error is made to be minimized between the
reference model and the adjustable model.
A. The principle of model reference adaptive
THE PRINCIPLE OF MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE IS SHOWN
IN FIGURE 5.
Reference Model

X
Adjustable Model

Adaptation Model

Fig. 5. Principle of model reference adaptive

ym
+

ys

-

e

This system has the same external input(X), while the (X)
is input to the reference model and the adjustable model. （y ）
and (y ) are the output of the reference model and the
adjustable model. Finally, the result of e  y  y is
calculated to be minimized or zero through the adaptive
adjustment. The design of adaptive control mainly includes:
m

s

m

s

1) The optimization theory of partial parameters. The
structured distance between the reference model and the
adjustable model is defined, or two times performance index
of state distance. The method of parameter optimization is
used to determine the adjustment of parameters of the
controller. Rules make the adjustable model closer to
reference model to achieve the purpose of identifying
parameters.
2) Popov super stability theory. Firstly, the model
reference adaptive system should be transformed into
equivalent nonlinear time-varying feedback system. Namely,
the system is formed by a linear forward link and a nonlinear
feedback link. A suitable law of adaptive control is gotten
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under the guarantee of meeting the two conditions. This makes
the whole nonlinear system is stable, which can ensure the
system error tends to zero and achieve the purpose of adaptive
control.
B. B. The least square method
A linear relationship exists between the variables ( y ) and
one dimensional
namely:

variable

x （x1，x2，x 3  x n） ,

y  c1x 1  c2x 2  c3x 3    cn x n

The value ( c ) is estimated based on the observed values (
y ) and ( x ) in different time. This method requires repeated
computation under the need of update data, this problem is
solved by recursive least squares method. A new set of data
don’t need to be added and calculated again, and the amount of
calculation is reduced greatly. The basic idea of recursive least
square method is: the new estimate value = the old estimate
value + correction term. So that y   i x and

e  y m - ix is its minimum.
V.

requires higher parameter identification. Although the general
industrial production requirements can be satisfied by the
identification method of existing parameters, it is not enough in
some high precision control system. In genetic algorithm,
genetic algorithm and neural network algorithm are continuous
optimization and find out the optimal solution, which needs
higher requirements for the processor to be put forward.
Therefore, the intelligent algorithm has a broad prospect in the
future and it can be developed from two aspects. On one hand,
the intelligent algorithm could be improved [18-19]. The
algorithm is simple and high precision of parameter
identification could be achieved. On the other hand, the
performance of processor could be improved so that the
processor speed is faster and cheaper.
[1]
[2]
[3]

[4]

CONCLUSION

Through analyzing and concluding the existing literatures,
Conclusions can be gotten as follows:

[5]

1) As shown by the table 1, the rotor resistance of
asynchronous motor is changed mostly by the environmental
factors. As shown by the formula (1) and formula (2), the
rotor flux linkage is changed directly by the change of rotor
resistance. Then, the decoupling of rotor flux linkage is not
sufficient. If a certain control accuracy is required by a
control system, a control method which main identifies rotor
resistance can be chosen.
2) Offline identification method has many kinds of
classes. Being compared with the locked-rotor method of
motor no-load experiment method and the least square
method,auto-tuning method of motor parameters is used most
widely, the technology is most mature, and the identification
accuracy is more accurate and reliable.
3) The system which requires high precision of
identification, low cost and reliable performance and easy to
implement, the least squares method is a better method,
because this method can not only realize the off-line
identification but also realize the online identification.
4) As to the control system which very high accuracy of
identification, intelligent algorithm can be used as the focus of
future research methods. This method has the very good
control precision.
With the rapid development of the economic in China, the
motor’s control technology with high precision is widely used
in all kinds of industrial fields. The higher requirements for the
identification accuracy of asynchronous motor is put forward.
At present, China is still relatively backward in terms of
manufacturing and control of asynchronous motor. Especially
the gap from Western countries in processor manufacturing is
large. How to make the motor control more accurate, which

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]
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Abstract—Academic advisors assist students in academic,
professional, social and personal matters. Successful advising
increases student retention, improves graduation rates and helps
students meet educational goals. This work presents an advising
system that assists advisors in multiple tasks using natural
language. This system features a conversational agent as the user
interface, an academic advising knowledge base with a method to
allow the users to contribute to it, an expert system for academic
planning, and a web design structure for the implementation
platform. The system is operational for several hundred students
from a university department. The system performed well,
obtaining close to 80%, on the traditional language processing
measures of precision, recall, accuracy and F1 score. Assessment
from the constituencies showed positive and assuring reviews.
This work provides an assessment and technological solution to
the academic advising field, i.e., the first-known advising multitask conversational system with adaptive measures for
improvement. The evaluation in a real-world scenario shows its
viability, and initiated the development of a corpus for academic
advising, valuable for the academic and language processing
research communities.
Keywords—Natural Language Processing; Dialog System;
Conversational Agent; Academic Advising; Advising System;
Engineering Education; E-learning; Human Computer Interaction

I.

INTRODUCTION

Higher education institutions employ academic advisors to
assist students in academic, professional, social and personal
matters [1]. Today, academic advising is also a peer reviewed
research area given the many important implications of a
successful advising system such as student retention,
graduation rates and student educational goals including
academic engagement and performance, and career planning
[1]-[2]. Therefore, it is essential for academic programs to offer
students an effective advising experience, which requires
advisors to innovate at the speed of their students, who each
year tend to have higher expectations from their education
institutions and a stronger synergy with digital technology.
Thus we see the innovation trend in advising has been towards
the use of communication technologies such as email, instant
messaging, social networking, course-management systems,
podcasts, mobile applications, online videos and blogs [3]–[5].
A quick survey of university websites shows that many have
introduced the concept of eAdvising, that is, utilizing electronic
means, usually web-based, to offer advising to students [6]–[8].
In 2008, Leonard detailed the profound effect of
technology use by advisors and referenced the idea of an

interactive advising expert system as a possible future trend,
but few institutions had shown interest in developing such a
system [3]. A fully automated system is a better solution for
the innovation trend in advising and addresses the concern of
advisor to student ratio, in an economically challenged
environment [1]. Such a system lessens the burden of academic
advisors from several mundane tasks and frees up more of their
time for the deeper aspects of advising, such as career planning
or managing extraordinary personal situations.
There are several research publications describing advising
expert systems for helping students with straightforward
repetitive tasks such as choosing majors, adhering to an
appropriate curriculum sequence or accessing degree audits
[9]–[13]. This work is inspired by the belief that, following
current technological trends, new interactive advising systems
should also include a natural language interface to allow
students to communicate as freely and openly as with their
actual advisors. Such an innovative system could be much
more attractive to students as it would allow them to easily ask
a wider range of questions than those in previous expert
systems and obtain immediate responses to these, instead of
waiting for peers or advisors to read and reply, as with current
eAdvising methods.
The main objective of this work was to construct and
deploy a real-world academic advising system that allows the
students to communicate freely in natural language. The
system was designed to serve students of the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering in the University of
Florida (ECE-UF). This task allows for training and testing of
the algorithms developed in a well-defined, domain-specific,
conversational question answering application, where there are
no available corpora for machine training. This work also
introduces a methodology to allow the users to manage the
system scale up process.
To the authors’ knowledge, two publications exist that
present advising systems combined with natural language
processing (NLP) techniques for communication [14]-[15]. The
first system was limited to only yes/no type questions and a
few phrases to manage state transitions [14]. The other system
features an ontology-based information retrieval engine to
guide students in searching for answers after entering
keywords [15]. The system developed for this research work
allows unrestricted natural language communication utilizing
state of the art NLP techniques.
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More information on related work and the fundamental
requirements of this system are available in a previous
publication [16]. That work introduces the system along with
its dialog manager, justifies the design components and
presents preliminary results. Section 2 briefly describes the
academic advising task, the user base and the advising system
developed. Section 3 describes the system dialog manager and
task managing components. Section 4 explains the academic
planning system, including the components for communication
between the students and their advisors. Section 5 describes the
field tests and the analysis of the results. Section 6 contains the
conclusion and future work. Finally, the appendix includes the
list of academic advising topics covered in the system, a
selection of user dialog from the experiments and screenshots
of the web interface.
II.

THE ACADEMIC ADVISING SYSTEM

A. Academic Advising
Advising tasks are identified as prescriptive, providing
expert advice, and developmental, where the advisor engages
in a mutual learning process with the student, in order to help
the student’s problem solving, decision making and evaluations
skills [17]. Other studies support the idea of educative
advising, where advisors are the teachers of the philosophy of
the curriculum and the principles of how students learn [18].
This work provides advisors with a tool to streamline many
prescriptive tasks, allowing further developmental and
educative tasks during their limited face-to-face time.
In ECE-UF, students visit their academic advisor mostly by
request of the advisor. These meetings must occur at least once
per academic semester to evaluate the student’s current
academic progress and enrollment for the following term.
During these meetings, most topics involve queries with
accessible answers, i.e., prescriptive advising. Many of these
answers are obtained directly from facts or through logic
analysis, and thus may be solved algorithmically. This system
is designed for these tasks, but also includes answers to some
developmental advising topics. See the appendixes for the list
of topics and user dialog examples.
B. Albert, the Natural Language Academic Advising System
Albert, the natural language academic advising system,
provides students with an academic advising service that
reflects a human interaction experience through an online text
application [16]. The system does not require student training
or additional human resources from the academic departments.
This system enhances the academic advising experience by
offering students a service that is available at any time. Albert
includes multiple advising services accessible from any device
with web access. Albert respects the privacy of its users, and

Albert includes knowledge about the academic programs
and policies, answers to a wide range of academic frequently
asked questions (FAQ), it offers recommendations for the
development of a successful academic plan and referrals to
other academic services. The target users are students from the
ECE-UF two undergraduate degrees, Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering (BSEE) and Bachelor of Science in
Computer Engineering – Hardware emphasis (BSCEE).
Albert contains the course scheduling information for all
ECE-UF courses. A Python script reads the information from
the UF Registrar’s webpage and a cron job updates the
knowledgebase (KB) daily. The information is stored
indefinitely and is available for access when queried by date.
This process assures the information is always up to date
without dependency of human maintenance. All the other
information in Albert is hand scripted in the KB of the system.
The main script of Albert is written in the Python
programming language, version 2.7.5. This script controls all
the functions of Albert and communication with each module
including the web interface, the gateway interface for web
communications, the user login routine, the dialog manager,
the expert system for academic planning and the database. Fig.
1 shows a model of the Albert system. The dialog manager
includes the natural language understanding and generation
systems, and the task manager.
This website is hosted in a desktop computer at ECE-UF
facilities and accessible via the Internet address
http://advising.ece.ufl.edu. The computer has an Intel Pentium
4 processor, 1.8 GB of RAM and is running the operating
system (OS) Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.4.
The website contains scripts written in Python, PHP,
JavaScript, HTML and CSS programming languages, in
addition to Unix scripts to manage the daily tasks.
Communication is through socket technology, which is widely
used in web-based software. The website was designed for
simplicity and speed, with a load time of approximately one
second on contemporary versions of the popular web browsers.
Users who access Albert using the Google Chrome web
browser can send messages using speech recognition software.
The website includes an open-source speech recognition API
that with the required hardware can interpret speech data [19].

Dialog Manager

Input
User

encourages the students to become independent and take
responsibility for making decisions. As a courteous advisor
employed by an academic department, the system output
reflects an advisor who is polite, maintains a positive affective
state with its users and simulates a personality trait intended to
sympathize with the students of ECE-UF.

Database

Web Interface
Output

Academic Planner

Fig. 1. A model of the main components of Albert
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supplementary spell-checker was constructed in Python using
methods surveyed from the literature [20]-[22]. When CS finds
a candidate for the spell-checker, it sends the term to the
Python spell checker, which returns the possible corrections to
CS to determine the system response.
Regarding computational performance, a query response
through the website takes approximately one second when
tested from computers connected through a local area network.

Fig. 2. A screenshot of the website for Albert in its initial state

Fig. 2 shows a screenshot of Albert in its initial state. The
mid-upper left area shows the forms for logging into the
system. Below these forms, the main window for
communicating with Albert shows the instructions for
connecting with the system. On the right of the main window,
an independent web frame shows examples of FAQs the
system contains. A screenshot showing this right-side frame is
available in Appendix C. The website meets of the accessibility
compliances of the Americans with Disabilities Act and the
Workforce Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
To protect the information of the students, the system
requires users to register an account using an anonymous
username and password combination. This data is stored
encrypted in the Albert web server using the standard secured
hash algorithm SHA-512 – 64 bits. The data are case sensitive;
furthermore, the system does not allow repeated usernames
entered in different letter case. These security features allow
students to share their usernames with their advisors, yet keep
their data secured through the password. Anonymous accounts
also encourage students to communicate freely without
repercussions, which is the best way to obtain sincere feedback
about the system and the academic services. The account also
stores the user information for recurrent advising sessions.
III.

THE ACADEMIC ADVISING DIALOG MANAGER

The heart of Albert is the NLP system that drives all the
input, output and states of the system, i.e., the advising Dialog
Manager (DM). Given the advising task requirements, Albert’s
DM is built around the ChatScript (CS) scripting language
[16]. This work uses CS version 2.0. The design of the DM
allows a straightforward method for redrafting and distributing
the system for other academic programs, by using variables in
the input patterns for the proper nouns and the contents of the
well-defined knowledge base. Correspondingly, the advising
FAQ corpus input patterns allow for deploying to other
academic programs by adding the data to the KB, without
reworking the existing input templates.
The DM controls communication between CS and Albert’s
other functions written in Python and PHP. For example, to
manage the unique technical terms and proper nouns, a

A. Natural Language Generation
Language generation in the DM consists of templates
containing text, pointers, variables and other control functions.
To create the KB, as no data corpus is available, the output
information was obtained through university documents and
interviews with the academic advisors. The answers are
constructed using logic functions, random generators, control
structures and queries. Queries include course-scheduling
information from the Registrar’s Office webpage and student
academic information saved with the academic planning
process (APP). The KB has the information organized as a list
of triples containing a question, its answer and the topic to
which the answer was classified.
The system also contains a trivial amount of grammar rules,
mostly for handling unrecognized input and extending off-topic
dialog. For example, when responding to unrecognized
questions, the system may either change the verb tense or
rearrange the parts-of-speech (POS) to let the user know the
answer to that question is not available.

B. Natural Language Understanding
Input template design involves identifying the keywords,
POS tags, noun-phrase chunks and lexical relations of each
input statement, then selecting the features that define the
keywords of the template and respective topic. Fig. 3 shows an
algorithm for the input who will teach a specified course. In
this example, the topic course schedule includes as keywords,
the list of all course names, all professor names and the words
professor and teach. Alternatively, the user could also ask, who
is the professor of C++, or if the request is within the context
of the previous input, who is teaching it.
Algorithm: Respond to Who teaches X course?
Input string S: Who teaches C++ next semester?
Desired output: C++ is taught next semester by Name
or C++ is not offered next semester
If S contains a keyword of the topic course schedule
If S matches with a Who-Teaches pattern
If S contains a Term-Phrase keyword
Calculate the Term value
Else
Use currently stored Term value
If the course C++ exists in the schedule of the Term
Find the corresponding data element Instructor
Return C++ is taught by Instructor in Term
Else
Return C++ is not offered in Term
Fig. 3. Example of a procedure to match an input requesting who teaches a
specified course during the next semester
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These examples require additional templates either mapped
to the algorithm of the template defined above or with a
method to determine the context of the previous input,
followed by the same mapping. The system identifies the
context using features such as the current and previous input
keywords, the keywords for the topics matched, the tense of
any verb and the state of the variables representing potentially
missing keywords. Additional details about language
processing in Albert are available in the previous work [16].
For reference resolution and elliptical questions, in addition
to the method described above for recognizing context, the
system uses the CS feature of rejoinders. Rejoinders are input
templates, which follow parent templates that elicit some
expected user response. Rejoinders also allowed some input
templates at the end of topics to assume certain keywords were
implied. The entity recognition problem is managed by
defining in CS case-insensitive concepts with pre-classified
POS tags. In addition, the system has concepts defined for all
the technical terms, neologisms, slang and significant LUs not
available in the CS or Word Net dictionaries.
The system also has measures to deal with nonlinguistic
ambiguity that the users inadvertently convey. In some cases,
the best solution was to return the most likely answers, in other
cases, the best solution was to request more information from
the user. For instance, when a user asks, who teaches Circuits
in the next term, the meaning of next term depends on the
current date and during the spring semester, it could refer to
either the summer or the fall term. For this case, the system
will decide on a value for the term variable, determine the
response and return the response including a method to quickly
obtain the response for another term value. As evident in Fig.
3, once the user states an academic term, the system stores this
value to use as current default.

to verify the new input. When the DM cannot make a definitive
correction, the system will give the closest answer and a short
list of alternative responses with shortcuts for answers.
Albert has two main procedures for automatic updates; one
procedure updates the schedule of courses, the other updates
the CS scripts daily. As all template-based systems are limited
by the amount of patterns for input matching, ideally the
system will include methods to allow scaling-up with minimal
involvement from the developers. For this reason, the design of
Albert has measures in place to allow such improvements to
the system. This work includes the design of one scaling-up
routine, specifically, to allow users to suggest unofficial names
for courses, such as the nicknames, abbreviations and
acronyms that the community commonly uses.
Users have two methods to submit course names to Albert.
The first method is through a direct request, i.e., they implicitly
state that they want to submit a course name. The second
method occurs when the system recognizes a request for course
information, but the name of the course is not recognized and
no spelling correction was obtained. The system obtains from
the user the official name of the implied course and the
recommended course moniker. This 2-tuple is automatically
sent to the ECE-UF advisor database, which the advisors can
access online through an independent webpage developed in
this work for the task.
The second phase of the scaling-up procedure involves the
ECE-UF advisors using the online system to accept or reject
the user proposed course name. If the name is rejected, the
process ends. If the name is accepted, the 2-tuple is added to a
table in CS, which was designed in this work for this purpose.
With the automatic daily updates, this data pair is available for
users by the next calendar day.

When writing the input templates, the key tradeoff is
between over-fitting and not generalizing well, thus increasing
missed inputs, or under-fitting and causing false positives. In
this work, the precision of the template is inversely
proportional to the rate of occurrence of the template. That is,
the responses that users most seek have a lower accuracy and
higher coverage. In contrast, the precision of the template is
proportional to the intricacy of the response, i.e., very specific
answers have templates with higher accuracy.

To evaluate Albert, following the academic advising
guidelines of the National Academic Advising Association [23]
and the Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher
Education [24], assessment includes direct and indirect
evaluation, qualitative and quantitative methodologies, and
data collected from students and other constituencies. For
qualitative analysis, the measures include collecting feedback
from the students and assessment reports from the ECE-UF
academic advisors.

When an input statement does not match with any template,
the system will respond with an estimated match or request a
new entry. For evaluation purposes, the system classifies these
responses generated as not answered correctly. For the tests
described in this work, Albert had approximately 415 input
templates, for over 200 unique responses.
C. Task Manager
The task manager (TM) represents all the functions Albert
executes to complement the dialog task. These functions
include user account management, database management, input
validation, spell checking, automatic updates, a scaling-up
routine, statistical data collection and the APP. The APP is
discussed in the next section. The TM is built with Python.

For quantitative analysis, data from the user log files are
used to measure the information of the input-output messages,
login events, message timestamps and suggestions each user
made through the scaling-up process. In addition, the system
classifies its responses in three categories, a positive response,
a negative response and off-topic responses. The system does
not provide an automatic estimate of false positive (FP)
outcomes, that is, input statements incorrectly matched to a
determinate response, or false negative (FN) outcomes, i.e.,
input that should have matched. Therefore, the analysis of the
FP and FN outcomes is done through an estimation of the data.
The results from the estimation allow computing the standard
statistical evaluation metrics for similar NLP systems, namely,
precision, recall, accuracy and the F1 measure [20], [25].

When the DM makes a spelling correction, the system
alerts the user that a correction was made and encourages them

Albert also includes a questionnaire for students who
complete the APP.
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Is this process helpful for your academic planning?
Very helpful
5

4

3

2

Not at all helpful
1

3

2

Not at all easy
1

Students can initialize the APP by explicitly requesting it,
with expressions similar to I want to update my degree audit
and I want to enter my grades, as evident in Fig. 5. Upon
initialization, the APP presents a template with the student’s
academic curriculum, similar to how it appears in the UF
catalog. Using drop-down menus and text-boxes, students can
enter the following academic information in this template; all
fields in the template are validated upon submission.

Is this system easy to use?
Very easy
5

4

What is your opinion on the natural language chat application?
I like it a lot
5

4

3

2

 Catalog year (admission into the academic program)

I do not like it at all
1

 Grades in completed courses
 Courses currently enrolled in

Any comments, complaints, suggestions?

 Courses dropped

Fig. 4. Questionnaire required to submit the APP information
Submit

To submit the APP information, users must answer a
questionnaire of three Likert items, as shown in Fig. 4. The
figure also shows an optional write-in text area where students
can leave feedback. As the system is anonymous, these results
and comments are not sent directly to the ECE-UF advisors.
IV.

THE ACADEMIC PLANNING PROCESS

The APP is an expert system designed to offer students
guidance and recommendations when preparing their course
plans for each term. Students can enter their academic record in
the APP and receive recommendations on how to develop their
academic plan up to graduation, based on courses completed,
course prerequisites and all academic rules. Since Albert
knows the schedule of ECE courses for each semester, the APP
helps students create their course plan for the next semester
and send it electronically to their advisor for review.
The algorithms of the system were developed in Python,
while the user interface was built with PHP. The user interface
of the APP runs inside the Albert webpage as an independent
frame, allowing users to work on both systems simultaneously,
analogous to a student filling up a form in the advisor’s office.
Students will complete a course plan and submit it to a
database, which advisors can access via an independent
website. This process is part of the objective of allowing
advisors to integrate Albert into their daily advising practice.
Fig. 5 shows a screenshot of Albert, where the web frame on
the right shows the
initial webpage for APP. The course
Natural Language Advising System
information is accessible by scrolling down on the frame.
Logged in as ed

WATCH THE VIDEO TUTORIAL ON

UF-ECE BSEE degree program
Good to see you again ed.

When a student is prepared to discuss the academic plan
with the advisor, he will provide the username with Albert, to
allow the advisor to obtain the plan from the online database.
Students do not need to share their passwords. Fig. 6 shows
this webpage, after a successful search of the user ed. The
webpage provides advisors with a text pad area to save notes
about this user.
Regarding computational performance, the response time
of the APP is also within the approximately one second delay
between events the rest of Albert offers.

ECE BSEE Advising

(enter 4-digit year)
ed is a graduation candidate for the next semester.

For each course below, choose appropriately a Grade, Enrolled or
Not Taken.
Select the Dropped checkbox for each course you have ever
dropped, even if you already passed it.

Courses for ed
Courses chosen for summer
EEE 3308C Electronic Circuits 1
EEL4930 -- NLP

For Specialization and Technical electives, you must write down
the course code in the box provided.

yes

Courses chosen for fall
EEL 3105 Analytical Methods in Elec Eng or MAS 3114 Comp Linear Algebra
EEL 4924C Electrical and Computer Engineering Design 2

For non-EE electives you may optionally write the course name
for your convenience.
I opened the page for you on the right were you must enter your grades and courses currently enrolled

EE Electives
EEL3834 Programming for Electrical and Computer Engineers

Students who transferred from another institution may enter
equivalent grades for transferred credits.

in.
Let me know if you have any questions and when you receive the submission confirmation message.

Type you r m essage

test

Search

I want to update my degree audit.

Do you want to update your grades in my database? (yes | no)

ed

2012

After submitting their records, Albert will invite students to
prepare a course plan for the next term. For this process, Albert
opens the second webpage of the APP, which contains the
courses remaining to complete the degree requirements, the
courses the student can take, any course the student can repeat,
a checkmark for graduation candidates and the questionnaire in
Fig. 4. Appendix C contains a screenshot with this APP frame.
Students can repeat at any time, any step of this process, as
advisors are not automatically notified of student submissions.

Search by Username:

Welcome Ed
Enter your Catalog Year:

ed

Ideally, students would access their academic information
from the university’s digital records and upload the data to
Albert. However, at the time, it was not possible to access the
university’s data and not practical to develop an interpreter for
print scans of the data. In any case, freshmen had no records
while others only have to enter the data once for their account,
and having students examine their grades is a favorable selfassessment exercise for writing the course plan, albeit an
exercise most students do not dedicate the effort to complete.

Send Msg

EEL4948 Practical Work in Electrical and Computer Engineering
EEL4949 Co-op Work Experience
Adv NLP

Yes! Your selections are saved in your account for future visits.

Student comments:
These are my notes

Press Submit at the bottom of this page to send your results to our
database.

Paste your previous input

Logout

Speech Recognition available with Google Chrome version 25+.

Fig. 5. A screenshot of Albert with the right side showing the first page of
the APP opened inside the frame. The left side, the main dialog window,
shows the conversational exchange that took place to initiate the APP

Save the notes for this user with the button below. The webpage is refreshed when saved.
Change the size of text-area by dragging the bottom-right corner of it.
Save tex t

Fig. 6. The advisor database website, with an example student report

Webmaster
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V.

EXPERIMENTS AND ASSESSMENT

The experiments were designed for students of the BSEE
and BSCEE programs, though the APP was only available to
BSEE students. There were approximately 950 students in
these programs, with approximately 500 in the BSEE program.
The tests took place between October 4 and November 27,
2013. The tests began when the ECE-UF advisors informed the
students of the availability of Albert and provided the web
address for the system. The address was not available in any
other medium. During this period, the advising staff was
unexpectedly short-handed, so students were encouraged to
utilize Albert to get their academic plan approved in time for
registration period, except first-year students, who were
encouraged to personally visit an advisor. The students did not
have workshops on how to use the system. A video tutorial was
available via a link in the website; see Fig. 1. The tutorial’s
website registered about 90 unique cookies during the period.
Results refer to users as unique accounts created.
Identifiable log files were removed, including those from
faculty and advisors. Users who made less than three
statements were also removed. The remaining user files were
included in the results, even when the user never meant to
converse about academic advising. The system compiled data
from 387 users. The data showed that 53% of these users made
less than ten entries. Many of these used the system explicitly
for the APP process. Registering and completing the APP
process required a minimum of four statements. The average
login per user was two, as 78% of users had at most two.
From the user total, 292 completed the first part of the APP.
From the catalog year data, as expected, most students were in
the mid years of academic progress for the four-year program.
For the second part of the APP, Albert collected survey results
from 224 students. Fig. 7 shows the results from the survey.
The results reflect mostly positive reviews, as a majority of
students gave values of three and four for how much they liked
it and how easy it was. The rating of helpfulness is smeared
over two, three and four. Conversational systems with similar
surveys obtained averages within the low threes, to four and a
half [26]-[27]. However, these systems have a reduced input
domain, as the system is who drives the dialog, and users know
beforehand what to expect from the system.

To support the survey results, the comment section was
added to the survey on October 12, 2013. Of the 191 users who
completed the APP after this date, 61 wrote comments, of
which eleven were positive feedback, 45 were negatives
remarks and five were technical suggestions with neutral
sentiment. The positive remarks were general compliments and
appreciating the course plan system. Of the negative
comments, 47% criticized the system as not appropriate for
substituting a human advisor, 42% criticized having to
manually enter their academic record, while the remaining 11%
reported technical difficulties and unique situations.
The disapproval of the method for entering the grades was
understandable and expected. As described previously, given
the privacy concerns, the method was a quick resolution. Once
academic departments manage the system, they will have the
resources to access the official data upon student request.
To address the comments about substituting a human
advisor, the main solution is to inform the students about the
objectives for Albert, as the advisor integrates the system into
the regular tasks. A basis throughout the design of Albert is
that to appreciate the value of this service, students must
understand that the objective is to assist and not replace. The
fact that almost half of the negative comments concern this
statement validates its significance. Unfortunately, the
disturbance in the advising services hampered this guideline.
Altogether, 89% of the negative remarks comprise two realistic
provisions that are straightforward to implement. Appendix B
shows dialog extracted from the user log files.
The ECE advisor, who processed the student submissions
from Albert, completed a review of the system and the course
submission process. In general, the advisor was very
encouraging of the system and service provided, with
recommendations in line with student reviews. For the scale up
process, six users completed submissions for course names,
three of which made meaningful contributions.
A measure to evaluate the NLP of the system was
developed, where user input is classified as the following.
 Literal match (LM) are input statements that exactly
match a FAQ listed on the webpage FAQ examples.
 Partial match (PM) are statements that have partially
matching templates.
 Outcome negative (ON) includes false negatives (FN),
i.e., statements not recognized and true negatives (TN),
i.e., statements outside the design scope.
 Outcome positive (OP) includes correct responses or
true positives (TP), and false positives (FP).

Question
Average

Helpful
2.92

Easy
3.29

Like
3.14

Fig. 7. Survey results with a standard error bar for each question

The LM statements are the 71 FAQs listed on the webpage.
These include the examples for initiating the APP, the help
command and an example from each topic in Albert. The LM
statements do not have any uncertainty for recognition;
therefore, these are subtracted from the total input to evaluate
the system error. As the APP was a main feature of Albert,
eliminating these commands increases the estimated error. As a
subsequent improvement, the webpage includes fewer
examples, to encourage users to utilize original expressions.
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The PM statements are to help the user obtain the
information of interest, return incomplete answers and for
statements that are outside the scope of the system, to which
the response is a statement related to that topic and lets the user
know that more information on that topic is not available.
Although these templates were successful in their NLP design,
given the user did not directly receive the desired response,
these are not classified as outcome positive.
Results are available from 366 users between October 7
and November 27, 2013. Table I shows the results from these
users and the amount of input statements under each
classification. All non-LM statements are, accordingly,
Original statements.
The results in Table I show that about 60% of the students
copied an instruction exactly as written, which for all purposes
is akin to making a selection from a menu. While this result
suggests that the interface could benefit from menu selections,
the objective of this experiment is to encourage unrestricted
expressions. Having approximately 80% of the students initiate
the APP process and 60% using example input shows the
student preference of using the quickest possible method to
achieve a goal.
Nevertheless, to serve as an educational tool, the previous
data showed students benefit from a display of the FAQ. A
solution is to include a display of topics with less example
statements, while extending the NLP routines that allow users
to access data by navigating through topics. While this
approach is not within the scope of the vision for Albert, the
data shows that including both approaches would increase the
user-base by allowing users to explore the capabilities of the
system through a more familiar experience.
Table I also shows that less than 15% of all input was not
recognized, however, these statements came from 55% of the
users. This result is expected from a system with a restricted
domain that accepts all type of input. Any user who decides to
test the boundaries of the system will contribute to this result.
Fig. 8 shows the distribution of the ON classified statements.
To reduce the ON responses, false negatives were
continuously identified and updated in the system. As the data
collection increased, the number of false negatives decreased.
By the fifth week of the almost eight-week period, the amount
of false negatives per user had dropped to almost zero.
Approximately 25% of the users accessed the system during
this culminating period. During these last three weeks, no
measures were taken to update the system.
To determine the number of FP and FN statements, it is
necessary to manually evaluate the OP and ON statements. For
this evaluation, a FP outcome is a response that is not relevant
to the input statement. This definition of FP error conditions
the system’s capabilities of responding to the statement with
respect to the available information.
TABLE I.

Users
Input

Total
366
4952

RESULTS OF THE INPUT STATEMENT CLASSIFICATION

LM
60.5%
12.5%

Original PM
11.9%
4332
1.7%

ON
55.0%
14.7%

OP
99.7%
83.5%

Fig. 8. Distribution of ON input statements

For example, if a user asks, Who is my financial advisor,
the system response, For financial information please see the
following website, is not classified FP as the answer is relevant
and it is the best response available in the system. If for the
same input the system replied Your BSEE advisor is Mrs.
Chillingworth, the response is classified as FP, given the BSEE
advisor is not relevant to the user question.
A FN outcome occurs when the input statement has an
available answer, yet the system did not respond correctly.
Following the same example as above, if a user asks, Who is
the person in charge of financial advising, the system response,
I do not understand that question, is classified FN, as this
question should have been responded as stated previously. The
FN outcomes include cases caused by technical difficulties in
any area of the system; however, with respect to overall system
performance, they are incorrect responses. TN outcomes occur
when the input statement is outside the design scope.
We estimated FP and FN by selecting random samples
from the OP and ON statements. To select the samples, a
uniform random number is assigned to each of the 3618 OP
statements and to each of the 641 ON statements. Each
statement is tested for the binary outcome FP or not FP, and
FN or not FN respectively. By treating each statement as an
independent random variable, the outcomes of the tests follow
a Bernoulli distribution. In this distribution, the maximum
variance, p * (1 – p), occurs when the mean p is equal to one
half, thus the variance is equal to one fourth. For a given
sample size n, by the central limit theorem, the distribution is
closest to the standard normal distribution when p is near one
half. Under this scenario, a conservative estimate of the sample
size n needed to estimate p with a confidence level 1 – α and
margin of error e is given in (1), where the [ ] operator
represents rounding to the next integer and Zα is the estimated
standard score for a given two-sided confidence level [28].
nα







For a maximum margin of error equal to 10% and a
confidence interval of 95%, (1) returns a minimum size of 97
samples. Table II summarizes the result for each test.
TABLE II.

RESULTS FROM THE OUTCOME ERROR ESTIMATION

Total
Statements
Positive 3618
Negative 641
Outcome

Confidence
Interval
95%
95%

Error
Margin
10%
10%

Sample
Error
Size
97
15.46%
97
24.74%
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The tests returned 15 false positive statements, for 15.46%
of the OP samples and 24 false negatives for 24.74% of the ON
samples. Using these results, it is possible to determine the
statistical measures precision, recall, accuracy and the F1
measure [20]. Table III shows the result of each measure.
The results show the system performance metrics are all
close to 80%. These results are estimated minimums; given the
error is an estimated maximum. Recent studies for comparable
e-learning systems show Albert offers a high-level
performance for the complexity of the task [29]–[30].
Regarding the main NLP tasks in Albert, specifically keyword
extraction, question answering and natural language interfaces,
recently published systems that require data corpora for
training, obtain results that show the performance of Albert is
competitive [31]-[35]. Another performance measure is a study
of human accuracy and response time, though such a study is
not available. While Albert cannot yet compete in accuracy
with a human, its instant response time is hard to beat. In any
case, the results show Albert offers a competitive performance
with much promise for advancement as data collection
continues.
The results for precision and recall are in line with the
design goal of providing students with high precision answers
and minimizing false positives. At the same time, the results
show that over 75% of the queries to the system obtained a
reply that is effective versus an input-not-recognized type
answer. This result is valuable considering users did not have
any training on how to use the system.
Overall, ECE-UF students and personnel were appreciative
of the service provided and supportive for future developments.
The results offer advisors valuable assessment for the areas that
most concern students.
The data shows that, as is customary in electronic text
communications and online search engines, students prefer to
ask questions using the minimum amount of words possible,
i.e., entering isolated keywords, instead of through a Standard
English sentence. Therefore, Albert should include methods to
allow this user preference, while concurrently inspiring
students to use complete expressions. Facilitating speech
recognition will also expedite this design.
Initially, students were reluctant to follow a new process
for the advising chores. Indeed, more effort is required in
marketing the service as a practical option versus visiting a
human advisor, who could be a short walk away. However,
during periods when the waiting time is long or when the
advisor is not available, the predisposition to experiment with
an option is very high.
VI.

Precision
≥ 84.54%

SYSTEM NLP PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION RESULTS

Recall
≥ 77.36 %

Accuracy
≥ 79.90%

This work contributes real-world solutions for the academic
community, through a unique combination of software
applications and advanced NLP techniques. With the
experimental data collected, this work has originated a KB of
academic advising FAQs that will serve to build a corpus on
the topic, to allow the development of systems for other
academic programs by mostly replacing answers.
This system is currently in operation for students of the
BSEE and BSCEE degree programs of ECE-UF. Experiments
with the students showed Albert is a practical and valuable
application for academic advising, based on positive reviews
from all constituents and system performance analysis. Within
a confidence interval of 95% and a margin of error of 10%,
Albert showed an estimated precision of 85%, a recall of 77%,
an accuracy of 80% and a F1 measure of 0.81. Overall, users
were supportive and excited about future developments.
B. Future Work
Albert continued to serve the ECE-UF department during
the year 2014. During Spring 2014, the system featured a
twofold process for the APP, in which students could
simultaneously prepare a course plan for summer and fall.
The immediate development is adding a computerized
method for submitting the academic record, preferably through
the university’s online system. Obtaining the full academic
record from the students will increase the services the system
can implement for students and advisors.
Additional future work includes an escalation mechanism
to forward selected student conversations to the advisors,
adding academic information from other academic departments
and increasing the KB. With an extensive KB, the system can
include statistical learning techniques to the NLP system.
VII. APPENDIXES
A. Topics included in Albert
 Academic curriculum and rules
 Course schedules
 Internships
 Graduate programs and minors
 Financial assistance

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A. Conclusion
The fundamental objective of this work is to provide
students with an automated online advising experience that is
as close as possible to traditional human interaction.
TABLE III.

This work presents the design, development, deployment
and evaluation of an intelligent natural language conversational
system for academic advising. The online system includes an
advising dialog engine, an academic planning system that
integrates the students with the advisors, and a method to allow
the users to contribute to the system’s KB.

F1 measure
≥ 0.81

 Faculty and staff
 The academic calendar
 Student organizations
 University campus
 Information about Albert
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B. User Dialog from the Experiments
The following are excerpts from the log files of three users.
User statements are in bold font weight and their syntactic
errors are preserved for authenticity. Italic type represents
actions. Albert’s answers are curtailed with an ellipsis.

User 3 – Novae
show my schedule ==> You want me to show you the
courses you chose for next semester? OK. These are your …
programming classes ==> Electrical Engineering students
must take one programming course in Java, C or C++ …
prerequisite for eel 3701c ==> The prerequisite for EEL
3701C is a Programming Course.
is eel3834 being taught next semester? ==> The course
EEL 3834 is not offered in Spring 2014.
what classes can i take ==> Assuming your info is up to
date, these are the courses you could take next semester …
circuits 2 ==> I recognize CIRCUITS 2 is a course in our
department, but could you be more specific about …
Who will teach EEE3308C? ==> For Spring 2014 we have
<br> EEE 3308C by Yoon,Yong Kyu
eel3701c any sections available ==> For Spring 2014 we
have <br> EEL 3701C by Gugel,Karl S
Is it ok if I take less than 12 credit hours? ==> UF policy
states that the minimum full-time load for undergraduate…
How many critical tracking courses are required for my
major? ==> You need to pass 8 critical tracking courses...

User 1 – F9788
What courses do you recommend I take? ==> I will tell
you which courses you could take next semester … Do you
want to enter your grades into the database? (yes | no)
y ==> The APP is launched at this time.
confirm ==> The first part of the APP is completed. Do you
want to choose your courses for the next semester and submit
the list to your advisor?
y ==> The second part of the APP is launched at this time.
what courses do you recommend I take? ==> Assuming
your info is up to date, these are the courses you could take
next semester. <br> <br> EEL3472 Electromagnetic Fields …
User 2 – Willwrdn
Welcome back willwrdn
I want to drop a course ==> So you want to drop a course?
Are you in upper division or lower division? …
upper ==> Students are given TWO drops after completing
C. Screenshots of the Website
60 credit hours. Any unused lower division drop…
Ask
your
advisor,
in
Ask Albert,
Albert, our
our Natural
Natural Language
LanguageAdvisor,
Advisor,the
thesame
samequestions
questionsyou
youwould
wouldask
ask
your
advisor,
Ask Albert,
our Natural a
Language
Advisor,
questions you would ask your advisor, including
what is the deadline
for dropping
course
==> the
I'll same
tell you
II want
want to
to choose
choose my
my courses
coursesfor
forthe
thenext
nextsemester.
semester.
this, in rare cases it is possible to drop a course after the …
I want to choose my courses for the next semester.
What
What courses
courses do
do you
you recommend
recommendI Itake?
take?
am I able to dropWhat
a course
viayouISIS?
==>
So you want to
courses do
recommend
I take?
When
When is
is Circuits
Circuits 22 taught
taughtnext
nextsemester?
semester?
2 taught next
semester?
Where
drop a course? AreWhen
youisinCircuits
upper division
or lower
division? …
Where is
is EEL
EEL 3112
3112 given
givennext
nextspring?
spring?
What
Where is EEL 3112 given next spring?
What will
will Dr.
Dr. Gugel
Gugel teach?
teach?
upper ==> Students
are given TWO drops after …
Who
What will Dr. Gugel teach?
Who will
will teach
teach EEE3308C?
EEE3308C?
will teach==>
EEE3308C?
so how do I drop Who
a course?
You drop classes via ISIS.
Start your course selection process with
If the add/drop period has ended you can still do it, but …
Start your course selection process with
Start your course selection process with
I want to update my degree audit.
I want to update my degree audit.
alright! thank you! That's all the information I need today
or
or
I want to update my degree audit.
I want to enter my grades.
==> Well, I am learning
every day. What can I do for you?
I want to enter my grades.
or
I want to enter my grades.
logout ==> Before you go, please share any feedback …
Teach Albert your preferred name for a course:
Teach Albert your preferred name for a course:
Teachthat
Albert
preferred
name
for a and
course:
Perhaps it was just
myyour
queries
were
better
fewer this
I want to teach you a course name.
I want to teach you a course name.
time, but the system
seems
toyou
have
improved.
Good job! I
I want
to teach
a course
name.
Type Help at any time for more assitance.
hope it gets to access to more information soon so that it can
Type Help at any time for more assitance.
Type Help at
any time
more assitance.
Press here for m ore ex am ple questions
answer more questions
instead
offorsome
variation of I don't
Press here for m ore ex am ple questions
Press here for<br>
m ore exLater,
am ple questions
know ==> All right, thanks!
Gator!
Fig. 9. Main FAQ webpage

Fig. 10. Main webpage for Albert showing an example of the second part of the APP
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Abstract—One of the independently risk factors of breast
cancer is mammographic density reflecting the composition of
the fibroglandular tissue in breast area. Tumor in the
mammogram is precisely complicated to detect as it is covered by
the density (the masking effect). The determination of
mammographic density may be implemented by calculating
percentage of mammographic density (quantitative and objective
approaches). Thereby, the use of a proper thresholding algorithm
is highly required in order to obtain the fibroglandular tissue
area and breast area. The mammograms used in the research
were derived from Oncology Clinic, Yogyakarta that had been
verified by Radiologists using semi-automatic thresholding. This
research was aimed to compare the performance of the
thresholding algorithm using three parameters, namely: PME,
RAE and MHD. Zack Algorithm had the best performance to
obtain the breast area with PME, RAE and MHD of about
0.33%, 0.71% and 0.01 respectively. Meanwhile, there were two
algorithms having good performance to obtain the
fibroglandular tissue area, i.e. multilevel thresholding and
maximum entropy with the value for PME (13.34%; 11:27%),
RAE (53.34%; 51.26%) and MHD (1:47; 33.92) respectively. The
obtained results suggest that zack algorithm is perfectly suited
for getting breast area than multilevel thresholding and
maximum entropy for getting fibroglandular tissue. It is one of
the components to determine risk factors of breast cancer based
on percentage of breast density.
Keywords—Thresholding
fibroglandular Area
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Algorithm;

Breast

Area;

INTRODUCTION

One of the preventive measures to decrease the number of
breast cancer patients is by having routine screenings. The
mammographic density is one of the parts of BI-RADS
assessment proposed by the American College of Radiology
(ACR) in 2004 modified from Wolfe Standards and widely
used by Radiologists. One of the approaches used to assess
mammographic density is quantitative and objective approach,
by calculating the percentage of mammographic density by
means of comparing relative amount of fibroglandular tissue
and breast area [1] [2] [3] [4] and [5]. Women will have a
greater risk then men if their fibroglandular tissue area is
higher compared to their fat tissue in the breast area [3]. To
obtain areas, (fibroglandular tissue area and fat tissue in the
breast area), it is necessary to conduct segmentation process
automatically by employing thresholding method. The use of
proper thresholding method will be able to separate
discriminate the fat tissue in the breast area and its background

and/or to separate the fibroglandular tissue and fat tissue based
on the threshold value obtained. After obtaining these two
areas, the ratio value can be calculated, between the
fibroglandular tissue and breast area, indicating the risk factors
of breast cancer. The result of threshold value can be
performed either automatically or semi-automatically.
Several previous researches have used a semi-automated
thresholding in mammogram image, including: [2] [5] [6] and
[7]. Meanwhile, several previous researches only focused on
the use of automated thresholding to obtain fibroglandular
tissue area or breast area. The automated thresholding methods
that have been used to obtain fibroglandular tissue include:
Gaussian mixture modeling by [8] and minimum-cross entropy
by [9], while the automatic thresholding methods that have
been used to get breast areas include: row by row method
thresholding (RRT) and average row threshold (ART) by [10]
and by employing the threshold value of 18 by [11]. [4] had
proposed a calculation model of breast cancer risks by
computing the percentage of mammographic density. This
model could be applied as a reference to help decrease breast
cancer risks. In the research, [5] it did not only use the risk
factors of mammographic density but also the use of other risk
factors, such as estradiol level and polymorphism ESR1 as a
predictor of estrogenic factors related to breast cancer in the
population of Javanese people in Indonesia. The calculation
model of the percentage of mammographic density was
conducted by the semi-automatic thresholding method and was
named GAMA DEJAVU. Meanwhile, [6] semi-automated
thresholding was also employed to determine breast cancer risk
factors into four risks (BI-RADS standard), by involving three
Radiologists for statistically extracted rules (mean, kurtosis and
skewness). Other researches which also employed semiautomated thresholding method were [2] and [7]. The objective
of the use of the semi-automated thresholding method was to
calculate the mammographic density based on BI-RADS on
mammogram using craniocaudal view which had been
previously determined on the basis of Tabar parenchymal
pattern by Radiologists.
The use of RRT and ART methods by [10] has been
implemented on 50 mammogram images from the public
database DDSM for normal mammogram and breast cancer.
The extraction results of both methods look similar. However,
the performance of the ART method is better compared to RRT
method for it’s capability to extract breast area by eliminating
the background perfectly. In addition, the limits of the breast
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area of the ART methods look smoother, thus the output is
more proper. On the other hand, the RRT method generates a
larger breast extraction compared to breast area. Meanwhile,
[11] used a threshold value of 18 to separate the breast area
from its background. The result obtained from threshold 18 is
the best compared to the previous two methods in the case that
the periphery of the breast is highly smooth. However, the use
of the threshold value of 18 has a weakness for its static nature.
It means that no matter what the histogram condition of
mammogram is, the threshold value used is still 18. Thus,
when applied to the mammogram image possessing very little
or much difference histogram, the threshold value of 18 is not
the best threshold value.
On the other hand, the use of several automated
thresholding methods to obtain fibroglandular tissue areas,
such as Gaussian mixture modeling by [8], is aimed at
conducting mammogram image segmentation by using
mediolateral oblique view into several areas or sections
anatomically. The mammogram is segmented into five
components, namely: background, uncompressed fat, fat, dense
tissue and muscles. Meanwhile, the minimum cross entropy by
[9] is used to obtain the fibroglandular tissue area by separating
the fat tissue from the breast area. [4] has developed the
computational model in determining the breast cancer risk
factors based on the percentage of mammographic density. The
use of Zack algorithm to obtain the breast area and multilevel
thresholding to obtain fibroglandular tissue area in the
proposed model has better accuracy, sensitivity and specificity
if compared to the use of maximum Zack algorithm and
maximum entropy. The assessment of algorithm performance
for the new thresholding was performed simultaneously to
obtain breast cancer risk factors. Thereby, this research would
be focused more on comparing the performance of several
automated thresholding methods if employed to obtain both
objects.
II.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

This research used mammograms taken from patients who
had mammography check-up in Oncology Clinic, Kotabaru,
Yogyakarta, with craniocaudal views. Those images were the
digitalization from analogue images into digital images with
bmp extension in various sizes. They had been classified by
Radiologists into four risk factor categories in accordance with
BI-RADS standards.
A. Pre-processing
In the pre-processing stage, there was only one process
conducted to simplify the segmentation process. The process
was the conversion of RGB images into to gray images.
Subsequently, the gray image from the stage results would
undergo segmentation process by using several automated
thresholding algorithms with two different objectives, i.e. to
obtain the breast area and to obtain fibroglandular tissue area.
B. Segmentation
The segmentation process was performed by using five
automated thresholding methods, namely: Zack algorithm,
Otsu, multilevel thresholding, maximum entropy and minimum
entropy. Those five algorithms generated threshold value
which was automatically implemented on the mammogram

images with the aim to separate the breast area from its
background and to separate the fibroglandular tissue from the
breast area. Firstly, Zack algorithm or triangle thresholding is
algorithm to be used to determine the generated threshold value
based on the gray intensity histogram (h [x]) out of some
component of the image parts associated with a line. In broad
sense, the algorithm is consisted of several procedures, namely:
finding the min and max value of the degree of grayness,
finding the farthest periphery and describing the connecting
lines [12]. Secondly, the Otsu thresholding is a searching
method of an optimal threshold value obtained by using
discriminating criteria to maximize the distribution result of the
two classes on the grayness level. This method was done to
minimize the total weights of some variants in the class of the
background and foreground pixels to obtain the optimal
threshold [13]. Thirdly, the multilevel thresholding is a
recursive algorithm based on the Otsu method introduced by
[11]. It is considered effective in computing to find many
threshold levels in the images by using table look-up. The
working of this method is by modifying the class variance
which is previously calculated and stored in the look-up table
to reduce the computation complexity of cumulative
probability and the mean of each class [14]. Fourthly and
fifthly, the maximum and minimum thresholding entropy is a
thresholding algorithm based on the entropy distribution from
the degree of gray image. The maximum entropy obtained
based on the maximization of the entropy value of the two
classes is foreground and background [15]. Meanwhile, the
search process of threshold value in minimal entropy is based
on the minimizing of entropy value between the two classes.
C. The Analysis of Segmentation Method Performance
The performance comparison of several thresholding
algorithms in the segmentation process was assessed based on
the value of three parameters, namely: PME, RAE and MHD
[16] and [17]. The use of those three parameters was aimed to
compare the quality of several mammogram images as the
results of segmentation process generated based on the
threshold value from the thresholding algorithm. The images
from segmentation results were compared to the reference
images which had been verified by Radiologists using semiautomated thresholding.
1) Percentage Misclassification Error (PME)
PME is a picture of correlation between segmentation
results image and Radiology observations result reflecting the
percentage between some mistaken pixel background as it is
considered as the pixels of the objects or vice versa. The
formula for PME is shown in Equation 1.
|

| |

|

(1)

is the number of pixels on the background of Radiology
observation results,
shows the number of pixels on the
object of Radiology observation results,
represents the
number pixels on the background of the segmentation result
images generated by thresholding method, and
shows the
number of pixels on the object from the images of
segmentation results produced by the thresholding method.
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2) Relative Foreground Area Error (RAE)
RAE is a parameter for measuring the number of difference
among thresholding result images on reference images in
which the Radiology observation result. The formula for RAE
is defined in Equation (2) and (3)
(2)

in which
is the object area of the reference images, and
is the object area of binary image which is the result of the use
of thresholding method.
3) Modified Hausdorff Distance (MHD)
MHD is a method used to measure the distortion of the
object form resulted from the thresholding process from the
reference images object. The MHD formula is shown in
Equation (4) and (5).
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(5)

dan
represent the number of pixels on the object area
derived from reference images and the images resulted from
thresholding process.
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The final process in this research is the analysis to
determine the performance of each automated thresholding
algorithm that is used to obtain the breast area and the
fibroglandular tissue area. The use of the five thresholding
algorithms tested on five mammogram images as the samples
is to the extent of 1 mammogram to 5 mammograms shown in
Figure 1. (a) to 1 (e). The histogram of the five mammogram
images is shown in Figure 2. (a) to 2. (e), which means that the
mammogram image in Figure 1. (a) has the form of a
histogram shown in Figure 2 (a), so as for the other four
mammogram image types. The observation results on the form
of histogram of the five mammogram images show that the
histogram resulted has various forms. The histogram forms are
not consistent in bimodal or nearly-bimodal forms, but there
are several unimodal forms or in multimodal forms.

Fig. 2. Histogram mammogram : (a) mammogram 1, (b) mammogram 2, (c)
mammogram 3, (d) mammogram 4, (e) mammogram 5

Subsequently, the threshold value was sought for those five
algorithms described in the previous sub-chapter. The
threshold value obtained for each mammogram image by
thresholding algorithm is shown in Table 1. For example, for
mammogram 1, it has a threshold value of 13 for Zack
algorithm, 70 for Otsu, 141 for multilevel thresholding, 128 for
maximum entropy and 50 for minimum entropy. The reference
images made as the comparator are the reference binary images
resulted from segmentation by using semi-automated
thresholding conducted by Radiologists. There are two
threshold values used to obtain fibroglandular tissue area and
breast area. The complete result of those five mammograms is
shown in table 2. For example, to obtain breast area and
fibroglandular area on mammogram 1, the threshold value used
is 13 and 122.
The performance evaluation results for breast images using
those five thresholding algorithms are shown in Table 3. The
first parameter, PME based on a formula (1) reflects the
percentage between several mistaken background pixels
considered as the pixels of the object or vice versa. For the
second parameter, RAE is based on formula (2) and (3)
functions to measure the difference between the images
resulted from thresholding algorithm and each of their
reference images. In the third parameter, MHD is aimed to
measure the distortion of the object forms resulted from the use
of the five thresholding algorithms based on the objects of the
reference images. The smaller the value for the three
parameters indicates its better performance. It means that
threshold values resulted from automated thresholding have
similar values to the threshold values resulted from Radiology
observations using semi-automated thresholding. Likewise, the
computation process for the three parameters is to obtain a
complete fibroglandular tissue area.
TABLE I.

THRESHOLDING VALUE RESULTING FROM THRESHOLDING
ALGORITHM
Thresholding Algorithm
Multi
Max
Otsu
level
Entropy

Mammo
Gram

Zack

1

13

70

141

128

50

2

12

58

131

141

51

Fig. 1. Examples of mammogram : (a) mammogram 1, (b) mammogram 2,
(c) mammogram 3, (d) mammogram 4, (e) mammogram 5
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Entropy
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Thresholding Algorithm
Multi
Max
Otsu
level
Entropy

Mammo
Gram

Zack

3

11

63

130

4

14

85

5

12

64

TABLE II.

MHD
Min
Entropy

1

0.00

82

46

2

0.00

154

146

35

3

125

179

54

THRESHOLD VALUE DETERMINED BY RADIOLOGISTS
Semi-Automatic Thresholding

Mammogra
m

Breast area

Fibroglandular area

1

13

122

6.18

4.45

0.11

12.43

19.93

0.09

0.01

0.22

0.02

0.44

0.13

4

0.01

0.08

0.01

0.36

0.01

5

0.02

0.09

1.53

906.28

0.07

Mamm
ogram

Zack

Thresholding Algorithm
Multi
Max
level
Ent

Otsu

Min
Ent

2

11

122

3

15

82

4

21

177

1

79.77%

17.95%

6.23%

1.8%

22.03%

5

17

137

2

60.66%

53.87%

4.96%

6.86%

54.79%

3

10.66%

4.22%

12.91%

0%

6.48%

4

57.69%

52.24%

32.96%

39.62%

56.46%

5

37.49%

33.05%

9.65%

8.08%

33.74%

PME

RAE

The smaller the value indicates the smaller the difference,
meaning that the images resulted from the segmentation by
using thresholding algorithm is close to the images resulted
from segmentation by using semi-automated thresholding by
Radiologists.

Mammo
gram

1.37

TABLE IV. THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THRESHOLDING
ALGORITHM TO OBTAIN FIBROGLANDULAR AREA

The complete results of the threshold value obtained for
each mammogram with the five thresholding algorithms are
shown in Table 4. Subsequently, the computation results of the
performance of the five thresholding algorithms are shown in
Table (3) and (4). A computation of the mean value was done
and the results are shown in Table (5).

TABLE III.

1.62

1

79.83%

47.12%

30.92%

8.96%

52.22%

2

85.54%

84.01%

48.38%

66.87%

84.24%

3

31.23%

15.25%

54.99%

0%

21.63%

4

86.21%

84.99%

78.12%

81.11%

85.95%

5

82.18%

80.25%

54.26%

99.39%

80.58%

0.45

0.1

1.09

THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THRESHOLDING METHOD
TO GET THE BREAST AREA

Zack

Thresholding Algorithm
Multi
Max
Otsu
level
Ent
PME

MHD

Min
Ent

1

3.96

0.89

2

5.92

5.25

0.94

2.02

5.34

3

0.45

0.18

1.22

0.0

0.28

1

0.00%

61.82%

86.00%

81.58%

57.75%

4

6.25

5.66

3.57

4.29

6.12

2

0.17%

6.96%

65.79%

67.69%

6.04%

5

4.61

4.06

1.19

163.18

4.15

3

0.42%

6.02%

23.15%

10.24%

3.76%

4

0.40%

5.05%

24.33%

17.67%

0.82%

5

0.68%

3.76%

27.16%

44.89%

3.06%

1

0.00%

61.87%

86.07%

81.64%

57.79%

2

0.24%

9.80%

92.56%

95.22%

8.50%

3

1.23%

17.84%

68.66%

30.37%

11.16%

4

0.60%

7.60%

36.58%

26.56%

1.23%

5

1.50%

8.37%

60.43%

99.89%

6.82%

RAE

The computation results for the mean value of the
performance of the thresholding algorithm are shown in Table
5. For example, Zack algorithm has the smallest value for all of
the three parameters compared to other four algorithms, with
respective value for PME, RAE and MHD by 0.33%; 0.71%
and 0.01. It indicates that Zack algorithm has the best
performance to obtain the breast area. Meanwhile, to obtain the
fibroglandular tissue area, there are two algorithms having
nearly identical performance, i.e. multilevel thresholding and
maximum entropy. The values for parameter PME, RAE and
MHD for multilevel thresholding respectively are 13.34%;
53.34% and 1.47, while for the maximum entropy is 11.27%;
51.26% and 33.92.
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TABLE V.

AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OF THE THRESHOLDING ALGORITHM
[3]

Breast area

Algorithm

PME

RAE

MHD

Zack

0.3%

0.7%

0.01

Otsu

16.7%

21.1%

0.42

Multi level

45.3%

68.8%

4.58

Max Entropy

44.4%

66,7%

18.63

Min Entropy

14,3%

17.1%

0.33

[4]

[5]

[6]

Fibroglandular area
Algorithm

[7]

PME

RAE

Zack

49.3%

73.0%

4.24

Otsu

32.3%

62,3%

3.21

Multi level

13.3%

53.3

1.47

Max Entropy

11.3%

51.3%

33.9

34.7%

64.9%

3.4

Min Entropy

MHD

[8]

IV.

[9]

CONCLUSION

[10]

The comparison results of the thresholding algorithm
performance are designated for two different purposes, i.e. to
obtain the areas of breast and fibroglandular. By the virtue of
the comparison results of the thresholding algorithm
performance by using the three parameters of PME, RAE and
MHD, it shows that Zack algorithm has the best performance
to obtain the breast area. Meanwhile, to obtain fibroglandular
tissue area, there are two thresholding algorithms having the
best performance, i.e. multilevel thresholding and maximum
entropy. The obtained results suggest that zack algorithm is
perfectly suited for getting breast area than multilevel
thresholding and maximum entropy for getting fibroglandular
tissue. Further research needs to be conducted to improve the
performance of the thresholding algorithm in obtaining
fibroglandular tissue area using such as fuzzy c-partition
entropy or some methods of intelligent system.
[1]

[2]
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Abstract—Network virtualization allows cloud infrastructure
providers to accommodate multiple virtual networks on a single
physical network. However, mapping multiple virtual network
resources to physical network components, called virtual
network embedding (VNE), is known to be non-deterministic
polynomial-time hard (NP-hard). Effective virtual network
embedding increases the revenue by increasing the number of
accepted virtual networks. In this paper, we propose virtual
network embedding algorithm, which improves virtual network
embedding by coarsening virtual networks. Heavy Clique
matching technique is used to coarsen virtual networks. Then,
the coarsened virtual networks are enhanced by using a refined
Kernighan-Lin algorithm. The performance of the proposed
algorithm is evaluated and compared with existing algorithms
using extensive simulations, which show that the proposed
algorithm improves virtual network embedding by increasing the
acceptance ratio and the revenue.
Keywords—cloud computing; network virtualization; resource
allocation; substrate network fragmentation; virtual network
embedding; virtual network coarsening

I.

INTRODUCTION

In cloud computing data centers, virtualization is employed
to accommodate multiple virtual networks (VNs) on a single
substrate network (SN), and multiple virtual servers on a single
physical server [1]. Consolidating multiple virtual servers from
the same virtual network to a single physical server coarsens
virtual network down to a few physical servers. Coarsening
VN reduces the cost of embedding by eliminating the cost of
embedding virtual links between virtual nodes on the same
substrate node. Although, effective VN coarsening can
improve the utilization of SN’s resources and increase the
acceptance ratio of VNs and the revenue of infrastructure
providers, most of current virtual network embedding
algorithms do not take into account VN coarsening [2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7].
In this paper, we propose virtual network embedding
algorithm, which coarsens virtual networks using Heavy
Clique matching technique. Then, the coarsened virtual
networks are enhanced by using a refined Kernighan-Lin
algorithm. The performance of the proposed algorithm is
evaluated and compared with existing algorithms using
extensive simulations, which show that the proposed algorithm

improves virtual network embedding by increasing the
acceptance ratio and the revenue.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives a short overview of related work. Section 3 presents the
VN embedding model and problem formulation. Section 4
describes the proposed algorithm. Section 5 evaluates the
proposed VN embedding algorithm. Finally, we conclude in
section 6.
II.

RELATED WORK

In the last few years, many algorithms have been proposed
for efficient VNE. VN embedding problem is NP-hard, and
finding optimal solution can only be found for small problem
instances [8]. Therefore, several heuristic algorithms have been
proposed to find a good solution [5, 6, 7, 9]. Some algorithms
have been proposed to find exact VNE solutions to be used as
optimal bound for the heuristic based VNE solutions [4, 10].
Zhu and Ammar [11] proposed two VN embedding
algorithms. In the first algorithm, allocated substrate resources
are fixed throughout the VN lifetime. The performance of the
first algorithm is improved by using heuristics and adaptive
optimization. In the second algorithm, allocated substrate
resources are reconfigured to increase the utilization of the
underlying substrate resources. However, the proposed
algorithms deal only with VNRs that are previously known and
do not deal with VNRs that dynamically arrive over time.
In [12], Lischka and Karl proposed online VNE algorithm,
which maps nodes and links during the same stage. The
proposed algorithm maps VN to a sub-physical network that is
similar to the topology of the VN and achieves previously
defined constraints (e.g. CPU capacity, link bandwidth).
During nodes mapping process, virtual nodes are sorted in
descending order based on its required CPU and mapped
sequentially to substrate nodes without allowing coexisting
multiple virtual nodes from the same VN on one substrate
node. To minimize the mapping cost, virtual links are mapped
to substrate paths with minimal hops by incrementally
increasing the maximum hop limit. However, the
computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is high
due to multiple operations. In [13], Di et al. improved
performance and complexity of the proposed algorithm in [12]
by considering the cost of mapping links during the process of
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sorting virtual nodes and choosing the maximal hop limit.
Fischer et al. [3] modified the algorithm proposed in [12] to
consider energy efficiency during nodes and links mapping.
Fischer et al. allowed mapping several virtual nodes of the
same virtual network to the same substrate node. Although,
they take into account the energy efficiency during
consolidating virtual nodes, they did not consider the mapping
cost.
In [10], Cheng et al. proposed two-stage VN embedding
algorithm, called RW-MaxMatch, which ranks nodes using
topology-aware node ranking technique to reflect the
topological structure of the VNs and the SN. However, RWMaxMatch algorithm maps nodes without considering its
relation to the link mapping, which leads to high consumption
of the underlying SN’s resources. This is due to mapping
neighboring virtual nodes widely separated in the SN.
In [10], Cheng et al. improved the coordination between
nodes and links mapping in the RW-MaxMatch algorithm by
proposing RW-BFS algorithm. RW-BFS algorithm is a
backtracking one-stage VN embedding algorithm, which maps
nodes and links at the same stage. In [14, 15], Zhang et al.
proposed two VN embedding models: an integer linear
programming model and a mixed integer-programming model.
To solve these models, Zhang et al. proposed an enhanced
version of the MaxMatch algorithm, called RW–PSO
algorithm, based on particle swarm optimization. RW–PSO
algorithm reduces the time complexity of the link mapping
stage by using shortest path algorithm and greedy k-shortest
paths algorithm.
To improve the coordination between nodes mapping stage
and links mapping stage, Chowdhury et al. [16, 17] formulated
the VNE problem as a mixed integer program (MIP), which is
NP-hard. To obtain polynomial-time solvable algorithms, they
relaxed the integer program to linear program, and proposed
two VNE algorithms: D-ViNE (deterministic VNE algorithm)
and R-ViNE (randomized VNE algorithm). Nogueira et al. [18]
proposed heuristic-based VN embedding algorithm to deal
with the heterogeneity of VNs and SN, in both links and nodes.
The proposed algorithm is one stage VNE algorithm.
Some of existing works proposed VN embedding
algorithms to embed VNRs in distributed cloud computing
environments [19, 20, 21, 22]. Houidi et al. [23] proposed
exact and heuristics VN embedding algorithms, which split
virtual network requests using max-flow min-cut algorithms
and linear programming techniques. Leivadeas et al. [24]
proposed VN embedding algorithm based on linear
programming.
The proposed algorithm partitions VNRs using partitioning
approach based on Iterated Local Search. Houidi et al. [25]
proposed distributed VN embedding algorithm, which is
performed by agent-based substrate nodes. The authors
proposed VN embedding protocol to allow communication
between the agent-based substrate nodes. However, the
proposed algorithm deals only with the offline VN embedding
problem.

III.

VIRTUAL NETWORK EMBEDDING MODEL AND
PROBLEM FORMULATION

Substrate network (SN): We model the substrate network as
(
), where
a weighted undirected graph
is the set
of substrate nodes and
is the set of substrate links. Each
substrate node
is weighted by the CPU capacity, and
each substrate link
is weighted by the bandwidth
capacity. Fig. 1(b) shows a simple SN example, where the
available CPU resources are represented by numbers in
rectangles and the available bandwidths are represented by
numbers over the links.
Virtual network (VN): virtual network
is modeled as a
weighted undirected graph
(
), where
is the
set of virtual nodes and
is the set of virtual links. Virtual
nodes and virtual links are weighted by the required CPU and
bandwidth, respectively. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of VN
with required CPU and bandwidth.
Virtual network requests (VNR): the
VN request
in the set of all VN requests
is modeled as (
),
where
is the required VN to be embedded,
is the arrival
time, and
is the lifetime. When
arrives, substrate
nodes’ CPU and substrate links’ bandwidth are allocated to
achieve the
. If the substrate network does not have
enough resources to achieve
,
is rejected. At the end
of
lifetime, all allocated resources to
are released.
Virtual Network Embedding (VNE): embedding
on SN
(
) , where
is defined as a map
, and
, where is the set of all loop free substrate paths in
. Embedding
can be decomposed into node and link
mapping as follows:
Node mapping:
Link mapping:
For example, mapping of the VN in Fig. 1(a) on SN in Fig.
1(b) can be decomposed into:
Node mapping: *

+

Link mapping: {(
*(
)(

) *(
)+ (
)+ ( ) *(

)
)+}

Virtual Network Embedding Revenue: as in [8, 10, 14], the
revenue of embedding
at time is defined as the sum of
all required substrate CPU and substrate bandwidth by
at
time .
(

)

(
∑

) (∑
(

(

)

))

Where
( ) is the required CPU for the virtual
node
,
( ) is the required bandwidth for the virtual
(
)
link , and
if
is in its lifetime and
substrate resources are allocated to it, otherwise
(
)
.
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A. Motivation
VN embedding cost (defined by equation 1) depends on
allocated substrate CPU and allocated substrate bandwidth. VN
embedding cost can be reduced by minimizing these resources.
However, minimizing allocated substrate CPU may violate
service level agreement and reduce the quality of the service
provided to the customers. Allocated substrate bandwidth can
be reduced by increasing the number of virtual links between
virtual nodes that are mapped to the same substrate node. VN
embedding cost is reduced by eliminating the cost of
embedding such virtual links. However, finding VN
embedding solution with maximum number of eliminated
virtual links is not easy task. For example, to map VN in Fig.
2(a) to SN in Fig. 2(b), Fig. 2 shows the mapping solution with
the maximum number of eliminated virtual links among other
solutions. This solution can be reached by finding sub-VNs
that are close to be clique and map each sub-VN to one
substrate node. This example motivates us to propose HCMVNE algorithm, which coarsens VNs using heavy clique
matching technique before mapping it.
Fig. 1. Example 1 of VNE

Virtual Network Embedding Cost: as in [8, 10, 14], the cost
of embedding
at time is defined as the sum of all
allocated substrate CPU and substrate bandwidth to
at
time .
(

)

(
∑

) (∑
(

)

(

(

)

(

)))

(1)

Where
(
( )) is the length of the substrate
path that the virtual link
is mapped to.
Objectives: the main objectives are to increase the revenue
and decrease the cost of embedding virtual networks in the
long run. To evaluate the achievement of these objectives, we
use the following metrics:

B. The HCM-VNE algorithm
Algorithm 1 shows the steps of the proposed HCM-VNE
algorithm. In line 1,
, which is the upper bound of the
coarsened node CPU, is set to the maximum available CPU in
SN. In line 2, the upper bound of the total coarsened node
bandwidth,
, is set to the maximum available bandwidth
in SN. VNs are coarsened using
() function and
coarsened VNs are optimized using
() function.
() function and
() function will be
described later on. The HCM-VNE algorithm constructs
breadth-first searching tree for the graph of the coarsened VN.
The root node of the constructed tree is the coarsened virtual
node with the largest resources (sum of CPU and BW). Nodes
in each level in the created breadth-first searching tree are
sorted in descending order based on their resources. Finally, in
line 8, the HCM-VNE algorithm embeds coarsened VN on SN
using Embed() function.

- The long-term average revenue, which is defined by
∑

(

∑

(

Where

)

)

, and

(2)
is the total time.

- The VNR acceptance ratio, which is defined by
‖

‖

‖

‖

Where
requests.

(3)

is the set of all accepted virtual network

- The long term R/Cost ratio, which is defined by
(∑

∑

∑
∑

IV.

(

)
(

)

)

(4)

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe the motivation behind the
proposed algorithm and describe the details of the proposed
algorithm, which is called HCM-VNE algorithm.

Fig. 2. Example 2 of VNE
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ALGORITHM 1: The details of the HCM-VNE algorithm
INPUTS:
(
(

): VN to be embed
): SN to embed on
: maximum allowed substrate path length
: upper bound of nodes re-mapping operation

OUTPUTS:
( ): map VN nodes and links to SN’s resources
: VN embedding success flag
Begin
1:
(
( ))
( ))
2:
(∑

Fig. 3. Coarser VN for the VN in Fig. 2(a)

The graph of the coarsened VN in Fig. 3 is

3:
(
)
4:
(
)
5: Build breadth-first searching tree of from coarsened virtual node with
largest resources.
6: Sort all nodes in each level in the created breadth-first tree in descending
order according to their required resources.
7: backtrack_count=0
8: if
(
( )) then
9:
10:
return
11: else
12:
13: return
14: end if
End

C. Coarsening() function
Virtual networks are coarsened using heavy clique
matching technique. A clique in undirected graph is a fully
connected subgraph. The cost of embedding VNs is reduced by
embedding each sub-VN that is close to clique on one substrate
node.
(
) is to a
To determine how close sub-VN
clique, we define link density
( ) as
‖ ‖ (‖
‖(‖
‖
( )
))
If the sub-VN
is clique (or fully connected), the number of
‖(‖
‖
edges is equal to (‖
)) and the link density
( ) goes to one.
( ) is small if the sub-VN
is far from being clique.
Algorithm 2 shows the details of the Coarsening() function.
Coarsening process is iterative and starts with an initial
(
) , which is created and
coarsening graph
initialized by creating coarsened node for each virtual node and
coarsened link for each virtual link. Each coarsened node
can be considered as a sub-VN
(
),
where
(at this time each
contains only one
virtual node), and
, such that each virtual link
connects two virtual nodes in
. Each coarsened
link
between two coarsened nodes is a set of virtual
links connect virtual nodes in these coarsened nodes. Each
virtual node exists in exactly one coarsened node, and each
virtual link exists in exactly one coarsened node or one
coarsened link. For example, VN in Fig. 2(a) can be coarsened
as in Fig. 3.

({

} {

}), where

(*

+ *(

)(

)(

)+),

(*

+ *(

)(

)(

)+), and

*(

)+

In Coarsening() function, coarsened nodes are visited in a
sequential way, and each unmatched coarsened node
is
matched with its unmatched neighbor
such that the new
coarsened node created by combining
and
achieves the
CPU and BW constraints and its
is the largest among
all possible coarsened nodes created by combining
with
other unmatched neighbors. If such neighbor exists, we add
coarsened node
with its neighbor
to the matching list
{(
)
}.
At the end of each iteration, coarser graph
is updated by
combining each pair in
to a new coarsened node. If
is empty the Coarsening() function terminates.
D. Optimize() function
Coarsening() function coarsens VN in Fig. 2(a) as in Fig. 3.
However, Coarsening() function combines coarsened nodes
only based on link density and does not consider the required
bandwidth for each virtual link, which sometimes increases the
cost of VN embedding. For example, if the virtual link (a, d) in
Fig. 3 has bandwidth equal to 50, coarser VN can be improved
by moving the virtual node a from the coarsened node
to
the coarsened node
. Fig. 4 shows the optimized coarsened
VN.
To optimize coarsened VN, we used a refined KernighanLin (KL) algorithm. In 1970, Kernighan-Lin (KL) algorithm
was proposed by Kernighan and Lin for graph partitioning
problem. Kernighan-Lin (KL) algorithm partitions graph into
two parts with equal sizes and with minimal number of cutting
edges. It starts with an initial bipartition of the graph and
searches for two subsets of vertices from each part of the
graph, such that they have the same number of vertices and
swapping them improves the cost of the partition. KernighanLin algorithm swaps the selected subsets and repeats the entire
process until no such subsets found [26]. However, standard
Kernighan-Lin algorithm deals only with typical graph
partitioning problem, so it is not directly applicable to optimize
coarsened VNs, which may be partitioned to more than two
partitions with different sizes.
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() function

ALGORITHM 2: The details of the

INPUTS:
: VN graph to be coarsened
: the upper bound of the coarsened node CPU
: the upper bound of the total coarsened node BW
OUTPUTS:
: coarsened VN graph
Begin
(
)
1: Create and initialize coarsening graph
2: Create new matching list
3: while(true)
4: for each unmatched coarsened node
5:
Find unmatched neighbor
(

)

(
(

6:

Add (

7: end for
8: if
9:
break
10: else
11:
Update
12:
13: end if
14: end while
End

INPUTS:
(

): coarsened VN to be optimized
: upper bound of the coarsened node CPU
: upper bound of the Total coarsened node BW
OUTPUTS:
: optimized coarsened VN
Begin
1: Terminate=false
2: while (NOT Terminate)
3: Terminate=true
4: for each
5:
for each boundary virtual node
∑
6:
if
( ) ∑

,

)

where
is the set of all virtual links between

, and
)

() function

ALGORITHM 3: The details of the

(

(

))
7:
8:

) to
then

and virtual nodes in

,

and
is the set of all virtual links between
and virtual nodes in
then
if moving from
to
does not violate CPU and BW

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

by combining each pair in

( )

constraints.
then
Move
from

to

Terminate=false
else
Find set of boundary virtual nodes
in the coarsened node
, such that swapping
and
improves bandwidth and

does not violate CPU and BW constraints.
14:
if such node found swap them
15:
Terminate=false
16:
end if
17:
end if
18:
end if
19:
end for
20: end for
21: end while
End

Fig. 4. Optimized coarser VN for the coarser VN in Fig. 3

To optimize coarsened VN, we redefined Kernighan-Lin
(KL) algorithm as shown in algorithm 4. Optimize() function
starts with the partition performed by the Coarsening()
function and moves boundary virtual nodes between coarsened
nodes to improve edge-cut, such that this movement does not
violate the CPU and BW constraints. Virtual node is called
boundary node, if it is connected to virtual nodes outside its
coarsened node. For example, in Fig. 3, virtual node a is a
boundary virtual node for the coarsened node
, because it
has virtual link to the virtual node d, which is not in the
coarsened node
.
If moving the selected boundary virtual node to the target
coarsened node violates the CPU or BW constraints, we try to
find one or more boundary nodes in the target coarsened node
to be swapped with the selected boundary virtual node. If no
such boundary virtual nodes found, we postpone this
movement and recheck it again in the next iteration. The whole
process is repeated until no movements are performed.

E. Embed() function
The Embed() function embeds coarsened VN on SN as
described in algorithm 4. In the Embed() function, candidate
substrate node list for each coarsened virtual node is built by
collecting all substrate nodes that have available CPU capacity
at least as large as the coarsened virtual node CPU and have a
loop free substrate path to each substrate node contains one of
the previously mapped neighbors. Each substrate path should
satisfy the constraint of the maximum substrate path length,
and have available bandwidth greater than or equal the
bandwidth of the coarsened virtual link between the coarsened
virtual node and its previously mapped neighbor.
Candidate substrate nodes for each coarsened virtual node
are collected by creating a breadth-first search tree from each
substrate node contains one of the previously mapped
neighbors, and finding the common substrate nodes between
the created trees. In the constructed trees, substrate nodes
should satisfy the CPU constraints for coarsened virtual node,
and substrate paths should satisfy the connectivity constraints
to connect the coarsened virtual node with its neighbors. By
this way, all candidate substrate nodes in the candidate
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substrate node list satisfy all constraints (CPU and connectivity
constraints).
Substrate nodes in the candidate substrate node list are
sorted in ascending order according to the total cost of
embedding coarsened virtual links from the coarsened virtual
node to all previously embedded neighbors. If the coarsened
virtual node is a root node, the candidate substrate node list is a
set of all substrate nodes that have enough resources to embed
the coarsened virtual node. The candidate substrate nodes for
the root are sorted in descending order according to the total
available resources.
Coarsened virtual node is sequentially mapped to substrate
nodes in its candidate substrate node list. If there is no
appropriate substrate node in its candidate substrate node list,
we backtrack to the previously mapped node, re-map it to the
next candidate substrate node, and continue to the next node. In
line 3, mappings of the coarsened virtual node and its
coarsened virtual links are added to ( ) by using the
function Add(). To map coarsened node
to substrate node
, the function Add() adds maps from each virtual node in
to the substrate node . All virtual links in the coarsened node
are mapped to substrate paths with length zero from the
substrate node to itself. For each coarsened link from
to
one of the previously mapped coarsened nodes, the function
Add() adds maps for all virtual links in these coarsened links.
Virtual links are mapped to shortest loop free substrate paths,
which are specified by breadth-first search manner. In line 6,
Delete() function is used to perform the backtracking process.
() Function

ALGORITHM 4: The details of

INPUTS:
: current coarsened virtual node to be embedded
: substrate network to embed on
( ): map of the previously mapped nodes and links
OUTPUTS:
( ): updated map
: VN embedding success flag
Begin
1: Build candidate substrate node list for
2: for each in
3:

Add ((

4:
5:

if Embed(
else

6:

)

(

Delete((

)

)) then return true
(

))

7:
end if
8: if backtrack_count > Max_backtrack then return false
9: end for
10: backtrack_count ++
11: return false
End

V.

A. Evaluation environment settings
In our evaluation, the substrate network topology is
configured to have 200 nodes with 1000 links. Substrate
network is generated using Waxman generator. Bandwidths of
the substrate links are real numbers uniformly distributed
between 50 and 100 with average 75. We have selected two
server configurations: HP ProLiant ML110 G4 (Intel Xeon
3040, 2 cores X 1860 MHz, 4 GB), and HP ProLiant ML110
G5 (Intel Xeon 3075, 2 cores X 2660 MHz, 4 GB). Each
substrate node is randomly assigned one of these server
configurations.
Virtual network topologies are generated using Waxman
generator with average connectivity 50%. Number of virtual
nodes in each VN is variant from 2 to 20. Each virtual node is
randomly assigned one of the following CPU: 2500 MIPS,
2000 MIPS, 1000 MIPS, and 500 MIPS, which are correspond
to the CPU of Amazon EC2 instance types. Bandwidths of the
virtual links are real numbers uniformly distributed between 1
and 50. VN’s arrival times are generated randomly with arrival
rate 10 VNs per 100 time units. The lifetimes of the VNRs are
generated randomly between 300 and 700 time units with
average 500 time units. 3000 VN topologies are generated and
stored in brite format. For each algorithm, we run the
simulation for 30000 time units with the previously generated
VNRs1. For all algorithms, we set the maximum allowed hops
(Max_hops) to 2, and the upper bound of remapping process
(Max_backtrack) to 3n, where n is the number of nodes in each
VNR.
B. Evaluation results
Three metrics have been used to evaluate the performance
of the proposed algorithms: the long-term average revenue,
which is defined by Equation (2), the VNR acceptance ratio,
which is defined by Equation (3), and the long-term R/Cost
ratio, which is defined by Equation (4). Fig. 5 shows the
simulation results using the VNR acceptance ratio to compare
the different VNE algorithms. It can be seen that the proposed
algorithm that coarsened VNs using heavy clique matching
increases the acceptance ratio compared with other algorithms.
For example, at time unit 30000, in Fig. 5, the VNR acceptance
ratio for the RW-BFS and RW-MaxMatch are 20 and 16
percent, while the VNR acceptance ratio for the HCM-VNE is
53 percent. In other words, the proposed algorithm can embed
more VNs on the same SN at the same time. Consequently, the
proposed algorithm increases the long-term average revenue
compared with other algorithms, as shown in figure 6.

))
(

First, we implemented three algorithms: HCM-VNE, RWMaxMatch [15], and RW-BFS [10]. Second, we generated SN
topology and 3000 VN topologies to be used as inputs to the
implemented algorithms. Finally, we compared the results from
the implemented algorithms. In the following sub-sections, we
describe the evaluation environment settings and discuss the
results of the simulations.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

1

We evaluated the proposed HCM-VNE algorithm by
comparing its performance with some of existing algorithms.

The generated SN topology, generated VNRs topologies, and outputs are
available online at (https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0BxEBmTQ
0WG5RcnBYLVZhdW42bjg&usp=drive_web)
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of the proposed algorithm has been evaluated and compared
with some of the existing algorithms using extensive
simulations. Extensive simulation experiments show that the
proposed algorithm increases the acceptance ratio and the
revenue. For the future work, we plan to investigate other
coarsening techniques (e.g. Random Matching and Light Edge
Matching) to find the best coursing technique, which increases
the acceptance ratio and the revenue while decreasing the
embedding cost.
[1]
Fig. 5. The VNR acceptance ratio comparison
[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

Fig. 6. The long-term average revenue comparison

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
Fig. 7. The long-term Revenue/Cost ratio comparison

For example, at time unit 30000, the average revenue for
the RW-BFS and RW-MaxMatch are 72 and 33, while the
average revenue for the HCM-VNE is 240. As shown in Fig. 7,
the long-term Revenue/Cost ratio of all algorithms are nearly
the same, but the proposed algorithm performs slightly better
than other algorithms.
VI.

CONCLUTION

[11]

[12]

[13]

In this paper, we proposed virtual network embedding
algorithm, which coarsens virtual networks using heavy clique
matching and optimizes the coarser virtual networks by
applying a refined Kernighan-Lin (KL) algorithm. The
proposed algorithm coarsens sub-virtual networks that are
close to clique and embeds each sub-virtual network to
substrate node. The cost of embedding virtual networks is
reduced by eliminating the cost of embedding virtual links
between virtual nodes on the same substrate node. Performance
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Abstract—Text analysis includes lexical analysis of the text
and has been widely studied and used in diverse applications. In
the last decade, researchers have proposed many efficient
solutions to analyze / classify large text dataset, however, analysis
/ classification of short text is still a challenge because 1) the data
is very sparse 2) It contains noise words and 3) It is difficult to
understand the syntactical structure of the text. Short Messaging
Service (SMS) is a text messaging service for mobile/smart phone
and this service is frequently used by all mobile users. Because of
the popularity of SMS service, marketing companies nowadays
are also using this service for direct marketing also known as
SMS marketing.In this paper, we have proposed Ontology based
SMS Controller which analyze the text message and classify it
using ontology aslegitimate or spam. The proposed system has
been tested on different scenarios and experimental results shows
that the proposed solution is effective both in terms of efficiency
and time.
Keywords—Short Text Classification; SMS Spam; Text
Analysis; Ontology based SMS Spam; Text Analysis and Ontology

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile phones were initially developed to make and
receive calls while being mobile using radio link. Later on,
services like text messaging (SMS), multimedia messaging
(MMS) were added in the mobile phone devices. In the last
two decades, mobile phones have evolved and have become
smarter / intelligent devices commonly known as smart phones
[1, 2]. Smart phones are built on mobile computing platform
and usually have advanced computing abilities / connectivity
as compared to the simple mobile phones [8]. Initially smart
phones were developed with the integration of mobile phone
and personal digital assistant (PDA) functions. These smart
phones include number of exciting features like touch screen,
mobile web browser (i.e. access websites on mobile phone) and
WiFi (i.e. access internet using wireless connection) support.
In year 2000, high resolution touch screen smart phone
named Ericsson R380 was released which has its own
Operating System. This was first ever smart phone with its own
OS, the Operating System used was Symbian OS. In 2005,
Google entered into the mobile market with the help of an open
source operating system for smart phones called Android. In
2007, Apple [9] introduced a smart phone named iPhone [10]
which made big change in the history of smart phones
development; Apple development their own Mobile Operating
System named as IOS for iPhone and this OS is not open
source. Therefore, Android operating system is supported by
most of the smart phones companies (such as HTC, Samsung,
Sony Ericson).
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Along with the launch of iPhone, Apple introduced
AppStore (Application Store) where 3rd party applications were
hosted for distribution (i.e. single platform distribution).
Before, Apple AppStore, smart phone applications distribution
were largely dependent on third-party sources that developed
the application(s) such as GetJar, Handmark, Handango,
PocketGear, etc. Application development for Android OS is
greatly increasing as compared to IOS because 1) development
toolkit is free, 2) Android is open-source, therefore it’s easy to
integrate applications and 3) Android software suite allows
easy integration with Google applications such as Maps,
Calendar, web browser etc. Android based smart phones are
giving great competition to iPhone.
Text analysis includes lexical analysis of the text and has
been widely studied and used in diverse applications. In the last
decade, researchers have proposed many efficient solutions to
analyze / classify large text dataset, however, analysis /
classification of short text is still a challenge because 1) the
data is very sparse 2) It contains noise words and 3) It is
difficult to understand the syntactical structure of the text [21,
22, 25, 28]. The concept of Short Messaging Service (SMS)
was developed in the Franco-German GSM cooperation in
1984 by Bernard Ghillebaert and Friedhelm Hillebrand [11].
SMS is a text messaging service on the phone, web or mobile
system and mostly used data application is SMS text
messaging. SMS nowadays is also used for direct marketing
also known as SMS marketing.
In the last few years, many SMS managers have been
developed for managing the SMS on smart phones and the
most of them focuses on Spam filtering, Scheduled SMS and
automatic-Reply generation. Few popular android applications
are 1) Anti SMS Spam: It is a spam filtering application and
spams all incoming SMS from unknown numbers when Spam
filtering is turned on. 2) Schedule SMS: It is scheduled SMS
application and gives time, date, recipient number and text
(SMS content) option to the user. The application sends the
SMS to the recipient on specified time and date specified by
the user. 3) SMS Auto Reply: It is an Auto Reply SMS
application which sends an automated reply to all the incoming
texts when auto reply is turned on. The content (text) of auto
reply is selected / configured by the user.
Ontologies have been widely used for knowledge
representation / sharing and have been used in diverse areas
[23, 24, 26, 27]. Ontology based SMS Controller is an Android
Based Application developed on Android Jelly Beans 4.1, the
proposed solution is all in one SMS manager and includes
some previous features with advancements as well as some
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new and exciting Features like ontology based SMS spam
detection, Group chat etc. The default android messaging
application gives few options to user such as send message /
receive message / save message etc. whereas the proposed
application provides some additional features in addition the
default features. The major features of the proposed application
are:


Automated text replies to messages when a profile is
activated



Scheduled SMS sent on specific dates and events



Group chat including multiple users like we do in
different messengers



Content based Spam filtering

 What if a user does not want to spam all the SMS from
unknown numbers?
 What if a user wants to spam the SMS from some
unusual numbers only?

The above features make the proposed application unique
as these features are missing in the existing applications. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present brief overview of related work, this section is
followed by the discussion of the Ontology based SMS
Controller architecture including the SMS text analysis and
classification method. In Section 4, the simulation and
experimental analysis of proposed solution is presented.
Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
II.

configure the reply to be send when the auto reply option
mode is turn on.
5) Intelligent auto reply by John Tsau [15] is a rule based
SMS application that has Auto Reply and Auto Forwarding
features. It automatically replies to the SMS and missed calls
according to the rules set by the user.
6) GO SMS PRO by GO Dev Team [16] supports the
features of scheduled SMS and Group Texting.
The previous applications include most of the exciting
features but they have the following limitations:

RELATED WORK

With the evolution in Smartphone era, leading IT
companies and researchers have proposed many efficient
applications for the same. In this section, we will review few
related applications developed for managing SMS on android
platform.
1) Anti-Spam SMS and Private Box by Droid Mate [12] is
an android based anti-spam application with a private box. Its
spam feature helps filter unwanted messages from any sender.
Key features of this application are: a) Can block SMS from
unknown numbers, and b) User can create a block list and can
add existing contact or new numbers in the block list.
2) Handcent SMS by Handcent Market [13] is an android
based SMS scheduling application with the following key
features: a) It helps schedule SMS/MMS messages at specific
times or at regular intervals e.g. daily and b) It supports
blacklist (i.e. deletes incoming SMS / MMS from number in
blacklist which also helps block spam messages.
3) SMS Scheduling applications: The best three scheduled
SMS android applications are as follows: a) Schedule SMS
Wishes enables the user to schedule SMS on the contact list
(i.e. the user can select the date / time on which the SMS needs
to be send to the selected contact or can use the repeat option
to send the SMS regularly [daily / weekly] to the selected
contacts) b) Google Voice SMS tool enables the user to
schedule (i.e. daily, weekly, etc) the SMS with Google voice c)
Scheduled Message application enables the user to schedule
SMS or email at any given date / time.
4) SMS auto reply by Kirill kruchinkin [14] is an auto
reply application which sends reply to each incoming SMS
when the auto reply option is enabled. The user has to

 What if a user wants his application to auto reply to a
certain Group?
 What if a user wants to send different replies to
different group of recipients?
 What if a user wants to have all these features in one
application?
Ontology based SMS Controller has Solutions to all these
questions. It auto reply to a certain Group and sends different
replies to different group of recipients. It gives solution for
detecting spam SMS using content analysis. Above all these
features are all integrated in one application so that a user can
easily manage all the features from one application. Plus it
includes new features like Group chat and Auto scheduled
SMS by synchronizing the events in the Calendar. The key
features of the proposed application include:
 Auto-Reply Modes
o Profile Based,
o Group Based,
o Group-Profile Based,
 Auto-Messaging Modes
o Event mode
o Birthday mode
o Scheduled Texts
 Group Chat
 Content based SMS Spam detection
 Auto-Message Report.
III.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Ontology based SMS Controller is an Android Based
Application developed on Android Jelly Beans4.1 as shown in
figure 1 and has the following four modules:
 SMS Spam
 Group Chat
 Auto Reply
 Event-Based Messages
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Finally, complete content and organizational editing before
formatting. Please take note of the following items when
proofreading spelling and grammar:

shortest path (i.e. minimum number of nodes present in
the path connecting the keywords is used); WordNet
[18] is used for this purpose. In the next step, Concept
set is generated which contains either the original
keywords or Lowest Super Ordinate (LSO) for each
pair of keywords, the selection depends on the
parameter h, for more details please see [19].

Fig. 1. System Architecture of Ontology based SMS Controller

A. SMS Spam
For each incoming SMS, the Ontology based SMS
Controller interrupts the SMS and executes the SMS Spam
classification algorithm to verify the spam messages as shown
in figure 2. The SMS Spam classification algorithm is
comprised of three steps: (I) Pre-processing (II) Content
Analysis (III) Spam Classification.


Pre-processing: In the first step, for each incoming
SMS, the Ontology based SMS Controller validates the
sender number with the spam blacklist numbers, if the
number is found in the blacklist numbers, the SMS is
send to SPAM folder without further processing. The
Ontology based SMS Controller also provides user the
option to SPAM all SMS messages from unknown
numbers or specific numbers or weird numbers. If this
option is selected by the user, all SMS belonging to
these categories will be send to SPAM folder without
further processing.

In Step 2, all standard stop-list / stemmer words like (“is”,
“the”, “on”, “and”, “in”, “with”, “for”, “by”…) are eliminated
from the SMS Text. In Step 3, homogeneous words like
{(“chat”, “chatting”, “chatted”), (“Advertize”, “Advertizing”,
“Advertized”)} are all substituted by the single word “chat”
and “Advertize” respectively. Also, multiple entries for each
word are eliminated from the SMS text.


Content Analysis: This module uses the filtered SMS
text from the previous step which contains n keywords
where each keyword can express n possible meanings.
In order to assign proper meaning to each keyword,
every keyword is compared with every other keyword
and most related sense (i.e. semantically related) is
selected. To calculate the most related sense the

Fig. 2. Ontology based SMS Controller Spam Module

Spam concepts which include spam keywords, their
synonym and hypernym are loaded from the ontology and
stored in spam set. Each concept is compared with the spam
concepts one by one and matches are stored in a separate
resultant set with labels O (Original Keyword), S (Keyword
Synonym) or H (Keyword Hypernym). The labels are assigned
on the basis of comparison; if the concept is matched with
spam keyword, O is assigned. Similarly if the concept is match
with Spam keyword synonym or hypernym, S or H is assigned
respectively. Each concept in the resultant set is assigned a
score based on the assigned label (i.e. O=1, S=0.50 and
H=0.25). The collective spam score of the resultant set is
calculated by adding the all individual concept scores.
 Classification and Ontology Enhancement:This
module uses the resultant set extracted from the
previous step, to classify the SMS as spam or not.
Furthermore, if the SMS is classified as spam, the
ontology will be enhanced by adding new concepts (i.e.
Original keywords, synonym and hypernym). In order
to classify the SMS as spam, the Collective Spam score
(CS) calculated in the previous set is used, if condition
(where is configurable) is satisfied, the SMS is
classified as Spam and forwarded to Spam folder. Once
the SMS is classified as Spam, Keywords Synonyms
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and Hypernyms are extracted from WordNet and new
concepts (i.e. Keywords, Synonyms and Hypernyms)
are added to the ontology knowledge base.
B. Group Chat
The prerequisite of using this feature is that all participating
users should have Ontology based SMS Controller installed on
the smart phone. One of the application user has to start the
Group chat by sending “join group chat” invitation to the
others. Invitation is sent through SMS message and for this
purpose a special SMS is send to the invitee which Ontology
based SMS Controller interprets and asks the user to join the
group chat. The user can accept or reject the request, if the user
accepts, the details of new user is send to all the active
members of the group chat and chat window is loaded on the
new user’s Smartphone.
Similarly, if any active user during the group chat closes
the application, the details of disconnected user is send to all
members of the group chat. Each group chat is assigned unique
chat code to the same and each SMS message send / received
from chat window contains this unique chat code, which makes
it easy to identify; to which chat this message belongs. Each
member sets a nick at the start of chat, and these are displayed
on the chat window instead of the numbers.

C. Auto Reply
Ontology based SMS Controller sends auto-reply according
to the user-defined profiles; the user is responsible to create
auto-reply groups and reply messages for each group. If the
auto-reply mode is on and no auto-reply profile is activated, a
default auto-reply message is sent otherwise the user defined
auto-reply message according to the profile is send. User can
create groups and add numbers in these groups from contact
list.
D. Event-Based Messages
Ontology
based
SMS
Controller
automatically
synchronizes itself with the calendar and generates automatic
SMS based on Events. User is responsible to define event(s) by
setting date / time of the event(s) and the message to be send.
User can add group(s) to an event by selecting from list of
available groups. Message defined against the event is send to
all members of the group(s) associated with the event. Birthday
event is predefined in the application, which picks the
birthdays of the contacts (if available) and create birthday
event for each of them. User can define the birthday message
for the birthday event, if no message is defined; default
birthday wish is send automatically on respective birthdays.

Each incoming SMS is interrupted by Ontology based SMS
Controller and it validates the type of the SMS message (i.e.
Invitation, Chat Message, or Normal Message) and perform
actions accordingly. If the SMS is chat message, it forwards
the same to the corresponding chat window and delete it from
the inbox. If the SMS is invitation SMS, it displays the
invitation to the user and wait for the response. Based on user
response it either opens the chat windows or sends rejection
message. When a user joins or leaves the chat, all other
members are informed and the list of chat members is updated
accordingly.

Fig. 4. Auto-Reply flow

IV.

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Application is developed on Android version 4.1 (Jelly
Beans) and is compatible with all the next versions of Android
(min SDK 8). Android Virtual Device (AVD) manager is
installed with Android Software Development kit which allows
the programmer to create an AVD for specific version of
Android. The simulator used for testing and debugging of the
proposed application is AVD 4.1.

Fig. 3. Group Chat Flow

Initially for the experimentation, we built the ontology
concepts using one hundred known spam messages; afterward
we tested the proposed solution on large number of SMS,
figure 5 shows spam detection percentage over number of
SMS, as shown in figure 5 the proposed solution spam
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detection percentage over number of SMS increases as
ontology knowledgebase is enhanced (i.e. new spam concepts
are updated in the ontology).

Figure 7(a) shows the main view of the application, if user
press Chat-Box new window opens as shown in figure 7(b). If
user press New Chat button, new chat is started.

Fig. 5. Spam Detection vs No. of SMS

Fig. 8. New Chat

Fig. 9. (a) Chat Invitation (b) Invitation Accepted
Fig. 6. False Positive Percentage vs No. of SMS

Figure 6 shows false positive percentage over number of
SMS, as shown in figure 6 the proposed solution false positive
percentage over number of SMS decreases as the system
receives feedback from user over wrongly predicted SMS(s)
which helps in updating the ontology knowledgebase by
removing concepts related to wrongly predicted SMS(s).

Fig. 10. Group Chat Window

Figure 8shows new chat window where the user needs to
enter the Recipient's number and press ok to invite the same to
group chat.

Fig. 7. (a) Main View (b) New Chat Window

Figure 9(a) shows the invitation for group chat message
which appears on the recipient's device, if the user accepts the
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invitation figure 9(b) is shown on the sender device.After
handshaking the group chat is started and chat window appears
on each participating device (i.e. Sender & Receivers) as
shown in figure 10.User can write the text in text Box and use
the send button to send the message. The message is send to all
recipients by using normal SMS and is shown on each
participating device. New members can be added at any time
using the invite more feature.

Fig. 11. (a) Group title (b) Group contacts

needs to enter the title of the profile and auto-reply SMS as
shown in figure 12(a) and (b) respectively. Auto-Reply SMS
can be added by going to the desired profile and selecting
“Select auto-reply SMS” from menu.

Fig. 14. Spam Options

Auto-reply mode can be activated by clicking the toggle
(on/off) button in figure 13. Left window of figure 13 shows
the view where auto-reply mode is off, no group and profile
selected. Right window of figure 13 is showing the view where
mode is on, one group is selected and profile is activated.
Spam Filter can be turned on by clicking toggle button on
the spam window. Spam folder contains all the spam messages.
Spam List contains all the numbers which are marked as spam.
Spam Settings allows user to spam messages from weird
numbers or unknown numbers by checking the checkboxes. A
group can be added and marked as spam as well as shown in
figure 14.
Similarly new events can be added by the user specifying
event title, date / time, profile / SMS and group(s) / numbers
associated with the event. The application sends the specified
SMS to all the members associated with the event on the event
date / time.

Fig. 12. (a) Profile title (b) Auto-reply SMS

V.

Fig. 13. Auto-reply

The user can create new groups, just he needs to give the
title of the group and add contacts in the group as shown in
figure 11(a) and (b) respectively. Contacts can be added to
group by going to the desired group and selecting “add
contact” from menu. Similarly user can create new profile(s),
each profile contains profile title and auto-reply SMS. The user

CONCLUSION

With the evolution in Smartphone era, leading IT
companies and researchers have proposed many efficient
applications; one of them is SMS Manager which helps to
manage the SMS on smart phones. In this paper, we proposed
Ontology based SMS Controller which is all in one SMS
manager and includes new features like content based SMS
Detection, Group chat etc. SMS Spam classification algorithm
of Ontology based SMS Controller analyses the text of SMS
and uses ontology to classify it as Spam or legitimate. The
proposed algorithm has been tested on large number of test
cases; the experimental results are satisfactory and supports the
implementation of the solution.
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Abstract—Mobile devices have evolved from simple
devices, which are used for a phone call and SMS messages
to smartphone d e vi c e s that can run third party applications.
Nowadays, mal i c i ous software, which is also known as
malware, imposes a larger threat to these mobile devices.
Recently, many news items were posted about the increase of
the Android malw are. There were a lot of Android
applications pulled from the Android Market because they
contained malw are. The vulnerabilities of those Applications
or Android operating systems are being exploited by the
attackers who got the capability of penetrating into the mobile
systems without user authorization causing compromise the
confidentiality, integrity and availability of the applications and
the user. This paper, it gave an update to the work done in the
project.
Moreover, this paper focuses on the Android Operating
System and aim to detect existing Android malware. It has a
dataset that contained 104 malware samples. This Paper chooses
several malware from the dataset and attempting to analyze them
to understand their installation methods and activation. In
addition, it evaluates the most popular existing anti-virus
software to see if these 104 malware could be detected.
Keywords—Smartphone
Security;
Malware
Analysis;
Android Malware; Static Analysis; Dynamic Analysis; SDK;
VAD

I.

INTRODUCTION

Several years ago, smartphone and tablet have become
more common. They provide services such as social
networking, banking, etc. Also, they are equipped with many
features like Wi-Fi and GPS, make video calls and many more
things. With all these features, there also comes a need for
security for the mobile phones. This paper is focusing on the
Android Operating System.

Fig. 1. Android Market Growth

In this paper, we are learning how a malware can target the
Android phones and how it could be installed and activated in
the device by performing a malware analysis using static
and dynamic tools to understand the malware operations and
functionalities. To achieve these tasks it is required to
understand the Android architecture and its security model.
The rest of this report provide a description of the project
and is organized as follows: Section II presents an overview of
Android architecture Section III describe Android security
model. After that, Section IV describes
Android
application Section V describes malware analysis followed
by analysis result in Section VI. Section VII shows the
detection results with four mobile anti-virus software. Section
VIII discusses one way for future improvement. Lastly, it
concludes the paper in Section IX.

Android, which is open source operating system, will be
more popular. Currently there are over 50 mobile phone
companies are manufacturing smartphones with Android
operating system. Increasing the number of the Android
devices causes concern in term of user security. McAfee Labs
report showed that in the first quarter in 2012, there is a large
increase in mobile malware, and the increase was targeted
almost only at the Android platform [1]. Figure 1 shows that
there were 10 billion application downloaded by the end of the
2011. These rapid increases in applications download make
Android to be the most targets for malware.
Fig. 2. Android Architecture [3]
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II.

OVERVIEW OF ANDROID ARCHITECTURE

Android is open source software for mobile
development developed by Google. The Android architecture
as shown Figure2 can be divided into five layers. The first
layer from the bottom is the kernel, which is based on the
Linux 2.6 kernel. It is used as hardware abstraction layer. The
reason Google are using Linux is because it provides memory
management,
process
management, security model,
networking, a lot of core operating system infrastructure that
are robust and have been proven over time. The next level
up is a native or basic library, which is written in C and C++.
The next level is the Android runtime. The main component
in the Android runtime is the Dalvik virtual machine. It was
designed specifically for Android to meet the need of
running in an embedded environment where you have
limited battery, limited memory, limited CPU. The
Dalvik virtual machine runs something called DEX files.
Those files are bytes codes that are results of converting at
java .classes and .jar files. Those files when are converted to
.dex files become much more efficient bytes code that can run
very well on small processors. They use memory very
efficiency. The next level up from that are the core libraries.
They are written in java programming language. It contains all
of the collection classes, utilities, I/O, etc. The upper level is
the application framework. This is also writing in java
programming language. It provides abstractions of the
underlying native libraries and Dalvik capabilities to
application. Each Android applications run on its Dalvik
virtual machine [4].
III.

ANDROID SECURITY M ODLE

The whole idea behind mobile platform is the fact that the
user can run a lot and a lot of different applications on the
device. The user might be installing and downloading a
banking application that can be doing some sensitive data.
On other hand, the user might be installing a game application
right next to previous application and running on the same
device. The user obviously does not want the game
application to be able to access the sensitive data that
banking application is operation on. So to achieve this
Android platform makes sure that any application is isolated
from each other. Basically when the user download and install
an application, it will be given a unique UID. In addition, each
application will run on separate process on separate virtual
machine. Therefore,
application cannot read other
application private data [4].
As it was mentioned on Section II, Android was built on
the top of the Linux, so the Linux file permission are applied.
Permission allows the user to protect his/her sensitive data that
are stored on the device. Also, it protects access to content
provider, which basically is a database in the device.
Permissions are requested by an application at install time and
they are granted or denied once at the install time which
requires the user approval [4].
IV.

ANDROID APPLICATION

Android application has an extension file .apk which is
stand for Android package. It is basically an archive file
contains all the necessary files and folder in an application.

Each application is divided to four main components namely
Activities, Service, Broadcast Receivers and Content provider
[4].
 Activity is essentially just a piece of User Interface
(UI). So any visual screens that allow user to see
and interact with in an And roid a p p l i c a t i o n . It
can consist of views such as Button View, Text
view Table view, etc.
 Intent Recivier which is a way for which an
a p p l i c a t i o n to register some code that will not be
running until it’s triggered by some external event.
Developer can write some code through XML and
register it to be running when something happens,
e.g. network connectivity is established at a certain
time, or when the phone is ring.
 Service is a task that does not have any user
interfaces. It is a component running in the
background. For example, when lunching a music
player application, the first screen is an activity.
But as soon as selecting a song to play and move to
other application, the service keeps running in the
background.
 Contant Provider is data storage, which allows the
applications to share the data with other application.
Each application contains a manifest file named
Androidmanifest.xml. This file declares applications
components, specifies the application requirements, and
contains the permissions. These permissions will be shown to
the user, when he would be installing the application. Figure
3 is an example of the Androidmanifestfile.xml.

Fig. 3. Example of Androidmanifest.xml

In the above example, it is clear that the application is
trying to access the Send SMS feature of the phone, which is
stated as the permission Android.permission.SEND_SMS.
The Android Manifest file also helps a user in
determining whether an application is a legitimate one or it is
a malicious one. For example, a game application does not
need
permissions
such
as
SEND_SMSM,
READ_CONTACTS. In this case, It should be known that if
the application is a legitimate or not.
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A. MALWARE INFECTION METHODS
There are several methods that the Android devices could
be infected with malware. The following are four different
methods which malware can be installed on the phone [1,11]:
1) Repackaging legitimate application
This is one of the most common methods used by the
attackers. They may locate and download legitimate popular
application from the market, disassemble it, add malicious
code and then re-assemble and submit the new apps to the
official or alternative Android market. Users could be
vulnerable by being enticed to download and install these
infected applications. It was found that 86.0% repackaged
legitimate application including malicious payloads after
analyzing more than 1,200 Android malware samples [1].
2) Exploiting Android’s application bug
There could be a bug in the application
itself. The
attacker may use this vulnerability to compromise the phone
and install the malware on the device.
3) Fake applications
It was also discovered that there are fake applications
created to include malware which allows attacker to
access your mobile device. Attackers upload on the
market fake applications that seems are legitimate to users
but they are malware by themselves. For example, Spyeye’s
fake security tool was found in the market which is a malware.
4) Remote Install
The malware could be installed in the user phone
remotely. If the attacker could compromise users’ credentials
and pass them in the market, then in this case, the
malware will be installed into the device without the
user knowledge. This application will contain malicious
codes that allow attacker to access personal data such as
contacts list [1].
V.

M ALWARE ANALYSIS

Malware is a piece of code that is executed on the target
machine like viruses, Trojans or worms. Sometime it is
difficult to stop them since they use new signature, which
prevents it from being detected.
Reverse Engineering process is used to analyze the
Android Malware. It is a process that decompiling an
application to understand its working and functionality by
analyzing the codes and debugging it. Before explain the
analysis, it is very important to understand how an APK
(Android package) is made before reversing it. Figure 4 shows
the process of building and reversing APK file.
Once the application is downloaded in the phone from
Google Market, the file .apk is available . So, first of all, the
file should be de- packaging by using command such as
“unzip. Then, the following files and folders will be found
[13,14]:
 Meta--‐inf Folder: this
folder
consists
of
information that allows users to make sure of
the security of the system and integrity of the
APK application.

 Res Folder: this folder contains XMLs defining
the layout, attributes, languages, etc.
 Classes.dex: this file contains the entire Java
source code that is compiled. This file is run on
the Dalvik Machine. This file consists of the c
omplete bytecode bthat the Dalvik Machin will int
erpret.
 AndroidMainifest.xml File: this file is one of
the most important XML file which contains
information about the permissions
that the
application needs or accesses. In other words this
file contains the Meta information concerning the
application.
 Resources.arsc: this file is binary resource file
that is obtained after compilation.
Here at this point, the focus will be on the classes.dex file,
which is the compiled java classes and contains all the
codes of the application. Then, decompiling the classes.dex
file into readable code (Java files) using several tools such as
JAd tool.

Fig. 4. Reverse APK file

The following sections describe the types of the malware
analysis and the tools, which are used to perform a complete
analysis.
A. Types of Malware Analysis
1) Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic analysis sometime is also called behavioral
analysis, which is used to analyze and study the behavior of
malware. Then studying how the malware interact with
the system, services added, data capture, network connection
made, open port and etc [11].
2) Static Analysis
Static analysis is called code analysis, which is used to
analyze the code of the malicious software. The main purpose
is to know the exact malicious code, which is embedded in the
actual code [11].
B. Tools of Malware Analysis
Several tools were selected for both static and dynamic
analysis. In this project, we use two methods to analysis the
malware code. The first method involves the utilization of
APKTOOL and editor such as Nodepad++. The second
method is performed using tools Dex2Jar and JD-GUI. The
following is a list of tools used for reverse engineering
Android malware [11,12]:
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1) Create an isolation environment test
In this project, the VMware workstation 8 was used for the
testing. Also, Linux back track 5 r2 on three laptops and
Windows 7 in other laptop.

2) Apk Tool
This tool is used to analyze Android application binaries. It
has a capability of disassembling applications to practically
original form and repackaging them after certain modification.
It also is used to debug the smali code [6].
3) Dex2Jar
Dex2Jar tool was developed and used in order to convert
.dex file (Dalvik Virtual machine format) to .class format. It
helps to view the source code of an application as a Java code
[7].
4) Android SDK
The Android Software Development Kit (SDK) is a
collection of development tools that are used to create
applications. There are several components are included on
the SDK such as debugger, an emulator, sample source code,
libraries and etc. [5].
5) JD-GUI
This tool is a java decompile that allows a user to view
Java Source Codes of .class files. It shows log files and
enables user to browse the hierarchy of the class files [8].
6) DroidBox
DroidBox is a dynamic analysis tool of Android
applications. It is capable to identify information leaks of
content, SMS data IMEI, GPS coordinates, and installed
application, phone number and operation file [9].
C. Experimental
As mentioned earlier, there is a rapid growth of Android
malware since 2011. In this section, we are explaining the
basics of Android applications and showing the way to
analyze them. Also, three different applications were chosen
that were discovered back in 2010-2011. These sample
applications can be downloaded from [10].
1) Android.FakePlayer
By start analyzing the first Android malware that was
discovered in 2010 named Android.FakePlayer. It is a Trojan
which sends SMS messages to certain numbers. It is
distributed as an .apk file named “RU.apk". It pretends to be a
movie player but does not actually play movies. This malware
requires that the user install it on the device. To download the
application sample it can be found here [10].
The file called RU.apk was found. It is a zip file that can
be extracted using zip command. After extraction, several
files were found. The most important file is
AndroidManifest.xml. This is the metadata file that contains
the information about the main class of the application as
well as other information like permissions. Also, the file
classes.dex was found
which
contains
the
actual
compiled code on the dex file format.
The analysis starts by reading the AndroidManifest.xml
file since it contains information about the main entry

points of the application as well as other useful information
like permission and services used by the application. They
can give a general overview of what the application is doing.
The Android Manifest.xml inside the APK file is a binary
XML file. The aapt tool was used to convert this format to a
common XML format. After reviewing the file, it was obvious
that
the
application
is
requesting
the
Android.permission.SEND_SMS that allows the application to
send SMS messages.
It was noticed also that the activity that is launched when
the
application
is
executed
is
org.me.Androidapplication1.MoviePlayer. These are the
entry points of the application. Since this is a movie player
application, we know that the application does not need the
send SMS massages.
Then, a disassembling Dex file was done by using Dex2Jar
tool to get the readable original code to examine what the code
is actually doing. We checked and reviewed the decompiled
code of rg.me.Androidapplication1.MoviePlayer, which is the
activity that will be lunched first as seen in the
AndroidManifest file. We also noticed that it contains a
method named onCreate that on Android is called when
the activity is starting. The code has several calls to
Android.telephony. SmsManager.sendText Message (String
destinationAddress, Strings
cAddress,
String text,
PendingIntent sentIntent, PendingIntent deliveryIntent). So
it was understood that the first time the application runs, it
tries to send a numeric SMS text message to (3353, 3354)
[11,12].

Fig. 5. Android.FakePlayer

To perform dynamic analysis of this malware, we install
the application on Android 2,2. As shown in the figure 5, we
have a new icon and application called Movie Player. When
clicking on this application in our emulator, there is
nothing happen. However, we know from our static analysis
that after activating this application it will try to send out the
SMS message.
2) Android.NickiSpy
The second malware that was analyzed is called Android
Nickispy. It is a Trojan horse that steals information from
Android devices and sends it to the remote server. It gets
activated as soon as device finishes its boot. The package
name of this malware is called "com.nicky.lyyws.xmall".
After finishing analyzing the manifest file of this
application, it was found that this malware requests a lot of
permissions which some of them are related to the
conversation recording capabilities (Figure 6) [8, 9].
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Fig. 6. NickiSpy Permissions

Also, It was noticed that there is a receiver declared in the
Android Manifest file. The malware uses it to start the
function after the device is booted. In addition, we found
that there are many services declared to be run in the
background.
After the device boots and the malware
activated, we found a list of service in the “running service”.

Fig. 8. Send Method in NickiSpy

Later, we performed a dynamic analysis of this malware.
After installing the application on Android 2, 2. We made a
phone call between two emulators; the emulator which has
Nickispy is installed on it records the conversation and save
it
in
the
SDcard
under
directories
named
“shangzhou/callrecord” [11,12].

Fig. 7. NickiSpy Services

Those services are running in the background without the
user noticing they exist. We craft all the entry point from the
manifest file and then we began reviewing the Java code. We
found in onCreate() method that the record service is been
activated.

Fig. 9. Conversation Recording

The following code show that the malware sends SMS
with the IMEI of the device to number ‘15859268161‘

Also, it coded that after the malware is installed on the
device, it creates a XML file names XM_ALL_setting in the
shared preference file.
These file will contain all setting configuration of the
remote server to let the device to send the information to the
server. Also, we noticed that the address of the remote server
is hard coded in the code. It also can be founded in the
XM_ALL_setting file.
The following code was written which contains the send
function which is used to send the information to remote
server.

Fig. 10. Code in Nickispy
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The malware records other information other than the
phone calls content. It also records GPS location and
information and SMSs (received and sent).
3) Android. Seesmic Application
The purpose of the analysis to reverse the Seesmic
application which is one of the most popular application in
Google Market that allows a user to manage all the social
networks . We aims to alter it by adding activities and more
permission in the Android Manifest file and then recompile it
and let it work on the phone. An attacker uses this process
when to he downloads a legitimate application from the
market and then embedded his/her malicious code.

software, i.e., AVG Antivirus Free, Lookout Security &
Antivirus, BitDefender Mobile Security, and Avast Security
Edition and download them from the official Android Market.
We install each of them on a separate emulator running
Android 2.2. We apply the default setting and enable the realtime protection. After that, we create a script that installs 104
applications in four emulators. If malwareis detected, these
anti-virus software will pop up an alert window, and then we
recorded it down [1].

We used Android 2.2 emulator and installed the Seesmic
application. The application has the following permissions:
 Access to the SD card
 Access to the GPS location
 Full Internet Access and
 Access to phone calls
It is possible to add more permission for this application in
order to access to private data such as browser history, SMS
and so on. We used the apktool to reverse the Seesmic.apk
file. The apktool generated a folder containing the
AndroidManifest file and we modified the file by altering
the version Name to be 1.6 and adding an activity which
display a logo when the application is started and finally,
adding more permissions to send and receive an SMS. Now
that the Manifest file is altered. Then, we used the apktool to
recompile the modified application. If the command executed
successfully, a new folder named dist will be created which
contain a file .apk. We renamed the file to Seesmic1-6.apk and
signed the application using a self-signed certificate which is
generated by using openSSL tool. Then, we installed
the application on the phone. By checking the application
information, it was noticed that the application version
changed from (1.5 to 1.6) and that all permissions added in the
AndroidManifest file are now available for the Seesmic
application. So the Seesmic application has been successfully
reversed, activity and permissions have been added on its
source code, which was then recompiled to run on the phone
[11].

Fig. 12. AVG Detection

The table below shows the number of detected malware
for each anti-virus, and its corresponding detection rate. The
results are not encouraging: Avast detected 56 malwares;
Lookout detected 51 malware; BitDefender detected 49
malware and finally AVG detected 46 malware.
TABLE I.

THE

NUMBER OF DETECTED MALWARE FOR EACH ANTIVIRUS

AVG

VI.

M ALWARE DETECTION

We attempt to measure the effectiveness of existing mobile
anti- virus software. We choose four mobile anti-virus

Avast

Lookout

Detected

46

49

56

51

%

44.2

47.1

53.8

49.0

There are some malwares were not detected by the four
anti-virus software. One reason is that existing mobile antivirus companies may not update the database signature for the
free version anti- virus available in the market. Today,
many people use free antivirus software and they have
to know that they are not protected from malware.
VII.

Fig. 11. Seesmic Application

BitDefender

ANALYSIS RESULTS

After completed the test, we agreed that it
becomes very important for every user to check the
permissions that any application he/she is downloading really
requires access to them or not. One of the major disadvantages
of Android applications is that without agreeing to grant
access to all the permissions, an application cannot be
installed on the device. For example, the application Movie
Player is only supposed to play movies and do nothing more.
Hence it is obvious that it does not require permission to
send messages or receive SMS. Similarly, the application
Seesmic accesses certain permissions in order for it to work
normally. Since Seesmic is one application that allows a
user to manage all the social networks, hence it requires
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access to Internet, Location in order to update status; but it
does not require access to the user’s SMS and private data.
After we modify the manifest file and install the application,
the user needs to have certain responsibilities while installing
the application.
VIII.

FUTURE W ORK

The Android Manifest file is the only file that has been
altered in order to allow the application to access more
sensitive data. 83% of the malware they found in their analysis
that they are repackaging applications. Therefore, if the
developer can implement a method or implement an algorithm
to detect the modified Android Manifest file before the
application is installed to the phone, then the risk of those
malware will be mitigated.
IX.

CONCLUSION

In the past few years smartphone users have increased
quickly. There are attackers who are now targeting
smartphones. The main reason for this because the lack of user
awareness regarding how their devices can be compromised.
Today, smartphones like Android are not just used as a
portable telephone. Android devices can access the internet,
make online bank transmissions, manage social networks, etc.
All these functionalities of a mobile phone seem very
attractive for an attacker to gain information of the user and
use it to his/her benefit. Therefore, users need to be aware
enough and have full responsibilities to read and understand
the permissions requested by the application before agreeing
to grant access.
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Abstract—Topic Modeling provides a convenient way to
analyze big unclassified text. A topic contains a cluster of words
that frequently occurs together. A topic modeling can connect
words with similar meanings and distinguish between uses of
words with multiple meanings. This paper provides two
categories that can be considered under the field of topic
modeling. First one discusses the area of methods of Topic
Modeling, which has four methods and can be considered under
this category. These methods are Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA), Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA), Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), and Correlated Topic Model (CTM).
The second category is called Topic Evolution Model, it considers
an important factor time. In this category, different models are
discussed, such as Topic Over Time (TOT), Dynamic Topic
Models (DTM), Multiscale Topic Tomography, Dynamic Topic
Correlation Detection, Detecting Topic Evolution in scientific
literatures, etc.
Keywords—Topic Modeling; Methods of Topic Modeling;
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA); Probabilistic Latent Semantic
Analysis (PLSA); Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA); Correlated
Topic Model (CTM); Topic Evolution Model

I.

INTRODUCTION

To have a better way of managing the explosion of
electronic document archives these days, it requires using new
techniques or tools that deals with automatically organizing,
searching, indexing, and browsing large collections. On the
basis of today‘s research of machine learning and statistics, it
has developed new techniques for finding patterns of words in
document collections using hierarchical probabilistic models.
These models are called ―topic models‖. Discovering of
patterns often reflect the underlying topics that are united to
form the documents, such as hierarchical probabilistic models
are easily generalized to other kinds of data; topic models have
been used to analyze things rather than words such as images,
biological data, and survey information and data [1].
The main importance of topic modeling is to discover
patterns of word-use and how to connect documents that share
similar patterns. So, the idea of topic models is that term
which can be working with documents and these documents
are mixtures of topics, where a topic is a probability
distribution over words. In other word, topic model is a
generative model for documents. It specifies a simple
probabilistic procedure by which documents can be generated.
Create a new document by choosing a distribution over
topics. After that, each word in that document could choose a
topic at random depends on the distribution. Then, draw a
word from that topic. [2]

On the side of text analysis and text mining, topic models
rely on the bag-of-words assumption which is ignoring the
information from the ordering of words. According to Seungil
and Stephen, 2010, ―Each document in a given corpus is thus
represented by a histogram containing the occurrence of
words. The histogram is modeled by a distribution over a
certain number of topics, each of which is a distribution over
words in the vocabulary. By learning the distributions, a
corresponding low-rank representation of the highdimensional histogram can be obtained for each document‖ [3]
The various kind of topic models, such as Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA), Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(PLSA), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Correlated Topic
Model (CTM) have successfully improved classification
accuracy in the area of discovering topic modeling [3].
As time passes, topics in a document corpus evolve,
modeling topics without considering time will confound topic
discovery. Modeling topics by considering time is called topic
evolution modeling. Topic evolution modeling can disclose
important hidden information in the document corpus,
allowing identifying topics with the appearance of time, and
checking their evolution with time.
There are a lot of areas that can use topic evolution
models. A typical example would be like this: a researcher
wants to choose a research topic in a certain field, and would
like to know how this topic has evolved over time, and try to
identify those documents that explained the topic. In the
second category, paper will review several important topic
models.
These two categories have a good high-level view of topic
modeling. In fact, there are helpful ways to better
understanding the concepts of topic modeling. In addition, it
will discuss inside each category. For example, the four
methods that topic modeling rely on are Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA), Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(PLSA), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Correlated Topic
Model (CTM). Each of these methods will have a general
overview, the importance of these methods and an example
that can describe the general idea of using this method. On the
other hand, paper will mention the areas that topic modeling
evolution provides such as Topic Over Time (TOT), Dynamic
Topic Models (DTM), multiscale topic tomography, dynamic
topic correlation detection, detecting topic evolution in
scientific literature and the web of topics. Furthermore, it will
going to present the overview of each category and provides
examples, if any, and some limitations and characteristics of
each part.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the
first category methods of topic modeling with its four methods
and their general concepts as subtitles. Section III overviews
of second category which is topic modeling evolution
including its parts. Then it is followed by conclusions in
Section IV.
II. THE METHODS OF TOPIC MODELING
In this section, some of the topic modeling methods will be
discussed that deals with words, documents and topics. In
addition, the general idea of each of these methods, and
present some example for these methods, if any. Also, these
methods involve in many applications so it will have a brief
idea in what applications that can these methods work with.
A. Latent Semantic Analysis
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a method or a
technique in the area of Natural Language Processing (NLP).
The main goal of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is to create
vector based representation for texts‘ to make semantic
content. By vector representation (LSA) computes the
similarity between texts‘ to pick the heist efficient related
words. In the past LSA was named as Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) but improved for information retrieval tasking.
So, finding few documents that are close to the query has been
selected from many documents. LSA should have many
aspects to give approach such as key words matching, Wight
key words matching and vector representation depends on
occurrences of words in documents. Also, Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) uses Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to
rearrange the data.
SVD is a method that uses a matrix to reconfigure and
calculate all the diminutions of vector space. In addition, the
diminutions in vector space will be computed and organized
from most to the least Important. In LSA, the most significant
assumption will be used to find the meaning of the text,
otherwise least important will be ignored during the
assumption. By searching about words that have a high rate of
similarity will occur if those words have similar vector. To
describe the most essential steps in LSA is firstly, collect a
huge set of relevant text and then divide it by documents.
Secondly, make co-occurrence matrix for terms and
documents, also mention the cell name such as document x,
terms y and m for dimensional value for terms and n
dimensional vector for documents. Thirdly, each cell will be
whetted and calculated. Finally, SVD will play a big roll to
compute all the diminutions and make three matrices.
B. Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) is an
approach that has been released after LSA method to fix some
disadvantages that have found into LSA. Jan Puzicha and
Thomas Hofmann introduced it in the year 1999. PLSA is a
method that can automate document indexing which is based
on a statistical latent class model for factor analysis of count
data, and also this method tries to improve the Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) in a probabilistic sense by using a generative
model. The main goal of PLSA is to identifying and
distinguishing between different contexts of word usage
without recourse to a dictionary or thesaurus. It includes two

important implications: First one, it allows to disambiguate
polysemy, i.e., words with multiple meanings. Second thing, it
discloses typical similarities by grouping together words that
shared a common context [3].
According to Kakkonen, Myller, Sutinen, and Timonen,
2008, ―PLSA is based on a statistical model that is referred as
an aspect model. An aspect model is a latent variable model
for co-occurrence data, which associates unobserved class
variables with each observation‖ [4]. The PLSA method
comes to improve the method of LSA, and also to resolve
other problems that LSA cannot do. PLSA has been successful
in many real-world applications, including computer vision,
and recommender systems. However, since the number of
parameters grows linearly with the number of documents,
PLSA suffers from over fitting problems. Even though, it will
discuss some of these applications later [5].
On the other hand, PLSA is based on algorithm and
different aspects. In this probabilistic model, it introduces a
Latent variable zk ∈ {z1, z2,..., zK}, which corresponds to a
potential semantic layer. Thus, the full model: p (di) on behalf
of the document in the data set the probability; p (wj | zk) zk
representatives as defined semantics, the related term (word)
of the opportunities are many; p (zk | di) represents a semantic
document distribution. Using these definitions, will generate
model, use it to generate new data by the following steps: [3]
1) Select a document di with probability P (di),
2) Pick a latent class zk with probability P (zk | di),
3) Generate a word wj with probability P (wj |zk).

Fig. 1. High-Level View of PLSA

PLSA has two different formulations to present this
method. The first formulation is symmetric formulation, which
will help to get the word (w) and the document (d) from the
latent class c in similar ways by using the conditional
probabilities P(d | c) and P(w | c). The second formulation is
the asymmetric formulation. In this formulation, each
document d, a latent class, is chosen conditionally to the
document according to P(c | d), and the word can be generated
from that class according to P(w | c) [6]. Each of these two
formulations has rules and algorithms that could be used for
different purposes. These two formulations have been
improved right now and this was happened when they released
the Recursive Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
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(RPLAS). This method is extension for the PLAS; also it was
improving for the asymmetric and symmetric formulations.

C. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
The reason of appearance of Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) model is to improve the way of mixture models that
capture the exchangeability of both words and documents
from the old way by PLSA and LSA. This was happened in
1990, so the classic representation theorem lays down that any
collection of exchangeable random variables has a
representation as a mixture distribution—in general an infinite
mixture [9].
There are huge numbers of electronic document collections
such as the web, scientifically interesting blogs, news articles
and literature in the recent past has posed several new
challenges to researchers in the data mining community.
Especially there is a growing need of automatic techniques to
visualize, analyze and summarize these document collections.
In the recent past, latent topic modeling has become very
popular as a completely unsupervised technique for topic
discovery in large document collections. This model, such as
LDA [10]

Fig. 2. A graphical model representation of the aspect model in the
asymmetric (a) and symmetric (b) parameterization [3]

In the term of PLSA applications, PLSA has applications
in various fields such as information retrieval and filtering,
natural language processing and machine learning from text.
In specific, some of these applications are automatic essay
grading, classification, topic tracking, image retrieval and
automatic question recommendation. Will discuss two of these
applications as follows:


Image retrieval: PLSA model has the visual features
that it uses to represent each image as a collection of
visual words from a discrete and finite visual
vocabulary. Having an occurrence of visual words in an
image is hereby counted into a co-occurrence vector.
Each image has the co-occurrence vectors that can help
to build the co-occurrence table that is used to train the
PLSA model. After knowing the PLSA model, can
apply the model to all the images in the database. Then,
the pediment of the vector is to represent it for each
image, where the vector elements denote the degree to
which an image depicts a certain topic [7].



Automatic question recommendation: One of the
significant application that PLSA deal with is question
recommendation tasks, in this kind of application the
word is independent of the user if the user wants a
specific meaning, so when the user get the answers and
the latent semantics under the questions, then he can
make recommendation based on similarities on these
latent semantics. Wang, Wu and Cheng, 2008 reported
that ―Therefore, PLSA could be used to model the
users‘ profile (represented by the questions that the
user asks or answers) and the questions as well through
estimating the probabilities of the latent topics behind
the words. Because the user‘s profile is represented by
all the questions that he/she asks or answers, we only
need to consider how to model the question properly‖
[8]

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is an Algorithm for text
mining that is based on statistical (Bayesian) topic models and
it is very widely used. LDA is a generative model that tries to
mimic what the writing process is. So it tries to generate a
document on the given topic. It can also be applied to other
types of data. There are tens of LDA based models including:
temporal text mining, author- topic analysis, supervised topic
models, latent Dirichlet co-clustering and LDA based bioinformatics [11], [18].
In a simple way, the basic idea of the process is, each
document is modeled as a mixture of topics, and each topic is
a discrete probability distribution that defines how likely each
word is to appear in a given topic. These topic probabilities
provide a concise representation of a document. Here, a
"document" is a "bag of words" with no structure beyond the
topic and word statistics.

Fig. 3. A graphical model representation of LDA

LDA models each of D documents as a mixture over K
latent topics, each of which describes a multinomial
distribution over a W word vocabulary. Figure 3 shows the
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graphical model representation of the LDA model. The
generative process for the basic LDA is as follows:
For each of Nj words in document j
1) Choose a topic zij ∼ Mult(θj)
2) Choose a word xij ∼ Mult(φzij )
Where the parameters of the multinomials for topics in a
document θj and words in a topic φk have Dirichlet priors [12]

Dirichlet and conditional multinomial parameters for a
100-topic LDA model. The top words from some of
the resulting multinomial distributions are illustrated in
Figure 4. As a result, these distributions seem to
capture some of the underlying topics in the corpus (it
is named according to these topics [9].

Indeed, there are several applications and models based on
the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) method such as:


Role discovery: Social Network Analysis (SNA) is the
study of mathematical models for interactions among
people, organizations and groups. Because of the
emergence connections among the 9/11 hijackers and
the huge data sets of human on the popular web service
like facebook.com and MySpace.com, there has been
growing interest in social network analysis. That leads
to exist of Author-Recipient-Topic (ART) model for
Social Network Analysis. The model combines the
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and the AuthorTopic (AT) model. The Idea of (ART) is to learn topic
distributions based on the direction-sensitive messages
sent between the senders and receivers [13].



Emotion topic: The Pairwise-Link-LDA model, which
is focused on the problem of joint modeling of text and
citations in the topic modeling area. It is built on the
idea of LDA and Mixed Membership Stochastic Block
Models (MMSB) and allows modeling arbitrary link
structure [14].



Automatic essay grading: The Automatic essay grading
problem is closely related to automatic text
categorization, which has been researched since 1960s.
Comparison of Dimension Reduction Methods for
Automated Essay Grading. LDA has been shown to be
reliable methods to resolve information retrieval tasks
from information filtering and classification to
document retrieval and classification [15].



Anti-Phishing: Phishing emails are ways to theater the
sensitive information such as account information,
credit card, and social security numbers. Email
Filtering or web site filtering is not the effective way to
prevent the Phishing emails. Because latent topic
models are clusters of words that appear together in
email, user can expect that in a phishing email the
words "click" and "account" often appear together.
Usual latent topic models do not take into account
different classes of documents, e.g. phishing or nonphishing. For that reason the researchers developed a
new statistical model, the latent Class-Topic Model
(CLTOM), which is an extension of Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [16].



Example of LDA: This section is to provide an
illustrative example of the use of an LDA model on
real data. By using the subset of the TREC AP corpus
containing 16,000 documents. First, remove the stopwords in TREC AP corpus before running topic
modeling. After that, use the EM algorithm to find the

Fig. 4. Most likely words from 4 topics in LDA from the AP
topic titles in quotes are not part of the algorithm

corpus: the

D. Correlated topic model
Correlated Topic Model (CTM) is a kind of statistical
model used in natural language processing and machine
learning. Correlated Topic Model (CTM) used to discover the
topics that shown in a group of documents. The key for CTM
is the logistic normal distribution. Correlated Topic Models
(CTM) is depending on LDA.
TABLE I.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF TOPIC MODELING METHODS [17]

Name of The Methods
Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA)
Probabilistic Latent
Semantic Analysis (PLSA)

Latent Dirichelet Allocation
(LDA)
Correlated Topic Model
(CTM)

Characteristics
* LSA can get from the topic if
there are any synonym words.
* Not robust statistical background.
* It can generate each word from a
single topic; even though various
words in one document may be
generated from different topics.
* PLSA handles polysemy.
* Need to manually remove stopwords.
* It is found that the LDA cannot
make the representation of
relationships among topics.
* Using of logistic normal
distribution to create relations
among topics.
* Allows the occurrences of words
in other topics and topic graphs.
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TABLE II.

THE LIMITATIONS OF TOPIC MODELING METHODS [17]

Name of The
Methods
Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA)

Probabilistic
Latent Semantic
Analysis (PLSA)
Latent Dirichelet
Allocation (LDA)
Correlated Topic
Model (CTM)

Limitations
- It is hard to obtain and to determine
the number of topics.
- To interpret loading values with
probability meaning, it is hard to
operate it.
- At the level of documents, PLSA
cannot do probabilistic model.
- It becomes unable to model relations
among topics that can be solved in CTM
method.
- Require lots of calculation
- Having lots of general words inside
the topics.

III. METHODS ABOUT TOPIC EVOLUTION MODELS
A. Overview of topic evolution models
When time goes by, the themes of a document corpus
evolve. Modeling topics without considering time will cause
problems. For example, in analyzing topics of U.S.
Presidential State-of-the-Union addresses, LDA did not
correctly do it by confounding Mexican-American War with
some aspects of World War I, since LDA did not notice that
there were 70-years of separation between the two events.
It is important to model topic evolution, so people can
identify topics within the context (i.e. time) and see how topics
evolve over time. There are a lot of applications where topic
evolution models can be applied. For example, by checking
topic evolution in scientific literature, it can see the topic
lineage, and how research on one topic influences on another.
This section will review several important papers related to
model topic evolutions. This paper will review model topic
evolution by using different models, but all of them have
considered the important factor ‗time‘. For example,
probabilistic time series models are used to handle the issues
in paper ―dynamic topic models‖ and ―non-homogeneous
Poisson processes‖ and ―multi-scale analysis‖ with ―Haar
wavelets‖ being employed in paper ―multiscale topic
tomography‖ .
B. A Non-Markov Continuous-Time Method
Since most of the big data sets have dynamic cooccurrence patterns, word and topic co-occurrence patterns
change over time, TOT model topics and their changes are
done over time by taking into account both the word cooccurrence pattern and time [19]. In this method, a topic is
considered as being associated with a continuous distribution
over time.
In TOT, for each document, multinomial distribution over
topics is sampled from Dirichlet, words are generated from
multinomial of each topic, and Beta distribution of each topic
generates the document‘s time stamp. If there exists a pattern
of a strong word co-occurrence for a short time, TOT will
create a narrow-time-distribution topic. If a pattern of a strong
word co-occurrence exists for a while, it will generate a broadtime-distribution topic.

The main point of this paper is that it models topic
evolution without discretizing time or making Markov
assumptions that the state at time t + t1 is independent of the
state at time t. By using this method on U.S. Presidential Stateof-the-Union address for two centuries, TOT discovers topics
of time-localization and also improves the word-clarity over
LDA. Another experimental result on the 17-year NIPS
conference demonstrates clear topical trends.
C. Dynamic Topic Models (DTM)
The authors in this paper developed a statistical model of
topic evolution, and develop approximate posterior inference
techniques to decide the evolving topics from a sequential
document collection [20]. It assumes that corpus of documents
is organized based on time slices, and the documents of each
time slice are modeled with K-component model, and topics
associated with time slice t evolve from topics corresponding
to slice time t-1.
Dynamic topic models estimate topic distribution at
different epochs. It uses Gaussian primarily for the topic
parameters instead of Dirichlet, and can capture the topic
evolution over time slices. By using this model, it has been
inferred that what words are different from the previous
epochs can be predicted.
D. Multiscale Topic Tomography
This method assumes that the document collection is
sorted in the ascending order, and that the document collection
is grouped into equal-sized chunks, each of which represents
the documents of one epoch. Each document in an epoch is
represented by a word-count vector, and each epoch is
associated with its word generation Poisson parameters, each
of which represents the expected word counts from a topic.
Non-homogeneous Poisson process was used to model word
counts, since it is a natural way to do the task, and also
because it is amendable to sequence modeling through
Bayesian multi-scale analysis. Multi-scale analysis was also
employed to the Poisson parameters, which can model the
temporal evolution of topics at different time-scales.
This method is similar to DTM, but provides more
flexibility by allowing studying the topic evolution with
various time-scales [21].
E. A Non-parametric Approach to Dynamic Topic
Correlation Detection (DCTM)
This method models topic evolution by discretizing time
[22]. In this method, each corpus contains a set of documents,
each of which contains documents with the same timestamp. It
assumes that all documents in a corpus share the same timescale, and that each document corpus shares the same
vocabulary of size d.
Basically, DCTM maps the high-dimensional space
(words) to lower-dimensional space (topics), and models the
dynamic topic evolution in a corpus. A hierarchy over the
correlation latent space is constructed, which is called
temporal prior. The temporal prior is used to capture the
dynamics of topics and correlations.
DCTM works as follows: First of all, for each document
corpus, the latent topics are discovered, and this is done by
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first summarizing the contribution of documents at certain
time, which is done by aggregating the features in all
documents. Then, Gaussian process latent variable model (GPLVM) is used to capture the relationship between each pair of
document and topic set. Next, hierarchical Gaussian process
latent variable model (HGP-LVM) is employed to model the
relationship between each pair of topic sets. They also use the
posterior inference of topic and correlations to identify the
dynamic changes of topic-related word probabilities, and to
predict topic evolution and topic correlations.
An important feature of this paper is that it is nonparametric model since it can marginalize out the parameters,
and it exhibits faster convergence than the generative
processes.
F. Detecting Topic Evolution of Scientific Literature
This method employs the observation that citation
indicates important relationship between topics, and it uses
citation to model topic evolution of scientific literature [23].
Not only papers that are in a corpus D(t) but cited papers are
also considered for topic detection. It uses Bayesian model to
identify topic evolution.
In this method, ―a document consists of a vocabulary
distribution, a citation and a timestamp‖. Document corpus is
divided into a set of subsets based on the timestamp, for time
unit t, the corresponding documents are represented with D(t).
For each time unit, topics are generated independently. The
topic evolution analysis in this paper is specified to analyze
the relationship between topics in D(t) and those in D(t-1). In
other words, it models topic evolution by discretizing time.
They first proposed two citation-unaware topic evolution
learning methods for topic evolution: independent topic
evolution learning method and accumulative topic evolution
learning method. In independent topic evolution learning
method, topics in D(t) are independent from those in D(t-1),
while in accumulative topic evolution learning method, topics
in D(t) are dependent on those in D(t-1). Then, Citation is
integrated into the above two approaches, which is an iterative
learning process based on Dirichlet prior smoothing. The
iterative learning process takes into account the fact that
different citations have different importance on topic
evolution. Finally an inheritance topic model is proposed to
capture how citations can be employed to analyze topic
evolution.
G. Discovering the Topology of Topics
A topic is semantically coherent content that is shared by a
document corpus. When time passes, some documents in a
topic may initiate a content that differs obviously from the
original content. If the initiated content is shared by a lot of
later documents, the content is identified as a new topic. This
paper is to discover this evolutionary process of topics. In this
paper, a topic is defined as ―a quantized unit of evolutionary
change in content‖.
This method develops an iterative topic evolution learning
framework by integrating Latent Dirichlet Allocation into
citation network. It also develops an inheritance topic model
by using citation counts.

It works as follows: first, it tries to identify a new topic by
identifying significant content changes in a document corpus.
If the new content is different from the original content and is
shared by later documents, it is being identified as a new topic.
The next step is to explore the relationship between the
new topics and the original topics. It works by finding member
documents of each topic, and examining the relationship. It
also uses citation relationship to find member documents of
each topic. That is, if a paper is being cited as start paper, this
will be considered as the member paper of the start paper. In
addition, papers that are textually close to the start paper are
also considered as member paper of the start paper. The
relationship between the original topics and the new
discovered topics is identified by citation count. Their
experimental results demonstrate that citations can better
understand topic evolutions.
H. Summary of topic evolution models
This paper summarizes the main characteristics of topic
evolution models discussed in section 3, which is listed as
follows:
TABLE III.

THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF TOPIC EVOLUTION MODELS

Main characteristics of
models
Modeling topic evolution by
continuous-time model
Modeling topic evolution by
discretizing time

Modeling topic evolution by
using citation relationship as
well as discretizing time

Models
1)―Topics over time: a nonmarkov continuous-time
model of topical trends‖
1)―Dynamic topic models‖
2)―Multiscale topic
tomography‖
3)“ANon-parametric
Approach to Pair-wise
Dynamic Topic Correlation
Detection”
1) ―Detecting topic
evolution in scientific
literature: How can citations
help‖
2) ―The Web of Topics:
Discovering the Topology
of Topic Evolution in a
Corpus‖

I. Comparison of Two Categories
The main difference of the two categories is as follows: In
the first category, model topics are considered without time
and are basically model words. While in the second category,
model topics are considering time viz. Continuous time,
discretizing time, or by combining time discretization and
citation relationship.
Due to the different characteristics of these two categories,
the methods in the second category are more accurate in terms
of topic discovery.
IV. CONCLUSION
This survey paper, presented two categories that can be
under the term of topic modeling in text mining. In the first
category, it has discussed general idea about the four topic
modeling methods including Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA),
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Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA), Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Correlated Topic Model
(CTM). In addition, it explained the difference between these
four methods in terms of characteristics, limitations and the
theoretical backgrounds. Paper does not go into specific details
of each of these methods. It only describes the high-level view
of these topics that relates to topic modeling in text mining.
Furthermore, it has also mentioned some of the applications
being involved in these four methods. Also, it has been
mentioned that each of these four methods has improved and
modified over the previous one. Model topics without taking
into account ‗time‘ will confound the topic discovery. In the
second category, paper has discussed the topic evolution
models, considering time. Several papers have used different
methods of model topic evolution. Some of them have used
discretizing time, continuous-time model, or citation
relationship as well as time discretization. All of these papers
have considered the important factor ‗time‘.
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Abstract—A new trend of incorporating Touch ID sensors in
mobile devices is appearing. Last year, Apple released a new
model of its famous iPhone (5s). One of the most anticipated and
hailed features of the new device was its Touch ID. Apple
advertised that the new technology will increase the security of its
device, and it will also be used in different applications as a proof
of identity. To make the issue more controversial, Apple
announced a new financial service (Apple Pay) that allows iPhone
6 users to use their iPhone as a replacement to credit cards. The
minute the new technology was introduced; many questions
appeared that needed immediate answers. Users were concerned
about how it will work? Is it easy to use? Is it really safe? And
whether it will be effective in protecting their private data or not?
In this paper we provide a comprehensive study of this feature.
We discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using it. Then we
analyze and share the results of a survey that we conducted to
measure the effectiveness of such feature in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia (KSA). In this study, we only focus on users from KSA,
because if the device fails to protect mobile’s data, severe
consequences might happen. Due to cultural believes in KSA,
releasing mobile contents to unauthorized people could lead to
crimes. Survey analysis revealed somewhat controversial results,
while 76% of all participants believe that this technology will
improve the device security, only 33% use it to lock/unlock their
devices, and even a smaller percentage use it to make purchases.
Keywords—IPhone 5s; IPhone 6; IPhone 6 plus; Fingerprint;
Touch ID

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, one of the main concerns in the mobile
computing industry is the mobile security. Smartphones and
other mobile devices can store and process a large amount of
data in different formats. The majority of such data is private
and confidential. Moreover, Hardware and software advances
in this field made mobile devices an essential part of almost
every activity we carry on in our lives. Storing large amount of
data about such activities made mobile device a target for all
types of attacks.
Attackers used vulnerabilities in communication protocols
(such as, GSM, WIFI, and Bluetooth), Hardware, and software

to attack mobile devices. Therefore, securing such devices
from all types of attacks became a priority to all manufacturers
and software developers. One of the modern security methods
used in securing Smartphones against unauthorized users is the
fingerprint technology. It was originally introduced to the
mobile industry by Apple Company in its iPhone 5s device,
and was re-used again in the new mobile editions iPhone 6,
and iPhone 6 plus.
Fingerprint is the most widely used biometric to identify
different individuals. It is impossible to find two persons with
an identical fingerprint pattern. Also, fingerprint patterns never
change during an individual’s life span, which make them
ideal means for identification purposes. [1]
The concept was introduced for the first time by the
Chinese who invented a new technique called fingerprint to
identify people. The idea received more attention in Europe
during the 17th and 18th centuries, were European scientists
began their interest in the human skin especially friction ridge
skin. Later, in the 19th century England published many books
about fingerprint. In the 20th century exactly in 1902
fingerprint evidence has started to be used in the courts of
England. In 1903, New York developed the first system that
uses fingerprinting for criminal purposes. Then in the year of
1921, Federal Bureau of Infestation (FBI) used fingerprinting
as an identification method and built special section for that. In
1992, identification section was rebuilt as the Criminal Justice
Information Services division (CJIS). [2]
Since the 80’s of the last century, the usage of computing
devices increased rapidly. Such devices stored and processed
very sensitive data. Immediately, scientists realized the need
for a strong authentication mechanism to protect those devices
from an unauthorized user. While passwords and smart cards
are good means for authentication, a human fingerprint might
be the most unique and hardest to fake or break [3].
The important questions now are, to what extent can this
technology help securing mobile devices? Do users have any
concerns when using it? Will it be used openly or selectively?
These questions and others will be discussed later in the
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analysis section.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2,
related work is discussed. In section 3, the methodology is
presented. In section 4, a comprehensive analysis is provided.
Finally in section 5, conclusions are drawn.
II.

RELATED WORK

Steve Gold [4] wrote on how the future of payment
authentication will be through biometric means. He explained
that multiple agencies will be involved and that any
standardization effort needs to consider all of them. Steve
stated that using such technology will simplify the
authentication process. He concluded that in order to protect
users’ privacy there shouldn’t be a central database for
biometrics, and network tracking of such devices shouldn’t be
allowed.
Stephen Tipton et al. [5] investigated the iOS security
issues. The authors pointed out that the scanned biometric data
could be recorded by Apple, in addition to problems related to
faking fingerprints and usability issues. They concluded few
measures Apple took to protect such data; for example,
keeping the data away from app developers, turning tracking
off ability, providing the iClould Key Chain which uses
different PIN, and the utilization of strong encryption to
prevent any group from accessing such data.
Shri et al. [6] did a study on the usability of Smartphone
fingerprinting. The Authors did a task oriented experiment to
see whether PIN authentication or fingerprint Authentication
was more usable. Their results indicate that Fingerprint
authentication was more appealing and that it could reduce the
number of Smartphones that was left unsecured without a PIN.
N. Yildirim and A. Varol [7] investigated the different
biometric features that could be utilized to protect mobile
devices; for example, face, voice, and fingerprint. They also
listed different methods and applications of such features.
They concluded that fingerprint authentication will be used
heavily and in different applications.
Ming Gao et al. [8] focused on the benefits the
fingerprinting technology in Smartphones will bring, and
challenges it will face. They concluded that this technology
will be the mainstream in the future.
S. SaintGermain [9] discussed a new law in California that
required a warrant to search any Smartphone. This law is
considered a victory for privacy activists. The author
concludes that by law, the victim shouldn’t be forced to unlock
his own Smartphone, and hence, the police need to be able
pass the biometric authentication, even with a search warrant,
by other means.
Hugh and Lorie [10] claim that using fingerprint as an
authentication mechanism may reduce the system’s security.
The authors did a little experiment. They prepared two groups
of people and asked them to create passwords to protect an ebanking account. One of the groups was only allowed to
choose passwords, the other one was allowed to use
fingerprints as well as passwords. By examining the length
and the strength of the passwords they had chosen, the results

showed that the group that was given the fingerprint option
created less secure passwords than the other group. That led
the authors to say that the group who had (password-withfingerprint) account felt more secure, which made them create
less secure passwords. In conclusion, using the fingerprint
authentication shouldn’t seduce us to select weak passwords.
Tarika and Bhawna [11] indicate that fingerprint
authentication shouldn’t be used. Their reasoning is that, we
leave our fingerprint everywhere, and that it is very easy to
reproduce such fingerprints. Hence, using them is not safe.
J. Hu [12] discussed different methods for the protection of
fingerprint templates. Specifically, he considered biometric
key generation, fuzzy schemes and noninvertible transforms.
He concluded that the first two methods don’t require the
storage of a template, and the third one easily produces
cancellable fingerprint templates.
It is very clear from all of the above that there are mixed
opinions regarding this technology. Given the peculiar nature
of Saudi Community, this research aims at finding out in
which direction KSA’s users will go? And how deep they will
utilize the technology?
III.

METHODOLOGY

In order to produce a comprehensive study of iPhone’s
fingerprint technology, a large amount of information was
gathered and analyzed from different resources; such as,
papers, newspapers, and electronic articles. After that, a
survey was published to see whether Saudi people can trust
this technology for securing their sensitive data or not. The
reason why only Saudi participants were selected is that we
wanted to see how the most private and protected society
accepted the technology. The results will be discussed in the
analysis section.
The main challenge was the lack of resources especially
that the fingerprinting in Smartphones is new. Only few
articles discussed the technology. Also, most of the
conclusions were opinions rather than facts.
IV.

ANALYSIS

Apple Company, one of the largest well-known companies
in the computing and Smartphone industry, has released the
new version of smart phones ―iPhone 5s‖ with a new feature
added to it. The purpose of this new feature as Apple states is
to improve the security of mobile phones, make it easier to
their customers to protect their phones, and use it as a way to
verify and accept orders done by users from the iTunes Store,
and in iPhone 6, use the phone to replace credit cards.
Using this technology, iPhone mobile users can secure and
lock their phones by a touch of their finger, as simple as that.
So, before actually getting into the privacy details of this
feature, let’s give a general view over it by talking about this
feature and how it works.
Currently, the technology exists in the latest releases of the
iPhone (s5 and 6), some iPad versions, and other Smartphones
from different manufacturers. In order to activate this feature
on your device, all you have to do is to put your fingerprint on
the button and through this touch; your fingerprint will be
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saved through an embedded sensor. It is important to mention
here that this button is made of hard glass material in order to
protect it. It is also used as a lens to generate a clear picture of
your fingerprint. The more you it’s used on your mobile, the
better the scanner will recognize your fingerprint [13].
The using of fingerprint was expanded in iPhone 6 to
include purchasing products by using fingerprint as a way to
pay. Apple realized how hard it is to carry and manage
multiple credit cards. They also realized the danger that
threatens our safety when carrying them. ―Apple Pay" is a new
service introduced by Apple. It is a way to pay by phone using
fingerprints and NFC technology. Apple has promised a high
level of security so that all transactions are confidential, and
no one can track what we buy using this service. The service is
now working in the United States and had a strong
commencement. Apple made agreements with a large number
of shops and officially began the service in October 2014
using the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus devices only. More than 220000
shops and popular restaurants in America will support this
service [14]
The following sections discuss this feature from different
security perspectives.
A. Safety and usability
Firstly, regarding the security and the safety of the saved
fingerprints, Apple’s senior vice president of hardware
engineering, Dan Rico illustrated how the company’s
technique used to save the fingerprint information is very
secure, Apple utilized one of its security techniques called
―Secure Enclave‖.

some advantages and some disadvantages. Advantages will be
listed first:
 The first and most important advantage of this feature
is its uniqueness. And hence it gives us a peace of mind
that no one else will be able to unlock our devices.
Based on this we can also assume that our data is more
protected.
 Fingerprint recognition is fast. The device unlocks
almost instantaneously.
 Ease of use. The phone will unlock by putting the
owner’s finger over the Home button.
 Convenient. Unlocking the phone doesn’t require much
attention, and hence users can be doing other tasks as
they unlock the phone.
 Universal. iPhone’s fingerprint recognition system
allows the user to enrol multiple fingers which let the
user use any other finger to unlock the phone if one of
his fingers is injured.
 Long lasting. A person’s fingerprint does not disappear
by aging, but as people get older they usually lose their
collagen which makes it harder to recognize their
fingerprint. [16]
 Another advantage is that when the owner wants to buy
music or any other material from the iTunes store, he
doesn’t need to enter the password, he can only use his
fingerprint and this will be as a verification of his
identity. [17]

Generally speaking, secure enclave is like a vault where
information can be stored and this information cannot be
accessed without the touch ID of the user. Also, the fingerprint
will be saved after it has been encrypted. As Mr. Dan
emphasized, the fingerprint will never ever be used in other
software nor it will be saved on the company’s servers.

On the other hand, the following are weaknesses or
disadvantages of this technology:

This was regarding where the fingerprints will be saved,
but actually in our daily activities, our fingerprints can be
anywhere. Wherever we put our hands, our fingerprints will
be. So what if someone tries to simulate our fingerprint? Will
he be able to open our mobile? The answer is definitely ―NO‖
because according to Apple Company, the sensor senses the
shapes on our fingerprint from specific layers of the skin that
only works on a live finger.

 Overconfidence. Using the fingerprint option makes us
feel more secure and hence we tend to choose weak
passwords as a backup. As suggested by [10].

 Fingerprints can be easily recreated. Tarika [11]
indicated that fake fingerprints can be used to unlock
the device.

 Fears of wrong storage or usage. Many researchers and
users expressed their fears and lack of trust. Losing
such information can lead to severe consequences.
 Sensor’s sensitivity. Dirty or oily skin might affect the
accuracy of the sensor. Also, fingerprint recognition is
affected by what the finger is exposed to of injuries or
burns.

Secondly, regarding the usability of this iPhone 5s’
fingerprint feature, is it easy to use? Absolutely yes. A user
only needs to register his/her fingerprint for the first time, then
start using it each time he/she wants to unlock the phone.
When a user wants to unlock the phone, he/she has two
options: either enter the PIN or push the home button by one
of registered fingers. Both methods produce the same result.
So what’s the difference and why would someone use the
fingerprint feature? Actually, the answer of this question will
be in the next section, where a list of advantages and
disadvantages of this feature will be shown. [15]

C. Reliability
Is it reliable or not? Can people rely on it as they did with
the PIN? The Touch ID is very reliable and durable. Although,
some people have found that sometimes the sensor may not
respond to their fingerprint if the hand is wet or has a high
temperature. It does work for the majority of people with no
issues.

B. Advantages and disadvantages
Just like any other new technology, iPhone’s touch ID has

D. People’s perspective toward fingerprint feature
Generally speaking, some people like this feature and find
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it as an interesting new feature to protect their mobiles, and
even if there is a password, they would like to use it as a way
of following the technology without thinking about any
privacy concerns. But actually, these are the minority, whereas
the majority of people have high concerns regarding the real
aim of such feature. Why to have our fingerprints saved at a
specific place even if no one can share or use it. As long as the
password is still there, why does Apple Company and others
release such feature? Moreover, with all of Apple’s efforts to
convince people that their fingerprints information will be
secured and not saved on their servers, people still have high
fears of Apple’s other objectives of this feature and whether
Apple will share any of their analytical information about the
Touch ID system to Apple or any other party [18].
E. People’s fears and concerns
Most of people's concerns are centred on privacy and
identity tracking. One main concern is that Apple stores the
users’ fingerprints in its servers, creating a huge database of
users’ biometric information for people from all around the
world. If it happens, it will pose a huge threat to all users,
especially if this data is handed to governments of different
countries. These fears have increased dramatically after the
United States’ National Security Agency (NSA) spying
scandal was uncovered. NSA collected personal information
of citizens and residents in USA through a program called
PRISM. Regarding this matter, Apple confirmed that it will
not store the fingerprints in its servers and they will not be
synchronized with iCloud even. Instead, it will be stored only
on the encrypted chip A7. Also, it will not be stored as an
image, but instead it will be stored as fingerprint data. It is
worth mentioning that Apple calls the technique as (Touch ID)
not (finger scan) which is an accurate description of what it
does, so it doesn't scan the fingerprint but it reads features that
distinguish one person from another. So, it divided the
fingerprint into three parts (whorl, loop, arch) and then picked
up the finer details such as the path of the blood veins. [19]
Another concern is about the recreation of one’s
fingerprint. These fears have increased even more since the
media published a story about a German hacker who was able
to hack iphone5s Touch ID and unlock the device using fake
finger from a fingerprint’s photo. [20]
People are also concerned that a thief is forced to cut off
the victim's finger to be able to unlock the phone. Such
concerns may seem exaggerated, but we can't ignore that it
already happened. In 2005, a car thief in Malaysia cut off part
of the owner finger to steal a car, Mercedes S-Class, which
was protected by fingerprint recognition system. Regarding
this, Apple confirmed that it has developed the technology, so
that fingerprint recognition happens by scanning the finger
skin dermal layer, which requires the finger to be alive and in
its natural state. After all, the real concern would be "do
thieves know that?" [21]
In the next section, results of the conducted survey will be
explained in detail.
F. Survey results:
According to the survey, the majority are using iPhone for
more than 3 years. And most of them are using iPhone 5s.

A survey was used to see the prevalence of this new
feature amongst Saudis, whether they have liked it or not? And
what are their fears and concerns about it? The survey was
filled by 2230 persons living in different Saudi Arabia regions.
Our sample consists of 780 females and 1450 males. The
majority of all participants held a bachelor degree and between
25 to 34 years old. Thus, they are overwhelmingly young.
Most of the participants in the sample are from Riyadh region.
The demographic questions answers are in table 1, 2 and 3.
TABLE I.

PARTICIPANT REGION

Region

Number

Percent

Riyadh region

1310

59%

Mekkah region

300

13%

Eastern region

180

8%

Qassim region

140

6%

Asir region

90

4%

Medina region

70

3%

Al Jawf region
Northern Border
region

40

2%

30

1%

Jazan region

20

1%

Tabuk region

20

1%

Al Bahah region

10

1%

Hail region

10

1%

Najran region

10

1%

TABLE II.

PARTICIPANT AGE

Age

Number

Percent

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+

600
1060
450
90
30

27%
48%
20%
4%
1%

TABLE III.

PARTICIPANT EDUCATION

Education

Number

Percent

No high school degree

40

2%

High school degree only

460

21%

Bachelor degree

1560

70%

Master degree or higher

170

8%
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Also, by asking the participants if they use the same
mobile device password PIN for their online account, 21%
answered ―Yes‖, 46% answered ―No‖ while 29%answered
―Sometimes‖.
Regarding the usage of the fingerprint feature, the results
were somewhat controversial, although 55% of all users think
that password PIN is not secure enough, and 76% agree that
the use of biometric can improve the mobile security, only
33% use fingerprint to unlock their iphone device, while 17%
use it sometimes. Besides that, only 16% use the fingerprint to
buy from iTunes usually, and 5% use it sometimes, while 77%
do not use it at all. The questions along their answers in details
are found in table 4.
When asked the participants if they have concerns about
using the fingerprint feature, 31% answered ―Yes‖ while 67%
answered ―No‖. Then, people who answered ―Yes‖ were
asked about their concerns. The majority of all concerns were
from breach of privacy. By comparing the answers based on

the range of ages, we found that the majority of people in the
ages between 18 to 44 were concerned from a breach of
privacy, while the major concerns for the people who are in
the ages between 45 to 54, are releasing their fingerprint’s
details to governmental agencies. The comparison details can
be seen in figure 1.
When asked ―What makes you comfortable with
protecting your iPhone?‖ 49% answered ―Having strong
password‖, 34% answered ―Using biometrics‖, 23% answered
―Having antivirus‖ and 17% answered ―Having security
software‖ as showed in figure2.
Finally, participants were asked about the most important
things in their phones, 88% of all females which is the
majority answered ―personal photos‖ and 63% of males
answered ―personal photos‖ and ―personal information‖ as
seen in figure 3. The questions and their answers in details are
shown in table 5.

Fig. 1. participant concernes

Fig. 2. protection methods results
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Fig. 3. participant important mobile content

TABLE IV.

No

SUMMARY OF THE IMPRESSIONS OF FINGERPRINTS

Question

Responses
Total

1

Do you own an iPhone?

2

How long have you been using it?
a. One year

3

b.

Two years

c.

More than 3 years

iPhone 6

c.

iPhone 6 plus

d.

other

No

1950

180

Sometimes

380
270
1400

Which iPhone model do you have?
a. iPhone 5s
b.

Yes

No answer
91

2230

180

2230

1630
80
40
480

2230

40

2230

1230

40

2230

1690

490

50

2230

Do you use the fingerprint feature to unlock your device?

720

1080

380

41

2230

8

Do you use the fingerprint feature to buy from iTunes?

350

1710

110

51

2230

9

Do you face any difficulties while using it?

310

1420

380

120

2230

10

Do you have any concerns related to the fingerprint feature?

690

1490

50

2230

4

Do you use the same mobile password PIN for your online account?

490

1030

5

Is the password ―PIN‖ secure enough?

960

6

Do you think using biometrics improves the mobile security?

7

670
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TABLE V.

No
1

2

SUMMARY OF SECURITY ISSUES

Question
Which of the following makes you comfortable protecting your iPhone?
a. Having antivirus
b. Having security Software
c. Having strong password is good enough
d. Using biometrics
e. All
f. A & B
g. C & D
h. A & B & C
i. No answer
What are the most important things in your iPhone?
a. Personal information
b. Contacts
c. Personal photos
d. Audios and Videos
e. All
f. A & C
g. A &D
h. A &B &C
i. No answer

V.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, there is no doubt that using Touch ID in
Smartphones is an attractive and somewhat secure feature.
Apple and other mobile manufacturers are racing to include in
their products and find more ways to utilize it.
Different communities have mixed views regarding this
technology. Some of them think that it is the most secure and
convenient feature, while others think it not secure and can be
used for tracking purposes.
In this paper, we covered this feature from all aspects. We
discussed the pros and cons of this technology and the
different views of users and researchers.
In KSA, the survey results show that people extremely care
about their mobile data. Although ostensibly, the majority
believes that the Touch ID will improve the security of their
phones, only a small percentage fully trusts it.
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Allah who supports us in doing everything in our lives and of
course in completing this paper specially. Also, we would like
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topic for us and also giving us many advices and ideas. Last
but not least, we would like to thank our families and friends
and everyone supported us with any idea and helps us in
completing this paper.
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Abstract—As the Internet slowly transitions towards IPv6, the
routing protocols that are used to forward traffic across this
global network must adapt to support this gradual transition.
Two of the most frequently discussed interior dynamic routing
protocols today are the IETF’s OSPF and Cisco’s EIGRP routing
protocol. A wealth of papers have compared OSPF and EIGRP in
terms of converge times and resource usage, however few papers
have assessed the performance of each when implementing their
respective security mechanisms. Therefore a comparison of
OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6 will be conducted using dedicated Cisco
hardware. This paper will firstly introduce each protocol and its
security mechanisms, before conducting a comparison of OSPFv3
and EIGRPv6 using Cisco equipment. After discussing the
simulation results, a conclusion will be drawn to reveal the
findings of this paper and which protocol performs the best upon
implementing their respective security mechanisms within a small
IPv6 enterprise network.

Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm and has been specifically
designed to run within an IPv6 environment. Compared to its
IPv4 equivalent OSPFv2, OSPFv3 incorporates a number of
key changes necessary to operate in an IPv6 network [6].

Index Terms—IPv4; IPv6; OSPFv3; IPSec; ESP; EIGRPv4;
EIGRPv6; MD5

Furthermore, the changes to the OSPFv3 packet header
have also had an additional effect on the OSPFv3 Hello Packet.
To reflect the changes made for IPv6, the OSPFv3 Hello
packet structure has been changed [8].

I. INTRODUCTION
Two of the most discussed IPv6 routing protocols amongst
researchers are the IETF’s Open Shortest Path First Version 3
(OSPFv3) and Cisco’s Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing
Protocol for IPv6 (EIGRPv6). A number of papers such as
[1,2,3,4] have reviewed both protocols countless times with
respect to their resource usage and convergence speed.
However, no comparisons have been conducted to assess the
additional effects when implementing the respective
authentication and encryption mechanisms of OSPFv3 and
EIGPRv6.
Therefore, due to the popularity of OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6,
it is critical that a through comparison is conducted to
comprehensively assess both protocols when operating within
a small IPv6 enterprise network.
In addition, it should also be noted that in recent years, a
key drawback of EIGRP has been its proprietary nature.
However, as discussed by [5], EIGRP is been opened up to the
IETF and will soon no longer be a drawback.
This paper contributes to the ongoing comparisons of
OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6 by testing both protocols and assessing
the additional impact of both protocol’s security mechanisms
when they are implemented in a Cisco hardware based test
environment.
II. OSPFV3
OSPFv3 is a dynamic routing protocol that uses the

As discussed by [7], a key change that has been performed
for OSPFv3 is that the packet header of which has been
restructured. OSPFv3’s packet header is now far less complex
compared to that of OSPFv2 and also includes the “Instance
ID” field [7]. The Instance ID field also reflects another
dramatic change, in that routing protocols for IPv6 are more
concerned about the links they are enabled on, rather than the
nodes they are enabled on [7]. This “per-interface” concern
means that multiple addresses can be configured on the same
interface [8]. This is because rather than establishing
neighbourship using IP subnets, OSPFv3 uses link local
addresses to establish its adjacencies.

These changes are as follows [7]:
 The addresses of 224.0.0.5 and 224.0.0.6 are used for
passing traffic between the DR and DROther routers is
now FF02::5 and FF02::6.
 IPv6 addresses in OSPFv3 are located within the
payload rather than the packet header.
 Network-LSA’s do not contain any IPv6 addresses
compared to OSPFv2.
 OSPFv3 requires that a router ID is configured before
routing can begin.
 DR and BDR routers are now identifiable by their
router ID’s instead of their IP addresses as with
OSPFv2.
In addition, a key change for OSPFv3 is the security
mechanisms that the protocol uses to protect its routing
updates. As discussed by [7,9], whereas OSPFv2 used MD5
authentication, OSPFv3 uses the services provided by IPsec, of
which is used within an IPv6 environment [10].
III. EIGRPV6
Designed by Cisco, the Enhanced Interior Gateway
Routing Protocol for IPv6 (EIGRPv6) uses the Diffusing
Update Algorithm (DUAL) which is also used by EIGRP in an
IPv4 environment. However, unlike OSPFv3, the majority of
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EIGRP’s features for IPv4 have been integrated into IPv6. As
discussed by [7,11], these similarities include:
 The use of DUAL to compute EIGRP Successor and
Feasible Successors.
 Using bandwidth and delay as the default metrics.
 The use of Reliable Transport Protocol (RTP).
 No periodic updates.
 EIGRPv6 implements the
mechanism (MD5) as EIGRP.

same

authentication

However, despite the almost identical properties between
EIGRP and EIGRPv6, a few changes have been implemented
to prepare the protocol for routing within an IPv6 environment.
As further discussed by [11], these changes include:

outputs from the router’s command line and packets captured
in Wireshark. It should also be made clear that each test
performed for either protocol will be conducted three times and
then averaged to promote result reliability. In addition, each
specific test will be done again to assess the additional impact
upon implementing OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6’s security
mechanism. This test strategy ensures that the additional
effects of OSPFv3 and EIGPRv6’s security mechanisms can be
measured, while performing each test three times to ensure
result reliability.
Lastly, it should be mentioned that both protocols will be
operating using the default Hello and Dead timers to ensure
that the results best reflect the default behavior of both
OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6.
V. EXPERIMENT SCENARIOS

 The use of Link Local Addresses to establish neighbor
adjacencies instead of using an IP subnet. This is also
the case with OSPFv3.

So that a comprehensive and thorough comparison can be
conducted, two test scenarios have been designed to assess the
performance of OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6.

 EIGRP routers will use the IPv6 multicast address
FF02::10 rather than the previous 224.0.0.10 multicast
address.

As figure 1 illustrates, test Scenario 1 implements a four
router point to point test scenario. The purpose of this scenario
is to assess the performance of both protocols when the routers
are connected directly and not through another device such as a
switch.

 Like OSPFv3, EIGRPv6 is also configured on a perinterface basis rather than been globally enabled.
 The creation of a router ID is required to successfully
start routing operations.
However, unlike OSPFv3, EIGRPv6 does not incorporate
the use of IPSec to encrypt its routing updates, but instead uses
the MD5 authentication method that was previously used in
EIGRP for IPv4 [7].
IV. METHODOLOGY
To ensure that the most relevant information can be
gathered to accompany the research undertaken for this paper,
a clear and concise methodology is required. Therefore, a
number of specific goals will be implemented to deliver the
most accurate conclusion possible. These goals include:
1) To investigate which protocol initialises quickest from a
cold start-up.
2) To assess OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6’s ability to recover
from unforeseen failures.
3) Analyse which protocol re-converges with minimal
packet drops.
4) Investigate the response times of each protocol when
detecting idle link changes.
5) Examine each protocols security mechanism and
implement them to compare their operational differences.
6) Observe any differences upon implementing both
protocols.
Furthermore, to meet the goals designated above, a series
of controlled experiments will be carried out by implementing
four Cisco 1841 routers and one Cisco 2960 switch, all
connected through fast Ethernet ports.
Moreover, data for this paper will be gathered by using

Fig. 1. Test Scenario 1

Fig. 2. Test Scenario 2

Furthermore, figure 2 demonstrates the second scenario
that has been implemented to test OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6.
Compared to the point to point topology of Scenario 1,
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Scenario 2 implements a LAN environment where all routers
connect to a switch. In Scenario 2, the switch will be
configured with two VLANS to ensure the traffic for each
interface is separated and kept in their own subnets. Therefore,
compared to Scenario 1 where each router operates with
different subnets, the routers in Scenario 2 will operate in the
same subnet (one for the primary and one for the secondary
link) and therefore enable an assessment of OSPFv3 and
EIGRPv6’s performance in a LAN environment.
Also, so that an active interface is always available to send
and reply to ICMP Ping messages, a Loopback interface [12]
will be implemented onto routers R1 and R4. By implementing
Loopback address on R1 and R4, the traffic can be routed via
another path depending on the link failed in the topology.

Scenarios 1 and 2. These findings have been extracted from
table I shown earlier in this section.
As shown by figure 3 below, the startup times for EIGRPv6
are significantly faster than that of OSPFv3, irrespective of the
test scenario. However, a key finding is that compared to its
Scenario 1 (P2P) result, EIGRPv6 took longer to start up in
Scenario 2 (LAN) test environment. In addition, figure 3 also
reveals that whereas EIGRPv6 performed worse in Scenario 2,
OSPFv3 performed marginally better and better still when its
IPSec encryption mechanism was enabled. Interestingly,
EIGRPv6’s MD5 authentication mechanism affected the
protocols performance in Scenario 1, but had no additional
effect in Scenario 2.

It should be noted for the purposes of this paper that all
tests will be executed and monitored from R4’s perspective
and the preferred interface is FA0/1 towards R2.
VI. SCENARIO RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section will discuss the results generated by testing
OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6 and their security mechanisms, in
Scenarios 1 and 2. The results are as follows:
TEST SUMMARY FOR SCENARIO’S 1 AND 2

TABLE I.
Test Details

With

Scenario 1

Auth

OSPFv3

EIGRPv6

OSPFv3

EIGRPv6

181.3s

143.4s

182.2s

163.5s

180.3s

142.4s

180.6s

163.6s

9.7s

7.5s

9.1s

4.7s

9.7s

9.1s

9.3s

8.3s

14.4s

8s

14.9.s

13.5s

13.6s

11.0s

14.3s

14.9s

10.1s

7.2s

9.8s

8.2s

8s

10.3

7.9s

9.3s

49s

6.8s

43.5s

35.2s

50.5s

6.9s

43.4s

36.8s

70%

70%

70%

70%

70%

70%

70%

70%

Convergence
time from a cold

Y

Scenario 2

router start-up.
Neighbour down
detection after an

Y

unexpected link
failure.
Traffic re-sent
after an

Y

Fig. 3. OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6 Cold Start-up Time Comparison

The second and third goals that were defined in the
methodology of this paper are to assess OSPFv3 and
EIGRPv6’s ability to recover from unforeseen failures and
analyse which protocol re-converges with minimal packet
drops. Therefore using the results collected in table I in
addition to figures 4 and 5, this shows the averaged results
from the convergence tests conducted in this paper.

unexpected link
failure.
Time for Protocol
to detect

Y

neighbour down
after cable
removal
Time to detect
neighbourship re-

Y

establishment after
cable replacement .

Fig. 4. OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6 Re-Convergence Times

Peak CPU
utilisation

Y

The first goal set in the methodology section previously
was to investigate which protocol initialises the fastest from a
cold start-up.
As figure 3 demonstrates, the testing performed for this
paper reveals a series of key findings through testing in

As revealed by figure 4, a number of key findings can be
found. Firstly, figure 6 continues the trend observed in figure 4
in that EIGRPv6 performance is better in Scenario 1 compared
to that of Scenario 2. Although EIGRPv6 detected the neighbor
was down faster in Scenario 2, it took longer to resend the
traffic in Scenario 2 and also with a much bigger margin when
MD5 authentication was activated.
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Furthermore, figure 4 also shows that OSPFv3 performed
better in Scenario 2 than Scenario 1 for neighbor detection, but
was able to resend the traffic faster in Scenario 1. Moreover,
when OSPFv3’s IPSec encryption was configured in Scenario
2, the time taken to detect the neighbor was down increased.
However as figure 5 shows, this result may have been
caused by packet drops.
Figure 5 reveals that compared to Scenario 1, OSPFv3 in
Scenario 2 dropped on average more packets compared to
Scenario 1. However, an interesting finding from this test is
that whereas IPSec encryption improved the performance of
OSPFv3, EIGRPv6’s MD5 authentication adversely affected
the protocols performance in both test Scenarios. In addition,
figure 5 also supports the trend identified throughout this
paper, in that EIGRPv6 performs better in the point to point
topology of Scenario 1 compared to that of Scenario 2’s LAN
topology.

In addition, a test to measure the responsiveness times of
OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6 was carried out by deliberately failing a
link over an idle link. This test differs to the convergence tests
discussed earlier as the purpose is to measure the time taken
for each protocol to detect and re-establish a neighbourship,
rather than detecting and re-sending traffic. This test satisfies
the fourth goal in the methodology which is to analyse the
response times of each protocol when detecting idle link
changes.
As shown in figure 6, a number of interesting findings can
be found from the results extracted from table I.
Firstly, the two ongoing trends identified throughout this
paper are whereas IPSec improves the performance of
OSPFv3, EIGRPv6’s MD5 negatively affects its performance
and that EIGRPv6 performs better in the point to point
environment of Scenario 1 compared to that of Scenario 2.
Figure 6 also agrees with this trend with the exception of the
point to point cable removal with authentication time average.
Furthermore, a packet inspection using Wireshark was
performed in addition to attempting to crack the type seven
passwords implemented upon encrypting the running
configurations within the Cisco 1841 routers. These tests meet
the criteria for the fifth goal which is to examine each
protocols security mechanism and implement them to compare
their operational differences.
As shown in figures 7 and 8, the results of the packet
inspection can be observed when a packet is captured and
analysed using Wireshark.

Fig. 5. OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6 Packet Drop Comparison

Fig. 7. OSPFv3’s IPSec ESP Encrypted Packet

Fig. 6. Protocol Response Testing

As shown by figures 7 and 8, the major difference between
the two packets is that compared to OSPFv3’s ESP IPSec
encrypted packet, EIGRPv6’s MD5 authenticated packet
makes no attempt to hide the information within the packet.
Therefore as figure 8 shows, information such as the
autonomous system number, the “K” values in use and the
Hello times used by EIGRPv6 can be discovered by capturing
one packet.
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network administrator may spend time debugging EIGRPv6
only to find that the protocol would not route traffic due to the
lack of a router ID.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper finds that upon comparing the performance of
OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6 using the tests that have been
conducted throughout this project, EIGRPv6 was the faster
performing protocol. However aside from the overall
conclusion, a series of thought provoking results have been
found in this project. These include:
 That EIGRPv6 performed better in every test when it
was configured for the point to point topology of
Scenario 1. EIGRPv6’s performance was noticeably
different when it was implemented into Scenario 2’s
LAN environment, taking longer to recover from
simulated failures and dropping considerably more
packets. It can therefore be assumed from the findings
that EIGRPv6 performs better within a point to point
configuration, rather than a LAN environment.
 OSPFv3’s performance was relatively similar when
implemented into Scenarios 1 and 2, but on average
performed consistently better when IPSec was enabled.
By comparison, EIGRPv6’s performance was always
degraded when its MD5 authentication mechanism was
enabled.

Fig. 8. EIGRPv6 MD5 Authenticated Packet

In addition using the tools provided by [13], a test was also
performed to attempt to reverse the type seven passwords
stored in the routers running configuration. This type seven
password is used by both protocols authenticate a neighboring
router and is encrypted using the “service passwordencryption” command. The Cisco Type 7 Reversing tool found
on [13] will be used to reverse the passwords stored in the
routers running configuration file.
Upon attempting to reverse the passwords used by both
protocols, it was discovered that whereas OSPFv3’s passwords
was only partially decrypted, EIGRPv6’s MD5 authentication
passwords was completely decrypted and therefore revealed
the authentication password required to peer with a router in
the topology. The reason for this is because whereas OSPFv3’s
ESP IPSec encryption requires a minimum password length of
40 characters, EIGRPv6’s MD5 authentication mechanism
specifies no minimum password length. Therefore, EIGRPv6
can be configured with potentially very weak passwords and
making the implemented password prone to decryption as a
result.

 However despite this degradation, EIGRPv6 still
outperformed OSPFv3 in terms of sheer speed while
converging and adjusting to failures and therefore wins
the performance comparison.
Therefore, the principle conclusion from the results of this
paper is that when comparing OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6 within a
small flat IPv6 enterprise network, EIGRPv6 outperforms
OSPFv3 in terms of start-up and re-convergence speed and is
therefore the faster protocol. This conclusion has been
generated by testing OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6 in both a point to
point and LAN based network environment, where OSPFv3
took consistently longer to complete its operations than that of
EIGRPv6.

Lastly, the final goal set in the methodology was to observe
any differences upon implementing both protocols.

However whereas the MD5 authentication mechanism used
by EIGRPv6 negatively affected its performance, IPSec
noticeably improved OSPFv3’s performance. This therefore
makes OSPFv3 an attractive option to network administrators
who wish to implement a routing protocol that integrates a
strong security mechanism and operates within a hierarchical
network topology. By comparison, EIGRPv6 is designed to
operate on a typically flat network structure which may still
limit its application.

Fig. 9. OSPFv3 Router ID Prompt

[1]

As revealed in figure 9, a key difference noticed when
implementing OSPFv3 and EIGRPv6 is whereas OSPFv3
generates a router ID prompt upon first configuration,
EIGRPv6 does not generate this prompt for the creation of a
router ID. As discussed previously, both protocols will not
begin routing traffic until a router ID is created. As a result, a

[2]
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Abstract—People with dementia suffer from memory loss,
speech disabilities, and many other problems. A smartphone
could benefit them, because it offers functions and applications
that may alleviate their disabilities. However, some people with
dementia refuse to carry a smartphone. Many of them dislike
doing the tasks ordered by such devices due to a lack of
psychological interaction. Therefore, we are exploring the concept
of having a dog carry a smartphone on its back to assist these
people with their daily lives. In this paper, we first show that,
with a little training, a dog can be made to run to its owner
when the smartphone on its back emits an alarm. This result
suggeted that the concept will allow applications and devices for
the people with dementia to become the more useful things of
their daily lives. Then, we propose an application wherein people
with mild cognitive impairment can be reminded what they were
going to do a few minutes ago. We also propose a support method
using a vibration-sensing device that causes a dog to run up to its
severe-dementia person who is trying to open a door to go outside.
Finally, we describe an experiment that examined how a person
with dementia might respond to a dog who “talks” to them. (Of
course, the talker was a person at a different location speaking
through the smartphone on the dog’s back.) These suggestions
and the results of the experiment show that, with the help of
a dog, a smartphone can offer better assistance for dementia
patients.
Keywords—Android; Care facility; Memory loss

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Dementia is a collection of symptoms that include deterioration of mental abilities and cognitive functions such as
memory, language, reasoning, planning, recognizing, and identifying people and objects1 . Dementia is caused by more than
a hundred diseases and injuries that primarily or secondarily
affect the brain. About 36 million people have dementia, and
there are about 8 million new cases worldwide every year2 .
Many people with dementia are tended by caregivers,
including their families. Yet as their symptoms become more
1 Janssen:

Dementia, http://www.dementia.com/index.html
Health Organizatin: Dementia, http://www.who.int/mediacentre
/factsheets/fs362/en/

severe, the caregivers bear a greater burden. When the patients
begin to suffer memory loss, their caregivers have to supervise
their behavior. Even at the stage just before dementia, these
people may forget what they were going to do a few minutes
ago. As for people with severe dementia, they are apt to wander
outside, requiring their caregivers to watch constantly for their
safety. Caregivers also need to communicate frequently with
their charges, even if it means saying the same things over and
over. In short, there are plenty of things for the caregivers to
do in the daily life of a person dementia, even at a time when
staffing, time, and finances are becoming scarce.
Many studies have explored the use of information communication technology (ICT) devices to aid with memory
[1][2][3]. Yasuda et al. [4] evaluated the use of a digital voice
recorder as a voice output memory aid. Their results showed
that such a recorder assists patients with prospective memory
impairment. Kamimura et al. [5] examined the efficacy of a
medication reminder device. They found that it can improve
medication adherence in elderly patients with mild cognitive
impairment.
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is often used to
search for persons who have wandered off [6][7]. “iWander
[8]” is a device that collects GPS and other sensor data
about location, weather conditions, stage of illness, etc. This
data is then evaluated using Bayesian network techniques to
determine the probability the person is wandering. Lin et al.
[9] proposed a real-time method for detecting wandering based
on an individual’s GPS traces. This method is able to detect
loop-like traces on the fly. The experimental results showed its
effectiveness in detecting wandering behavior. However, GPS
cannot prevent the person from going outside in the first place.
At present, some robots can communicate with people and
alert them when it is time to take their medication. They
were developed for healing and therapeutic use in private and
nursing homes. “Paro3 ” is a therapeutic robot that can locate
the source of a voice and recognize words such as its name,
greetings, and even praise. By interacting with people, Paro

2 World

3 PARO

Robots U.S., Inc.: Paro. http://www.parorobots.com/index.asp
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acts as if it is alive, moving its head and legs, and making
sounds. “Palro4 ” is a small, autonomous humanoid robot which
can have an intelligent conversation and walk on two legs.
Once the user programs information into its computer, Palro
alerts him or her at the appropriate time. “Pepper5 ” is a
humanoid robot that can converse with a person, recognize and
react to their emotions, and move and live autonomously. As
the person continues to interact with Pepper, it will recognize
its person and learn new things about his or her tastes. People
who carry GPS-equipped smartphones can find friends by
using a mapping service. “emopa6 ” is a smartphone service
that talks a user of this smartphone like family or friends.
Today, even health professionals use their smartphones to
alert them about important tasks. However, these applications
have limited use for people with dementia [10]. First of all,
most of them forget where their smartphones are located [11].
Second, due to a lack of personal interaction, some people are
reluctant to perform the daily tasks instructed by the devices
[12]. Third, the cost of these robots is still too high for most
homes and facilities. It is also difficult for a robot at present to
chase after a person and run up stairs. Although these robots
might be accepted by some people with dementia, others may
consider them as “alien invaders.”
To overcome these shortcomings, we had the idea of
mounting an ICT device on a dog [13]. Now people with
dementia would not have to remember to carry their phones.
Dogs are always happy to accompany their owners, even those
with dementia. With a little training, a dog can be taught to
rush to its owner when the smartphone on its back emits
an alarm. Dogs can run to their owners even up a flight
of stairs. Dogs have already been widely used in therapy
[14]. Animal-assisted therapy is effective for the treatment of
agitation/aggression and depression in patients with dementia
[15][16][17]. People with dementia might be more willing to
perform tasks if their dogs brought the smartphones.
In the next section, we compare the effectiveness of a
smartphone on a dog to that of a stationary smartphone. We
built an application where the user can set an alarm and
display a message highlighting particular tasks that have to
be performed at specific times. In the third section, we show
another application for smartphones. Even people with mild
cognitive impairment are prone to forget a task that they just
did and what they were going to do next. With our app, they
can easily set an alarm to remind them of what they had
planned to do. In the fourth section, we propose a support
method for caregivers. People with dementia might try to open
a door to wander outside. But if a smartphone-equipped dog
runs up, it may distract the person from going out. In the
fifth section, we describe an experiment where a person with
dementia converses with someone in another location via a
smartphone on a dog. In the sixth section, we discuss the
benefits of affixing smartphones to dogs. The final section
concludes this paper.

4 Fujisoft

Incorporated: Palro. http://palro.jp/
Pepper. http://www.softbank.jp/robot/
6 Sharp: emopa. http://www.sharp.co.jp/products/sh01g/service/emopa/
5 Softbank:

Fig. 1: The dog mounts the smartphone on its back.

II.

A S MARTPHONE ON A D OG ’ S BACK VS .
S TATIONARY S MARTPHONE

A

In this section, we compare the effectiveness of a smartphone attached to a dog’s back to a stationary smartphone
[18].
A. Development of the Application
We built an application for an android smartphone, the
FleaPhone CP-D02. It was developed by Java Version 7 Update
21 using a development kit, Android SDK 1.0. The display
of the application consists of three parts: setting the alarm,
inputting a message, and a completion button. A user (usually
the caregiver) can set an alarm for a particular time and input a
message telling the person with dementia to begin or complete
a task.
B. Subject
The subject in this experiment is a healthy person in her
50s. She has a five-year old female toy poodle that is kept
indoors. Fig. 1 shows the dog with the smartphone on its back.
It took one week for the dog to become accustomed to having
the smartphone tied to its back. The subject trained the dog to
run to her when the smartphone emitted a specific sound. This
training took only three days. The experiment was conducted
after a month of continuous training.
C. Method
Two identical smartphones were prepared with the application. Both phones used in the study were the same. Fig. 2
shows the two conditions of the experiment. One smartphone
(named “Set-A”) was mounted on the dog, and the other ( “SetB”) was placed in a predetermined location in the living room.
The sound of the alarm was different for Set-A and Set-B. The
volume of the alarm was the same for each. The volume was
low enough that someone sitting in the next room could not
hear it.
An experimenter set the time when each smartphone would
emit a sound on that day. The study was conducted for five
days over the course of one week. Each study day lasted from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. These 12 hours were divided into four parts.
In each part, each smartphone emitted an alarm at a random
time. The subject had a maximum of eight chances of hearing
the alarm. The subject did not know when the alarms would
sound. The subject was required to turn off the alarm and to
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7)
8)

Fig. 2: Setup for the experiment.

9)
perform an allotted task. The smartphones recorded the length
of time before the alarm was turned off.
We employed the Kraepelin test7 as a task. This test
requires an individual to perform calculations as fast and
accurately as possible. The test is a boring task and involves
mental stress similar to that experienced by people with
dementia who have to take medication. Each test was allowed
30 seconds to complete. The application recorded the number
of questions answered and the number of correct answers.
After the experiment, the subject was asked to fill out a
questionnaire. The question items are as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)
6)

Did you experience any difficulties when you used
the smartphone in the experiment?
How did you feel about your dog before the experiment?
How did you feel about your dog when it responded
to the alarm and came to you?
How did you feel when the smartphone fixed in the
living emitted the alarm? The answers are scored
from 1 to 5, with 1 denoting “I did not think at all”
and 5 denoting “I thought so very much.”
a) I was happy.
b) I was nervous.
c) I wanted to turn off the alarm as soon as
possible.
d) I felt that it was troublesome to turn off the
alarm.
e) I considered leaving the emitting alarm.
Please state how you felt when the fixed smartphone
emitted the alarm.
How did you feel when the smartphone mounted on
the dog emitted the alarm? The answers are scored
from 1 to 5, with 1 denoting “I did not think at all”
and 5 denoting “I thought so very much.”
a) I was happy.
b) I was nervous.
c) I wanted to turn off the alarm as soon as
possible.
d) I felt that it was troublesome to turn off the
alarm.
e) I considered leaving the emitting alarm.

7 Google Play: Kraepelin test for job hunting and brain training (in
Japanese). https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.lumireis.kraepelin

10)

11)

12)
13)

Please state how you felt when the smartphone
mounted on the dog emitted the alarm.
How did you feel when you performed the Kraepelin
test on the smartphone fixed in the living room? The
answers are scored from 1 to 5, with 1 denoting “I
did not think at all” and 5 denoting “I thought so very
much.”
a) I enjoyed calculating.
b) I enjoyed manipulating the smartphone.
c) I was nervous.
d) I thought that I should calculate as quickly
as possible.
e) I thought that I should correctly answer as
many questions as possible.
f) I reluctantly performed the test.
If you had other feelings or an emotional shift when
you were performing the test on the fixed smartphone,
please write those down.
How did you feel when you performed the Kraepelin
test using the smartphone that was mounted on the
dog? The answers are scored from 1 to 5, with 1
denoting “I did not think at all” and 5 denoting “I
thought so very much.”
a) I enjoyed calculating.
b) I enjoyed manipulating the smartphone.
c) I was nervous.
d) I thought that I should calculate as quickly
as possible.
e) I thought that I should correctly answer as
many questions as possible.
f) I reluctantly performed the test.
If you had other feelings or an emotional shift when
you were performing the test on the smartphone
mounted on the back of the dog, please write those
down.
What was the dog doing while you performed the test
using the smartphone mounted on its back?
What did the dog do after you completed the test?

D. Results
Table I shows the times that the phones sounded the
alarm and the length of time until the subject silenced it.
A blank space means that the subject did not turn off the
alarm within 60 seconds. The subject silenced the alarm within
22-54 seconds in Set-A and within 22-60 seconds in Set-B.
The average time to silence the alarm for Set-A and Set-B
was 35.77 and 37.44 seconds, respectively (SDs = 10.0, 13.8,
respectively).
Fig. 3 shows the number of times that the subject turned
off the alarm. The subject turned off the alarm 13 times in
Set-A and nine times in Set-B. The rate of silencing the alarm
(success) was 76.47% and 52.94%, respectively (z = 1.08, no
difference).
In Set-A, the number of times the subject did not turn off
the alarm was four. In two of these, although the dog responded
to the alarm, it was unable to bring the smartphone to the
subject within 60 seconds. On these occasion, the owner was
either out of the house, or upstairs. On the other two occasions,
the alarm sounded while the dog was taking a nap.
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TABLE I: The times that the smartphones emitted the sounds.
Set-A (dog)
Day section

TABLE II: The number that the subject calculated and the
number of correct answers.

Set-B (stationary)

time

length of time (sec.)

time

length of time (sec.)

Set-A (dog)
day section

correct

sum

rate (%)

time

correct

sum

1

15:28

37

40

92.5

16:15

–

–

–

2

9:42

45

46

97.8

9:39

35

39

89.7

–

3

13:48

42

42

100.0

14:25

40

43

93.0

22

4

16:00

44

46

95.7

17:41

–

–

–

5

18:31

41

42

97.6

18:03

34

38

89.5

6

10:12

43

46

93.5

9:34

39

43

90.7

7

12:37

43

47

91.5

14:53

–

–

–

8

16:16

32

39

82.1

16:52

42

45

93.3

1

15:28

25

16:15

–

2

2

9:42

39

9:39

40

1

3

13:48

35

14:25

60

2

4

16:00

22

17:41

5

18:31

54

18:03

6

10:12

35

9:34

32

7

12:37

22

14:53

–

8

16:16

53

16:52

24

9

18:44

–

19:42

–

10

11:52

46

11:34

60

11

14:14

37

13:08

–

12

17:25

–

16:57

13

20:19

–

19:25

14

11:37

36

9:44

40

15

12:13

31

13:32

–

16

15:02

30

17:51

17

18:08

–

19:43

M

–

35.77

–

37.44

SD

–

10.0

–

13.8

3

4

5

Set-B (stationary)

time

1

3

rate (%)

9

18:44

–

–

–

19:42

–

–

–

10

11:52

43

47

91.5

11:34

42

45

93.3

37

11

14:14

34

41

82.9

13:08

–

–

–

–

12

17:25

–

–

–

16:57

32

36

88.9

13

20:19

–

–

–

19:25

–

–

–

14

11:37

38

44

86.4

9:44

31

41

75.6

–

15

12:13

44

49

89.8

13:32

–

–

–

22

16

15:02

42

45

93.3

17:51

–

–

–

17

18:08

–

–

–

19:43

44

46

95.7

M

–

–

40.62

44.15

92.0

–

37.67

41.78

90.2

SD

–

–

4.0

3.0

–

–

4.5

3.3

–

4

5

subject had not heard the alarm and thus had not performed
the test. Hence, we include only the results of those sections
where the subject completed both Set-A and -B: sections 2, 3,
5, 6, 8, 10, and 14. We compared the medians of the number
of all answers between Set-A and Set-B (signed-rank test).
The results did not show a significant difference between sets
(two-sided test, T=7.0, P=0.297). In addition, we compared the
medians of the number of correct answers between Set-A and
Set-B (signed rank test). The results revealed no significant
difference between the sets (two-sided test, T=6.5, P=0.297).

Fig. 3: the number of times that the subject turned off the
alarm.

In Set-B, the subject failed to silence the alarm eight times.
The subject could not hear these alarms because she was not
in the living room.
Table II shows the number of calculations made by the
subject and the number of correct answers in the Kraepelin
test. The number of calculations was 39-49 in Set-A and 3646 in Set-B. The average number of questions answered in
Set-A and Set-B was 44.15 and 41.78, respectively (SDs =
3.0, 3.3, respectively).
In Set-A, the number of correct answers was 32-45,
whereas it was 31-44 in Set-B. The average number of correct
answers was 40.6 in Set-A and 37.7 in Set-B (SDs = 4.0, 4.5,
respectively).
We compared the results of Set-A and Set-B. In both,
questions in some sections were not answered because the

Table III shows the responses of the subject to the questionnaire. The subject did not find it difficult to operate the
smartphone (see (1)). Before the experiment, she expressed
a mixture of anticipation and anxiety about her dog (see (2)).
But when the dog responded to the alarm and came to her, she
was impressed (see (3)). When the dog’s smartphone sounded,
she was a little happier than when the stationary smartphone
sounded (see (4) and (6)). She explained why she could not
always silence the smartphones (see (5) and (7)). In the case
of the living room smartphone, when she was cooking she did
not hear the alarm. In the case of the dog-mounted phone, the
dog was taking a nap in the early evening and did not wake
up by the alarm. Therefore the dog did not bring the phone to
the subject when the alarm sounded.
She was happy to perform the Kraepelin test on either
set (see (8),(9), and (10)). The Kraepelin test was meant
to simulate the boredom/stress encountered in repetitive-drug
taking. We wanted to simulate the situation where an individual
with dementia would not want to take their medication. We
expected that the subject would be more willing to perform the
tests presented by the dog-mounted smartphone than the tests
on the fixed phone. However, the results showed no difference
in the subject’s willingness to perform the tests on either phone
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III.

TABLE III: Questionnaire response.
(1)

None.

(2)

I believed that my dog ran to me when the smartphone emitted
an alarm because it was trained to do so. On the other hand,

A N A PP TO R EMIND P EOPLE OF THE TASKS T HEY
M UST D O N OW

In this section, we develop a smartphone application that
reminds people with mild cognitive impairment of which tasks
they have to do at this moment.

as the dog was unwilling to put the wear, I wondered if the dog runs.
(3)

A. Background

As the dog is small, it might find the smartphone too heavy.
I was impressed that the dog came to me when the alarm sounded.
I was delighted that our daily training yielded results.
I realized how important trust is between people and dogs.

(4)

(a) 3 (b) 2 (c) 2 (d) 1 (e) 1

(5)

I did not notice that the smartphone was emitting an alarm
while cooking because the alarm was quiet.

(6)

(a) 4 (b) 2 (c) 2 (d) 1 (e) 1

(7)

The dog did not respond to the alarm in the early evening
because it took a nap at that time.

(8)

(a) 5 (b) 3 (c) 2 (d) 5 (e) 4 (f) 1

(9)

I enjoyed the test because it was a brain-training exercise.

Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is a stage just before
dementia. People with MCI have a risk of progressing to
dementia. MCI lies between decline of general aging and
that of dementia. People with MCI experience difficulties
with memory, language, thinking, decisions, planning, and
judgment. In most cases, these changes hardly impair their
day-to-day living. Most homemakers with MCI can continue
to perform their household chores. However, homemakers with
MCI often forget the task which they need to do now or were
planning to do soon.
We offer an example of a homemaker with MCI who forgot
an important a task. This case was based on an event that was
written up by one of the authors. It dramatically shows the
need to assist people with MCI.

Sometimes, I touched the different answer
from what I considered because of hasty move.
I was concerned about the accuracy of my answers.
(10) (a) 5 (b) 3 (c) 2 (d) 5 (e) 4 (f) 1
(11) None.
(12) The dog sat quietly when I performed the test.
(13) The dog made a point of shaking itself after it stood up.

(see (8) and (10)).
E. Discussion
There was no significant difference between Set-A and B with regard to the number of times that the subject turned
off the alarm. Moreover, there was no significant difference
between the sets in the number of questions answered or in
the number of correct answers. If the same experiment was
conducted with a large number of subjects, we would expect
to observe significant differences between Set-A and -B.
It is clear that the subject was quicker to turn off the alarm
on Set-A because the dog was trained to run to her when the
alarm emitted. Contrary to our expectations, it took only three
days to train the dog. However, the time of training may differ
depending on the character of the dog and the relationship with
its owner beforehand .
We expected that a person with dementia would be more
willing to perform tasks if his/her dog brought over the
smartphone. In our experiment, we assumed that the Kraepelin
test would be boring. Surprisingly, the subject, a healthy
person, enjoyed the test on either Set-A or -B; she described
it as a brain-training exercise. On the other hand, she said that
when the dog’s phone emitted the alarm, it made her a little
happier than hearing the fixed phone. She was also impressed
when her dog took the smartphone to her. Therefore, we
conclude that individuals with dementia will be more willing to
perform daily tasks if influenced through their dogs. This result
suggeted that other applications for the people with dementia
also become the more useful things of their daily lives by the
dogs who mount the smartphones.

Mary is a homemaker with MCI. While she was making dinner in her kitchen, the telephone rang. She stopped
chopping a carrot and answered the phone. The caller was
a neighbor who is treasurer of their local neighborhood
association. After the call, Mary went to the neighbor’s home
and paid her annual membership fee. When she returned home,
she sat down in her living room. She opened her notebook PC
and started checking her E-mails. Her daughter came into the
living room and said, “Mom, I m hungry.” Only then did Mary
realize that she still had to make dinner. She hurried back to
the kitchen. She had just placed the pot of vegetable soup over
the fire, when her smartphone rang. Her husband was calling
to say he would be home soon. Then she cleaned a bathtub,
went into the living room and sit down in the front of her PC
and started checking her E-mails. Meanwhile, the soup in the
pot was beginning to burn. She never noticed it.
People with MCI may experience an impairment in shortterm memory. However, if someone tells them what they have
to do, they can do that task. Most of us write down our plans
on a calendar or in an appointment organizer. However, we
usually don’t need to write down tasks that we are going to
do within a few minutes. Yet these are the very near-term tasks
that people with MCI often forget. Fortunately, the kinds of
the jobs that homemakers do within the household are few and
can be listed. In this section, we construct an application that
lets people with MCI set an alarm to remind them of what
they have to do now. And if they have a dog in the house,
that dog can carry the smartphone and run to the householder
when the alarm goes off.
B. Structure of the Application
We built an app for an android smartphone, an XPERIA
C6903. It was developed by Eclipse SDK 4.3 and works on
Java Version 8. Fig. 4 shows a flow chart for operating the
app. When some new task requires a person with dementia to
interrupt the current task, he/she touches the start button on
the app’s display. This display shows twelve pictures and a
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A. Background
In some homes and institutions, caregivers must watch over
those people with dementia. That is because these people often
try to open a door to go outside. Locking everything down is
an imperfect solution, since it interferes with the caregivers’
own movements.
A person with dementia will stop opening a door if the
caregiver speaks to them. However, caregivers cannot watch
everyone all the time. Many minutes might pass before they
discover that someone has gone outside.
However, if a dog can be trained to play with the patient
until the caregiver shows up, then the dog may prevent that
person from going through the door.
B. Setting the Devices
We used two different devices: a vibration sensor and a
smartphone. For this experiment, we used a loss-prevention
tag, an REX-SEEK1-X, as the vibration sensing device. To test
the feasibility of the concept, we hung a single tag on a selected
door. An application linked to the Bluetooth-compatible tag
causes a smartphone to sound an alarm when the door is
vibrated.
In an extended application, the smartphone can be made
to play predetermined messages to the person with dementia.
For example, the smartphone says “Don’t go away!” “Play
with me.” or “Shall we go over there?”
C. Training the Dog

Fig. 4: How to operate the application.

message “What are you planning to do soon? Please touch the
button matching your task.” The twelve pictures show typical
daily chores: cooking, doing laundry, ironing, house cleaning,
feeding the dog, taking a bath, making an important phone
call, taking medication, preparing a meal, going shopping,
brewing tea, and using the PC. The user pushes the button
which corresponds to what he or she intends to do after a few
minutes. After a predetermined time (5 minutes, 10 minutes, or
some other preset amount), the smartphone alerts the user and
displays another message, for example: “You were planning to
do laundry. Do you still wish to do it?”
C. Using the Application
The app can be downloaded to any smartphone. The user
invokes the application whenever something interrupts his or
her planned task. When the smartphone gives the alarm, the
dog carrying it runs up to the user. The user is reminded of
what he or she was going to do.

A few things are needed to train a dog for this application.
First, when the smartphone on the animal’s back sounds off,
its owner should call it to the desired door. If the dog runs
to the owner, it gets a little treat from a box in front of the
door. For the next step, the dog’s treat is placed in the box in
advance. When the alarm sounds, the dog becomes accustomed
to finding the treat in front of the door. For the last step, the
owner reduces the size of the treat. At last, the dog will run
to the door whenever the alarm goes off, even if there is no
treat.
D. Using the Devices
Fig. 5 shows the setup of the devices. The smartphoneequipped dog runs up to the person when the alarm goes off.
The dog might twirl around or bark. The person with dementia
will notice the dog and forget about the door. A caregiver
also notices the dog making a commotion and rushes over to
the scene. Moreover, we expect that the person with dementia
hears the messages from the smartphone and may come back
by him/herself.
V.

IV.

H OW A D OG C AN P REVENT A P ERSON FROM
O PENING A D OOR

In this section, we propose a method whereby a dog
equipped with a smartphone distracts a person from attempting
to open a door.

P EOPLE WITH D EMENTIA TALKING T HROUGH A
S MARTPHONE ON A D OG

In this section, we describe an experiment where a person
with dementia converses through a smartphone on a dog’s
back. A second person at a different location chatted with the
first person via Skype over the smartphone.
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Fig. 5: Dog runs to the door when the alarm emits.

A. Method
We conducted an experiment in which one of authors, who
was at a different location, spoke with a person with dementia
at facility X through Skype on the smartphone that was on
the dog. We wanted to see if a person with dementia would
respond to a human voice that seemingly came from a dog.
Facility X is a day-care facility in Japan. People with mild as
well as medium dementia attend the facility for a few days
every week.
The director of this facility has two dogs, both female
Pomeranians. One of them cooperated with the experiment.
She is young and easily attaches to a person. She was equipped
with a harness that had a smartphone in one pocket.
Eight people with dementia (the users) were enjoying a
snack at the facility after taking walk. They sat in a halfcircle in the garden and ate ice shavings from a cup. The
author talked to different users for thirty minutes. Fig. 6 shows
the users eating ice shavings while hearing someone talking
to them through the smartphone on the dog. The staff of
the facility were given an explanation of the situation and
consented to our experiment. However, the users of the facility
were not told that someone would try to talk to them through
a smartphone.
B. Result
The dog accepted the harness the very first time. The dog
walked around or sat at the feet of the users who were snacking
on ice shavings.
Some users responded to the voice through the smartphone.
We offer a few samples of conversations. “D” is the author
speaking via the dog. “U” is one of the users of the facility.
“S” is a staff member.
Phrases in parentheses indicate what the speaker was doing.
The following conversation took place with a male user
(U1) having mild dementia.
D: Did you like it?
U1: Is it tasty? (He spoke to the dog.)

Fig. 6: People with dementia hear that someone talks to them
through a smartphone mounted by a dog.

D: It’s yummy.
U1: Ha ha ha!
S1: It just said “It’s yummy,” didn’t it?
S2: It said, “It is yummy.”
U1: Is it really tasty? (He spoke to the dog.)
The staffer’s question elicited the user’s final response.
The next conversation occurred when a female user with
mild dementia (U2) showed a cup of ice shavings to the dog.
D: What are you going to eat?
U2: We are going to eat this, here. (She showed a cup of ice
to the dog.)
The dog was not furnished with a camera. The author could
not see the cup. However, U2 showed the cup to the dog and
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said “this” quite naturally.
The next conversation took place with a female user who
had mild dementia (U3) and a twisted sense of humor.
D: I would like to eat ice shavings with you.
U3: Do you want to eat with me?
D: Yeah.
U3: I want to eat alone.
When U3 returned from her walk, and before eating the
ice shavings, she heard a voice coming from nowhere. A staff
member told her that it was the dog’s voice. U3 said “No, it is
ghost-like, ha-ha-ha! ” She must have realized that the speaker
was not a dog.
C. Discussion
Most of the users with mild dementia responded to the
dog “speaking.” However, the user with medium dementia
hardly uttered a word. We can think of some reasons for
this. Even when a human unexpectedly talks to someone with
medium dementia, he or she does not always react at once.
Furthermore, it is not easy for one with medium dementia
to comprehend every situation, especially if that situation is
something unexpected such as a talking dog. They might be a
little confused or avoid confronting the situation because their
cognitive functioning has been reduced.
We think that U3 should have realized that the voice did
not belong to the dog. Apparently she did not know or want to
know where the voice was coming from. However, she seemed
to enjoy responding to it.
A dog, as a medium of conversation, may allow a user to
be more open with their feelings. U3 reacted to the dog with
wry humor. But if the conversation partner had been a child,
the child might have felt hurt. And if the conversation partner
was a staff member, U3 would never have said such a thing.
This result suggests that a dog allows elderly people to be
more playful in their talk.
The day will soon come when a smartphone will be
able to hold a conversation autonomously. The smartphone
will also present topics of general interest during elderly
people [19][20]. But for the present, a lack of psychological
interaction means people with dementia are reluctant to talk
with a smartphone. But when a dog carries the phone, these
people may have an enjoyable conversation. A smartphone can
do more than give people with dementia a lot of information. In
the presence of a dog, it can offer such people the pleasure of
conversation. In general, we talk to a dog and infer its feelings
from its responses and actions. A voice from a smartphone
will support this conversation. The smartphone will encourage
new relationships between people and dogs who work for those
with dementia every day.
One problem revealed in this study was that it is not easy to
hear a smartphone outdoors. This problem is especially acute
for elderly people whose hearing is diminished. This requires
extra effort and cognitive ability to for anyone assisting elderly
people. There were cases where the staff at the facility had to
tell the users what the dog (the author) had just said. We need
a better speaker that will allow the voice to be amplified in the
same direction as the head of the dog. Although U3 heard the

voice before eating the ice shaving, she did not know where
the voice was coming from. This way, the users will easily
recognize to whom the dog is talking.
VI.

D ISCUSSION

The symptoms of dementia are varied and increase with
time. Some devices can compensate for the disabilities that
arise with dementia. However, these devices must be kept on
hand according to the person’s stage or symptoms of dementia.
Today, many people possess a smartphone that can be equipped
with many useful functions and applications. The smartphone
offers a lot of possibilities to provide support through only one
device. However, some people with dementia forget to carry
their smartphone. Also, many of them do not like to perform
the tasks instructed by their device.
The results in Section II showed that a person with a
dog could enjoy the benefits of a smartphone, even if she
did not have it in her possession. A dog can be trained
to bring the smartphone to its owner whenever an alarm
sounds. Our results showed that an owner is happier when
the smartphone on the dog gave the alarm. We submit that
a dog can overcome the problems of non-possession of the
smartphone and disinclination of doing daily tasks.
In Sections III, IV, and V, we presented an application and
two methods that can assist people with dementia. Generally,
dogs love to accompany their owners. If an owner goes to
another place, the dog will trot after him. He can then be
reminded to input necessary information into a smartphone
app. Dogs are good conversation partners. An app which
presents topics of general interest during elderly people will
support the conversation between the dogs and the people with
dementia [19][20]. Moreover, a dog can be trained to go to a
door when a specific alarm goes off, and deter a person from
going outside. In this way a smartphone, with a little help from
a dog, can offer superior support for people who need it.
These results sugget that the concept of having a dog carry
a smartphone on its back will allow other applications [21]
and devices for the people with dementia to become the more
useful things of their daily lives.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

For this paper, we conducted an experiment to compare
the effectiveness of a smartphone mounted on a dog’s back
to that of a stationary smartphone. The results showed that,
after a little training, a dog will rush up to its owner when the
smartphone emits an alarm. Then, we presented an application
that people with mild cognitive impairment can easily set to
remind them what they are going to do inside of a few minutes.
Because dogs usually follow their owners, these people can be
encouraged to remember to input the necessary information
into an application on the smartphone carried on the dog. We
also proposed a method in which a dog runs up to a person
who is trying to open a door and go outside. This dog is trained
to run to the door when an alarm sounds on the smartphone.
The dog then distracts the person’s attentions from the door
until a caregiver shows up. For the last part, we conducted an
experiment to examine how people with dementia respond to a
dog who “talks” to them. People with mild (but not medium)
dementia responded to the dog’s “voice.” We considered that
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they would realize that the words were not coming from the
dog. We posited that if a dog carries a smartphone, people
with dementia might enjoy to talking to it, thus overcoming
the psychological barriers to such devices.
For the future, we plan to give a dog other devices; a
small camera, a RFD tag, an acceleration sensor, and conduct
experiments through the cooperation of a care facility and a
home with a dog.
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Abstract—Accelerometers and gyroscope are often referred
to as inertial sensors. They detect movement and are used for
motion tracking systems in many fields. In recent years they
have become much smaller, lighter and cheaper which makes
them attractive for use in consumer electronics. The goal of this
research is to use all these advantages to create a cheap, low
cost and accurate motion tracking system. The system that will
be developed is using two pairs of accelerometer + gyroscope
sensors which communicates with an iOS device using BLE. The
sensors are attached to a persons leg to capture the orientation of
the leg while walking or running. Studying the movements of a
persons leg can be useful regarding both performance and health
aspects. To create the system, usage of inertial sensors and how
to combine their data using the complementary filter have been
studied. Further, several experiments were made to optimize the
filter design for this kind of movement. The results shows how the
orientation estimation differs in accuracy depending on different
values of how the filter is designed. However, by using the right
values, a fairly accurate orientation of the leg can be estimated
which is proved by the simple visualization of the iOS application.

inertial measurement unit (IMU) [4-6].

Keywords—Motion capture, Complementary Filter, Inertial sensors, Bluetooth Low Energy, iOS.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way:
Section II gives an overview of the application and details
about the setup of the experiments, Section III introduces
usage of inertial sensors while Section IV introduces the
complementary filter, the procedure of how to optimize the
filter for this application is described in Section V and finally,
the result and conclusion is presented in Sections VI and VII
respectively.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Motion tracking systems with inertial sensors have been
used for many years in fields that includes military, health
care, navigation and flight technologies [1]. But it is just in
the last decade that the market of inertial sensors in consumer
electronics has rapidly increased [2]. The main reason for
this is advances in Micro-Electro-Mechanical-System (MEMS)
technology which makes the sensors small, light, low cost and
with low power consumption [2,3]. Together with Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE, Bluetooth Smart), which also have reduced power consumption compared to the classic Bluetooth,
it makes the sensors very convenient to wear on the body
for applications in sports, fitness and health. One product
that use the advantages of both these technologies is the
CC2541 SensorTag by TI. With the CC2541 SensorTag the
development process for smart phone applications that uses
inertial sensors gets a lot simpler since no hardware implementation is required. Inertial sensors includes accelerometers
and gyroscopes. For a successful motion tracking system, data
from both these sensors is combined and thereby creating an

The improvements of inertial sensor technologies opens up
a lot of possibilities for developers to create cheap consumer
electronics in ways that was not possible before. It could be
anything from tracking the movement of a specific body part
to a completely different device or vehicle. One interesting
example is to capture the orientation of the legs while walking
or running. This can be done for many different reasons. One
might want to study the movement of the legs to improve
the running technique which can increase the performance
and avoid injuries [7]. This paper is considering orientation
capturing of the leg while walking or running by using sensors
in the CC2541 SensorTag. To make the orientation estimation
as accurate as possible, data is combined from both accelerometer and gyroscope sensors by using a complementary filter.
Experiments are then made to optimize the accuracy of the
filter by having a test subject walking while wearing the
sensors.

II.

E XPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

Two CC2541 SensorTags and an iOS device is used
for implementation of the orientation tracking system. Each
SensorTag represents one IMU and they are attached to the
lower leg and the upper leg respectively to get an orientation
estimation of the whole leg. Only one angle is being tracked as
it is the most interesting while walking or running, this is the
angle of the leg straight forward or backward of the walker. In
all tests the test subject that is wearing the sensors starts from
a standing position with the legs 90◦ relative to the ground. The
subject then starts walking in a speed of 4km/h for around 1
minute and then ends the test by stop walking and goes back
to the starting position.
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B. Accelerometer
An accelerometer measures the acceleration in G forces.
Similar to the gyroscope, three accelerometers placed orthogonal to each other is needed to measure acceleration in a
3D space. In a constant speed or in a resting state the only
output will be gravity, which is 1G straight down towards the
earth. The gravity can be used to calculate the angle of the
accelerometer using trigonometry. In Objective-C the function
atan2f can be used which is the arctangent function with two
arguments.

Fig. 1: Placement of the sensors

zAngle = atan2f (x, y) ∗ 180.0/M P I;
A. TI CC2541 SensorTag
The CC2541 SensorTag is a device which includes several
commonly used sensors, including accelerometer and gyroscope, on one single board and uses Bluetooth Low Energy
for communication. It is specially targeted for smart phone
application development since a lot of configurations can be
done over the GATT1 server which is already included in the
SensorTag’s firmware.
B. iOS application
The responsibilities of the iOS device is to connect, configure, read the sensor values from the SensorTags and, most
important, make all calculations of the orientation estimation.
Connecting, configuring and reading the SensorTag is done
using the following steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Scan and discover the SensorTag
Establish a connection
Discover the available services and characteristics
Write to characteristic value
Read from characteristic value

In iOS this is done by using the CBCentralManagerDelegate
and CBPeripheralDelegate protocols. These protocols makes
step 1-3 very straight forward. Step 4 activates and configures
the wanted sensors to suit with the application needs. When
that is done the SensorTag will advertise at the specified
intervals with data from the active sensors. Calculations of
the angle estimation is done after each time a new value is
updated from a characteristic.
III.

I NERTIAL SENSORS

A. Gyroscope
Gyroscope sensors measures the velocity of angular movement around one axis. The angle of a rotating gyroscope can
be obtained by integrating this data. Of course, since there will
be a time interval between each reading from the sensor the
integration will not be 100% accurate and as time goes the
angle estimation will be less and less accurate. This problem
is referred to as drift which is a big problem with inertial
sensors [8]. To measure the angular movement in a 3D space it
is required to use three different gyroscopes placed orthogonal
to each other. In this experiment only one gyroscope is used
since it is only the angle in one direction that is of interest.
1 Framework

devices

for transporting data between two Bluetooth

The above code calculates the angle around the accelerometer z axis. X and y is the acceleration measured on the
respective axis. The resulted angle from the atan2f function is
in radians so it needs to be converted to degrees. Unlike the
gyroscopes drift problem when it comes to angle estimation,
the accelerometer angle calculation is very accurate as long as
it is not exposed to any kind of acceleration other than gravity.
In this experiment a 2D accelerometer is used to measure the
one angle that is interesting.
Table I shows the update frequency as well as the range
of which each sensor is operable. There are some limitations
TABLE I: Sensor details
Updates

Range

Accelerometer

100ms

±8G

Gyroscope

100ms

±1000◦ /s

in the range of the gyroscope. For the usage within this
paper (walking, slow running) the range is enough but faster
movements will need a gyroscope with higher range. Another
limitation is, of course, the updates. It is obvious that faster
updates will give better results. The SensorTag doesn’t allow
a lower update frequency to be set over the GATT server and
the reason for this is to keep the power consumption at an
acceptable level.
IV.

C OMPLEMENTARY FILTER

Basically, there are two different kinds of filters that have
become very popular to use when combining accelerometer
and gyroscope data for angle calculation. The more complex
one is the Kalman filter. It was first introduced in 1960 by R.E.
Kalman [9]. It uses a set of complex mathematical equations
to estimate the past, present and future state of a process in
a way that minimizes the errors [10]. The other one is the
complementary filter. It is much simpler to understand and
contains a lot less computations and is therefore much easier
to modify and optimize for a specific problem. In its most basic
form it takes integrated data from the gyroscope and combines
it with data from the accelerometer [11,12] in the following
way:
angle = (1−ii)∗(angle+gyroData∗dt)+ii∗accData (1)

Where gyroData is the angular movement in ◦ /s, dt is the
time passed since the last reading and accData is the angle
Low Energy
calculated by the accelerometer. The variable ii is a value
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between 0 and 1 and will directly decide the influence of
the different sensors. Bigger ii will result in an angle where
the accelerometer has more influence. How to choose the best
possible ii depends a lot of the kind of movement that the
IMU will be used for. As mentioned before, the gyroscope is
good for reading fast movements during a short time but will
drift over time and the accelerometer is very reliable when
the speed is constant. How can these principles be applied to
optimize the filter for a walking movement?
V.

Fig. 3: Improved angle estimation of accelerometer (y axis:
angle, x axis: seconds)

O PTIMIZING THE FILTER

The basic idea for the optimization is simple: use data
from the two different sensors when it is the most reliable.
This means using gyroscope data when the movement is big
and many disturbing forces is acting on the accelerometer and
using accelerometer data as much as possible when the sensor
is in a resting state to correct the drift caused by the gyroscope.
To do this we must know when and how much (varying values
of ii) to use the data according to when it is the most reliable.
Figure 2 shows the angle estimation of both sensors alone,
without combining any data and with no filters. The angle
from the gyroscope is very smooth and behaves in a logical
way for a walking motion. But one can see that already after
10 seconds the angle has drifted away and after 48 seconds the
angle has drifted around 60◦ . The angle from the accelerometer
on the other hand is very noisy during a lot of movement but
when standing still again after 48 seconds the angle is back to
where it started, no drift at all.

Figure 3 shows the result of this method. The improvements
from figure 2 where no filtering of the accelerometer data was
done is very clear. The spikes are almost gone, the data is less
noisy and the angle estimation behaves more logical (more
like the gyroscope in figure 2). After knowing how to use the
accelerometer data the next step is to find out how much of
the data to use. If the accelerometer angle estimation have
too much influence there will be too much disturbance in the
filtered angle. If it has too little influence the angle will start to
drift away with the gyroscope angle estimation. Experiments
were made with different values of ii (0.5, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25,
0.3, 0.35) and the result is presented in the next section.
VI.

R ESULT

The figures 4 to 10 presents the resulted angles of the
complementary filter discussed in previous sections using
different values of ii and with the accelerometer filter. The
data is extracted from the same test session, starting from the
22:nd second.

Fig. 2: Angle estimation from gyroscope (green) and accelerometer (red) (y axis: angle, x axis: seconds)

First, the accelerometer data alone can be filtered to get
rid of some noise during movement. We know now that angle
estimation by the accelerometer is almost 100% accurate when
gravity is the only force that is acting on it. This means that in
a position where one axis is directed straight to earth that axis
will measure an acceleration of 1G and the other two axes 0G
which makes the total acceleration 1G. If the device is tilted
45◦ , two of the axes will measure an acceleration of 0.75G and
the third 0G which makes the total 1.5G. So, when gravity is
the only force the total acceleration must measure between
1G and 1.5G and that is when the accelerometer angle should
have the most influence. This can be programmed as shown
below.
totalAcc = f absf (x) + f absf (y) + f absf (z);
if totalAcc ≥ 1.0 && totalAcc ≤ 1.5 then
{Calculations of the desired angles}
{according to the algorithm}
{presented in section IV}
end if

Fig. 4: ii=0.05 (y axis: angle, x axis: seconds)

Fig. 5: ii=0.1 (y axis: angle, x axis: seconds)

If ii is too small like in figure 4 where it is 0.05 we can
see that the angle is drifting away with the gyroscope. On the
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Fig. 6: ii=0.15 (y axis: angle, x axis: seconds)

Fig. 10: ii=0.35 (y axis: angle, x axis: seconds)

has been taken of the visualization, starting when the foot is
about to leave the ground and ends when it is making contact
again. The data is the same as in the previous figures of the
complementary filter output and the filter is using ii = 0.15.

Fig. 7: ii=0.2 (y axis: angle, x axis: seconds)

(a) 36.1s

Fig. 8: ii=0.25 (y axis: angle, x axis: seconds)

(b) 36.4s

Fig. 11: (a) The leg is behind the body and the foot is just
about to get released from the ground. (b) The leg is in the
middle of the forward swing. No contact with the ground. (c)
The forward swing is complete and the foot is just about to
make contact with the ground again.

VII.

Fig. 9: ii=0.3 (y axis: angle, x axis: seconds)

other hand, we can also see the effects of ii being too big as
in figure 10 where it is 0.35. The angle doesn’t drift at all
but the angle estimation when movement is occurring is way
too noisy because of the accelerometers big influence. When
ii = 0.1 there is still some drift on the angle but at ii >=
0.15 there is not much difference when considering the drift
problem. From ii = 0.2 and up we mostly just gain noise and
making the angle estimation less and less smooth.

(c) 36.7s

C ONCLUSION

A system with a pair of IMU’s that’s connected with
an iOS device have been developed for angle estimation of
a persons leg while walking. Optimizations of the sensor
data was applied considering the specific application. The
complementary filter has been studied and with help of several
experiments we can see how the performance of the filter
changes by adjusting how much of each sensor’s data is used.
The result shows how different values of ii in the filter affects
the outcome of the angle estimation. For the best performance
we end up with ii around 0.15-0.2, depending a little on what
factor is most important: no drifting or making the angle
smoother while moving. After 36 seconds of walking, the
system is still capturing the angles of the leg which is shown
by the simple leg visualization in figure 11.

The filter can be improved even further by analyzing more
accurately when each sensor is reliable and from there we can
make ii change with the reliability. For example, if at one point
the accelerometer data is 80% reliable then 80% of that data
The iOS application includes a simple visualization of a
should be used but at another point it is calculated to be 5%
leg which is wearing the sensors. In figure 11, three samples
reliable then only that much is used.
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Abstract—Workflow systems by it’s nature can help bioinformaticians to plan for their experiments, store, capture and
analysis of the runtime generated data. On the other hand, the life
science research usually produces new knowledge at an increasing
speed; Knowledge such as papers, databases and other systems
knowledge that a researcher needs to deal with is actually a
complex task that needs much of efforts and time. Thus the
management of knowledge is therefore an important issue for life
scientists. Approaches has been developed to organize biological
knowledge sources and to record provenance knowledge of an
experiment into a readily resource are presently being carried
out. This article focuses on the knowledge management of in
silico experimentation in bioinformatics workflow systems.
Index Terms—Bioinformatics Workflows; Knowledge Management; Ontologies; Scientific Workflows; Semantic Web.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Scientific experimentation in science domains contains all
required aspects of the experimentation process including data
analysis, modeling, and testing [1].
A workflow is a well-defined organization of activities or
patterns designed to achieve a certain data transformation [2].
Workflow systems by it’s nature can help bioinformaticians
to plan for their experiments, store, capture and analyses
of the runtime generated data [2]. Complex workflow
systems that integrate programs, methods, agents, and
services coming from diverse organizations or sites requires
a more flexible framework that can execute such complex
scenario [3] . In such a way, the execution sequence and the
scheduling of algorithms, data, services, and other software
components are orchestrated in a single virtual framework [3].
Workflow systems construction process include but not
limited to the following steps [2]:
(a) Users define typical execution patterns for computational
process.
(b) The system store the generated pattern form step 1.
(c) Later the users can retrieve such pattern for modifications
and re-execute them in different scenarios.
Figure 1 shows a simple workflow example for constructing
phylogenetic tree to a given sequence. The steps required to
construct phylogenetic tree [4] which begin with the user

M.Sabih Aksoy
Information Systems Dept.
Faculty of Computers and Information
King Saud University.
Saudi Arabia

input sequence query is:

Figure 1: A Simple Workflow For Constructing Phylogenetic
Tree

Step 1 Choose an appropriate markers for the phylogenetic
analysis from the workflow database.
Step 2 Perform multiple sequence alignments for the
matched sequences in step1.
Step 3 Select an evolutionary model.
Step 4 Reconstruct the Phylogenetic tree.
Step 5 Evaluate the phylogenetic tree.
Consider for example Step 2; a wide range of algorithms
can perform the alignment like
(a) synchronous Blast services, and (b) Blast services. Hence,
the workflow enable the user simply specifies that a Sequence
Alignment is desired. On the second hand expert users can
choose to specify all the analysis required for every step in
the workflow.
Our level of understanding will be increased to more
effectively solve problems and make required decision via
knowledge management (KM) discipline [5]. KM is subject
that provides strategy, process and technology to share information and expertise among users.
KM has been an important subject disciplines for many
fields today which needs understanding knowledge processes
and selecting the most appropriate KM systems that can help
in creating, storing, and more effectively sharing knowledge
[5].
A bioinformatics workflow system seems by its nature could
benefit from KM principles and methodology [6] [7]. The main
reasons are bioinformatics workflow systems usually interact
with [8]:
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1) A modern infrastructure that are frequently change.
2) General community knowledge.
3) The biologists who generally prefer to share their knowledge with each others.
4) Also those workflows usually acquire fast accessible
knowledge sources.
Therefore, in the bioinformatics, KM can be defined as a
systematic process that allow creating, capturing, sharing, and
analyzing knowledge in ways that affect system performance
and availability [9].
With the vast amount of the available bioinformatics tools,
services and algorithms that can execute the biologists tasks;
it’s a must to have certain technology that allow automation
and discovery of such resources, in addition to that the
bioinformaticians need to create complex workflows from a
wide range of available web services knowledge base. So far
the emergence of the semantic Web technology (SW) [10] is
starting to have a significant impact on knowledge integration,
querying, and knowledge sharing in the life science domain
[10], [11].
The success of knowledge management system (KMS) in
Bioinformatics can be achieved by the assistance of knowledge
technology. Knowledge technology is a part of KM, refers
to an unclear set of available tools that enable better
representation, organization and exchange of information and
knowledge [8] [1]. Among the existence technologies are
knowledge mapping, collaborative technologies, semantic
technologies and social computing tools [12].
The growing acceptance of the semantic web as a means
to manage biological knowledge is noteworthy [1] as SW
technology offers more flexibility in data modeling by
integration of large amounts of data [11]. Therefore, This
paper will discuss the technical perspectives on KMS in
Bioinformatics that focus on technology, ideally those that
enhance knowledge sharing and growth in bioinformatics
domain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II,
presents how semantic Web technology is an effective knowledge management technology in life science domain. Section
III, discussed knowledge management efforts in Bioinformatics workflow systems and presents the knowledge management
life cycle in bioinformatics workflow systems. Section IV
explain semantic system biology cycle. Section V presents
related work about workflow and workflow systems in life
science. Finally, section VI concludes and outlines directions
for future work.
II. T OWARDS EFFECTIVE KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN
THE L IFE S CIENCES
Semantic Web (SW) technology is an effective knowledge
management technology in life science, since it allow
automatic discovery and execution of web services that can
handle the workflow tasks, which prevents biologists from

the need to working with similar or time-consuming tasks,
such as taking manual copy of one tool and then pasting that
tool to another tool [10].
SW depends on a set of web technologies specifically
designed to facilitate automated machine interoperability [10].
It promises to meet the challenge of integrating and querying
highly diverse and distributed resources [13].
Systems based on SW would provide sophisticated
frameworks to manage and retrieve knowledge. Ontologies in
biology (bio-ontologies) and the semantic Web are playing a
vital role in the integration of data and knowledge by offering
an explicit, unambiguous and rich data and knowledge
representation mechanisms [14] [10].
Biomedical ontologies are playing an important role in
life sciences semantic web since they help in capturing the
semantics of entities and their interrelationships within biology
domain, thereby reducing conceptual ambiguity, increasing reusability and computational automation that aids in knowledge
gathering and discovery [15].
Ontologies can be classified according to the degree of conceptualization which includes [12]:
1) Upper-level ontology: Ontologies that describes general
concepts which are independent of a particular domain.
Their applicability is in providing support to a large
number of ontologies. The Basic Formal Ontology1 is
a widely used upper level ontology in a number of subdomains within the life sciences.
2) Domain ontology: The knowledge represented in this
type of ontology serves a particular domain by providing
vocabularies about concepts and their relationships governing the domain such as The Gene Ontology (GO)2 .
3) Application ontology: These ontologies are typically
used to define concepts for a particular use case. For
instance, EFO3 is used to represent concepts and sample
variables from gene expression experiments. An ontology
that captures knowledge related to the cell cycle processes.
III. W ORKFLOWS AT THE K NOWLEDGE L EVEL
Bioinformatics workflow systems could benefit from KM
efforts that define strategies to capture the vast amount of
available bioinformatics tools, services and algorithms that
can execute a certain biologists tasks. Knowledge management
(KM) processes encompasses many tasks such as knowledge
formulation, storage and distribution [14]. Figure 2 represent
knowledge management life cycle in bioinformatics [14]
1) The Creation stage identify the major bioinformatics
system components including rich knowledge base about
services/tools , algorithms and data conversion methods.
1 http://www.ifomis.org/bfo/
2 http://geneontology.org/
3 http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/EFO
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2) The Identify or collect stage collects the local and
shared knowledge, algorithms, other workflows provenance, scientific theories and available scientists experience to create the selected main knowledge domains
components.
3) The Select stage takes the composed collected knowledge and evaluate its value. For organizing and classifying
knowledge that will be stored in the knowledge repositories; one framework should be selected..
4) The Store stage classifies the collected knowledge and
adds them to the workflow system.
5) The Share stage retrieves knowledge from the workflow
system and makes it available to the system users. Scientists often needs to share and use ideas, results of
experiments, knowledge expertise over the network or
from other workflow systems.
6) The Apply stage reuses the collected knowledge in
executing workflow tasks, building new workflow, discovering new research ideas, taking important decisions
and learning new thought.
7) The Update stage provides a creative update and automated knowledge discovery platform by investigating uncovered new knowledge, such as new methods,
algorithms, scientists feedback, analysis, research, and
experimentation.

The data and services that has been specified in level 1
workflows are then mapped to actual execution resources in
the execution environment, resulting in level 0 workflows.
Moving up in the figure levels, some workflow steps can be
ignored if they are not central to the experiment a workflow
can then be described not by the specific resource but by
identifying classes of services to be used instead.
For example, if a workflow to Construct phylogenetic
tree [4] is needed; user query sequence is first processed
with normalization step followed by sequence alignment
step, followed by selection of an evolutionary model, and
then Phylogenetic tree reconstruction without specifying any
algorithm or methods to be used.
Workflows at level 3 does not specify how each operation
will be executed in relation to other operation in the workflow
instead it specify how data will be carried out. At a highest
level of workflow abstraction, only the desired results
would be specified without any other details. For example,
Construct phylogenetic tree to a reference sequence without
any details are provided about how to construct the tree or
what workflow to be used or what type of data to be generated.
Having scientific workflow means to have a wide range
of methods, algorithms, and tools that can perform a given
workflow task at different level of granularity; in addition
to that, the architecture at the symbol level describes the
capabilities of workflow systems and how to execute the
workflow identified tasks [2].
On the other hand, the knowledge level describe the
scientific tasks that a workflow system expected to accomplish
through suggestion of descriptions and capabilities that would
affect what can be done. With more knowledge about
workflows usage and integration will improve the workflow
behavior by solving more tasks and producing new kinds of
results [2], [17].

Figure 2: Knowledge Management Life Cycle
Workflow systems can be defined as repositories of
scientific knowledge [2] [16]; so Does describing workflow
systems at the knowledge level could define new concepts? if
so, we have to ask what should workflow systems expected
to achieve by using that knowledge?
Figure 3 shows a set of layers in the workflows specification
process, the layers organized such that from more abstraction
level to more specific level. The information contained on
each layer can be used to implement the layer below it.
Workflows specify what data will be used as well as the
services or codes that are to be used to execute each workflow
task. Those refers to layers 2 and 1.

Figure 3, also relate workflow abstraction layers to the
knowledge level and the symbol level. In summary having
systems that can take workflows requests from users, and then
execute the workflow without any details about execution
details or resources would decrease the inexperienced user
overload who have small amount of knowledge about the
workflows tasks selection and execution.

IV. R EASONING WITH W ORKFLOWS AT THE K NOWLEDGE
L EVEL
To receive the accurate knowledge that can improve any
system performance requires a system that can determines the
user purposes, and then tracks the user’s actions and behavior.
[18]
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Figure 3: Workflow Abstraction Layers

Semantic system biology (SSB) provides a semantic
description of the knowledge about the biological systems
on the whole facilitating data integration, knowledge
management, reasoning and querying [7]. Figure 4 describe

his/her request. Executor then run the completed workflow
and updates the knowledge base with the results of workflow
execution that can be used to make new inference.

Figure 5: Reasoning in Workflow system at knowledge Level
Figure 4: Semantic System Biology Cycle
V. W ORKFLOWS AND WORKFLOW SYSTEMS
the semantic systems biology cycle [10]. The cycle begins
with gathering and integrating biological knowledge into
a semantic knowledge base; then data are checked for
consistency, then; (B)This yields criteria about particular
functions of biological components that may be used to
design experiments; (C) The experiments generates new data
and might also verify the design criteria.(D)The new data are
then integrated into the knowledge base, thereby enhancing
the quality of the knowledge base and allowing a new cycle
of hypothesis building and experimentation.

There have been a large number of workflow design and
execution engines that supports In silico biological study.
Workflows Systems have been used as a useful paradigm to
model and manage complex scientific analyses [2] [3].
Some scientific workflows represent how to use and compose
a variety of remote services to accomplish an overall
task. Other workflows systems have incorporated semantic
component to support knowledge representation of workflows
execution.

With knowledge of what workflow components do, and
experiment design; workflow systems can assist scientists
by using those knowledge to make automatically decisions
concerned about specific domain [19].

Galaxy in [15] is a workflow web-based platform for
analysing genomic sequences. In Galaxy several tools can be
merged, ranging from simply manipulating data to complex
analysis tasks. Galaxy provide an flexible construction of
workflows as it can:

Figure 5 is a schematic representation of the workflow in
SSB [13]. Firstly, biological knowledge is extracted from
disparate resources and integrated into a knowledge base.

•

Given the user query and knowledge base about the application domain and input data: the reasoner identifies the
strategies to the user to use and run the tools that can execute

•

•
•

•

Combine knowledge of current workflow tasks.
Can be executed from a single Web interface.
Share the output of the tool by sending the current results
to other tools as input.
Store the history of all performed actions which facilitate
the analyses of any task at any time.
Galaxy can use users history to build workflow.
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The workflows can be re-used in other systems, like other
servers or myExperiment [15].
• The capturing of data provenance and the context of a
workflow are automatically tracked and managed.
Wings [20] a workflow system that allow users to describe
their desired analyses tasks. After the users describe their
goal Wings begin automatically to validate the input goal
and data by using a knowledge base (using ontologies and
rules) about workflow components and finally map each task
to services that Pegasus [16] use to execute that task.
Wings organize all workflow components in hierarchies;
components such as workflow tasks, data, properties, and
constraints regarding their proper use. In addition Wings
allow users to describe a workfow templates that can be
reused for different scenarios, and it also can automatically
build workflows using data products descriptions of what the
user prefer.
•

In [21], the author presented Sesame a semantic
bioinformatics workflow design system with new ontology
for bioinformatics tools/services. Sesame allows the biologists
to perform their analyses using terms that they are familiar
with. After designing the semantic workflow, Sesame have
a knowledge repository that associating each analyses entity
with the instances of bioinformatics tools/services and data
that previously had been used to handle such data and tasks.
Sesame free the biologists from the necessity of learning the
details of the computational aspects of the bioinformatics
tools. Also, Sesame can perform simple instantiation cases
and for each analyses entity Sesame ask the user to select
one instance of bioinformatics tools/services. Then, the user
specifies the parameters and input data for the selected tool.
Taverna [22] is a workflow building platform that facilitate
the matching process of users requests with the available
workflows templates and services via using of rich knowledge
descriptions of workflows components that enable users to
specify either the type of service they wish to use or a graph
of workflow services and their dataflow. On the other hand
Taverna is designed as a do-it-all platform, which can be very
complex to be used for biologists with limited computing
background.
The authors in [13] have utilized several semantic
technologies to identify the scientists intent, and then to
facilitate the control of workflow execution and enrichment
of workflow provenance of new tasks,
The Magallanes [23] is a library that can develop effective
workflow discovery engines that can help to collect webservices which will be used to execute workflow tasks and
it’s datatypes. The discovery of Web services can be based
on syntax description of services or objects that is it’s name
which is often unsatisfactory in bioinformatics because it
presumes knowledge of objects names or semantics services
discovery by specifying a general descriptions about services

or objects which allow to have a more accurate discovery
mechanism. Magallanes uses a syntactic text-based approach
and a semantic approach to collect different services that can
handle the input and output data types.
In [24] a framework for services selection in the lifesciences is proposed. The solution build workflows by
data-type matching methods that provide less time and effort
through selection of best services that can handle workflow
tasks so that a small set of the available services that can
achieve user task are identified.
Kepler [25] is a graphical system for scientific workflows
design, execute, reuse, and sharing. Kepler’s provide high
effective workflow designing process by monitoring data and
provenance information during the initial workflow design
stage Kepler supports also many advanced features such as
automatic workflow validation and editing; by providing a semantic annotation of workflow tasks from a domain ontology.
Also Kepler’s workflows are created by connecting a chain of
workflow components together called Actors each Actor has
several ports through which input and output ports containing
data and data references are sent and received. Each workflow
has a Director that determines the model of computation used
by the workflow,
The knowledge level of any intelligent workflow system is
concerned with the kind of knowledge it can use, and how it
response to users requests, or what is the user’s goals. [1]
The initiatives proposed comparisons given in Table I
demonstrate what is the advantages of the semantic web
technologies workflow design systems [10], including;
• Automatic workflow generation. During the building
of workflows the system can automatically build the
workflow without the need to any other tools as it has
it’s own knowledge about the workflow components, and
data.
• Workflow validation ; the knowledge of components and
data that the system have about the different operations
enables the workflow system to validate any workflow
task even in a complex composition scenarios.
• Automatic metadata generation; the descriptions of
new data products that are generated during workflow execution are automatically generated as we have
knowledge-level descriptions on each datasets.
• Guarantee of trusted provenance; Learning from previous designs that perform a similar task when designing
a new workflow is more economic and efficient. That is;
if the provenance of new data products obtained through
a highly efficient presumed workflow systems it can be
a good indicator of high quality process used to obtain
those new results.
The system can include knowledge base that integrate its
components with Semantic about provenance that comprises
the experiment with all the other metadata about experiments
which help the scientist to learn how to use and compose
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Table I: Workflow Systems at Knowledge Level
Feature examined
Can workflow generated automatically?
Does the user queries is validated?
Can workflows be shared with other users?
Can results be shared with other users?
Data provenance available?
Can a user add a web service to the tool?
The description of new data products?
Contain widely accepted workflows?
Automation of workflow execution.

Galaxy
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Limited
No
Yes

Wings
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Taverna
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Sesame
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Kepler
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Magallanes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes.
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

services in a another workflow systems. Also mining provenance data of repeatedly executed workflow tasks could help to
identify the performance and quality information about those
services that can execute a similar tasks or accepting the same
inputs data type. This information can assist the scientist to
choose between vast amount of alternative services. [7] [14]
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Knowledge management is a broadly defined concept varying from one domain to the other. For instance, knowledge
management in the business domain [26] would mainly deal
with management of business activities such as business policies, assets and risk assessments. In comparison, knowledge
management in bioinformatics [19] deals with management of
what is understood about the various components of a system
of interest. Also knowledge representation plays a crucial
role in the facilitation of processing and sharing knowledge
between people and application systems.
Additionally, knowledge representation languages should
adopt a common syntax that is reusable and enables parsing
of data in a semantically unambiguous manner [5]. Ontologies
in biology (bio-ontologies) and the semantic Web are playing
vital role in the integration of data and knowledge by offering
an explicit, unambiguous and rich representation mechanism.
This increased influence led to the proposal of the semantic systems biology paradigm to complement the techniques
currently used in systems biology. semantic systems biology
provides a semantic description of the knowledge about the
biological systems on the whole facilitating data integration, knowledge management, reasoning and querying. These
conditions in scientific workflow environment will support
intelligent inferencing of facts over a given biological domain
and also facilitate processing of information even in complex
scenarios that require composition of different sources, or
algorithms to be handled.
For future work workflow system could benefit from identifying syntactic patterns [27] which are sets of axioms in
an OWL ontology with a regular structure. Detecting these
patterns and reporting them in human readable form should
help the inexperienced workflow users to understand the style
of ontology and is therefore useful in expressing the bioinformatics experiments knowledge more preciously. However,
the detection of such patterns is sensitive to variations in the
assertions [27].
Also its a must to differentiate between axioms that are
semantically equivalent but syntactically different as in this
case it can lead to reducing the effectiveness of the knowledge

presented in any workflow system [18]. So workflow methods
could focuses on Semantic regularity analysis that focuses on
the knowledge encoded in the ontology, rather than how it is
spelled.
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Abstract—Information technology (IT) has transformed many
industries, from education to health care to government, and is
now in the early stages of transforming transportation systems.
Transportation faces many issues like high accidents rate in
general, and much more rate in developing countries due to the
lack of proper infrastructure for roads, is one of the reasons for
these crashes. In this project we focus on public transportation
vehicles - such as buses, and mini-buses -, where the goal of the
project is to design and deploy a smart/intelligent unit attached
to public vehicles by using embedded microcontroller and sensors
and empowering them to communicate with each other through
wireless technologies. The proposed Offline Intelligent Public
Transportation Management System will play a major role in
reducing risks and high accidents rate, whereas it can increase
the traveler satisfactions and convenience. Here, we propose a
method, software as well as a framework as enabling technologies
to for evaluation, planning and future improvement the public
transportation system. Our system even though can be as whole
or parts can be applied all over the world we mostly target
developing countries. This limitation mostly appear by consider
off-shelf technologies such as WiFi, GPS and Open Street Maps
(OSM).
Keywords— ITS; GPS; WiFi; Transportation; OSM

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) have received
much attention in recent years in academia, industry and
standardization entities due to their wide impact on people’s
life as their scope to provide vital applications and services
to improve transportation safety and mobility and to optimize
the usage of available transportation resources and time. ITS
applications and services rely on advanced technologies to be
deployed and distributed among the intelligent infrastructure
systems and vehicles system. Mainly, these technologies include but not limited to physical world perceive technologies
that able to perform real world measurements and convert them
into the digital world, processing and storage capabilities that
operate on the digital measurements by storing, analyzing them
and communication technologies include wired and wireless
technologies to exchange the collected data among the vehicles
them self and also to their infrastructure and vice versa.
GPS tracking devices stand at the core of the enabling
perceive technologies for ITS applications and services. Indeed, the number of vehicles’ GPS-enabled On-board Unit has
sharply increased due to their vital and beneficial rules for both
the vehicles and the drivers. GPS-based services include invehicle satellite navigation, vehicle security system, accident
notification and tracking along with monitoring to name few.

Although most of GPS-based application depend on real time
information collection, the historic GPS collected data intrinsically has great potential for further offline based application
such as compute the journey speed, congestion monitoring,
accidents deep analysis such as accidents reason and driver’s
behavior. Preliminary results of our study are reported in [1]
This project aims to build an open framework that focuses on
traffic and vehicular data for enhancing Public Transportation
Management System (PTMS) efficiency in terms of analysis
and planning. The proposed framework consists of four main
phases namely user data collection, transmission, data analysis
and decision making.
The first phase, data collection, uses off-the-shelf hardware
components in order to build Smart on-Board Unit (SBU) that
is fitted in to the public Transport Vehicles such as buses and
mini-buses. SBU endowed with limited processing capabilities,
temporary and persistent memory such as EPROM, GPS sensor
and WiFi module to transfer the collected information to
database storage. GPS tracking devices collect information
regarding the vehicle such as the vehicles geographical location
(i.e. longitude and latitude), speed and the driving direction at
regular intervals of time [1]. The design of this phase relies
on integrating multi-sensor capabilities together, in order to
increase of the range of possible application that may serve the
public transportation system such as collecting the pollution
level along the road segments.
In the second phase, transmission, since we are storing the
data from the earlier phase onto SBU, here we are interested
to transfer the information to a back-end server. We are using
a WiFi-based throwbox to the access point located in the main
bus station which act as a gateway connected through the
internet to the back-end server. The these data is in central
database server based on a trip ID that is unique which is
consist of triplet the vehicle ID, trip start time and end time.
The third phase, data analyses, the core of this phase is
to inject the bus geographical location at a given timestamp
along the trip on a digitized map such as open street maps
(OSM) each street segment has different attributes such as
the street category (pedestrian, highway or motorway) each
category has a maximum allowed speed attribute. Here, we
record the number of times a vehicle violates these speed limits
and the corresponding violation time durations. The resulted
information is compared to predefined threshold and limits
which allows the system to decide whether the vehicle violated
the traffic regulations or not at a given trip. After running
our model for long enough periods, we expect that tracking
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Data Element
Vehicle ID
longitude
latitude
speed
direction
Timestamp

and ticketing system can be fed by authorized department
which can be utilized to get clear view about infrastructure
which can be used for developing and planning to improve the
infrastructure on some field or apply some regulations which
will aim to reduce traffic accidents.
OSM, which provides free geographical information, is
sometimes referred to as a map version of Wikipedia. Its data
additions, updates, and corrections are made available by its
participants.

Table I presents and compares selected related works based
on the following criteria.
The first criteria (namely Type) differentiates between online and offline tracking systems. While online systems require
the on-Board Unit to have permanent (available everytime and
everywhere) connection with the central application. In the
contrary Offline systems aggregate the collected data on a local
storage unit and communicates with the central application
only when the communication link available such as WiFi.
The Offline systems focus on historical data processing and
visualizing the generated reports( such as track a vehicle over
a digital map). The offline system data transmission can be
handled manually such as removing the on-Board Unit form
the vehicle and connected it to a PC and transfer the data.
Finally, some systems can be considered as online, offline or
combined (online and offline) solutions.
The second criteria (namely Smart Unit Type) here we
differentiate between different types of hardware used for
build on-Board Unit for the tracking system. Three main units
hardware are considered, first Commercial unit available in
the market, second option could be available smart Phone
with GPS and wireless links, the last option is the customized
unit( where authors provide design and implementations in the
considered work).
The third criteria (namely connection Type) which states
the communication channel used by the on-Board Unit to
transfer the collected data. Such connections could be any
cellular connection or combination of them such as GPRS,
SMS and 3G for simplicity we call it cellular connection.
Last criteria (namely Features) this part we make comparison between different tracking systems such as : features:
1)
2)

Alerting: Send alerts to the driver such as breaking
maximum speed on specific road segment while driving.
Geo-fencing: Identify geometric shapes over the digital map where the driver have to avoid while moving.
Geo-Casting: Sending Alerting information to specific central office and the vehicles in proximity of
the vehicle generating accident or alrm situations.

R ELATED W ORK

This section explores a selected tracking fleet of vehicles
solutions appeared on academic and research works so far. This
work considers only solutions span a whole system for tacking
a group of vehicles. In general tracking systems composed of
two parts, the first part is on-Board Unit attached to moving
vehicles, whilst the second part is a central application to
collect, to process and to visualize useful reports. This section
attempts to classify the considered related work based in
different criteria. Each criteria requires intrinsic requirements
to build the system.

Visual Vehicles’ Tracking : the ability to project the
vehicle trip onto geographic digital map.
Instantaneous Vehicles Speed : Reporting the vehicle
speed along the travelling track.

Size[Bytes]
8
4
4
4
1
4

TABLE II: Single GPS Data Record

3)
II.

Type
String
float
float
float
byte
integer

4)
5)

III.

S YSTEM M ODEL PHASES AND E NABLING
T ECHNOLOGIES

A. GPS Data Collection
GPS tracker data used in this work is supplied from SBU
fitted to public transportation vehicles. This data consist of
one record for each instance a vehicle reported its position.
Each record includes Vehicle ID, vehicle type, position coordinates(longitude and latitude), speed, date and time, direction.
Table II illustrates the GPS data record of interest. The
Data type is described by C programming language notations.
SBU stores the while GPS data record but the Vehicle ID.
The total size of each locally stored GPS recoded equals 17
Bytes. With second-to-second data logging the SBU requires
17 × 60 × 60 = 61200 Bytes of local storage to accommodate
one hour of GPS recording.
The Vehicle ID is an unique identifier but is anonymous
and does not include information about the driver identity.
If the vehicle moves away from the source bus station (the
wireless connection with access point will not be available)
then SBU will perceive and store the GPS recodes data into
a local storage for off-line data logging. If the vehicle arrives
close to the destination bus station, (the wireless connection
reestablished again) the SBU will send the collected trip data
to the gateway storage in the bus-station and will delete it is
local copy for the sake on disk space.
SBU is equipped with motion detection sensory device.
Which means that SBU can detect anonymously and automatically if it is moving or in stationary state. Through this way
the SBU will log GPS data if it is moving and it will go to
sleep mode and stop collecting GPS data if it detect that it is
in stationary state for the last 5 minutes and when the SBU
moves again to will resume collecting the GPS data.
B. GPS Data Transmission
This includes the tools and mechanisms to transfer the
perviously collected GPS data to the back-end server for
permanent storage in database system. Furthermore, it also
considers the intermediates transfer from one place to another
till arrive it final back-end server.
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Reference(s)

Type

Smart Unit Type

Connection Type

[2], [3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

Online
Online
Online
Online
Combined
Combined
Combined
Combined
Online

Custom Unit
Custom Unit
Custom Unit
Custom Unit
Custom Unit
Custom Unit
Commercial Unit
Smart Phone
Smart Phone

GPRS
GPRS and SMS
GPRS
SMS
GPRS
SMS
GPRS and SMS
GPRS, 3G and SMS
Cellular

Tracking
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Speed
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Features
Alerting
Geo-fencing
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Geo-Casting
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

TABLE I: Features of Others Vehicle Monitoring & Tracking Systems

The transmission technologies vary among many communication option depending the intended application for instance
real time tracking application will require an instance and
permanent mobile connection to the back-end server or any
intermediate stage which always have direct connection to the
back-end server. Cellular connections (2G, 3G, and LTE) are
the conventional shapes of communication to this purposes.
Whilst for non real time application, in particular this work,
this ease a lot the communication challenges. Thus, the communication options include the aforementioned ones plus other
options like vehicle mobility which is well known as Delay
Tolerant Networks (DTN). DTN exploits the vehicle mobility
to transfer the GPS collected data from one point to another.
[12].
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Fig. 1: System High Level Architecture.
C. GPS Data Analysis
1) Injecting GPS Data into Map: We utilized Open Street
Map [13] to inject the travel path along the trip by using the
javascript library Open Layer [14].
2) Measurements and Statistics : Different statistics can
be carried out on the collected data with different criteria
it cloud be statistics on a given trip, a give route, a give
time period, or on a given vehicle behaviour. Driver’s Average
Speed distribution - String -For each trip we calculate the
average speed along the trip after having number of runs/trips
we cloud identify the best fit distribution that describes the
average along given path per driver/vehicle moreover since we
consider a give road followed by every public transportation
vehicle(mandatory) so the total trip distance in kilome ter is
fixed (i.e. 25 km for we consider path Toulkarem/Nablus). But
the trip traveling duration directly proportional to the average
speed such information cloud be used to estimate the vehicle
arrival at the given bus stop and cloud be used for enhancing
the travel scheduling to be more realistic. pathway’s Average
Speed distribution - String - For each trip we calculate the
average speed along the trip after having number of runs/trips
we cloud identify the best fit distribution that describes the
average along given path per route/pathway.
IV.

A. Smart on-Board Unit (SBU) MAIN COMPONENTS
Here we provide detailed description about the used hardware modules by the SBU:
1)

2)

ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATIONS

This section depicts the high level architecture( as shown
in Figure 1) of the proposed system by identifying the main
building blocks which consists the SBU which is mounted and
attached to the vehicles. In addition, the Web based application
running on the back-end server is introduced.

3)

The Arduino Uno (DEV-11021)Figure 2:which is an
open hardware source controller, which is recently
being used in many applications, due to its high
performance, and easy to deal with. the Arduino
Microcontroller board is based on the ATmega328,
which has 14 digital input/output pins (of which
6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs,
a 16 MHz ceramic resonator,32k Flash Memory, a
USB connection, a power jack, and a reset button. It
contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB
cable or power it with an AC to DC adapter or battery
to get started [15],
Arduino GPS Shield (GPS-10710) Figure 3:is a high
accuracy GPS receiver, which is used in our system
due to its great characteristics and features such as
this module can be easily integrated to the Arduino
board, GPS-10710 is able to give the vehicle location
within a few meters, this GPS module also gives
accurate time reading which is an important feature
to provide a good distributed synchronization mechanism to our system and all the control messages
between the GPS receiver and the Arduino microcontroller are performed using the well-known AT
commands standard [15],
Arduino Wi-Fi Shield (DEV-11287) Figure 4: this
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B. Web Based Application
In order to make our Web Application flexible and extendable, we have adapted the REST (RESTful) architecture. And
our implemented system has used the three-tier architecture
[28]:
1)

Fig. 2: Arduino Uno Microcontroller [15].
2)

3)

In RESTful vocabulary things are resources. Each resource
is a uniquely addressable entity by a Universal Unique Identifier (URI) attached to it. Moreover, each resource has a
representation which can be transferred and manipulated by
means of four verbs. These verbs are create, read, update and
delete (CRUD).

Fig. 3: GPS-10710 Shield Module [15].

Shield allows an Arduino board to connect to the
internet using the 802.11b/g wireless specification
(WiFi).the shield has an Atmega 32UC3 which provides a network (IP) stack capable of both TCP and
UDP. In addition, the shield has an onboard microSD card slot, which is mainly used to locally store
the user data on SBU along the trip, before being
transferred to the central server via WiFi link. [15].

Fig. 4: Wi-Fi Shield Module [15].

A front-end which relate to the client side. The user
interface is based on a web-browsers application.
It contains a responsive web page developed using
Hypertext Transfer Markup Language v.5 HTML5 ,
Javascript , JQuery library and Cascading Style Sheet
(CSS) whose application is tested on both desktop
and smartphone web browsers. This web page uses
Asynchronous JavaScript AJAX in order to build
bidirectional data flow with middle layer.
A middle layer which includes a dynamic PHP program running on top of Apache web server. This
program exposes its internal functionality through a
RESTful interface towards the front-end and it uses
the MySQL native driver for PHP for storing and
retrieving data.
A back-end containing MySQL database server used
to store all known roads in the region, system users,
users profiles and user alerts. This component is a
relational database that is used to store and retrieve
the data. Note that the positioning and speed data are
time-stamped according to the UTC time reference.

V.

F UNCTIONAL T ESTING AND U SER E XPERIENCE

In order to test the system prototype, we attached our
system box to a public transportation vehicle (mini-bus) traveling on the same route/path between two cities; namely, from
Tulkarem to Nablus.
we have collocated and locally recorded the trips information (i.e. long., lat., Speed, and timestamp),based on the system
model, these information will be transferred via WiFi link to
the gateway allocated in the final bus station, by turn, such
data will be inserted in the corresponding DataBase. in order
to analyze drivers behavior, we are interested in two kind of
plots, first plot Figure 5 depicts for each trip, the vehicle speed
along the route, while in the second plot as in Figure 6 we show
the traveled path along the trip, notice that, the corresponding
plot was generated using Open Street Maps (OSM) API [13].
we have considered for analysis Five different trips of the same
driver with the same vehicle, it is worth to mention that, these
data are collected almost in the same time during a normal
working day with almost same weather conditions.
in order to analyze the speed violation, we know that
the maximum allowed speed limit on the outside city roads
in Palestine is configured to be 90 Km/h, while it is 60
Km/h for inside city road segments. by looking to Figure 5,
we notice that, the driver in first trip does not exceed the
maximum allowed speed limit; the dotted horizontal line,
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Fig. 6: Traveled Path along the route for Four different trips:
(a) Trip 101; (b) Trip 102; (c) Trip 103; and, (d) Trip 104.

(d)Trip 104

Fig. 5: Driving speed along the route for Four different trips:
(a) Trip 101; (b) Trip 102; (c) Trip 103; and, (d) Trip 104.

indicates the 90Km/h speed limit, while the connected dotted
line is related to 60Km/h speed limit. moreover, we could
notice that the driver in the second trip 5(b) violates the
speed limit frequently in comparison to other trips.on the
contrary, the driver in the third trip 5(c) almost did not violates
the maximum allowed speed. for more analysis. some related
statistics are shown in the table III. it shows for each of the four
trips the corresponding, ID, starting date and time, traveled
distance in Kilometers unit, traveling trip duration in minutes,
average vehicle speed along the whole trip, vehicles maximum
reached traveling speed, the maximum legal allowed speed
on the outside city road segments, the exceeding max speed
duration in Minutes, this metric accumulates the time duration
when driver exceeds the speed limit, while the last metric,
indicates the percentage of violation duration to the total trip
duration. from the statistics in the earlier table, it is easy to
notice that the driver violates the speed during the second trip,
where the violation percentage is almost 20% of the time.
Furthermore, Figure 6 shows the followed path for the
first four trips, we found that all trips follow the same path
along the route, in addition, we indicates on the track (red
points) the segments where the driver violates the maximum
speed limit, in fact, by referring to the authorized national
transportation system, we found that recently, many traffic
accidents happened on that segment.
VI.

ison with the others management systems based on GPRS
and GPS technology, it is greatly reduced the operating price.
In our system, the Open Street Maps plays a major rule
during monitoring, visualization and identifying the maximum
allowed speed for each road segment along with the traveled
route. Ongoing work is to enable the system for supporting
online tracking and monitoring services, by using mobile data
networks.
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